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Cone Boutique.
New après bath experience.

So nice to wrap up in. Cone's thick and thirsty Boutique towel in rich deep all-cotton terry. With Cone's exclusive Wondersoft finish. In all the latest fashion colors. Unbelievable at just $1.00.


At your favorite store.

CONE MILLS INC., 1440 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.
Cone—maker of fine towels, blankets and Sporterry.
my, how CRYSTAL has changed!

I, Crystal, was a shy violet. Now I'm a passion flower. I mean to live it up 'round the clock... enjoy, enjoy! D-A-N-S-E my way through life!

I mean to pamper myself—wildly. Be utterly chic. Sleep between satin sheets. Have my morning orange juice in a handblown crystal glass.

I mean to feel deliciously extravagant! If I break a crystal glass—so what? C'est la vie! I refuse to be intimidated any longer by my possessions.

I'm a swinger too. That's why they call me "Danse"... pronounced D-A-N-S-E. We go well together. Long-stemmed beauties meant to be looked at twice!

I make orange juice look so chic...it's sinful. And I look "di-vine" with wedding cake and champagne. I'm one of a family of exquisite patterns. Versatile, that's us!

I look deliciously extravagant... but I'm not. I'm thoroughly practical. If you break me—c'est la vie, indeed! I'm crystal-without-tears. I cost only a dollar a stem!

Go for broke... with Riekes-Crisa you can afford it!

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY." WRITE FOR CRYSTAL'S REVEALING NEW BROCHURE "A REVOLUTION IN HANDBLOWN CRYSTAL."

RIEKES-CRISA CORPORATION 2902 CUMING STREET, OMAHA 31, NEBRASKA/Copyright 1965 by Riekes-Crisa Corp.

DECEMBER, 1965
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Hello, honey. Listen. It's breaking my heart that there's eight hundred miles of telephone wires between my mouth and your ear. You know that? I called because I have to. Because I have to tell you what it's like in this room tonight. You know the transistor TV you gave me for Christmas? It's still on the night table with my books and your grandfather's cufflinks, and that Miles Davis playing Funky Valentine, and it isn't very funny. I got the plaid sheets on the bed and the brown blanket you gave me with the edge that looks like leather, and I guess that's great stuff for playing bachelor. For a change. And you know how whenever I wear a towel around the house you start telling me to get decent? Well I guess somebody better tell me. Look, I just wanted you to get the picture so you'd realize there's one thing missing. And that's you. Honey, I'm not kidding, you know I never kid around. Not about anything serious. Like what happens to me when I think of you. And it's worse when I try not to. What I really called to tell you is that everybody has to have their first flight, that's all it is. And get a pencil, honey, because I'm about to read you a list of all the flights that can bring you home to me, starting at six AM tomorrow...
Choose Eljer Master Crafted fixtures

...they just look expensive

And they should. Eljer fixtures are quality fixtures, made by some of the most highly skilled craftsmen in the industry. You'll know the difference. So will your guests. Yet Eljer fixtures are available to meet most any budget. You may select from six lustrous pastels and snowy white. Note the polished chrome fittings, too. They are designed and made by Eljer with Eljer fixtures in mind. Talk it over with your architect or contractor. Or write Wallace-Murray Corporation, Eljer Plumbingware Division, Dept. HG, P.O. Box 836, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.
THE SUGGESTED TRIAL: YOU SIMPLY AGREE TO BUY THREE CLUB SELECTIONS OR ALTERNATES IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS FROM AMONG AT LEAST 200 THAT WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU

THE POOH LIBRARY
Complete in four volumes
All that A. A. Milne ever wrote about POOH, plus all the drawings by Ernest H. Shepard, in a new edition designed by Warren Chappell.

Winnie-the-Pooh: Christopher Robin and Pooh and all their friends having wonderful times. Over 100 illustrations.

The House at Pooh Corner: More adventures for Christopher Robin, Pooh, Piglet, Eyore, Owl, Kanga, Little Roo, and Tigger.

When We Were Very Young: 44 poems, including the one about the three little foxes "who didn't wear stockings, and they didn't wear socks." More than 125 illustrations.

Now We Are Six: 35 stories in verse that have endeared themselves to so many readers the world over. More than 150 illustrations.

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE CLUB'S UNIQUE BOOK-DIVIDEND SYSTEM

THE PURPOSE of this suggested trial membership is to demonstrate, by your own actual experience, four things highly important for every reading family. First, that membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club is a certain way to keep from missing the best new books. Second, that you will have a wide choice—more than those books you want than you otherwise would. Third, that you will have a wide choice—more than 200 books a year; and, fourth, that under the Club's new Book-Dividend system, you can acquire useful and beautiful volumes—as well as fine high-priced library sets—for trifling sums.

THE POOH RECORDINGS
Read by Maurice Evans

RECORD NO. 1
Winnie-the-Pooh: We are introduced to Winnie-the-Pooh and the stories begin.

Winnie-the-Pooh Goes Visiting: Winnie-the-Pooh's visit to Rabbit's home turns into a near-disaster.

Winnie-the-Pooh Goes Hunting: Whether one knows a Wizzle from a Woozle is important. Pooh and Piglet discuss it.

RECORD NO. 2
Eeyore Loses a Tail: Eeyore is depressed about the disappearance of his tail until Pooh finds it for him in a most unusual place.

The Heffalump: Catching Heffalumps in a Cunning Trap is quite tricky and has unexpected results.

Eeyore Has a Birthday: Gifts of a burst balloon and a pot "to put things in" make Eeyore very happy.

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE CLUB'S UNIQUE BOOK-DIVIDEND SYSTEM

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member of the Book-of-the-Month Club, and send me The Sooper-Pooh Package billing me $1. I agree to purchase at least three monthly Selections—or Alternates—during the first year I am a member. Members' prices for these books average 20% less than retail prices. I have the right to cancel my membership at any time after buying these three books. If I continue after this trial membership, I am to receive a Book-Dividend Certificate with every Selection—or Alternate—I buy under the system described at left. A small charge is added to all shipments to cover post-age and mailing expense. (Please note: Occasionally the Club will offer two or more books at a special combined price. Such purchases are counted as a single book in fulfilling the membership obligation.)

Some kids get all the breaks.

Less than half these interesting people grew up with a piano in the house (the Depression, they said). Today, some kids get all the breaks. The scrapper on the bench? Come Christmas there'll be a new piano at his house. It will, very simply, affect his entire life, because growing up with music is one of the best ways to grow up ever invented. Today, there's no real, down-to-earth reason why you can't give your own family more to remember from their lives at home. Kohler & Campbell will support your wise decision with a rich, resonant tone; exclusive quality features; a lifetime finish created by DuPont; a magnificent cabinet, and elegant styling. In fact, no other piano at any price offers all the fine features of a Kohler & Campbell.

Full-color, 28 page folio will be sent as a gift until Jan. 1, '66. After Jan. 1, $1.00 please, to Dept. HG5, Kohler & Campbell, Granite Falls, North Carolina.

Kohler & Campbell
Heirloom Quality Pianos Since 1896 / Granite Falls, N. C.
Gift wrapped— in rare good taste. Give this beautiful holiday gift package containing superb J&B Rare Scotch. (If you prefer, you can easily slip off the label). J&B is a product of the two-centuries-old house of Justerini & Brooks whose many eminent patrons included the immortal Charles Dickens.

The others are not J&B rare scotch whisky
LOOKING FOR GIFTS TO UNWRAP SMILES?

GENERAL ELECTRIC HAS THEM!

HOW THOUGHTFUL! Give General Electric's Automatic Grill and Waffle Baker with non-stick Teflon** on both sides of its reversible grids!

JUST WHAT SHE ALWAYS WANTED! It's General Electric's Portable Hair Dryer with exclusive "Instant Heat" unit next to the bonnet for faster, more comfortable drying. Nail dryer feature. Smart carrying case, too.

HOW'S THIS FOR A TOASTER! General Electric's versatile Toast-R-Oven* toasts bread of all sizes, both sides at once...top-browns...bakes potatoes, frozen foods and pies...reheats foods, too!

THEY'LL THANK YOU every day for selecting General Electric's Sleep-Guard® Blanket. Adjusts automatically to temperature changes. Warmth without weight. Comfort without care. Decorator colors.


TWO GIFTS IN ONE! The General Electric Can Opener-Knife Sharp automatically pierces and opens or small cans...and the sharper front-side for easier use.

*TM General Electric Company
**DuPont's Teflon for TFE finish.
ANGEL ... make her iron-sier with General Electric's Spray, Steam and Dry. Eliminates most pre-damp.

EVERYONE GOES FOR General Electric's MV-1 Portable Cleaner. Lightweight... less than 12 inches long. Cleans everywhere—home, car, workshop. All attachments included.
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With Swirl, take 5 minutes to dress and you'll have 4 left over. Swirl's the whirl of instant chic that wraps, ties and is ready to go in seconds. This one in crisp 100% combed cotton chambray with red woven checked top, tie and appliques ready to go in seconds. Broadway, N.Y.C.

Naturally we have a chopping block in the kitchen, but that doesn't do Don much good when he wants to carve a steak he has just cooked in the family room fireplace. So, to keep him happy, I recently acquired a hard wood carving board on a folding stand that can be toed here and there, wherever it's needed. The board is just the right height for an outdoor grill, but it is going to see a lot of indoor use this winter in our house. And it's as well-made and sturdy as it is convenient. I ordered it from Country Craftsmen, Antrim, New Hampshire.

We all know a good wine deserves a good glass, and the shape of the glass is a very important part of the wine's enjoyment. To quote from that great cook book "Mastering the Art of French Cooking" by Simone Beck, Louise Bertholle, and Julia Child (Alfred A. Knopf), "The bigger the wine, the bigger the glass. A small glass gives no room for the bouquet to develop, nor for the drinker to swirl." By that criterion, Pasco's Adora pattern might almost be called the perfect wineglass. Certainly these long, thin-stemmed beauties made in Austria would start a bride on the right track or compliment the discernment of a couple on their fifteenth anniversary. My sister's is coming up next month and after seeing Adora at Bergdorf Goodman's in New York, I am very tempted to pamper her.

I've never seen (would never have thought of) a house gift as imaginative and at the same as thoroughly useful as the one that arrived from the couple who stayed with us last weekend: a charming functional picnic basket, packed with a peasant tablecloth, a bottle of excellent red wine, and a collection of gourmet delicacies—tinned meats, imported biscuits, a Reblochon cheese, dried carrot sticks, a box of petits fours and a can of pâté as au rhum. I've told myself that come spring I'll build a whole picnic around it—if I can just resist the temptation to borrow from it in the meantime.

Kay Corbett said it was while she was browsing around Papier Mâché in New York that she got the idea for her "bar room" party. She was fascinated by some paper chandelle—Japanese-lantern-style versions of the Tiffany glass lampshades that were so elegant when they were new and so soon became the hallmark of the pretentiously decorated turn-of-the-century saloons. An old-fashioned saloon, Kay decided, would not be too difficult to reproduce in her not-quite-finished basement. So she went to work with extra-wide kraft paper and a stapling gun, covered the walls and ceiling, and with the help of some talented friends, marking pens, and water paints cartooned a luxum reclin­ing nude over a garish painted-on bar mirror, and, on the opposite wall, drew the saloon's front win­dow complete with a street scene outside. The walls between were hung with "portraits" of muscular gentlemen in boxing shorts, punctuated with motos, rubber trees, and such. Small tables with red- and-white checked tablecloths were placed around the room. A serving bar, made of planks on sawhorses and decorated with a paper skirt painted to resemble glossy mahogany, was set up under the pretend mirror. The scene was appropriately lit (i.e., not much) with a dozen of the paper chandeliers—24-inch-diameter af­fairs that burlesque the Tiffany shades with disarming accuracy. Besides liquor, the bar was equipped with the traditional "free lunch"—platters of cold meat, mounds of crusty breads and pretzels, pickles, half-a-dozen cheeses from Liederkranz to Jack, big jars of pickled eggs and pigs feet. The gentlemen were invited to come in shirt sleeves and snappy weskits. The ladies wore whatever suited their fancy. The party was such a success I'm thinking of trying my hand at painted paper scenery for a Tyrolean after-ski party for the children.

Think of the many places in your home that could welcome a clock like this: Think of the warmth it would add—serenity its golden chimes would bring. Gracious guardian of each golden hour, a Ridgeway clock is at home for a husband and a wife, for a friend, for a child. Let us show you the many sizes and styles at your nearest Ridgeway store.

Send 25c today for a complete catalog . . . the "Story of Clocks" . . . other literature. Write Ridgeway/Division of Gravity Furniture Co., Inc., Dept. 96, Ridgeway, Virginia.
HERE RIDE AMERICA'S MOST LOYAL OWNERS. More Cadillac drivers stay with Cadillac than with any other car built in the land. Now, for 1966, Cadillac provides more driving pleasure than ever before. There is new interior luxury surpassing any Cadillac of the past. New variable ratio power steering and many important improvements in suspension, chassis, handling and acoustics make the 1966 Cadillac even quieter and easier to drive. Your authorized dealer invites you to try it soon and see for yourself! New elegance, new excellence, new excitement!

Cadillac Motor Car Division • General Motors Corporation
You can bask in the sun all day…
You can dance the Limbo till dawn…
You can raft miles down the Rio Grande…

but you haven't been to JAMAICA…

until you've tasted Tia Maria
JAMAICA'S LEGENDARY LIQUEUR
(EVEN IF YOU NEVER GET THERE, BUY TIA MARIA... AND DREAM)
Arlene Francis says: "Let me tell you the great furniture secret"

"Your guests will rave about the beautiful styling of a Niagara World's Fair Chair—yet no one would guess it contains Niagara Cyclo-Massage, and Moving Heat, too.

"I love it! It's the world's most comfortable and most comforting furniture. I could give you a dozen great reasons why, but it doesn't cost you a penny to find out for yourself."

Arlene Francis, one of America's busiest personalities, relies on the effective benefits in Niagara Furniture with Cyclo-Massage®. The same Cyclo-Massage action as in other Niagara equipment proved by years of continuing research and the experience of more than one million grateful men and women. This exclusive Niagara development is yours in fine quality chairs and sofas—and in a variety of styles, colors and fabrics to go with any decor.

What is Cyclo-Massage? A patented 3-way massage action that in combination with Moving Heat helps to ease stiffness and minor aches in your back and legs. In just minutes, the deep penetration of Niagara's unique 3-way action gently massages and soothes the tired fibres of your body...helps relieve daily tensions and fatigue.

Get all the facts FREE. You have nothing to lose but your minor muscle aches, pains and everyday tensions.

Fill in and mail the attached postage-paid card today. You will promptly receive FREE helpful 16-page, full color booklet "Research Reports," plus full information. Remember, it costs you nothing to find out how the hospital-tested, doctor-used Niagara Cyclo-Massage method can help you.

Niagara World's Fair Furniture (contemporary, modern, traditional or provincial styles) comes in these decorator colors:

- CASTILLIAN RED
- ROYAL GOLD
- VERMILLION
- CELEDON GREEN
- GINGER BROWN
- OCEAN BLUE
-opal white
- PRARIE BEIGE

The highly advanced Niagara Thermopad® with 3-way Cyclo-Massage and Moving Heat... used by many doctors across the country and confirmed beneficial in clinical tests. An effective help to soothe minor muscle aches and pains. A repeatable aid to rest and relaxation. An effective drug-free way to ease simple nervous tension and fatigue...to help relieve tired, sore, stiff and aching muscles.


SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY."
THIS YEAR, SAY YOUR

"Merry Christmas"

WITH

COLORADO CARNATIONS®

There is one gift, for friends or self, that breathes the spirit of Christmas more than any other—a brimming bowl full of spice-sweet Colorado Carnations. Here, in America's longer lasting flower, is special cheer for the entire holiday. Make it a merrier Christmas for everyone you know with trademarked Colorado Carnations grown in the bright sunshine at the foot of the Rockies.
BOLD NEW CONTEMPORARY DESIGN. Discover the craftsman's light touch—the special beauty of Discovery by United. You can see it in the drawer pulls, each an individually handcrafted work of art. You can feel it in the superbly sculptured cabinet frames, the carefully selected, high quality walnut veneers. Fresh lines, subtle detailing, supreme craftsmanship... all come together beautifully in bedrooms, studios, dining, and living rooms from the Discovery collection by United. Send $1 for attractive color booklet. United Furniture Corporation, Dept. D, Lexington, North Carolina.
After coffee... enjoy Benedictine

Nothing so flatters your guests as serving them Benedictine. For there is only one Benedictine—the noble after-dinner liqueur made for over 400 years at Fecamp, France—the world's most distinguished liqueur.

Antiques Questions & Answers
By Thomas H. Ormsbee

REGINA MUSIC BOX

All of the metal playing disks for my beautiful Regina music box are marked in the 1790's and 1890's. Could these numbers refer to when it was made?

J.C.—Sarasota, Fla.

The numbers on the disks identified the musical selections and had nothing to do with the date of the piece. The Regina Music Box Company of Rahway, N.J., made your instrument some time between their opening in 1886 and closing in 1915.

Can you help me find out if this set of mining scene plates is unique? The plates are marked Mark-Milliet and Co.

L.B.—Placerville, Calif.

Your gold rush plates were made in some quantity in France for American markets.

I would like to know the age and style of this rocker. W.M.—East Berlin, Pa.

Your American side chair with arched back splats and ball-turned front stretcher dates between 1760 and 1775. The rockers were probably added about 1800.

Continued on page 22
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Williamson will light their guests’ cigarettes with the Ronson Varaflame Colonial Rose butane table lighter. Cigarettes are at hand in the matching urn. Both in fine Rosenthal china. You must turn the page to see them and other Ronson butane table lighters.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Williamson own a Ronson Varaflame Colonial Rose table lighter and cigarette urn. Rosenthal china, gold electroplate fitment. $27.50

The Newport, fine cut crystal, $28.00

The Valiant, black and gold marble, gold electroplate, $25.00

The Senator, silver plate and gold-tone, florentine and bright finish, $20.00

The Luralite, gold-tone mosaic finish, gold electroplate action, $28.00

The Imperial with matching urn in silver plate, $30.00

The Skoal, rosewood and satin finish aluminum, $25.00

Ronson Varaflame is the highly personal lighter. The smokeless butane flame is fingertip adjustable for a slim cigarette, a hearty cigar, or a robust pipe. And it's very faithful. Lights for up to three years without refueling. Refills in seconds, quickly and cleanly, from the Ronson butane Multi-Fill® Injector.

Ronson
Ronson Corp., Woodbridge, N.J.
All prices suggested retail.
Also available in Canada

Elizabeth Draper created the great room.
And remember, Ronson does a lot more than light cigarettes

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Williamson also use Ronson Varaflame Candles. Ronson candles give your home that candlelight glow with none of the drip, smoke, or smell of ordinary wax candles. May be refueled in a few seconds with clean butane gas from a Ronson Multi-Fill® injector.

Ebony Black, $24.95; Gold-Tone, $27.50; Silver-Tone, $19.95; Cardinal Red, $19.95; Antique White, $19.95. Prices per pair. The Rosewood Candle, $39.95. All prices are suggested retail. Ronson Corp., Woodbridge, N. J. Also available in Canada.
Your furniture needs this kind of beauty treatment

Beautiful wood needs deep-down care—not a "cover-up" coating. Hagerty Vernax Beauty Cream for Furniture gently cleans the finest finish, moisturizes to protect against aging dryness with pure beeswax—the best wood preservative known. As it protects, it enhances the patina of fine woods with a softly lustrous, long-lasting sheen. An antiquarian's formula, Hagerty Vernax is the choice of museums and galleries for the restoration and preservation of treasured furniture. Try it soon.

In Housewares at leading stores everywhere

Send for this HELPFUL BOOKLET on fine wood furniture care and a sample of Hagerty Vernax Beauty Cream for Furniture. Please enclose 10c to cover postage.

W. J. HAGERTY & SONS, Ltd., Inc. • Dept. 127, South Bend, Indiana 46624

A faint oriental scene decorates the two top drawers of this painted piece. Hinged doors of woven cane conceal the bottom drawers. Can you tell its age and origin?

C.A.S.—Charlotte, N.C.

Your chest is a very unusual American Empire piece possibly reflecting a transition to Victorian design. It would date between 1835 and 1850.

Can you identify my spoon from my rather crude drawings of the marks? The piece is a berry spoon 9½ inches long.

S.M.—New York, N.Y.

Your spoon is a coin silver tablespoon made by S. Douglas Brower who worked in Troy, N.Y., from 1832 to 1836 and in Albany, N.Y., from 1837 to 1850. Many American silversmiths used such marks which resemble English hallmarks.

What can you tell me about my inherited French clock made by Dubuc (the Elder) with a statue of George Washington?

H.P.W.—Panama City, Fla.

A clock like yours is in the White House collection which Mrs. Kennedy assembled. Such clocks were made shortly after Washington's death, for export to the U.S.

Could you give me any information on my vase from its picture and sketched mark?

L.P.—Doreful, Canada

The mark is one used by the Royal Crown Derby Porcelain Co. Ltd., Derby, England from 1895 to 1940. The vase is bone china.

Your opinion and comment on this baby carriage would be appreciated. Would it be possible to tell its age and the name of the manufacturer?

T.B. McN.—Toccoa, Ga.

The baby carriage is American. Its woven wicker body, wooden wheels, and metal tires date it about 1880-1895. Without a manufacturer's label, it is impossible to identify it further.
here customers ask us to put their extension phones—and why

A The sleeping area, which is also the resting and dressing area. Extensions like the little and lovely Princess® phone help save space while saving steps.

B The working area, where a handy extension helps you keep on a job and enjoy it more. A colorful wall phone will hang neatly out of the way.

C The living area, where an extension phone can help you relax and stay relaxed by bringing calls to your elbow, letting you make calls at your leisure.

D You name the area or room! Whatever the layout of your home, you’ll find that well-placed extension phones wherever needed can contribute greatly to the livability you want. To order them in your choice of style and color, just call your Business Office or ask your telephone man.
THE NEW INTEREST IN OXFORD goes hand in glove with today's bolder, simpler table settings. With Oxford Bone China, white is breathlessly white. Beautifully dramatic with the new incandescent colors. Intriguingly translucent. Exquisitely thin. Yet secretly strong. Timeless in its contour. It's true—Oxford is the first real refinement in bone china in 100 years. See it soon. Where? Only in stores where you can compare it with the finest.

5 pc. place settings from $19.95 to $50.00. For free color literature write Oxford Bone China, Dept. E88, Trenton 5, N. J.
Peanuts Project Book
Full color! $3.50

Pooh Project Book
Pooh mobiles — Pooh stationery — songs — lots to make and do —
Full color $3.50

Good Times Book
A big — date-appointment-scrap book with room for notes and mementoes $3.50
wonderful for teen age girls!

Peanuts Date Book
Our big date-calendar-appointment book featuring the best of Peanuts $3.00

The Peanuts Classics
Charles M. Schulz’s warm, sentimental little characters. Make a perfect gift for children and adults everywhere... $2.00 each

Perennial Woman
12 decorator-calendar-posters in full color. To keep dates, appointments and special events, 19 x 41 inches $3.95

ASK FOR THESE ITEMS AT YOUR FAVORITE BOOK, GIFT OR STATIONERY STORE. IF UNAVAILABLE WRITE TO: DETERMINED PRODUCTIONS INC. BOX 2150. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94126
CLASSICAL MUSIC

PORTS OF CALL

God Bless America

Leonard Bernstein, conductor

Hymns, Mass, Te Deum, Ave Maria

The Boston Symphony Orchestra

Famous orchestral and soloist recordings

REVERIE — La vie en rose, Chansons et Poeme d'Orgue No. 1

Bernard Herrmann, conductor, American Rec. Guide

BUDDY DEPPUS

Havell Daphnis et Chloe

1969. God Bless America (with chorus)

1974. The Fabulous "live" performance, his tour is a 12-year

FAVORITE:

MOZART

Puccini and Verdi

FAVORITE:

RICHARD WUCKER

Mormon Tabernacle Chorus

ONEDURE: MY LOVE FORGIVE ME

ROBERT GOULD

This Is All

Toni Pearl, Time 1965

Boots Randolph

Yakety Sax

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

Terre Haute, Indiana

®Columbia Records Corp, 1965

NOTE: These records must be played only on a stereo

alleries marked with a star (*)

have been electronically re-channeled for stereo

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

Terre Haute, Indiana

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB
You can tell a Steinway in the dark

As beautiful as the Steinway is to look at, it is even more beautiful to listen to. You have only to hear this piano to understand why world-famous artists—Janis, Gould, Entremont and others—choose the Steinway for their performances. Its noble tone, intuitive response and technical supremacy make the Instrument of the Immortals the finest piano for your home, too.

Steinway & Sons 113 W. 57th St. New York

Send for our booklet, 'I see what you mean'

Do it up big with Gorham's sterling silver pocket magnifier. Retractable 3-power Bausch & Lomb lens. $3.50 (plus engraving).

Only to be found at finest jewelry stores and silverware departments.

Gorham
Sterling

See next to last page for "where you can buy."
Get CHOOSEY about brandy and you end up with...

HENNESSY

84 & 80 Proof.
Also available, V.S.O.P. Reserve, Grande Fine Champagne, 80 Proof. © Schieffelin & Co., N.Y.
Love thy neighbor’s child


You or your group can become a Foster Parent of a needy child. You will be sent the case history and photo of your “adopted” child and letters from the child himself. Correspondence is translated by PLAN. The child knows who you are. At once he is touched by love and a sense of belonging. Your pledge provides new clothing, blankets, education and medical care, as well as a cash grant of $8 every month. Each child receives full measure of material aid from your contribution. Distribution of goods is supervised by PLAN staff and is insured against loss in every country where PLAN operates. Help in the responsible way. “Adopt” a child through Foster Parents’ Plan. Let some child love you.

PLAN is a non-political, non-profit, non-sectarian, government-approved, independent relief organization, registered under No. VFA019 with the Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid of the Agency for International Development of the United States Government and filed with the National Information Bureau in New York City. Check your charity—we eagerly offer our financial statement on request because we are so proud of the handling of our funds. PLAN helps children in Greece, South Korea, Viet Nam, Hong Kong, the Philippines, Colombia and Ecuador.

PARTIAL LIST OF SPONSORS AND FOSTER PARENTS

Steve Allen
Sen. Paul H. Douglas
Helen Hayes
Conrad N. Hilton
Sen. Jacob K. Javits
Art Linkletter
Amb. & Mrs. Henry Cabot Lodge
Garry Moore
Dr. Howard A. Rusk
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Sarnoff
Gov. & Mrs. William W. Scranton
Sen. John G. Tower
Loretta Young

FOSTER PARENTS’ PLAN, INC. HG-12-65
352 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10010—Founded 1937
In Canada: P. O. Box 65, Ste. B, Montreal, Que.

A. I wish to become a Foster Parent of a needy child for one year or more. If possible, sex __________ age __________ nationality __________
I will pay $15 a month for one year or more ($180 per year).
Payment will be monthly __________ quarterly __________ semi-annually __________ annually __________
I enclose herewith my first payment $ ________

B. I cannot “adopt” a child but I would like to help a child by contributing $ ________

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ________ Zip ________
Date __________ Contributions are Income Tax Deductible.

©Foster Parents’ Plan, Inc. 1964

GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS IN

SMALL HOTELS IN THE CARIBBEAN

Come the first drab days of winter and most of us who inhabit the ice-and-snow belt are afflicted with a common malaise—the desire to escape to a tropical island where the water is a beckoning blue and the sun just keeps on shining. Some head for the hyperbolic high life of the large luxury hotels, but more and more vacationers are seeking out secluded little hotels where the service is personal and pampering, the pace is unhurried and relaxed, the surroundings as idyllic as man and nature can contrive, and the food comes fresh from the sea and the market place. The Caribbean is studied with these away-from-it-all retreats, but they are surprisingly hard to locate. Mostly you hear about them through word-of-mouth, for few small hotels, with their limited accommodations, need or wish to advertise, and find contented guests their best propagandists.

Last March I went small-hotel hunting through the chain of islands that curves like a necklace across the Caribbean from the coast of South America toward Miami. I visited Tobago, Grenada, St. Vincent, Martinique, Antigua, Sint Maarten, and Jamaica, a trip that sounds extensive, but was only a sampling of the islands. Each hotel I stayed at or saw had its own special charm and individuality, compounded partly from the distinctive character of the islands themselves (although only minutes apart by plane, each one is surprisingly different), but mostly from the taste and personalities of their owner-managers. Everywhere I encountered intriguing, adaptable ideas and little courtesies that made me feel I was in a private house—a bowl of fresh tropical fruit by my bedside, a hibiscus blossom tucked between the salt and pepper on my breakfast table, a pan of water outside my beach cottage to rinse the sand from my feet, a pretty terrycloth beach robe hanging in my bedroom closet. Friendly informality is the true essence of the Caribbean, a mood that washes over you like warm surf even before you reach your destination. I first became aware of it at Antigua, where the big Pan Am jet, southbound from Kennedy Airport to Trinidad, made its second scheduled stop, long enough for a look around the airport. By the time we took off, the few remaining passengers were joking and gossiping like old acquaintances. Mainland reserve had disappeared, Caribbean laissez-faire took over.

Tobago—the Arnos Vale Hotel

A half-hour flight from Trinidad’s Piarco Airport lies tranquil Tobago, which so precisely fits your mental image of a tropical island that it at first seems slightly unreal. The road from the airport to the Arnos Vale Beach Hotel, near the village of Plymouth, winds past coconut palms and tangled vegetation
H&G's travel editor reports on intimate, individual little hideaways on seven islands in the sun

By José Wilson

broken by occasional tantalizing glimpses of secluded little coves and sparkling water with not so much as a stray sun bather in sight. The hotel—a main house and cottages tucked away on the ridges of hills that fall steeply away to a crescent of white sand and a private bay whose limpid waters, full of exotic fish and coral gardens, are a snorkeler's heaven—is like a natural (if more cultivated) part of the landscape. Local materials such as cedar and coral rock from the bay were used in the construction, and the sea-gazing rooms of the main house are open to each other, to terraces, cool breezes, and a panoramic view of gardens spilling down the hillside in a blaze of hibiscus, oleander, bougainvillaea, convolvulus, and croton.

Yet, despite this open airiness, there is a pleasantly paradoxical small-scale coziness reminiscent of an English country house (not surprising, since owner-manager Jeffrey Cooke and his wife Carol hail from England). In the lounge, deep armchairs coaxingly placed near crowded bookshelves face an old Dutch gun chest shining with the patina of age. A Murano glass chandelier is suspended over a lacy straw rug from Dominica. Dominating all this is a spectacular grand piano made for the Paris Exhibition of 1851, gilded and painted with swags and a Watteau-esque scene, that any antique dealer would give his eyeteeth for.

Everything at the Arnos Vale runs with the smooth synchronization that comes from good staff work, including meal service, something for which the easygoing Caribbean is not noted. A line of trim waitresses in gray uniforms and starched yellow aprons and high caps weaves smoothly from table to table, offering a succession of dishes. Food is Mr. Cooke's concern and chief interest, and meals at (Continued on page 35)

At last! A dishwasher detergent that really does both! (1) cleans difficult food stains (2) ends water spots

You need a dishwasher detergent that does more than stop water spots. Now it's here!

No matter what the stain—dried-in grease, sticky chocolate, gooey syrup, filmed-in milk, smudged lipstick, stubborn tea stains—even dried-up egg spots—now you can have glasses, silver, dishes, pots that are cleaner, brighter than any other dishwasher detergent can make them—and without water spotting.

Electrasol's even-flow formula cleans without clinging. This is due to an extraordinary wetting agent that makes water "wetter" so it cleans even the most difficult stains—then rolls right off your dishes. Will not spot, film or streak...no matter how hard the water...or what make your dishwasher. No wonder Electrasol is recommended by every leading dishwasher manufacturer.
Introducing Polara and Saturna

Our new stainless steel patterns aren’t modern. They’re neo-supersonic. Yet mere earthlings can appreciate their pure simplicity of design. Design that will fit right in with any table setting you can dream up. Now. Or in 1984.

A 50-piece service for eight in Polara will cost you just $39.95. For the same service in Saturna, it’s $59.95. Not much when you consider that they’ll make those chocolate mousse pills a lot easier to swallow.

International Stainless
A Thomas Organ is as easy to play as a-one, a-two, a-three," says Lawrence Welk.

Thomas is easy to play. With Color-Glo. You press a button. The keyboards light up to show you which notes to play. Just follow the colors: you'll be playing a tune on the Thomas in only 15 minutes. Chords and all. But don't take our word for it. Or even Lawrence Welk's word. Stop in at your Thomas Dealer and make him prove it. We think you'll find it so easy to play a Thomas Organ, you'll want to add a Thomas to your family. You can for as little as $12.25 a month, after normal down payment. Choose from 34 models in a wide range of furniture styles. Ask your dealer about the 5-year warranty on the musical heart of the Thomas—the tone generators. Light up your life—with Thomas and Color-Glo. Your Thomas Dealer is listed in your telephone book. For your free informative brochure, write:

Thomas Organ Company, Dept. 112, 8345 Hayvenhurst Ave., Sepulveda, Calif. Subsidiary of Warwick Electronics, Inc.
"Is old Mexican saying:
He who receives Kahlúa in holiday gift pack has good fortune;
He who gives Kahlúa in holiday gift pack is smart cookie."

"Funny, you don't look Mexican..."

Kahlúa.
Far and away the most popular coffee liqueur in the whole wide world.
Now in an exotic three-dimensional gift-wrap of warm brown and thermal gold.

Kahlúa 53 Proof
Coffee Liqueur from Sunny Mexico

Do you find the secrets of cocktail mixing and gourmet dessert making inscrutable? Our new Recipe Book makes them scrutable! Write us for your free copy.

JULIUS BERMAN & ASSOC., INC. 9025 WILSHIRE BLVD., BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

SMALL CARIBBEAN HOTELS
Continued from preceding page

Island Inn four years ago. Assisted by Colin Laird, a British-born architect with offices in Trinidad, he has evolved one of the best designs for a modern island hotel I have seen. The dining room, kitchens, bar, and offices are in the central hotel building, while cottages stretch away on either side down the full extent of the beach, each so well oriented and separated that you have a sense of complete privacy—and 60 feet of beachfront to call your own. Between each bedroom and bathroom is a small private garden (and a handy hook on the wall for hanging up wet bathing suits) with sliding glass doors and louvers at either end of the bedroom to let the breezes through. Like many of the hotels I visited, Spice Island Inn is on the leeward side of the island where, I learned, trade winds blowing from the land tend to sweep insects out to sea. A Scottish couple I talked to told me that when they pick an island hotel from a brochure, they always check to see which way the palm trees lean—shoreward or seaward!

Meals at Spice Island Inn are a constant surprise and delight, for Alan Krassner and his chef, a young Englishman called Bert Toyne (who, before arriving at Spice Island Inn, had never cooked professionally in his life), have scrapped the typical hotel menu and created a light, refreshing cuisine suited to the climate and based on cold soups, simple main courses of plainly cooked meat or fresh fish (with never a sauce), and fruit desserts. Some of the more memorable tastes that still linger on my tongue are a velvety vichyssoise made with breadfruit instead of potatoes; a punch made from a native red sorrel, soaked, strained, flavored with cinnamon, and chilled; soursop fool; sopadilla ice cream; guava coupe; flying fish marinated in garlic, onions, and lime juice and fried Barbados style; and turkey with coconut stuffing. One heavenly concoction turned out to be simply good old Heinz canned tomato soup mixed with orange juice and a little light cream and chilled.

With a palm-shaded beach and buoyant blue water just a few feet from my door, and with the effort it took just to move further than the Inn’s dining room, I still managed to spend a morning in St. George’s (the Inn provides twice-daily transportation to town). The shops proved disappointing, but the market, like most island markets, was fascinating. I love to wander around the stalls, piled with exotic, unfamiliar produce. I picked up for pennies a handful of nutmegs in their natural state—glossy brownish-black nuts veiled with the scarlet threads of mace, an outer covering that is a spice in its own right.

St. Vincent—Young Island

Alan Krassner, who on his out-of-season busman's holidays stops off at other hotels in the Caribbean, had told me about a brand new hotel just opened on St. Vincent, the new hotel just opened on St. Vincent, so the minute I got to the airport I headed there. Young Island, which turned out to be really an island unto itself, is a twenty-acre retreat 200 yards offshore from St. Vincent, owned and operated by John and Polly Houser. Mr. Houser, a former vice-president of American Express and Hilton Hotels International, has had plenty of major-league experience, but his own brainchild—the antithesis of the huge, impersonal resort hotel—reflects his belief that today's vacationers are seeking smaller, more peaceful

Continued on page 38
Match the covers!

Mix the interiors!
(Duranel® or Teflon®)

Now you can build a complete set of matching cookware just as you do with china or silver. Select from 21 color-matched Wear-Ever pieces with beautiful Antique Bronze-colored covers.

You can choose cookware of ALCOA DURANEL—stainless steel inside for easy cleaning and aluminum outside for fast, even cooking. Or you can choose cookware with interiors of DUPONT TEFLON for no-stick cooking with no-scour clean-up. You design your matched set. All Duranel? All Teflon? Or mix and match to your heart's desire.

Only Wear-Ever has 21 ways to start your color-matched cookware set

WEAR-EVER made of ALCOA DURANEL
pieces with stainless steel inside and aluminum outside: (A) 5 qt. Dutch oven, $13.95. (B) 11" chicken fryer, $14.95. (C) 10" frypan, $11.95. (D) 11" griddle, $9.95. (E) 3 qt. saucepan, $9.95. (F) 2 qt. saucepan, $9.95. (G) 1½ qt. saucepan, $7.95. (H) 8" frypan, $8.95. PIECE STARTER SET, $39.95. Save $10.80 over open-stock price. Set includes 3 saucepans with covers (1½, and 3 qt. sizes), 5 qt. Dutch oven and 10" open frypan. Dutch oven cover fits frypan.

WEAR-EVER SELECT TEFLON
8 pieces with double-coated DuPont Teflon inside and aluminum outside: (A) 5 qt. Dutch oven, $10.95. (B) 11" chicken fryer, $12.95. (C) 10" frypan, $9.95. (D) 11" griddle, $9.95. (E) 3 qt. saucepan, $9.95. (F) 2 qt. saucepan, $9.95. (G) 1½ qt. saucepan, $7.95. (H) 8" frypan, $8.95. PIECE STARTER SET, $29.95. Save $5.34 over open-stock price. Includes 1½ and 3 qt. saucepans with covers, 5 qt. Dutch oven, 10" open frypan. Dutch oven cover fits frypan.

Wherever there's a good cook, there's...

WEAR-EVER Electrics-Teakettle-Perc
Complement your set with the matching Wear-Ever all-aluminum, non-electric teakettle and percolator and Teflon-coated Buffet Electrics.

(A) Teflon electric rectangular grill and warmer, about $26.70. (B) 11" Teflon electric frypan, about $26.95. (C) 10½" Teflon electric grill and warmer, about $19.50. (D) 2½-qt. non-electric teakettle, $8.95. (E) 8 cup non-electric percolator, $9.95.

FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
Guarantees spot-free washing, the most spot-free glasses, silver, dishes any dishwasher can wash—or your money back!

New Dishwasher all’s super-penetrating solution gets in and under spots, lifts them off and floats them away. Dishes come out sparkling clean—even after being stacked for hours. And Dishwasher all is recommended by leading dishwasher manufacturers. Get new Dishwasher all—you’ll like its new bright color, new fresh fragrance!

Dishwasher all is recommended safe for the finest china by the American Fine China Guild.

SMALL CARIBBEAN HOTELS continued from page 36

Fort-de-France, Martinique’s capital, is one of the most sophisticated and European in the Caribbean. Around the Savannah, or main plaza, are hotels, cafés, and excellent restaurants that serve a French cuisine and Creole specialties. The narrow streets, reminiscent of Paris’ Left Bank, are chockablock with elegant stores selling French free-port merchandise, and old houses covered with wrought-iron grillwork and balconies and louvered shutters, their sides decorated with red and white or black and red shingles set in a diamond pattern.

My hotel was not in Fort-de-France, but across the bay on a peninsula, near Les Trois Ilots, birthplace of Josephine, where you can see touching memorabilia of her life displayed in a tiny stone museum. One look at the local girls, with their superb carriage and glowing good looks, explains Napoleon’s infatuation with his empress. The Auberge de l’Anse Milian is a modest French family-style country inn, and a favorite Sunday lunch spot for residents of Fort-de-France (boats make regular trips across for a fare of 30 cents). The hotel faces a beach and jetty, and the verandas, one of which is the dining terrace, have an uninterrupted view over the bay.

The cooking of Mr. Rapicault, the owner, was one of the high points of my trip. Each morning he would take the early boat to Fort-de-France and the markets, coming back with fresh fish and produce for the day’s meals. There might be an hors d’oeuvre of thin slices of avocado, cucumber, fresh hearts of palm (crisply delicate, totally unlike the canned variety), and tomatoes vinaigrette; crab farci, the meat mixed with onion, garlic, hot green pepper, and bread crumbs; and baked; kingfish cooked Creole-style with onions, tomatoes, and hot pepper, served with rice and slices of...
It's the berries! “Fruit Stripe” terries, one of Morgan-Jones new Kitchen Jacquard sets. Towel, dishcloth, pot holder (all reversible) and apron. There's “Teapot,” too. And “Place Setting.” To mix. To match. To buy. Definitely! Morgan-Jones

Introducing: room to room carpeting.

Chemstrand, N.Y., N.Y. 10001, a Division of Monsanto
When your mother carpeted her home, she did it room by room. The parlor got the best carpet. Because everybody had to behave in there. The dining room got a dark, dreary pattern. So spills wouldn’t be catastrophes. And often the bedrooms got hand-me-downs. But it needn’t be that way in your home. Not if you know about Cumuloft™ nylon. Cumuloft is the fiber that fills every carpet need in the house. It gives you deep, plush pile for living-room luxury. It’s so easy to keep clean, you can pick a cheery color for the dining room. (And not cry over spilled milk.) Safe for the nursery. Because it’s non-allergenic. (Also, soft enough for baby’s knees.) And it’s so economical you can carpet all the rooms, the den, the guest room, what-have-you. Without feeling extravagant about it. Besides all that, Cumuloft is incredibly long-wearing. Even where the traffic is heaviest. On the stairs, in the hallways, in the family room. (You see, every carpet made of Cumuloft nylon pile is made to meet mill and Chemstrand quality standards. The most uncompromising standards in the carpet industry.) Now. What about carpeting the kitchen and bathroom? There’s absolutely no reason not to. In fact, you’ll find Cumuloft in so many rich colors and textures, the more rooms you have the better you’ll like it. And that just about covers everything.
Fashion's in the kitchen with Cannon

To season the kitchen with color and charm...

Cannon Royal Family fashions in good, rich, deep-drinking cotton terry. The collection includes dashing, switch-about textured weaves, vibrant frosty-framed prints, as well as prints on pastels or white. At fine department stores. Cannon Mills, Inc., N.Y. 10020
creamy boiled breadfruit to mash into the spicy sauce. For dessert, a marvelous selection of French cheeses and fresh fruit. The bottle that is an indispensable part of any Gallic meal could be chosen from the list of inexpensive but good French regional wines, and if it was still half-full when the meal was over, Carmen, the Creole waitress whose slow, sleepy, radiant smile lit up the day, would whisk it away and bring it back next time around. It was at mealtime that the warm, family quality of the inn was most apparent. Guests, mostly French-Canadians with a few Americans, treated each other to aperitifs (after one experience of a local Martinique punch, made with a crystal-clear rum and decidedly lethal, I, too, stuck to aperitifs) and chatted back and forth between the tables.

Antigua—
the Inn at English Harbour

By way of contrast, Antigua was the most British of the islands I visited—as befits the onetime home of the Duke of Clarence, later William IV, and Admiral Nelson. Roads wind like English lanes through neat fields broken by occasional patches of sugar cane and the strange fortilike structures that are the old sugar mills with the sails lopped off. Antigua is a prosperous, bustling island with a rum distillery, two potteries, a capital—St. John's—where angular modern buildings jostle the old colonial houses and an estimated twenty-seven hotels and guest houses, plus the American members only Mill Reef Club. My hotel, the Inn, was on the south side of the island, tucked away on the slopes of Antigua's national park overlooking the calm waters of English Harbour, the land-locked stronghold of Nelson's Leeward Island Squadron during the Napoleonic Wars. The rooms that form part of the main building (there are more down at the beach) have private terraces where you can watch the comings and goings of boats in the Harbour while sharing a leisurely breakfast with bold little birds that raid your breakfast tray, dipping their beaks in the sugar, the marmalade, and the milk jug, and seizing stray crumbs of toast. The hotel is comfortable, relaxed, with a big terrace for outdoor dining and dancing, and a bar like an English country pub—wood settles, brick walls, dark beams, a collection of pewter mugs.

The hotel boat will take you across the water and into Nelson's Dockyard, which is being restored to its old glory by the Society of the Friends of English Harbour. Many of the buildings including the Admiral's House, now a small museum, have been rebuilt or repaired, but not as lifeless restorations. The Paymaster's House is a yacht charterer's office, the Officers' Quarters are rented to skippers, and the Engineer's Office, a two-story eighteenth-century brick house, has been converted into a ten-room hotel, the Admiral's Inn. In the evenings, when the bar, dining room, and terrace are taken over by yachtsmen from the boats, guests, and island residents, it is one of the swingingest places on the island. This inn went down on my list of small hotels, and before I left Antigua I found one more—the Galley Bay Surf Club. On the western coast of the island, the Galley Bay is a freehand composition of cottages and separate hotel rooms (office, bar, lounge) scattered over a glorious beach. The lounge, furnished with some fine antiques, is insouciantly open to the weather on one side, screened only by a most unusual room divider made from Antiguan pottery braziers (called coal pots by the natives) stacked in ceiling-high columns.

Continued on page 210

Solitude, sun, sand, and sea are the simple pleasures of Spice Island Inn, where every cottage claims a private stretch of Grand Anse beach.

Twas the night before Christmas,
When all through the house,
Not a creature was stirring,
Not even Santa Claus . . .

irresistibly comfortable . . . RECLINA-ROCKER® by LA-Z-BOY®

LA-Z-BOY CHAIR CO., DEPT. HG, MONROE, MICH.
Please send me FREE color folder on the Reclina-Rocker.
Name
Address
City State
It's 1/3 of your life...spend it in Wamsutta luxury!

This is “Madeira Rose”...from the “Madeira Heirloom Collection” by Wamsutta. This painstakingly beautiful hand work from the sun drenched Portuguese island has long been a tradition of fine homes. Now the women of Madeira hand-embroider Wamsutta Supercale® sheets and pillowcases...a true complement to Supercale’s beauty and quality. You may buy “Madeira Rose” in pink, blue, yellow, or white on white. Prices start from a surprisingly low $14.95. WAMSUTTA MILLS, (Div. of M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc.), 1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018. Look for Wamsutta Lustercale® sheets, Heritage towels, Wamsutta Babycale® products and fashion fabrics for the family.
THE LITTLEST TRADITIONS

Handmade, humble, and funny, they shed a deeper gleam than all the tinsel in town

BY EDITH SONN OSHIN

A special shout to this coming yuletide to Miss Templeton and Alvin, and to Billy B., who got the measles, and Maritta who made funny faces. The toast may be a little overdue, but only in recent years did my husband and I learn that these people had played parts, even unwittingly, in some of the smaller Christmas traditions in our home.

When their roles first came to light, they gave me a small jolt, as if I'd been told suddenly that I'd been spelling Santa Claus wrong all these years. But I've come to appreciate that small group, and to think of them with affection when we unpack that big carton marked FRAGILE—XMAS DECORATIONS.

The Christmas carton is huge; its sides bulge, but the handles within weigh so little that even our younger boys can now manage, unaided, to get it downstairs from the attic. Stored within the corrugated confines, wrapped inside smaller boxes and tissue paper and cotton, are the accoutrements for the holiday season—the makings for our main traditions (such as stockings to be hung, and the copy of “The Night Before Christmas” to be read aloud by our youngest child), and, also, the wherewithal for our little traditions. Unlike the major customs which link us to our ancestry, these traditions have no ancestry. They weren't inherited (none are more than twelve years old). They just grew, unexpectedly, within our own family and from what I've learned in recent years, a few may have taken root within the wrong household.

The beginning of a small tradition is usually so simple it's rarely recognized as a custom—in the making. Its incipience may be in a thought expressed while trimming the tree, or in a child's offer of a handmade gift. The next year, a trinket in the Christmas carton awakens the memory of a delightful moment that occurred the previous season. The memorable gesture is recalled, or the remark repeated, and before anyone can say so much as "Please pass the tinsel," a little tradition puts down tender roots.

Among our favorite little customs, we count the hanging of certain decorations on the tree—specifically two little snowmen, and a cardboard ornament that holds a snapshot (circa 1955) of our oldest son. Each year as we carefully unwrap these from their nests of tissue paper, we smile at the re-emergence of pleasant memories. The tree decoration with the snapshot was made by our first-born when he was in first grade (he used a photograph of himself taken by the teacher, mounted it on cardboard and made a frame of green yarn for it). The snapshot shows a small boy in a heavy snowsuit, standing against the brick wall of the school building. His expression: one of trying bravely to smile into the sun. The year he gave this to us as a gift, he stretched to hang it as high on the tree as possible so we could see it easily. Each Christmas, his stretch puts it higher on the tree: this season it will swing from a branch that brushes the ceiling.

In contrast, the little snowmen go face to face on a low bough. When the snowmen were new nine or ten years ago (they were found peeping out of the Christmas stockings), our second son toddled over to the tree and reached up to hang his right next to his older brother's. "So they can talk to each other," he explained matter-of-factly. Ever since, the two snowmen converse on a low branch (now the boys must bend low to fasten them).

During recent yuletides, I've discovered that not all our small customs have such innocent pasts. For instance, our "fig pudding candle," a certain woven mat, and our reindeer napkin holders have more history than I had suspected.

We use the reindeer napkin holders for Christmas dinner. In kindergarten our youngest son faithfully traced the pattern for these on oak-tag, cut them carefully, and, of course, colored each nose red. The reindeer faces have a rather sweet expression (how many reindeer boast a broad grin?) and our son had an equally engaging grin when he handed them to us.

When they first came to light, they gave me a small jolt, as if I'd been told suddenly that I'd been spelling Santa Claus wrong all these years. But I've come to appreciate that small group, and to think of them with affection when we unpack that big carton marked FRAGILE—XMAS DECORATIONS.

The Christmas carton is huge; its sides bulge, but the handles within weigh so little that even our younger boys can now manage, unaided, to get it downstairs from the attic. Stored within the corrugated confines, wrapped inside smaller boxes and tissue paper and cotton, are the accoutrements for the holiday season—the makings for our main traditions (such as stockings to be hung, and the copy of “The Night Before Christmas” to be read aloud by our youngest child), and, also, the wherewithal for our little traditions. Unlike the major traditions (such as stockings to be hung, and the copy of "The Night Before Christmas" to be read aloud by our youngest child), and, also, the wherewithal for our little traditions. Unlike the major customs which link us to our ancestry, these traditions have no ancestry. They weren't inherited (none are more than twelve years old). They just grew, unexpectedly, within our own family and from what I've learned in recent years, a few may have taken root within the wrong household.

The beginning of a small tradition is usually so simple it's rarely recognized as a custom—in the making. Its incipience may be in a thought expressed while trimming the tree, or in a child's offer of a handmade gift. The next year, a trinket in the Christmas carton awakens the memory of a delightful moment that occurred the previous season. The memorable gesture is recalled, or the remark repeated, and before anyone can say so much as "Please pass the tinsel," a little tradition puts down tender roots.
Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.

**Cedar Lined Sweater Chest**

The first of its kind! This lovely, slim chest stores 10 to 20 sweaters in full view for quick selection. Keep all sizes, even bulky knits, in perfect shape. Fragrant cedar shiners slide out for easy access—gives your round protection to precious woolens. Cedar-lined shelves slide out for easy access—keeps all sizes, even bulky knits, in perfect shape. 16 to 20 sweaters in full view for quick selection. Special offer: 18" x 30", turned out in an attractive basket weave, $5.00. B. Altman & Co., P.O. Box 16, New York 10016. Beyond our motor delivery area add 1.00 for shipping and handling. 5 ft.

**Hemp Doormat**

Stop ice and snow at the door with a distinctive and practical doormat in natural hemp. It's 18" x 30", turned out in an attractive basket weave, $5.00. B. Altman & Co., P.O. Box 16, New York 10016. Beyond our motor delivery area add 1.00 for shipping and handling. 5 ft.

**Brocade Dress-Me-Up**


**Don Quixote hand carved in Mexico**

From south of the border, the world's most lovely hero, remarkbly hand carved in rich, dark wood. Copied from the famous illustrations of Paul Gustave Dore. Here is an adventur­ous, different decoration for a den, library or living room... or a gift for someone who appreciates fine sculpture. 19" high. $6.50 ppd.

**World Handicrafts**

Dealers of Chinoiserie International, Inc.

**Discounted Shipping**

Shipping costs are subject to change without notice. For the best possible rates, contact your local shipping company.

**Sign in guests**

Christmas or New Year's parties tack up angelic guest list poster. Ball point pen dangles on 18" side chain. Heavy stock paper, 25" by 18", hangs by 18k gold metal chain. Room for all comers to sign. In four bright colors packed in safety tube for easy re-mailing, $1 plus 25c post. Order from Lillian Vernon, HG12, 560 S. 3rd Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

**Table, this**

For a table that's sturdy and strong, pretty and practical, choose this one made of heavy square bar wrought iron. Dark walnut insert panel in all-resistant melamine plastic takes a lot of abuse, gives a lot of use. Panel removes for cleaning ease. Top 15" by 15". 15" high. $12.95. Order from Lillian Vernon, HG12, 30 Credline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

**Worth 1,000 words**

Whether it's a snapshot or a wallet size print of a studio portrait a photograph means so much to faraway friends and relatives. Send photo or negative and this service will reproduce on double weight portrait paper. 25 wallet size plus 5" by 7" enlargement, $1.25. 2-4" by 10" or 4-5" by 7", $1.25. Ppd. Quality Values, HG12, New Rochelle, N. Y. 10801.

**Cherub charmers**

Who else but Hummel with its appreciation of the artistic could fashion the delicate wings and fine features of these white china cherubs? Who else but a discerning hostess with her appreciation of the aesthetic could dignify her holiday décor with them? 3" high. $1.95 pr. ppd. Shopping Germany, HG12, Dept. 951, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt. 05001.
Handy puppets
Junior puppeteers spend busy and creative hours with Handies made of gay colored felt. Your fingers do the walking, jumping, running. Order Centy-Feedy, Crooky-Dial, Stinky (skunk), Pokey (turtle). Great on rainy days or long trips. $1 ea.; 3 for $2.75. Ppd. Foster House, Dept. Ill, Peoria, 111. 61601.

Gift-wrap glamour
You can judge a gift by its cover. Give your Christmas packages an extra touch. These distinctly different wrappings are a wonderful collection of 100—20" by 30" sheets of traditional and contemporary Christmas colors including 8 solids, 2 new prints and 2 stripes all gift boxed. $5 ppd. Thynna Wrappings, HG12, Box 314, Lebanon, Ohio 45036.

Red pepper wreath
Exotic Christmas wreath made of 100 red sun-ripened chili peppers. From an Indian village, Santo Domingo, New Mexico. After the holidays, it’s bueno for chili and other Mexican dishes. Free cook book included. Have your holiday décor and eat it too! $6.75 ppd. The Old Mexico Shop, HG12. 7.51 Turquoise St., La Jolla, HG12. 7.51 Turquoise St., San Diego, Cal. 92109.

Praying hands
1966 calendar towel features “Praying Hands” by Durer with 23rd Psalm printed in Old English lettering. Pure linen, 16" by 30". Made, pumpkin, moss green on snowy white, black calendar dates. Hemmed, wooden dowel and cord for hanging. Use as a tea towel later. A special Xmas greeting. $1 ea., 3 for $2.89. Ppd. Foster House, Dept. 111, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

Tree Brighteners
Here are the merriest figures in the most joyous colors to swing from your Christmas tree and brighten your gift packages. Lovingly hand decorated on wood in shades of red, blue, gold, green, yellow, magenta, silver, white — all in heart-lifting profusion. Available before only in exclusive shops. Hangers attached. 2½" to 6" tall. Not sold singly. Please.

LARGE FIGURES
Angell Snow Man Grenadier Clown Little Peasant Boy Santa Claus
Collection A, 3 lg. figures $3.75 pdd.
Collection B, 4 figures 2.50 pdd.
Collection C, 3 lg. figures, 1 building 3.75 pdd.
Collection D, 21... 18.50 pdd.

BAUBLES
Pear Round, Heart, and Ellipse Bird, Wreath Tree, Bell Stocking
Windfall Dept. HG-125, 185 Adams St., Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10507

Round Jigsaw Puzzles

DOWNS & CO. Dept.1412-A 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60204

Manufactured Antiques
Fabulous Reproductions of Ancient Crafts
BRONZE BUDDHA
It takes thirty hours to hand cast each Buddha. Hand buffing, hand burnishing, hand polishing. Each Buddha is a unique, carefully composed, unduplicated, classic, befitting your environment. Solid bronze, finished in antique, silver, green, gold, etc. All in heart-lifting profusion. Available before only in exclusive shops. Hangers attached. 2½" to 6" tall. Not sold singly. Please.

COPPER & BRASS HUNTING HORNs
Coaching Horns (40") $15.95 or $34.95 set.
Tea Room Horn (20") $14.95
French Horn (30") $29.95
Please add $5.00 Postage for each item.

TREASURE TROVE
Dept. MG12, 31 East 28 St., N. Y., N. Y. 10016

Storm boots
Snug and warm, these sturdy hard-to-find favorites in suede have crepe rubber soles, soft pile lining and tops, leather trim. May be worn with heels or flats. Black or Brown. Full sizes 5-10, postpaid, $15. Send for free catalog.
The Eyebuster is a circular HARDEST JIGSAW PUZZLES in the world! The expressive "Op Art" illusion that's fascinating! If not mystifying, the Red Menace, a round puzzle in solid red, no pattern at all! Each is 15" wide—over 200 pieces.

VOYER'S PIPE & TOBACCO POUCH personalized with gold monogramming. Easy-to-use Log Roller turns a folded newspaper into a compact solid-core cylinder...smokes in seconds. Your own pipe "wood" at no cost! Log Rolls from Newspapers! Runs on this goofy Kaleidoscope. An imported toy that's fantastical colors!...rain is in the air. Read the shadowy, curvy rainbow tones. By day the sun's light streams through this mosaic design.

LOGS FROM NEWSPAPERS! Easy-to-use Log Roller turns a folded newspaper into a compact solid-core cylinder...smokes in seconds. Your own pipe "wood" at no cost! Log Rolls from Newspapers! Runs on this goofy Kaleidoscope. An imported toy that's fantastical colors!...rain is in the air. Read the shadowy, curvy rainbow tones. By day the sun's light streams through this mosaic design.

WATER BIRD WATCHER! For instant forecasts, watch the color of bird's feathers! Blue...it's a good day; red and dusky violet...a change is due; pink...in the air and the temperature is going up. Local weather stations issue urgent warnings about unusual weather patterns. Be sure to specify first name or nickname, please.

MEASURE YOUR MILEAGE! Auto Vacuum Brush keeps your car clean! It plugs into your dashboard lighter receptacle—needs no batteries. 9-foot cord lets you get to every corner of your car. Pick up drop-in ashes, crumbs, dirt and dust not lost on some distant clean-up. Auto Vacuum Brush hangs empty easily. Built-in brush makes it a handy flashlight too. Specify first name or nickname, please.

THE SEASON'S BIGGEST CARD delivers a personal message of cheer to the whole neighborhood! A holiday mood, a funny holiday mood. Your name is hand-stamped on this supersize greeting! 5 ft. tall, 3 ft. wide, it trims your front door. Made of heavy weatherproof plastic—it's tough and durable... stays ready to use year after year. Please be sure to specify first name for hand-lettering on design.

PENCIL-TOMED "STAINED GLASS" eyecatching personalized in color! Colorful sheets transform any window into a window in a bowl. No one else can accept off with a towel! Show-off gift for your favorite bowl lover. Specify first name or nickname desired for special lettering.

BE A WEATHER BIRD WATCHER! For instant forecasts, watch the color of bird's feathers! Blue...it's a good day; red and dusky violet...a change is due; pink...in the air and the temperature is going up. Local weather stations issue urgent warnings about unusual weather patterns. Be sure to specify first name or nickname, please.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY FIRST NAME or nickname desired for special lettering. Please be sure to specify first name or nickname desired for special lettering.

YOU ALWAYS HAVE A MATCH when you carry this black lacquered plastic lit match size pack! Strike a light, pull out the red and white tipped metal matchstick and rub it on the first edge of the lighter case. It never fails! Fanciful design fits pocket or purse...only 2½" high...it takes less room than a matchbook. Lasts for years.

LOGS FROM NEWSPAPERS! Easy-to-use Log Roller turns a folded newspaper into a compact solid-core cylinder...smokes in seconds. Your own pipe "wood" at no cost! Log Rolls from Newspapers! Runs on this goofy Kaleidoscope. An imported toy that's fantastical colors!...rain is in the air. Read the shadowy, curvy rainbow tones. By day the sun's light streams through this mosaic design.
WORLD'S TIENIEST RADIO! No bigger than a match box, but it packs in music, news, sports! You may not get every station, but look! No batteries, no tubes to wear out! So economical! Works on station energy—picks up signals with a permanent diode. Fits pocket or purse...with ear speaker for personal listening.

COUNTRY STORE NOTE ROLL is a memo jitter that looks just like an old time wrapping paper dispenser! A noteworthy addition for colonial or modern kitchens... handy atop any desk. Jot and tear off shopping lists and messages of any length. Metal cutter, pencil-hold base, 250 ft. roll of adding machine tape. 7526—Store Note Cutter...$1.98

PERSONALIZED DOOR MAT, Your own name, or any name of your choice, is permanently molded in rubber with ivory letters, Large 18 by 28 inch two-tone Mat has 7000 scraper fingers. Self-draining. A personalized gift that will be most admired. Comes in bright red, garden green, powder blue or jet black. Specify color and name desired. F-154—Door Mat...$5.98

ENGRAVE NAMES ANYWHERE! Electric Pencil makes engraving as easy as writing. Personalizes gifts, identifies valuable items, gives Junior extra cash for neighborhood engraving job. Inscribes metal, wood, plastics, pottery. Self-starting! Lift, it's on...set down, it's off. 10'x10' snared motor, 277 volt. Lettering guides included. 7545—Electric Engraver...$8.98

REVIVE RUNDOWN BATTERIES with a handy recharge charger! No more face-outs for flashlights, portable radios, electric toys, other battery powered equipment! Money saving renewer and plug into any outlet. Uses ordinary household current to bring new life to any battery (C, D, penlight, or 9 Volt). Absolutely sale! 7407—Battery Reconditioner...$4.98

WHO CRUSHED THE FIFTH? Who drank it? This square, veined ashtray is a Scotch bottle (with a genuine label) in a state of utter collapse! The most fantastic Ashley anyone ever laid eyes on... but seeing is believing. Shaped by a special heat-pressure process to its present 8 x 4' size. Unique bar accessory gift!

7713—Whiskey Ashtray...$2.98

ICE RUG MAKES YOUR WALKS SAFE! Stops slips, tumbles, 12-foot welcome mat stays safe as ice! Metal... Self-starting, and for season after season. Walk sure-footed over itslex-tured surface in any bad weather. No tiring shoveling or spreading backbreaking spreading or spreading sand or chemicals on icy cement. Woven fibre, 24" wide.

7206—No-Slip Ice Rug...$3.98

A HOME FOR BUG PETS! Storybook doll gives youngsters a close-up look of insect life. Wiggly worms, caterpillars, grasshoppers, other crawlers can't suffocate in this screened-in abode. Has a removable roof to add new tenants, plastic climbing plant even a "lake" from which to drink, sip high with metal base and roof. 7266—Bug Abode...
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FOR TEEN TELEPHONERS! Chatty teen palette ceramic figurine and a beautifully bound Telephone Book with owner's name on cover alphabetically indexed to hold hundreds of names, addresses, numbers, notes. Gift-edge pages, padded leather-like cover with gold embossing, 53% high. Specify first name for personalization.

C-6908—Teen Telephoner...$1.49

MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TODAY!

852 SUNSET BUILDING BEVERLY HILLS, CALif. 90213

NAME

YOU MUST WRITE YOUR ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP.

YOU MUST BE CREDITED IN YOUR MONEY

ORDER NO. HOW MANY

ITEM NO. ITEM PRICE

Orders sent Postage Paid. No C.O.D.'s, please. TOTAL ENCLOSED: 

DECMBER, 1965
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**PLAY FUR SET FOR A DOLL!**

Every girl who indulges in fashion loves dolls, and especially Barbie, Tammy, or any starlet — will adore this 3-pc. set!

The set has a matching 14" long sleeve jacket with finished edges, a hat with an elastic headband and a muff carried by a long hand strap. Soft high-pile Orlon looks like grown-up fur. Fits 8 1/2" to 10" dolls.

**DOLL** $1.00

**OUTFIT** $1.00

---

**U.S. PRESIDENTS ON A PITCHER**

not beautiful, it makes you proud to own an American. Portraits of all 36 U.S. Presidents from George Washington to Lyndon Johnson.,...in dramatic full-color action, each with brush stroke finish, in two sizes! Specify 2 or 3 initials. Presidents pitcher — $2.98

**6 SETS** $5.00  **1 SET** . . .88c

---

**MAGNETIC WINDSHIELD COVER!**

Just lay it on at night . . . windshield stays clear. Next morning the heaviest snow & ice slides off. No scraping, scraping or washing needed. This tailored, form-fitting windshield cover fits any car, truck, bus, van or any type of window. Heavy plastic, Jumbo 84" size. Specify color (will be same for both).

**DELUXE FLIP GUARD** $1.98

---

**FEEL SAFE ALONE AFTER DARK!**

"Protect" guards you against attackers,rapists, nabbies. Single spray holds them off while you free or get help. Powerful chemical irritates nose, throat — leaves them helpless and in a panic. Willn't harm anyone. Permanently. A necessity for night time! Specify for pocket, purse, car.

**PROTECT** $1.00

---

**SPECIAL PREMIERE SHOWING**

STARRING: 45 NEWEST IDEAS FOR 1965

**FEW REMAIN**

**DOGGIE TOWEL** $1.49

---

**MAKE WINE KIT** $3.98

---

**SAFEGUARD FOR YOUR MONEY** Keep it in this Monogrammed Money Belt! Top-grain, genuine cowhide sparks your cash, and it's personalized. Spec. your first name or initials. Specify for man, woman or child.

**MONEY BELT** $2.98

---

**TURN TWIN BEDS INTO KING-SIZE**

Now you can afford the luxury of a king-size bed. Fill the space between tops with Bed Bridge and a special king-size is yours. Polyurethane foam is just right, and it's in a cover that slips off easily. A marvelous gift idea, too.

**PROTECT** $1.00

---

**MAKE REAL WINE IN YOUR HOME**

Learn the easy way! Kit has instructions, netting, two-level fermenting and aging, one gallon capacity, water seal valves, siphon strainer and saccharometer. Federal Law permits purchase of household kit to make, tax free, up to 200 gallons a year for home consumption.

**MAKE WINE KIT** $2.98
PERCOLATOR MAKES 1 TO 3 CUPS
Electric quick-cup percolator brews just enough coffee to satisfy you or your guest. It's easy to use—just fill the basket with coffee, all you need to do is "GAL" for the tea, instant coffee, bouillon. Arm's length range and handle; see-thru glass perk glass...

PERCOLATOR...
$3.98

SUPERB EUROPEAN TAPESTRIES
Now, right in your home enjoy authentic tapestries transported from the historic world tapestry centers, Italy and France. Tranquil relaxing "Scene" is rich in color, fine in texture, beautiful in harmony. Hang or wall. Display at table coverings...

6 PLTS. $2.98
6 FT. X 4 FT. $14.98

EMBROIDER HANDSOME EARLY AMERICAN SAMPLERS
It's easy, fun and rewarding! Quaint Early American designs are printed on 100% Belgian linen... all ready for cross stitching. Kit includes all the embroidery from your need, plus easy-to-follow instructions for sewing and framing. You'll proudly display your hardwork. Covered Bridge, Red Barn, Mayflower, Old Ironsides are 13"X13", Soldier Boy and Minute Man are 9"X11" All are on a beige background. Please specify desired sampler; Covered Bridge, Mayflower, Drummer Boy, Red Barn, Old Ironsides or Minute Man...

CROSS STITCH COLONIAL SAMPLERS...

PERSONALIZED $1.29

WEATHER DOG CHANGES COLOR
Turns pink in a wink if there's rain ahead! Stays a pretty blue when there's sun for you! Too bad if he's gray—that's a rainy day! And his violet hue means a change is due! He's made for your V.W. weatherman. Genuine alabaster from Italy. 3/4" high. Accurate. Instructions included...

WEATHER DOG... $1.00

CHANGE-A-TAC...

WACKY "GLAM OUR PETS" BATH-ROOM TISSUE
Give yourself a spa treatment every time you bathe your favorite pet... Wacky "Glam Our Pets" bath-room tissue... Wacky "Glam Our Pets" bath-room towel, you found it... Printed on shocking phony plastic, Hickory... Your ugliest females you ever saw—making up, bathing, dressing. They are out of this world and should have stayed there! Printed on shocking pink tissue. Hilarious at parties. Your guests will love them. Terrific as gag gifts. 100 "Revelation" per roll...

FACIAL HAIR REMOVER...

HAIR REMOVER...

TABLE HANGERS.

PERSONALIZED...

PERSONALIZED...

HOSPITALITY "HAVE A DRINK"

CHAMP SLEEP SHIRT...

MEN'S...

WOMEN'S...

WE PAY ALL POSTAGE.

FEMALES...

WACKY "GLAM OUR PETS"

SWEET MEAT DECO.

EARRINGS & PENDANTS...

VIOLIN CASE...

PERSONALIZED...

CHAMP SLEEP SHIRT...

WACKY "GLAM OUR PETS"

LAWN & GARDEN HOME DECOR...

GOLDFISH...

GOLDFISH...

S C H E M E

CHAMP SLEEP SHIRT...

FIRE ENGINE RED NIGHT SHIRT

MAIL TO SPENCER GIFTS TODAY

SPENCER GIFTS, AV-4, Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N.J.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Make check or money order with your order

SORRY, NO COD's

TOTAL ENCLODED

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded
STRAWBERRIES
You can grow your own fresh strawberries indoors this winter and be enjoying them as early as Valentine Day, months before the regular season.

The marvel of hydroponics gardening and berries indoors all during the winter months. Order your City Garden today and get your strawberry plants free.

The illustrated CITY GARDEN is $7.95 postpaid and comes complete with vermiculite. MOULTRIE MFG. CO., Dept. HG, Moultrie, Ga.

Send today for your free Gardeners Gift Guide and see all the instructions for planting and growing.

MINIATURES
Lively little miniatures are all-metal and are made by Vermont craftsmen. Gold-enameled candlesticks come in pairs and will hold birthday candles. Angel in gold, too. Pump and bottle sewing machines are black. Shrimp in red with green lobster. Coffee grinder in blue and gold. Baby carriage is white with blue umbrella. Wonderful for the Christmas tree. young children's stockings, doll house and for the collector.

Candlesticks 7/16" high Sewing Angel 7/8" high Shrimp 1 7/8" high Baby Carriage 1 7/8" high Pump 1 7/8" high Coffee Grinder 1 7/8" high

Four for $2.95 post. Complete set $4.95 post.

CLYMER'S OF BUCKS COUNTY
Dept. HG-12, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18010

PERSONALIZED TAFFETA LABELS

Personalize your hand craft—sew these beautiful taffeta labels into the garments and cloth items you so proudly make. Made of the finest quality-grade taffeta and beautifully processed in print-fast inks with your full name printed. Choose one style for your sewing, knitting, weaving, crocheting. Styles: "From the Needles Of," "Hand Sewn By," "Hand Made By." Taffeta Labels . . . . . . $25 for $1.50 $50 for $2.50 — 100 for $4.50 HANDY GIFTS Room 8, Jasperson Bldg., Culver City 1, Calif.

contemporary sculpture

Exquisite in every detail, the sculptured beauty in replica of "Embrace" will please any art lover. Statue is 12" high by 5½" wide. Bronze finish. Please send check or money order. Only $14.50 Postage paid & insured Catalog of other Museum Replicas included free with order.

FIRST AID FOR MARBLE

Protect your precious marble the way professionals do with our famous Marble Care Kit. First, remove dirt, stains and discolourations of any kind with our exclusive cleaning compound. Then, add new lustre and protect against future staining. Save $5.95 post. Add 50c W. of Miss.

International Marble Cleaning Co., Dept. G-12, 12 Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y., 11237

Bouquets of light
Hand-cut crystal showered with prisms on golden branches give a soft diffused light on the dining table or the ends of a mantel. The flame-shaped bulb is almost concealed by the crystal flower-like drops. 17½" h., 9" in diameter. $25.95 the pair. Express charges collect.


Sterling artistry
There is no more perfect gift for the man than monogrammed cufflinks. And we think these are particularly handsome. Crafted of sterling silver with three initials on an oxidized background to show them off handsomely. Circle center initial. Cufflinks, $18; tie bar, $12; the set, $28. Ppd. Sterling Artists of America, HG12, 203 W. Pensetta, Toledo, Ohio 43612.

Antique cues
If you'd love to try your hand at decorating antiques but don't have the know-how, hesitate no more. Patterns to Decorate Antique Furniture is a superb booklet of easy patterns with specific directions from initial tracing to final varnish, 50 designs and even the carbon paper for tracing. $2 ppd.

Mary Lou Studio, HG12, 3410 Fisher Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43201

Earring drama
Wear these stunning loop earrings and begin the year with a touch of theatrics you've never had before! Smooth swoops that fasten to your ears without pinching. No hingies or springs mar their lovely lines. 2 sizes, 3/8" or 1", $3 a pair in sterling or 18k goldplate. $2 pair in copper. Ppd. Old Pueblo Traders, 622HGE S. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716.
**AN pak, Waas CORPORATION**

125 MARPLEDALE ROAD, TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

**IC MYTE COMPRESSOR REFRIGERATOR**

by Norcold

- Ice Cubes in A Jiffy
- 4 Full-size Trays with 5th Optional
- Holds 5 Bottles—2 Full Quarts
- 3 Half-Quarts
- Full Range Thermostat with Defrost Setting
- Super-Quiet Performance
- Size: 16½-inch H., 16½-inch W., 15¾-inch D.

This handsome unit has more ice-cube capacity than any small refrigerator we have ever seen—and its efficient compressor motor freezes ice cubes fast! Comes in a beautiful walnut-grain metal finish that fits in perfectly with any decor. Has plenty of storage room for cakes, fruits, even largest size bottles. You'll find it makes entertaining easier for you, and more fun for everybody. Ideal for office or an extra home refrigerator, in bar, playroom or patio. Provides plenty of ice cubes for any occasion—full trays, if you need them! Precision-built to highest quality standards, engineered for long service-free operation. Weighs only 43 lbs. Plugs into any 110-115 V. electric outlet; 60 cycle, AC. Low current consumption. A great buy at only $89.95, F.t, collect (app. $5 to $8 per unit).

**ANTIQUE GLOBES**

Faithful Reproductions of 16th Century Masterpieces

The rich beauty of these globes is so remarkable that we wish we could show them to you in all their glory—lovely, muted antique colorings of ancient maps, detailed with absolute perfection. These maps were created by the great Dutch Master, printed flat and then carefully applied to the globe. Then mounted on an antique hardwood base, finely grained in walnut finish. Meridian frame is reproduced from old Italian hand-engravings. Equatorial frame adorned with charming signs of the Zodiac. Beautiful parchment work on the ball with ruling in gold—truly a collector's item. You'll spend enchanted hours with it.

AVAILABLE IN 4 SIZES: 9½" high, 7" diam., $19.95. Nine inches high, 8" diam., $24.95. 10½" high, 8½" diam., $29.95. Large, 11½" high, 9½" diam., $39.95. Please add $1.50 per globe P.P. & Hdlg.

**YE OLDE MEDIEVAL JUGS**

Set of 6—$4.95

Plain or Pearly-Skinned

Colorful porcelain mugs look like characters straight out of Chaucer—recall old English Inns and Manor Houses. Mugs are app. 4" high. In full color, semi-plated porcelain. Characters are: Crusader, Pirate, Gentleman-Warrior, Knight, Gentle Ladye, King. Beautiful conversation pieces for table, shelves, mantel—and party serving pieces.

**MAHARAJAH SWORDS OF THE Punjab Warriors**

Regal Decorations for Your Home

These exact replica swords of the famous Warrior Sikhs are now available as handsome decorative pieces. They make a striking addition to library, den, or playroom walls—or to hang above a mantel. Unti' now found only in the stately homes of men who brought them back from India as trophies. Made in the State of Punjab, where the art of sword-making is a tradition—handed down from father to son. Completely hand-forged and drawn sword-making is a tradition—handed down from

**INSTA-FLASH CAMERA OUTFIT**

With FREE Film for Life®

Color—or Black and White

New instant-loading camera, with all equipment, plus coupon that will bring you film free—for life! Just pop in film cartridge (no threading, no fumbling), close cover and snap pictures! Everything is automatic. ... features of each unit and all settings. Has mechanism that automatically positions next picture and sets the shutter. Double exposures are impossible. Licensed under Bushman Kodak patents. American-made. Takes standard Kodak film cartridge. Complete unit comes with black leather carrying case, lined with red.

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON

ALEXANDER SALES CORP., Dept. HG-1245
125 Marbledale Rd., Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Please send the items listed below (or listed on the attached sheet) on a satisfaction-guaranteed basis. I enclose pay of $...
**Gifts From Around**

**PULL THE STRING!**

**Merry Xmas Bells Ring**

Greet Guests with the true Xmas Spirit!

What a nice way to greet guests; just pull the string, a built-in long playing Swiss music box plays "Jingle Bells," fills your home with merry music. Plush red velour covered Xmas bell with colorful holly and bright ribbon trim is charming door decoration, for wall, mantel, or the tree.

1 for $4.95 — 2 for $9.00 — 3 for $12.00

---

**SPANISH ART “FIND”!**

INCREDIBLE! Not just prints but artists hand-colored impressions. Exciting original full-color.

Under $2 each, in sets of 3

Rivas is a well-known Madrid artist who loves doing study after study of local scenes. Each is different, fresh and enchanting, done in ink with washed or brushed colors. We get a batch for a song. Don't tell what we paid—just put them up and have them admired. Each about 9" wide, 28" tall, ideal for narrow panels or grouping. Money back immediately if not delighted. We have only a few—order now.

SET OF 3 IN ORIGINAL FULL COLOR only $5.95

---

**Elegant MANDARIN CHESS TABLE and SET**

- **JADE GREEN & ANTIQUE IVORY COLORS**
- **EACH CHESS PIECE WEIGHTED & ELITERED**
- **PLUSH VELVETY STORAGE DRAWER**

Super Deluxe Quality

$19.95 plus $1.00 pp & hdlg.

---

**HANDBRADE SPANISH INLAID CHESS BOX SET**

Chess, anyone? And anywhere—because this striking hinged box holds a complete chess set. They fit in holes on the black and white board, won't fall, slide or blow down. So take this colorful, unusual work of art wherever you go, even play in moving car or train.

$6.95

---

**SPARKLING WATER CHARGED WATER COLLECTION**

Charged water. Speical...spike the string, a built-in long playing Swiss music box plays "Jingle Bells," fills your home with merry music. Plush red velour covered Xmas bell with colorful holly and bright ribbon trim is charming door decoration, for wall, mantel, or the tree.

1 for $4.95 — 2 for $9.00 — 3 for $12.00

---

**Early American**

**MUSIC JEWEL BOX**

Beautiful Music Fills The Room When You Lift The Cover

Perfect replica of an antique Early American Jewel Box with built-in long playing Swiss music box. Plays melodious home music. A genuine gift, especially for our buffs. Uses 3 C cells. Lovely box guarantees years of delighted enjoyment. Order now.

Only $5.95 plus 30c pp and hdlg.

---


---

**MUSIC JEWEL BOX**

Beautiful Music Fills The Room When You Lift The Cover

Perfect replica of an antique Early American Jewel Box with built-in long playing Swiss music box. Plays melodious home music. A genuine gift, especially for our buffs. Uses 3 C cells. Lovely box guarantees years of delighted enjoyment. Order now.

Only $5.95 plus 30c pp and hdlg.

---

**STANDARD AMERICAN**, Dept. 12HGJB, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

---

**HUFFS, PUFFS, SHAKES, BUNKS, RUNS!**

Put tap water in

- **FOR MIXED DRINKS**
- **HOME ICE CREAM SODAS**
- **SPARKLING WATER COOLERS**
- **PUNCHES, SOFT DRINKS (FROM SYRUPS)**

Quart size $16.95 plus $1.00 handling.
Half-gallon $19.95 plus $1.50 handling.
($1.50 for box of 5 extra cartridges)

**BON-A-FIDE**, Dept. 12HGSC, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

---

**DELUXE CHESS TABLE and SET**

- **JADE GREEN & ANTIQUE IVORY COLORS**
- **EACH CHESS PIECE WEIGHTED & ELITERED**
- **PLUSH VELVETY STORAGE DRAWER**

Super Deluxe Quality

$19.95 plus $1.00 pp & hdlg.

---

**REFRESHMENT CENTER**

- **FOR MIXED DRINKS**
- **HOME ICE CREAM SODAS**
- **SPARKLING WATER COOLERS**
- **PUNCHES, SOFT DRINKS (FROM SYRUPS)**

Quart size $16.95 plus $1.00 handling.
Half-gallon $19.95 plus $1.50 handling.
($1.50 for box of 5 extra cartridges)

**BON-A-FIDE**, Dept. 12HGSC, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

---

**SPARKLING WATER COOLERS**

Charged water. Speical...spike the string, a built-in long playing Swiss music box plays "Jingle Bells," fills your home with merry music. Plush red velour covered Xmas bell with colorful holly and bright ribbon trim is charming door decoration, for wall, mantel, or the tree.

1 for $4.95 — 2 for $9.00 — 3 for $12.00

---

**CHARGED WATER COMES OUT! ...INSTANTLY**

Insert cartridge, twist, and pour! You have a whole quart (or half-gallon) of brilliantly-charged, beautifully sparkling water. Mercury in the handle seals out just in case your finger gets wet, the amount you pour is entirely up to you, and the charge stays on. Easily pourable from this handsome vessel, with a BON-A-FIDE

Order now, 25 standard cartridges included free.

**BON-A-FIDE**, Dept. 12HGSC, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

---

**SPARKLING WATER COOLERS**

Charged water. Speical...spike the string, a built-in long playing Swiss music box plays "Jingle Bells," fills your home with merry music. Plush red velour covered Xmas bell with colorful holly and bright ribbon trim is charming door decoration, for wall, mantel, or the tree.

1 for $4.95 — 2 for $9.00 — 3 for $12.00

---

**CHARGED WATER COMES OUT! ...INSTANTLY**

Insert cartridge, twist, and pour! You have a whole quart (or half-gallon) of brilliantly-charged, beautifully sparkling water. Mercury in the handle seals out just in case your finger gets wet, the amount you pour is entirely up to you, and the charge stays on. Easily pourable from this handsome vessel, with a BON-A-FIDE

Order now, 25 standard cartridges included free.

**BON-A-FIDE**, Dept. 12HGSC, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

---

**DELUXE CHESS TABLE and SET**

- **JADE GREEN & ANTIQUE IVORY COLORS**
- **EACH CHESS PIECE WEIGHTED & ELITERED**
- **PLUSH VELVETY STORAGE DRAWER**

Super Deluxe Quality

$19.95 plus $1.00 pp & hdlg.

---

**HANDBRADE SPANISH INLAID CHESS BOX SET**

Chess, anyone? And anywhere—because this striking hinged box holds a complete chess set. They fit in holes on the black and white board, won’t fall, slide or blow down. So take this colorful, unusual box plush lined in rich red felt anywhere… even play in moving car or train.

Approx. 315 x 8" closed. Light-weight. Handmade in Spain, plus $2 handling and insurance.

**BON-A-FIDE**, Dept. 12HGJC, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

---

**EARLY AMERICAN MUSIC JEWEL BOX**

Beautiful Music Fills The Room When You Lift The Cover

Perfect replica of an antique Early American Jewel Box with built-in long playing Swiss music box. Plays melodious home music. A genuine gift, especially for our buffs. Uses 3 C cells. Lovely box guarantees years of delighted enjoyment. Order now.

Only $5.95 plus 30c pp and hdlg.

**STANDARD AMERICAN**, Dept. 12HGJB, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016
Important European Art Purchase (Not Reproductions)

Original Oil Paintings from 28 Artists
from France, Austria, Holland only $6.95

Beautifully Framed in Rich Grained Walnut Finish. Each oil Painting Large 12" x 15"

Imagine! Original oil paintings (not reproductions) at the incredible low price of just $6.95. And each oil painting (12" x 15") comes to you beautifully framed in richly grained walnut finish hardwood! Oil paintings you will be proud to hang in your home for their exquisite full color beauty! Mail the coupon today.

Possible Increase In Value

This remarkable value is possible because a team of art buyers searched the studios, workshops and galleries of the important and promising young artists of Europe. The artists finally selected are from France, Holland & Austria. They are fine and unusually talented craftsmen... men who we think may achieve greatness! Paintings are selected not only for their exquisite full color beauty, but for their possible increase in monetary value.

Each Painting On Extra Heavy Canvas

The oil paintings selected for this special offering are beautiful landscapes, floral and bird paintings. We will beautify any decor (decorators are among our best customers) and win the praise and admiration of friends. They could be a snow-capped peak in Switzerland, a farm scene in France, a dazzling lagoon in Italy, a bowl of fruit executed with Renoir brilliance. Each painting is on extra heavy canvas, signed by the artist. Country of origin is indicated on the back. No two alike.

Finding art that will endear you forever. Superb quality, yet only $6.95 each plus 75¢ postage & handling total $7.70. I must be completely satisfied or my money will be refunded immediately.

Offer May Not Be Repeated

Because our supply is limited orders will be filled on a first come-first served basis. This offer may not be repeated again in this magazine so we urge you to mail the coupon & order now. Your order will be rushed to you fully insured. Simply indicate your choice of subject: Landscape, Seascapes, Floral or Fruit. We guarantee your complete satisfaction or money refunded immediately.

Century-Old Charm in Solid Brass

Authentic "Chamberstick"

Create treasured from a gracious age long past this candlestick with thumb-finger holder. It was crafted with care to light her way to bed. Exported from Portugal, now it gives light and light as table decoration, desk tray, paperweight. "4" tall, 3" wide. Very heavy brass. Sure to please! Order now....

Order now...

Only $5.95 in EAS to go & lig on a noney back guarantee

Fabrics that cost ten times as much often can't equal magnificent HAND woven and dyed madras—the "real thing" from India, 100% cotton. Only skills many centuries old can make and blend these rich vibrant colors, subtle yet so rich, many-hued yet always harmonious! And this fabric gives you NO washing problem. It's colorfast, machine washable, pre-shrunk. Order now....

Order now...

Only $5.95 in EAS to go & lig on a noney back guarantee

Copper & Brass "Heirloom" MEASURING SET

Beauty that grows richer year by year!

Artistry transforms humble measuring cups to almost works of art! Unusual tall, elegant shape, in softly glowing copper, with heavy forged brass handles. Set of four, ¾ cup to 1 cup full, complete with wall hunger rack. So handsome, can be used on table or at bar. A gift that will endure you forever. Superb quality, yet only $9.95 each plus 75¢ postage & handling total $10.70.

Order now...

$9.95 in EAS to go & lig on a money back guarantee

Farm scene in France, Georges Carveau

Genuine Indian MADRAS

Colorfast, Machine Washable!


Only $13.95 plus 375¢ postage & handling total $14.32

1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

BON-A-FIDE, Dept. 12HG0P

Genuine Oil Paintings from 28 Artists

Beautifully Framed in Rich Grained Walnut Finish. Each oil Painting Large 12" x 15"

Imagine! Original oil paintings (not reproductions) at the incredible low price of just $6.95. And each oil painting (12" x 15") comes to you beautifully framed in richly grained walnut finish hardwood! Oil paintings you will be proud to hang in your home for their exquisite full color beauty! Mail the coupon today.

Possible Increase In Value

This remarkable value is possible because a team of art buyers searched the studios, workshops and galleries of the important and promising young artists of Europe. The artists finally selected are from France, Holland & Austria. They are fine and unusually talented craftsmen... men who we think may achieve greatness! Paintings are selected not only for their exquisite full color beauty, but for their possible increase in monetary value.

Each Painting On Extra Heavy Canvas

The oil paintings selected for this special offering are beautiful landscapes, floral & fruit. They will beautify any decor (decorators are among our best customers) and win the praise and admiration of friends. They could be a snow-capped peak in Switzerland, a farm scene in France, a dazzling lagoon in Italy, a bowl of fruit executed with Renoir brilliance. Each painting is on extra heavy canvas, signed by the artist. Country of origin is indicated on the back. No two alike.

Buying original oil paintings (not reproductions) in the privacy of your own home is a treat! Artworks are selected not only for their exquisite full color beauty, but for their possible increase in monetary value.

Each Painting On Extra Heavy Canvas

The oil paintings selected for this special offering are beautiful landscapes, flowers & fruit. They will beautify any decor (decorators are among our best customers) and win the praise and admiration of friends. They could be a snow-capped peak in Switzerland, a farm scene in France, a dazzling lagoon in Italy, a bowl of fruit executed with Renoir brilliance. Each painting is on extra heavy canvas, signed by the artist. Country of origin is indicated on the back. No two alike.

Offer May Not Be Repeated

Because our supply is limited orders will be filled on a first come-first served basis. This offer may not be repeated again in this magazine so we urge you to mail the coupon & order now. Your order will be rushed to you fully insured. Simply indicate your choice of subject: Landscape, Seascapes, Floral or Fruit. We guarantee your complete satisfaction or money refunded immediately.

---

Genuine Oil Paintings from 28 Artists

Beautifully Framed in Rich Grained Walnut Finish. Each oil Painting Large 12" x 15"

Imagine! Original oil paintings (not reproductions) at the incredible low price of just $6.95. And each oil painting (12" x 15") comes to you beautifully framed in richly grained walnut finish hardwood! Oil paintings you will be proud to hang in your home for their exquisite full color beauty! Mail the coupon today.

Possible Increase In Value

This remarkable value is possible because a team of art buyers searched the studios, workshops and galleries of the important and promising young artists of Europe. The artists finally selected are from France, Holland & Austria. They are fine and unusually talented craftsmen... men who we think may achieve greatness! Paintings are selected not only for their exquisite full color beauty, but for their possible increase in monetary value.

Each Painting On Extra Heavy Canvas

The oil paintings selected for this special offering are beautiful landscapes, floral & fruit. They will beautify any decor (decorators are among our best customers) and win the praise and admiration of friends. They could be a snow-capped peak in Switzerland, a farm scene in France, a dazzling lagoon in Italy, a bowl of fruit executed with Renoir brilliance. Each painting is on extra heavy canvas, signed by the artist. Country of origin is indicated on the back. No two alike.

Offer May Not Be Repeated

Because our supply is limited orders will be filled on a first come-first served basis. This offer may not be repeated again in this magazine so we urge you to mail the coupon & order now. Your order will be rushed to you fully insured. Simply indicate your choice of subject: Landscape, Seascapes, Floral or Fruit. We guarantee your complete satisfaction or money refunded immediately.

---

**FREE MAIL COUPON TODAY**

satisfaction guaranteed

BON-A-FIDE, Dept. 12HG0P

[Please mail original oil paintings framed in richly grained walnut finish hardwood. Price: $6.95 each plus 75¢ postage & handling total $7.70. I must be completely satisfied or my money will be refunded immediately.]

My choice of subject matter (please check):

□ Floral □ Landscape □ Fruit □ Seascapes

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

EXTRA LARGE GALLERY-SIZE CANVASSES

Just air-mailed from Italy, Belgium, and France—a choice selection of unframed gallery-size paintings. Impressionists created large full color originals! Not reproductions! 100% foreign-owned artwork. Each painting is on richly grained walnut finish hardwood.

Order now...

$6.95 each plus 75¢ postage & handling total $7.70. I must be completely satisfied or my money will be refunded immediately.

□ I prefer street scenes

□ I prefer landscapes

□ I prefer nature scenes

□ I prefer Italy

□ I prefer Belgium

□ I prefer France

BON-A-FIDE, Dept. 12HG0P

1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

November, 1965
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A Fruit of the Month Club to suit every budget

Month after month, a parade of handsome gift boxes, each with your greetings and all announced by a Certificate of Membership inscribed as you direct. These famous Clubs keep you in warm, friendly contact with people important to you or your business. The proved perfect family gift for over 30 years. Sent direct from the orchard so they cost little give lots!

They'll rave! You'll save!

Harry and David
Box E-310 Medford, Oregon

WHOPPER Christmas VALUES! Harry and I have the old-fashioned notion that a dollar ought to buy you 100 cents' worth of value. So we grow our fruit, handweave our own baskets, bake our own cakes, put up our own preserves, pack, gift-wrap and deliver straight from orchards to your friends. The savings are yours. Our prices include everything — no extras, no crowds, no waiting around — no taking chances. No fooling!

YOUR BLUSHER'LL GO OUT OF COMMISSION. You'll never hear the end of it when you give these Christmas gifts to your family, friends, and important customers. Here's something different they won't go from anyone but you.

FARM-FRESH and HOME-MADE! These gifts really do come from the orchard down-on-the-farm. They really are home-made — better'n any you've ever tasted. They're the kind of gifts that stand out above all others — perfect gifts for anyone whether they live in a castle or a cottage.

Remember too ... our GUARANTEE means just what it says. For over 30 years, Harry and I have promised to always please you — no matter what. We promise your satisfaction in every respect or your money back. No bones about it!

SUPPER SERVER. For snacks, garnishes, desserts, too. It's nigh onto a pound of pun­ry preserves—Wild Mountain Blackberry and Strawberry—both in reusable serving dishes on the satiny walnut server. Handy and accessory — handsome gift!

Gift No. 357 ... $14.65 del'd

FIRESIDE FAVORITE. Sweet, woody Oregon Filbert—easy-shucking Georgia Pecans, In English Walnuts, rich Brazil—not to mention almost a pound of 'em in that dark wicke basket with nutcracker and four nutmeat picks. Naturally-crackin' good gift!

Gift No. 412 ... $7.95 del'd

PEARSNAPPLES. That's right! pears and apples — half and half. Our famous Royal Riviera Pear and Crisp Mountain Apple—crunchy and rambunctious they'll snap back at you (friendly-like of course). Ten pounds of delicious fireside snacking.

Gift No. 25 ... $7.65 del'd

FONDUE FUND. Unique dual purpose gift! Can be used for both cheese and meat fondue because of the TEFLON INTERIOR. Comes complete with quart fondue pot, stand and burner holder—plus almost a pound of genuine Swiss Cheese Fondue. Novel!

Gift No. 409 ... $17.95 del'd
ROYAL GIFT BASKETS
For very special people and occasions — Handwoven, reusable baskets are brimming with Royal Riviera Pears, Apples, Preserves, chocolates, nuts, candies, tea, clever candy doo-dads — more! Your gift is the center of attraction — and all at an amazing value!
Guaranteed to Arrive Perfect. They're year-after-year sellouts . . . so ORDER EARLY!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basket No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price Delivered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(shown) (9½ lbs. net)</td>
<td>$1395 delv’d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(13 lbs. net)</td>
<td>$1785 delv’d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(18 lbs. net)</td>
<td>$2385 delv’d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROYAL RIVIERA® PEARS
So big and juicy you eat 'em with a spoon! No fooling! Royal Rivieras are the rarest and finest of over 800 known varieties — so rare in fact, that not 1 person in 1000 has ever tasted them. Beautifully gift packed — sent with your personal greetings — perfect arrival guaranteed. And here's the best news — even though they look like a million, and taste even better — they're not high-priced — they're inexpensive!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gift No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price Delivered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(shown) (6½ lbs. net)</td>
<td>$4.95 delv’d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(a third more fruit for only $1.50 extra)</td>
<td>$6.45 delv’d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(family-sized box of smaller pears — 9½ lbs. net)</td>
<td>$5.85 delv’d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(75% more fruit than gift No. 3)</td>
<td>$7.65 delv’d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EASY TO ORDER: Just send us your list. Enclose check or money order (no COD's please). Tell us how to sign your greetings for each gift.

Send your orders to:

Harry and David
BOX E-310 Medford, Oregon
**ORDER YOUR HOLIDAY GIFTS FROM CALHOUN'S**

**AMAZING NEW AIR LUGGAGE**

... AT AN AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE!

Meets air lines carry-on requirements. Made of new SKAI leather-like vinyl. Soft and supple like the finest leather—yet will outlast leather by 6 times. Will never get stiff or crack even in sub-zero weather. Scuff and scratch proof. Rich mahogany color.

**ATTACHE—OVERNIGHTER**

Ideal case for short trips. Outside pocket keeps papers handy for working on plane. Slim and handsome looking. Amazing capacity—holds suit, shirts and other accessories.

Weighs 3 lbs. Size 21" x 14½" x 3"

**FLIGHT BAG**

The bag that pilots made popular—now favored by jet-flying executives. Meets carry-on requirements. Holds clothing for a week or more. The secret is the large expanding pockets on each side. Has inside hanging suit unit. Just made available to the public thru Calhoun's at a fraction of the price the pilots used to pay.

Weighs 6 lbs. Size 21" x 14½" x 6"

**NEW! PERSONALIZED GLASSES!**

Your complete last name (or name of a lucky friend) imprinted in 22-Karat Gold on a set of 8-12 oz. tumblers. Complete name in gold on a glass has never been offered before, so be the first with the ultimate in personalized glasses. Deluxe quality sham bottom glass. Name is fired into glassware for maximum durability.

**SET OF 8 ONLY**

$9.95

Please clearly print name to be personalized. Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

**OLD FASHIONED GLASSES**

ALSO AVAILABLE

SET OF 8 $9.95

**WORLD'S FINEST SHOWER HEAD**

FINISHED IN 24 KARAT GOLD AND CHROME

Award-winning design by Henry Dreyfuss

The ultimate in luxury! This COUNTRY CLUB shower head produces a full volume and uniform spray pattern, with the water directed entirely to the bather. Exclusive "Dial Your Shower" feature allows you to completely adjust the spray from fine to coarse, before you enter the shower. Has a flush-out position, too, so that lime or foreign material cannot clog up shower.

$17.95

**UNIQUE NEW WAY TO STORE FIREWOOD!**

Wood is better when stored outdoors where sun, wind, and rain season it properly for best burning. This gigantic all-steel wood crib will hold your firewood neatly and cleanly, and keep it dry. Makes a handsome addition to any terrace, patio or garden area. Stands 5 feet high, 45" diameter, and holds over 1/8 cord of firewood. Attractive black wrought iron finish.

$19.95

**SPECIAL NO RISK COUPON**

**CALHOUN'S**

800 White Bear Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55106

Please send me the item(s) listed below. If I am not completely satisfied in 10 days I will return for a full refund. Return and Refund Privilege Guaranteed.

Quantity Item Price

□ Rush Your Free Catalog

Total Amt. $1.00

□ Charge To Diner's Club

Plus Parcel Post

No. Total Due

NAME ___________________________ STATE ___________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________ ZIP CODE ___________________________

CITY ________________ Dec. HG

Please clearly print name to be personalized. Allow 2 weeks for delivery.
Meadowbrook Industries

BOX 7498-AL ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14615

DIRECT FROM FACTORY
EARLY AMERICAN KNOTTY PINE
BUCKS COUNTY DRY SINK
ONLÝ $29.95 READY TO PAINT

NEW IMPROVED VINO KIT
Federal law permits heads of households to produce, tax-free, up to 200 gallons of wine annually for home use. All new VINO KITS include complete equipment for easier-than-ever wine making, ... scientific measure sugar content for lines of wines every time. 23-page booklet with all-season recipes provides practical instruction for your "round-the-clock" wine business. Satisfaction guaranteed if used as directed.

Standard Kit (Reusable): 10-bottle capacity $6.95
Master's Kit (Reusable): 35-bottle capacity $9.95
POST PAID (No C.O.D.'s)

MAKE WINE AT HOME

Scandinavia Imports
H. STEN PETERSEN
271, BOX 1489, LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME!

4 UNIQUELY BEAUTIFUL PRINTS
Decorative Birds Special Limited Edition
Here is a wonderful opportunity to add new charm and distinction to your home. A treasured collection of four decorative bird prints is yours for $9.95. Perfect for living room, bedroom, den, office or library. These exciting prints come with an individually numbered portfolio.

ORDER THEM NOW before this limited edition becomes exhausted. Be sure to get yours at the fabulously low Introductory Offer of $4.95 each, plus $2.00 postage per order. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money back. Mail check or money order with this order.

ART PRINTS LIMITED
60 Lawrence Avenue • Linden • New Jersey

SCANDINAVIAN RUGS

NOW - make your own C.U.M. Rya Rug, without a loom — just a needle

Sterling Silver "GRANDFATHER'S" KNIFE

Here's a thoughtful gift any grandfather is sure to cherish — an elegant sterling pocket knife handcrafted engraved will delight his grandchildren. Has a sharp blade and nail file. There's space for up to 12 first names and birth dates. Special skiis for first names and birth dates to engrave. Father is sure to like one too! Order No. 3403P. Only $3.95 plus $1.00 engraving charge for each name and date.

Wells for FREE catalog of named gift items.
DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1412 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60201

New Improved Vino Kit

Fur basket chairs!
Fake, but fabulous, these chic covers for basket chairs. They completely cover back and front, have draw string and snap fasteners for fast, sure fit. Choose either black and white zebra stripes or beige and brown leopard spots. Original for a mad jungle effect. Each cover, $12.95. Paddy Sales, HG12, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill. 60036.

His 'n her alligator
Genuine Louisiana alligator (the world's finest) was used in these striking pieces. "His" is a slim 1" wide and "hers", a 5/4" belt distinctly finished in glossy brown or black. Slim wallet or belt, $19.95 each. 25% for any two. Two initials, gold stamped, $1 extra for each item. Ppd. Pokorny's, HG12, 124 S. Charles, New Orleans, La. 70112.

Reverent bookends
Crafted in Mexico these black wrought iron bookends with black satin finish. Might have been found in an old Spanish mission. Arched frame encloses symbolic cross. Sturdy platforms balance books. Decorative touch for your library table; appropriate gift for clergyman or nun. 7" high $10.95 ppd. The Niche, HG12, 12807 Figaro Drive, Houston, Tex. 77024.

Winter narcissus
White as Christmas snow on an angel's wing these blooming beauties. Send Yule tide greetings with this gift set of five imported narcissus. With copper bowl 6½" diam. Mica-Gro provides elements for good growth. Direct from the Innsbruck.

MAKE LONG-BURNING LOGS FROM OLD NEWSPAPERS

Save money! Burn fuel that costs practically nothing, yet can furnish intense heat! Easy-to-use tool converts ordinary waste newspaper into fireplace "logs" 12" to 24" long, with the proper air-draft for easy starting, and long, smokeless burning. Tool Set with 24 log binders, only $1.79 postpaid, 100 extra binders, only $1.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
FREE! SEND NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR VALUE-PACKED GIFT CATALOG!
HANOVER HOUSE
Dept. 3595, Hanover, Penna.

HANOVER HOUSE

Waste newspaper into fireplace "logs"
FREE! SEND NAME AND ADDRESS FOR
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

Makeshift gift?
Here's a thoughtful gift any grandfather is sure to cherish — an elegant sterling pocket knife handcrafted engraved will delight his grandchildren. Has a sharp blade and nail file. There's space for up to 12 first names and birth dates. Special skiis for first names and birth dates to engrave. Father is sure to like one too! Order No. 3403P. Only $3.95 plus $1.00 engraving charge for each name and date.

Wells for FREE catalog of named gift items.
DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1412 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60201

Make WINE at HOME

New Improved Vino Kit
Federal law permits heads of households to produce, tax-free, up to 200 gallons of wine annually for home use. All new VINO KITS include complete equipment for easier-than-ever wine making, ... reusable fermenting-zaging tanks, compact water-seal valves, and a galanometer to scientifically measure sugar content for forest wines every time. 23-page booklet with all-season recipes provides practical instruction for your "round-the-clock" wine business. Satisfaction guaranteed if used as directed.

Standard Kit (Reusable): 10-bottle capacity $6.95
Master's Kit (Reusable): 35-bottle capacity $9.95
POST PAID (No C.O.D.'s)

MAKE LONG-BURNING LOGS FROM OLD NEWSPAPERS

Save money! Burn fuel that costs practically nothing, yet can furnish intense heat! Easy-to-use tool converts ordinary waste newspaper into fireplace "logs" 12" to 24" long, with the proper air-draft for easy starting, and long, smokeless burning. Tool Set with 24 log binders, only $1.79 postpaid, 100 extra binders, only $1.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
FREE! SEND NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR VALUE-PACKED GIFT CATALOG!
HANOVER HOUSE
Dept. 3595, Hanover, Penna.

Sterling Silver "GRANDFATHER'S" KNIFE

Here's a thoughtful gift any grandfather is sure to cherish — an elegant sterling pocket knife handcrafted engraved will delight his grandchildren. Has a sharp blade and nail file. There's space for up to 12 first names and birth dates. Special skiis for first names and birth dates to engrave. Father is sure to like one too! Order No. 3403P. Only $3.95 plus $1.00 engraving charge for each name and date.

Wells for FREE catalog of named gift items.
DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1412 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60201

BOOK OF FAMOUS DESIGNS,
Complete in Instructions.
America's best-known rug designs are now available with all material-Easy to make. Beautiful to behold, lasts a lifetime.

SEND $100 FOR FULL-COLOR BOOK OF FAMOUS DESIGNS, COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS.

Winter narcissus
White as Christmas snow on an angel's wing these blooming beauties. Send Yule tide greetings with this gift set of five imported narcissus. With copper bowl 6½" diam. Mica-Gro provides elements for good growth. Direct from the Innsbruck.

MAKE LONG-BURNING LOGS FROM OLD NEWSPAPERS

Save money! Burn fuel that costs practically nothing, yet can furnish intense heat! Easy-to-use tool converts ordinary waste newspaper into fireplace "logs" 12" to 24" long, with the proper air-draft for easy starting, and long, smokeless burning. Tool Set with 24 log binders, only $1.79 postpaid, 100 extra binders, only $1.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
FREE! SEND NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR VALUE-PACKED GIFT CATALOG!
HANOVER HOUSE
Dept. 3595, Hanover, Penna.

Sterling Silver "GRANDFATHER'S" KNIFE

Here's a thoughtful gift any grandfather is sure to cherish — an elegant sterling pocket knife handcrafted engraved will delight his grandchildren. Has a sharp blade and nail file. There's space for up to 12 first names and birth dates. Special skiis for first names and birth dates to engrave. Father is sure to like one too! Order No. 3403P. Only $3.95 plus $1.00 engraving charge for each name and date.

Wells for FREE catalog of named gift items.
DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1412 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60201

BOOK OF FAMOUS DESIGNS,
Complete in Instructions.
America's best-known rug designs are now available with all material-Easy to make. Beautiful to behold, lasts a lifetime.

SEND $100 FOR FULL-COLOR BOOK OF FAMOUS DESIGNS, COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS.
Dazzling wardrobe for all teen 1½-doors.-Barbie, Hodge, Penny, Geen.-High-fashion evening gown, cocktail dress, slab sets, bling, dresses. Easily assembled by linguists from simple, clear instructions. All dazzling fabrics and coordinated trimmings are included. Tiny zippers, buttons, snaps, are all scaled to doll size. Guaranteed to delight your little girl or your money back. She will be fashion queen of the local set.

JOINT TRIVET TOWEL HOLDER


CLEOPATRA'S INSTANT SEX SPRAY!

Tired of gorgeous gal calendars? Weary of dolls with classic dimensions? Back to the 1960's sex shop! Cule rabbit "yes" design embroidered in pink on one side; "no" in blue on opposite. Corded, 10" x 10" fine muslin case. It's the romantic sensation that creates husbands into bisecting brides again.

THE HANDOVER PIN UP CALENDAR

Getting a 15"-inch本届 that all heroes to injured alines, gives hilarious lift to belch-up transportation. Bang-Aid is the world's largest self-adhesive bindings. Makes the perfect gift for victims of car scratches, nick and bumps. Welcome laugh for sick-bed friends. Also patches wounded ears.

SLIPPOWERS FOR CAPT. & HIS MATE


MONEY BACK

NO COD'S PLEASE

NAME________ STATE________

ADD DOLL SET $2.98

11 ½" FASHION DOLL

PENNY TIE BAR $1.98

3048 — Penny Tie Bar $1.98

ELECTRONIC COIN SNATCHER!

Place a coin in the slot. Immediately it soars 15 or 20 feet in the air, then bursts apart with a POW! Golf pals gasp when the coin flies. When you can't break 100, hit the local set!
Precison

10-POWER

TELESCOPE

For those who do not want a toy!
Now you can focus on the Space Age with a precision telescope, without spending $40 or $50. This 10-power Bausch & Lomb Balscope adjusts from a few times to infinity with a single turn of the eyepiece. Includes 4 lenses of fine-ground and polished optical glass in a 10" shaft of tough melamine phenolic. Wonderful for camping, bird-watching, hunting and just fun. A perfect gift. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Max Schling Seedsmen, Inc.

Only $9.98

Shake up your game in this 10-power metal telescope, with its own compact, leatherette carrying case. Includes 4 lenses of fine-ground and polished optical glass in a 10" shaft of tough melamine phenolic. Wonderful for camping, bird-watching, hunting and just fun. A perfect gift. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Max Schling Seedsmen, Inc.

Tearful glass


Golden coin


Mr. & Mrs. Sherpa

Button up matching lambskin suede coats. Snow or storm be warm in a rich brown Sherpa coat. Fluffy acrylic lining like wool shearing, inside collar and patch pockets, too. Quilted sleeve lining: leather buttons. For men 36-48; $45; women, 10-20, $40. Ppd. Free catalogue, Deerskin Trading Post, HG12, Route 1 at 114, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

The winner!

Metal horse that runs away with decorating honors is easy to post above the fireplace, in a den, game room, office or living room. It's 3-dimensional and comes in your choice of finish: black, Pompeian green, brass or oxidized copper. 30" long, 15" high. $28.50 ppd. Order from Hagerstrom Metalcraft, HG12, Wheeling, Ill. 60090.

Emergency case

You don't have to be a Honey West or Mr. 007 to need a dashing attache case. An umbrella! It conceals attachment even foreign in your car. For he- or she-sleuths. $8.50 ppd. Pennick Gifts, HG12. 68-85 Exeter St., Forest Hills, N. Y. 11375.

A treasury of fine gifts from LILLIAN VERNON

SHOPPING AROUND

Giant Golden Toothbrush Holder...

PERSONALIZED GOLDEN SCISSORS...

PERSONALIZED GOLDEN SAVE...

PERSONALIZED CAR PLATE...

MINIATURE TOOLS IN GOLDEN CHEST...

GOLD PLATED SCREW HOOKS...

GOLDEN BRASS SWITCH PLATES...

GOLD PLATED Saddle Pulls...

4 GOLD PLATED SCREW HOOKS...

GOLD PLATED Saddle Pulls...

GOLD PLATED Saddle Pulls...
DEFROSTER GUN Imagine at this Lotc, Low Price!

MELTS away ice, snow, sleet like magic
- Steamed windows cleared immediately.
- Instant clear vision.
- No more cold hands.
- Tasted in northern winter weather.
- Complete with far reaching cord for side and rear windows.
- Scraper and carrying case.
- 12 Volt Battery System Only.
- Greatly appreciated gift.

$4.95
Add 45c postage and handling
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lang's
21 Stage Street, Dept. HG01, Stamford, Conn. 06901
Savings in orbit
The children's Christmas gift money may be popped right into this plastic replica of the Jupiter rocket which is actually an 11½" bank. When they press the blast off button an automatic launcher shoots coins into the nose cone. Opens by twisting the discs to a secret release position. $1 p.p.
Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Sweet flame
Caroline candles come in containers that can't drip or burn. Choose Holly Berry (red), Magnolia (white), Bayberry (lt. green), Lilac (blue), Potpourri (kelly green), Jessamine (yellow), Strawberry (red), Apple Blossom (pink), Carnation (royal blue), Rose (black). 5 for $2 ppd. Carolina Soap & Candle Makers, HG12, Southern Pines, N. C. 28387.

Light your way
Chic, compact, convenient—this mirror and light case that travels in its own simulated alligator case. 9¼" square and 3½" deep, with cord and plug, the mirror lifts up on a swivel and fits snugly and safely back when case is closed. Black or white. $19.95 plus $1 post. Free catalogue. Ashlee Co., HG12, 247 W. 35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

Aide-de-chef
A personal recipe file for the woman (or man!) who loves to cook. Gaily decorated white embossed metal file box hand painted with first name. Top is slotted to hold a recipe in view. With index divider; Standard 3" by 5" index cards fit; not incl. $1.39 plus 20c post. Hanover House, Dept. 3571, Hanover, Pa. 17331.

Split prize
A genuine United States silver dollar is split to encase a handy combination precision steel knife, scissors and nail file very handsomely. A tiny spring mechanism releases the contents ready for grooming. Perfect size for vest or change pocket. $9.98 ppd. plus $1 for silver dollar. A Man's World, HG12, Flushing, N. Y. 11352.

JEWEL CHEST
by BENBOW
Beautifully handmade in two sizes in solid walnut, mahogany, cherry and maple with mellow brownstone finish.
2-drawer 6½'' deep 8½'' wide 7½'' ht. $22.75
3-drawer 6½'' deep 8½'' wide 7½'' ht. $28.75
Shipped prepaid inside U.S.A.
Send $3.20 for complete catalogue of reproductions—Dept. HG02 Visit our showrooms

BENBOW REPRODUCTIONS
3918 Friendly Rd., Greensboro, N. C. 27410

Shopping Around

The Nicest GIFTS Come From LANG'S

THIS

VALET POLE
Takes up no floor space in any room!
FOR MEN, WOMEN, and CHILDREN
You've seen valet stands (for men only) at much higher prices that take up valuable floor space, and yet are not complete valets.
Here's one that is complete, takes up no floor space, and holds everything from your keys to shoes. Velvet-lined tray and triple hooks can be positioned at any height.
Comes in gleaming brass. Installed in seconds. Non-marring poles fit ceilings up to 8½" high. A simple, neat idea.
Order today.
$30
Add 95c postage and handling.

NIPS

The Exciting Way To
Choose Favorite Perfumes
The Gift Unusual • 100 individual Bottles of different Famous Perfumes, imported and domestic. Ranging from heavy oriental to light, exotic flowers. Famous brand names printed on each applicator for identification. Packed in smart plastic case with free "Jeweled" carrier plus 32 page Perfume Guide. Immediate delivery.
$39.50
Add 20c postage and handling.

DAVID

By
Michelangelo

14 inches
High
Marbelized
Finish

$7.95
Add 15c postage and handling.

RECORDS, RECORDS EVERYWHERE?
New, Neat Ideas!

THE PLATTER POLE
HOLDS 60-70 ALBUMS
Saves Valuable Floor Space!
No more worries about storing your record albums. This gleaming all-brass Platter Pole with racks that can be positioned at any height does the trick. Pole fits ceilings up to 8½" high. Racks are shaped for easy "browser" selection of your albums.
Order Today.
$6.98
Add 20c postage and handling.

MAGIC

Electric EGG CHEF
The Eggs and You will love this. Cooks 6 large eggs at your table to your liking. Or take along on your travels. No watery mess. Easily cleaned. Made of gleaming glazed ceramic. Every home needs at least one. Free electric cord and 3 minute timer. An attractive and useful gift.
Send us your gift list and we will mail.
Lang's
21 Stage Street, Dept. HG02, Stamford, Conn. 06901

65
PAKISTANI HAT

Christmas Tree Ornaments from Mexico

Strike an international note on your tree this year! Painted in gay colors by Mexican peasants, these unique tin ornaments sparkle, as fine lights play on their silvery colors. Each about 5". $1.95 Set, postpaid.

$3.98 each postpaid

American's newest hat sensation for campus, town and country wear. See it on ski slopes, in upon cars, and on town streets... wherever well-dressed people gather. Pakistani Hat combines with flair and top-notch warmth. It's chicly styled in luxurious simulated black Persian Lamb and superbly finished with a quilted satin lining and concealed ear flaps that add extra comfort and extra attractiveness. Buy Pakistani Hats for yourself and as gifts for any man, woman or child on your list. State hat size.

shop around

American Trader
Division of Shopping International, Inc.
Dept. HG-125, Flushing, N. Y.

LUXURIOUS

Red Suede Slippers

Appearance... bright; comfort... tight; You'll be delighted with these wonderful red lounging slippers. Uppers are of soft suede lined with imported natural lamb's wool; soles of durable cowhide. You've never seen anything so beautiful; never owned anything so comfortable. And the red is a real Christmas red...just as cheerful as holly berries.

Johnny Appleshed's
Box 705 Beverly, Mass. 01915
Be sure to add your 2% Code!

AUTO PET SEAT puts your pets up where they can see and be seen. Upholstered in nylon frieze over foam pad for luxurious riding comfort. Adjustable in height. Red, Beige, Brown and Turquoise. 12" x 15" $10.95; 13" x 17" $12.50. Pd. If sides are desired add $3.00. Specify size and color. The P-W Co., Dept. HG-12, P. O. Box 4881, Dallas, Texas 75206.

Friends to a Fern

Winter-wear rooms come to life with the addition of this fine fern stand. Reproduced from a century old antique, its black finish highlights the detailed scroll work. A really sturdy table that measures 12" by 12" across top, 291/2" high. Or use it as a telephone stand with room at the bottom for directory. $29.95 ppd. Moultrie Mfg. Co., HG-12, Moultrie, Ga. 31786.

A Gem for Gems

This enchanting jewelry chest looks like something from Scheherazade. Almost as pretty as the bangles and bracelets you’ll keep in it, the chest is 6 1/2" by 12 1/4" by 8" of rosewood, painted black with gleaming metal trim and handles. The gift for your favorite princess. $25 ppd. Miya Company Inc., HG-12, 373 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

LIFEGARD BRACELET

WITH A.M.A. LIFE SAVING SYMBOL

Identification bracelet contains the information that could save your life. This beautifully proportioned fine jewelry emergency identification bracelet, suitable for anyone, has been designed to carry the American Medical Association's Life Saving Seal of Protection. Water resistant paper folder contains spaces for vital medical information. Clip-on compartments: name, address, blood type, allergies, doctor’s name, etc. When ordering, specify man, woman or child. Only $4.95 postpaid.

Two different signs, 6", long, in bright yellow and black including SOFT SHOULDERS, DANGEROUS CURVES, and MEN AT WORK. Helps guests keep track of drinks and you keep track of guests! $1.98 ppd. Liberty House, Dept. RS-2, 192 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 02111.

Grand for Granddad

A knife and lighter for Granddad or Dad with first name and birth date of each child engraved. Brushed chrome Zippo lighter, $3.50. Add 60c each single line first name and birth date. Sterling silver pocket knife with nail file, $4.95. Add 50c each line. Granddad’s name and address, $1 extra. Order from Downs & Co., HG-12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Shopping Around

Old Time money

Coins printed in the U.S. way back in Gold Rush days. Contains large cents, half cents, three cent pieces (before 1892), three cent pieces (before 1889), two cent pieces (before 1875), three cent pieces (before 1875). Choose three at $5, p.p. Collector’s prize. 32-page hobby catalogue included with order. Centre Coin Co., Dept. HG-16, 13831 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91431.

Signs to stir by

Serve Wassail with a smile and these gay miniature road sign stirrers. Twelve different signs, 6", long, in bright yellow and black including SOFT SHOULDERS, DANGEROUS CURVES, and MEN AT WORK. Helps guests keep track of drinks and you keep track of guests! $1.98 ppd. Liberty House, Dept. RS-2, 183 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 02111.
Jet-set watch
Incredible is not an exaggeration when describing this calendar watch. It combines Swiss jewelled movement, stainless back, and a special crystal which magnifies the calendar window. The tiny jet second hand zooms around as if suspended in space. It's water resistant and anti-magnetic. $14.95 ppd. The Melle Co., HG12, 2139 Fulham St., St., Paul, Minn. 55113.

Lounge at leisure
Portable easy chair to read in bed, watch TV, ride in comfort. Fleur-de-lis design with gold trim on white vinyl. Extra high cushions to support head and back. Arm rests complete a royal triple. Cell bags easily deflate; deflate to store. Give comfort to yourself or a friend for $4.99 ppd. Better Sleep Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

Time savers
Save yourself that extra effort it takes to address packages. Your return address is printed in black on these red Parcel Post labels. Correct postal regulation wording lets you seal packages. The lines of copy. Finest quality gummed paper. 50 for $1; 100 for $1.50; 200 for $2.25; 500 for $4; 1000 for $6. Ppd. Handy Labels, HG12, Box 509, Culver City, Cal. 90230.

Real beat
Ever see a bottle of Scotch in a state of utter collapse? This ash tray, shaped by a special heat pressure process, makes a marvelous gift for thirsty friends or those about to make a few New Year resolutions. The sight of this will surely reinforce all good intentions. $2.98 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California 90213.

Bravo bags!
Harness energy spent taping, tying and searching for boxes. Fit presents neatly and attractively into 10 double-lined paper bags. Four sizes from 6½" to 10" high. In range of colorful designs. Drawstring closes bags. Tidy for junior wrapping. 4 sizes from 6½" x 3½" x 2" to 13½" x 10½" x 3½", in 10 double-lined paper bags. $2.79. Ppd. Breck's of Boston, L49 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Save on Victorian Furniture
Save up to 50% on Victorian reproductions. Victorian reproductions are shipped F.O.B. Alabama Factory, AlaBama Factory. Allow ample time for delivery.

Shopping Around

“PEG-LEG” FOR INDOOR COOKING
Fits Any Fireplace. Can be Left in PERMANENTLY INSTALLED INSTANTLY. Enjoy "cook-ins" all year round with no fuss or bother. Best portable charcoal broiler ever. Sturdy pot pan for any Broil Pan up to 21" high. Coleman" Portable Charbroiler, only $24.95 and here you can get one for $19.95. Oil and gas grill combines oil and gas for easy cooking and少了. "yellow grill" cooks up to 60 steaks at once. Fire-ant catcher drives prevents stains on hearth. Pans can be left in place—good entertainers with addition or for barbequed fresh friend of one of rugged tool, of heavy steel in dull-black finish. Only $14.95 Ppd. Add $1.50 west of Miss.

AUTHENTIC ROLLS ROYCE GRILL DESK AND POCKET LIGHTERS
You don't have a Rolls in your garage? Make light of it! Pack one of these fine, hand-finished Rolls on your desk, or in your pocket. The world's most respected symbol of elegance has been meticulously re-produced in rhodium-plated solid brass to house precision lighter with automatic lift-off lid that ignites effortlessly. Each lighter in distinguished gift box. Destined to be the executive suite gift of the season. Order today: Pocket Rolls Lighter—2½ high—$8.98 Desk Rolls Lighter—5 high—$12.50 Both postpaid.

WRITE FOR FREE COLOR CATALOG OF UNIQUE GIFTS FOR MEN
Pront shipment. Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed. A MAN'S WORLD DEPT. 0135, FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11362

SQUIRREL NUTCRACKER
Who could resist our decorative nutcracker. Black cast iron squirrel cracks nuts with his jaws when his tail is moved. Cast from old molds. Doubles as a door-stopper or as a showpiece. 5½" tall.

THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Paeno.

TIME SAVERS
Save yourself that extra effort it takes to address packages. Your return address is printed in black on these red Parcel Post labels. Correct postal regulation wording lets you seal packages. The lines of copy. Finest quality gummed paper. 50 for $1; 100 for $1.50; 200 for $2.25; 500 for $4; 1000 for $6. Ppd. Handy Labels, HG12, Box 509, Culver City, Cal. 90230.

REAL BEAT
Ever see a bottle of Scotch in a state of utter collapse? This ash tray, shaped by a special heat pressure process, makes a marvelous gift for thirsty friends or those about to make a few New Year resolutions. The sight of this will surely reinforce all good intentions. $2.98 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California 90213.

BRAVO BAGS!
Harness energy spent taping, tying and searching for boxes. Fit presents neatly and attractively into 10 double-lined paper bags. Four sizes from 6½" to 10" high. In range of colorful designs. Drawstring closes bags. Tidy for junior wrapping. 4 sizes from 6½" x 3½" x 2" to 13½" x 10½" x 3½", in 10 double-lined paper bags. $2.79. Ppd. Breck's of Boston, L49 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Save on Victorian Furniture
Save up to 50% on Victorian reproductions. Victorian reproductions are shipped F.O.B. Alabama Factory, AlaBama Factory. Allow ample time for delivery.
MADE IN DENMARK

STACKING STOOLS

Made in genuine birch

In genuine teak or walnut

$5.95 each

17.50 per set

for easy stacking by one word craftsmen. Made in Denmark.

 bland wood and strength...solid brass legs give proud display. Large serving knife

in attractive case. 8 1/2" blade and micro fork lock into case. Open length 18". Makes a lovely wall decoration.

3 pc. CARVING SET

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send check or money order. Continental Available...

A gilt to give to your favorite host or hostess. Has hand carved walnut case. Gleaming brass trim adds beauty and

Place setting. "An" "An" "An" "An"

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

2263 E. VERNON AVE., Dept. HG-105

LOS ANGELES 58, CALIFORNIA

SCAN-O-MATIC

Building, 185

Satisfaction Guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s. Send check or money order. Continental Available...

"How to Older an OIL PORTRAIT" 36-PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

FREE!

Or phone 212 EL 5-5620

538 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Harriet Carter Gifts, Dept. HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

SHOPPING AROUND

Towel tree

Plant a tree on the bathroom wall and hang bath, hand and guest towels in easy reach. Handsome design makes it a decorative plus. Six swivel arms give lots of hanging space. Mounts on any surface with super-strong adhesive (included) or screws. Brush finish, $8.95; chrome, $7.98. 55c post.

Heritage Home, HG12, 237 Rogers La., Wallingford, Pa. 19086.

BOUND VOLUMES

Booklovers and bookworms love these handsome solid brass bookends. Depending on the mood, or individual temperament, give either dragons or horses in 6" tall by 4 1/4" wide solid brass bookends, with a marvelous open latticework and solid brass bases, $4.98 a pair plus 45c post. Harriet Carter Gifts, Dept. HG12, Statesville, N. C. 28077.

PAIR OF CHAIRS

Brighten up the nursery, kitchen or bathroom with colorful animal decals. Apply to any smooth surface for instant rewards in fun viewing. For furniture, lamps, walls—there's no end to the imaginative ways you use them. Up to 10", 3 1/4" wide set of 12 includes 6 jungle and 6 farm animals, 2 ppd.

Santa Fe Way, HG12, Box 5015, Santa Fe, N. M. 87502.

MY STARS!

We've fallen for a revolving angel who's all of 8" high and plays Silent Night. Bisque-finished, beautiful, white porcelain is a twinkle with gold stars. To glorify the Christmas table, look no further for the music box of your dreams. $3.95 ppd. Order from American Trader, HG12, Dept. 948, No. Main Street, White River Jct., Vt. 05001.

"FLIGHT INTO EGYPT"

Who else but the Hummel factory could so enchantingly portray the "Flight Into Egypt"? This magnificent 7 1/4" high figure in narrative and vibrant blue ceramic is a lovely gift for Hummel collectors or for anyone who appreciates fine art pieces. $9.95 ppd.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

HILDERGARDE STUDIOS

HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06114

HOUSE & GARDEN
Brighten Your Christmas

WITH THIS FESTIVE MINIATURE

INDOOR HOLLY TREE

GROWS TO 3 FT. WITH CLUSTERS OF CHERCHEFUL BRIGHT-RED BERRIES—only $2.98

These are marvelous true miniature trees, little botanical gems grown and developed for planting indoors where they blossom and thrive all year round. The shapely and festive HOLLY TREES will add a bright and cheerful touch to Christmas with their handsome green leaves and clusters of bright-red berries. Just think of the many ways you can use several to decorate your house and table both during and after Christmas YEAR AFTER YEAR... and imagine the thrill of watching these miniatures as they grow from 10 inches when you receive them to 3 feet tall! The flowers (Hibiscus and Gardenia) produce exotic blossoms, while the miniature fruit trees bear up to 30 pieces of fruit at a time, and continue to bear fruit indefinitely. Before you know it, you'll be eating fresh fruit that you'll pluck yourself! All are true trees, not grafts but rooted cuttings of good well-known varieties. Indoor trees are the oldest, yet newest and most exciting gardening thrill. All the miniature trees have glossy, green foliage easily trimmed and shaped. Beauties to have and give, you'll find they are real conversation pieces!

BEAUTIFUL FOUR-COLOR BOX FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

Just think what a wonderful and really unusual gift these trees make. Each is in its own pot, individually boxed in an especially nice, bright, colorful package that enhances the tree. Send us your gift cards. All are shipped directly to you from Florida groves. You can have your own little grove if you order now. This year's planting is limited, and orders are shipped in the order they are received. All sold on 10-day money back guarantee.

MAIL NO-RISK MONEYBACK GUARANTEE COUPON

MADISON HOUSE, Nursery Division
Dept. HG-12, Box 454, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Each tree, $2.98; any 3, $7.98; any 6, $14.98, all ppd.
Enclosed is check or m.o.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________
CITY: __________ STATE: ______ ZIP: _____

Florida Palm Tree
A touch of tropical Florida in your home all year. Versatile, it is America's easiest-to-grow indoor tree. Simple growing instructions will permit you to be the sole judge of the tree size—from 12 inches to 6 feet! Palms have deep shade and thrive where other plants refuse to grow.

Florida Key Lime
Anyone having had the pleasure of tasting Florida's famous "Key Lime Pie" will need no introduction to this wonderful little tree. Those who have not should start a lime grove in the kitchen window now. Eager and easy to grow indoors, the lush dark-green foliage, fragrant blossoms and subsequent fruit will provide a gardening achievement not soon forgotten.

Hibiscus
An exotic touch of the West Indies, a slow, easy grower that produces magnificent blossoms. Famous as Hawaii's national flower, the Hibiscus flowers profusely. You have your choice of red or golden.

Miniature Orange Tree
Get your greatest gardening thrill when these sturdy little trees BUD, BLOOM, and BEAR fruit (up to 30 luscious pieces at a time) right in your own home! Easier to grow than many common house plants, their glossy green foliage is easily shaped. It's a fine way to have fresh fruit all year round.

Gardenia
Imagine the thrill of producing these delicate, fragrant, snow-white blossoms right in your own living room! Undoubtedly America's most romantic flower, they are easy to grow, have lusty dark green foliage, up to 38 magnificent blossoms at a time, and an unforgettable fragrance. You can even make your own corsage for that special occasion.

Lemon Tree
Countless articles have been written describing the many, many years of pleasure growing lemon trees in your home. Watching these miniature trees bud, bloom and bear fruit as a direct result of your own efforts will be a great "green thumb" thrill.

C C-D 1985

Mail order to:
MADISON HOUSE, Nursery Division
Dept. HG-12, Box 454, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Mail order to:
MADISON HOUSE, Nursery Division
Dept. HG-12, Box 454, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Mail order to:
MADISON HOUSE, Nursery Division
Dept. HG-12, Box 454, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Offer void In California and Arizona.
PIGSKIN SUEDE CAP
Ivy League styling in a cap that will probably last forever. Very strong and rugged pigskin . . . yet extremely comfortable. It's lined, has a sweatband, and is Scotchgard treated. Retains shape in any weather. Color choice of LODEN GREEN or MAYVERICK BROWN. Send head size (4/5-7/5). $3.95 ppd.

Free Catalog
DEERSKIN TRADING POST
Rt. 1 at 114G, Danvers, Mass. 01923
Be sure to use your Zip Code!
Binning fine wines is an old-world practice. Brother Timothy bins The Christian Brothers Burgundy to be sure your dinner will be a memorable one.

Brother Timothy is in charge of The Christian Brothers' wine-making activities in California. Binning, or the maturing of the wine in bottles, helps to give this superb red Burgundy a full-bodied smoothness, and a true flavor and aroma, that no hurried methods could duplicate.

Here Brother Timothy examines a bottle in the soft light of a candle for color and clarity. He suggests you try the Burgundy, the next time you want to add special enjoyment to your steak or roast-beef dinner, or to any hearty meal.

You'll find The Christian Brothers Burgundy an excellent example of the outstanding table wines, dessert wines, sparkling wines, vermouths and brandy* that The Brothers have been making for so many years in California's genial soil and climate.

If you would like Brother Timothy to send you a FREE WINE SELECTOR, which tells you how to choose and enjoy wines, write to: The Christian Brothers, Department W, 1255 Post Street, San Francisco, California 94109.

*80 PROOF. SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FROM AND SICHEL, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

DECEMBER, 1965
Invite Drexel Hill for the Holidays

The new carpet by Firth

This is the year to make your whole family happy with the newest carpet beauty by Firth. It's charming, cheering and abounding with the captivating characteristics that only Creslan acrylic fiber can bring. There's the rich depth and rousing bounce-right-back of the pile. An intriguing textured pattern that plays light against shadow for an enchanting effect. And each color is a prize package of clarity and lasting richness. This is the drama of Drexel Hill by Firth. Stains sponge away. Soil vacuums up easily. See Drexel Hill, an all-new carpet of 70% Creslan acrylic fiber and 30% modacrylic. Creslan is a product of AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, N.Y.
Scarlet amaryllis

Bountiful bulb produces five or more full scarlet blossoms. Amaryllis bulb from S. Africa, by way of Breck's, the big bulb importer, comes pre-planted in attractive container. Add water; in 30 to 60 days flowers up to 7" across. Instructions included. Potted amaryllis only $3.95 ppd. Breck's, 177 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Skoots away

Oh, to be young and find a pair of these under the tree! Snow Skoots are short, wide (6" by 18") with swift skating action but greater maneuverability and safety than ordinary skis. Straps adjust to shoe sizes for ages six to sixteen. With Snow Skoots you can go up any hill as easily as down! $3.98 a pair, ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54902.

Fortune teller

Knights in shining armor? Travels across continents, or country mansions? Discover the future. Take your pick from 100 different fortune cards that come in plastic box with tweezers. Perfect party fun! Want to know about love, success, wealth? Just $1 ppd. Free catalogue. Walter Drake, Hg6 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

Turkish gold

Scarce gold piece from Turkey dated 1923. Printed with head of Ataturk, founder of modern Turkish republic. In new condition. Valuable addition to coin display. Gift idea for numismatists. 32-page hobby catalogue included with order. $7 ppd. Centre Coin Co., Dept. HG17, 13831 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91413.

Mildest of all soaps

Rescues dry skin

Hershey Estates

The only cocoa butter soap

Only Hershey Estates soap is made of highly-refined cocoa butter, recommended by doctors as the most nearly perfect skin conditioner. Excellent for dry skin because it conditions as it cleanses... leaves skin soft and re-freshed. All-vegetable oil soap makes rich, velvety lather in any type of water, yet lasts and lasts. Delicately perfumed. Gift boxed. SPECIAL.

3 cakes of toilet soap or 2 cakes of bath size for $1.50, postpaid. (Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.)

Hershey Estates

2100-B-12 No. Haskell • Dallas, Texas 75204

Shopping Around

Puts on your desk and save!—authentic scale replica of the massive turn-of-the-century Mosler Safe

$1,000 bank on wheels—$5.95

- Stands 3/4 ft. tall
- Combination lock
- Holds $1,000.00 in change
- Complete to rubber tires, eagle & gold leaf designs

This is a fine scale replica of the massive turn-of-the-century Mosler safe considered im-pregnable for 100 years. Solid steel black box has authentic color-luf palque and gold-leaf designs. Gold floral design, combination lock and set is big enough (6" x 7" x 9") to hold a full $1,000 in change. Solid Amer­ican steel built to the rubber tires. New, and a solid value for $5.95.

MADISON HOUSE. Dept. HG-12
122 East 42nd Street, New York 17

The glory of Christmas

Miniature church imported from Switzerland

This enchanting little church is made of wood and contains a genuine Swiss Music Box which plays "Silent Night." Two little deer decorate the front. $3.95 ppd.

Angel music box

Imported from Switzerland

While the music plays "Silent Night," the angel revolves and the hammer rings the bell...creating a warm feeling of Christmas enchantment. Appealingly designed and hand decorated in color 6" high.

"The nativity" candles

Colorful wax crib scenes of Infant Jesus are embedded in deep recesses of candles. "The Glory of Christmas." Happiness is a "Doodle Chair" for all kids under 8!

The only cocoa butter soap

with your name in gold

The last word in luxury for milady's dressing table is a set of personalized powder puffs. Puffs are 2" in diameter, have your name printed in 21 carat gold lettering on the outer top. Finely fused velvet puffs come 8 to a box, ready for gift giving. No C.O.D.'s.

Set of 8, $1.95 postpaid

Send for free gift catalog.

BELL OF PAOLA

Bavarian creche

From Oberammergau, Famous for its carving and Passion Play, comes flawlessly executed, tiny triptych with Nativity delicately painted in pastels, or ivory. Angels are on the wings, star crowns the altar. Dark wood wings close to keep creche safe. 4" high $12.95 ppd. (Near 74th St.)

The Glory of Christmas

Miniature church imported from Switzerland

This enchanting little church is made of wood and contains a genuine Swiss Music Box which plays "Silent Night." Two little deer decorate the front. $3.95 ppd.

Angel music box

Imported from Switzerland

While the music plays "Silent Night," the angel revolves and the hammer rings the bell...creating a warm feeling of Christmas enchantment. Appealingly designed and hand decorated in color 6" high.

"The nativity" candles

Colorful wax crib scenes of Infant Jesus are embedded in deep recesses of candles. "The Glory of Christmas." Happiness is a "Doodle Chair" for all kids under 8!

The only cocoa butter soap

with your name in gold

The last word in luxury for milady's dressing table is a set of personalized powder puffs. Puffs are 2" in diameter, have your name printed in 21 carat gold lettering on the outer top. Finely fused velvet puffs come 8 to a box, ready for gift giving. No C.O.D.'s.

Set of 8, $1.95 postpaid

Send for free gift catalog.
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From Oberammergau, famous for its carving and Passion Play, comes flawlessly executed, tiny triptych with Nativity delicately painted in pastels, or ivory. Angels are on the wings, star crowns the altar. Dark wood wings close to keep creche safe. 4" high $12.95 ppd. (Near 74th St.)
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This enchanting little church is made of wood and contains a genuine Swiss Music Box which plays "Silent Night." Two little deer decorate the front. $3.95 ppd.

Angel music box

Imported from Switzerland

While the music plays "Silent Night," the angel revolves and the hammer rings the bell...creating a warm feeling of Christmas enchantment. Appealingly designed and hand decorated in color 6" high.

"The nativity" candles

Colorful wax crib scenes of Infant Jesus are embedded in deep recesses of candles. "The Glory of Christmas." Happiness is a "Doodle Chair" for all kids under 8!

The only cocoa butter soap

with your name in gold

The last word in luxury for milady's dressing table is a set of personalized powder puffs. Puffs are 2" in diameter, have your name printed in 21 carat gold lettering on the outer top. Finely fused velvet puffs come 8 to a box, ready for gift giving. No C.O.D.'s.

Set of 8, $1.95 postpaid

Send for free gift catalog.
LEON'S


TIME TO LIGHT UP

Set this cigarette box on your table and get set for compliments. It's really a fine work of art, beautifully crafted in natural pine or pretty colors of gold, green, orange, red, blue, white or natural dark primitive finish. Base 5½" wide; height, 4½". $10 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Homestead House, HG12, 30555 Grand River, Farmingdon, Mich. 48024.

THE JADE RING

Fabled jewel of the Orient—Jade—with the warm translucent sea-green depths, fascinating color found in no other gem...now yours to own or to give in this beautifully shaped ring. Wide, delicately curved, lined and rimmed in 14K gold, this is a ring in tune with today's deliberately understated fashions. 5/8" wide overall; jade 3/4" wide. $16 ppd. 1/2" over-all; jade 1/4" wide. $25 ppd. State ring size.

INTERNATIONAL GEM CORP. Bus R-31, 15 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.

HUMNS WE LOVE

After extensive research, Cecil Northcott has compiled 160 of the hymn people of the English speaking world love and sing and the stories behind each. You can share in the rewards of his investigation in a most appealing book, "Hymns We Love." Makes a thoughtful gift. $3 ppd. Downs & Co., HG12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

WRONG WITH SCENTS

Forest fragrance of fresh pine or bayberry fills the room. Just light 4" h. by 3½" w. candle perched on colonial wrought iron holder. Pine and bayberry design on each candle. Bright gift to waft sweetness through the holidays. Candle with holder is just $1; refills are 2 for $1. Ppd. A real buy from Brock's, 176 Breed Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.
Not all good things come in small packages!

Drapes, blankets, fashion tablecovers—what exquisite Christmas gifts Bates makes! Your favorite store has a whole glorious collection of them. “Nouvea” (shown), the immortal George Washington’s Choice®, the classic “Queen Elizabeth” and a houseful of other charmers. Which will you choose for the women on your list? Send for the new “Beautiful Bedrooms” booklet—and pick your favorites from the entire Bates collection! Send 50¢ in coin to Bates, Dept. G-2, 112 West 34th Street, New York, 10001.
Blind faith won't get you carpeting that will still be luxurious 20 dinner parties from now. The wool mark will.

Pure Wool Pile

Why take chances. Wool carpet is what every other carpet is trying so hard to be. If you want carpeting that hides its age as well as you do, look for the wool mark. It's awarded to quality-tested carpeting of pure wool pile under sponsorship of Wool Carpets of America. Wool has the natural bounce and vitality that keeps pace with you. Why pin your hopes on anything less. Want more facts? Write for your free Carpet Buying Guide. Dept. HG 2, Wool Carpets of America, 360 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

The mark of excellence...pure wool pile for lasting beauty.
Willow wonders
What woman could pass up natural willow trunks? Marvelous for storing out-of-season clothing, they let air circulate, keep dust out. Good-looking, lightweight, they’re strong and roomy. 24” by 14” by 16”, $18.95; 32” by 18” by 19”, $27.50; set of two, $42.50. Express charges collect. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12, Northport, N.Y. 11768.

Shield your marble
If the Greeks had had Marble Gard how many works of art might have been preserved! New protective shield sprays on any marble surface to keep it safe from alcohol, acid, nicotine. Will not yellow, cannot be rubbed or polished off. $5.50. Add 40c w. of Miss. International Marble Co., HG12, 9 Wyckoff, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11237.

Petit musee
Show off treasures in museum fashion with hinged glass case that locks to keep a collection safe and dust-free. Shelves adjust up, down, sideways. 23½” by 17½” by 4½”. Honey pine or maple finish. $16.95. Unfinished, $14.95. 29½” by 23½” by 5¼”, glass not incl., $21.95 finished; unfinished, $18.95. Exp. coll., YIELD HOUSE, HG12, N. Conway, N. H. 03860.

Family album
For $1 you get 25-2½” by 3½” photo portraits printed on professional paper plus a 7” by 7” oil color enlargement. Why not tuck them in with your Xmas cards? And the enlargement in oil color delights proud grandparent. Send negative or snap plus color of hair, eyes, clothing. Originals returned. $1. 25c post. Discount Photo Service, HG12, 935 B’way, N. Y. 10003.

Pendant winning
If you have a penchant for pendants, choose this unusual decorative jewelry from Austria. Ravena Cross design has spanned the centuries since days of Constantin. Colorfully inlaid with blue predominating, it is meticulously etched. 2½” diam. on 32” chain. Gift boxed. $6.95 p.p. Shopping Austria, HG12, 952, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt. 05001.

NU-SLANT
Plywood Head or Leg Elevator raises your mattress to 14” for greater rest and comfort. Like hospital bed but at far less cost, no sick room appearance. 7-adjustable heights—better than extra pillows. Head Elevator gives extra comfort in bronchial, diaphragm, breathing, heart ailments. Ideal for reading, TV. Leg Elevator eases varicose and other leg discomfort. Folds flat in place, Ideal convalescent gift. Deluxe Malachite Plywood Model! Twin Bed Size $115.50; Double Bed Size $133.50. All Metal Models, 4 adjustments to raise 5 to 10’; Twin $87.50, Double $95.95.

BLANKET SUPPORT

BLANKET EXTENDER

MAGNETIC E-Z REACH
Ends your arm 27 inches to bring everything within “easy-reach” without stretching or stooping. Scissors-like action with non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects from tables, holds sponge to mop-up spills from the floor. Strong magnetic flip picks up pins, cursors, etc. Made of sturdy steel imported Birch to be an attractive, useful gift. Ideal for artisans and convalescents—$3.75.

TWIN-REST SEAT CUSHION
Ingeniously improved seat cushion comforts sensitive areas and avoids fatigue. Better than conspicuous “ring cushions”, it has 2 separate flat-top sections that glide independent natural support to maintain balance, avoid side rocking. Adjusts for height. Handsome leather-like vinyl $19.75. Folds in half or deflates for travel. Ideal for home office, wheelchair—$4.97. Green zipper cover—$1.59.

HEAD AND SHOULDERS
Relax and discover the refreshed, revived feeling that only comes from bathing with this De-Luxe, double size, mattress cover. Completely covered and finished when bed is made. Inner-soft, double Protect Aid, double Pillow, 4 suction cups holds it securely in any position to cradle and support both the head and back in cloud soft comfort. Wet proof to keep hair dry. Gaily hand decorated in gold Pase-de-Lis pattern on White, Pink or Aqua background makes a beautiful gift of comfort—$3.97.

ENDS SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
Stop spoiling your glamorous hairdos! Don’t let “skull-digging” curlers disturb your sleep! This new Coiffure Cushion gently supports your neck and shoulders without crushing your bouquet. A sure and simple way to prolong the life and beauty of hairdos. Adjusts for different hair styles and sleeping positions. Ideal gift for mother and daughter. Complete with pink percale zipper cover—$2.97.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
We pay postage, ship in 6 hours & mail gifts direct. Send check or money order to:

BETTER SLEEP INC.
Box GG, New Providence, New Jersey 07974
HANGS WRINKLES OUT OVERNIGHT
Great little closet organizer. . . hangs 5 garments — trousers, skirts or slacks — keeps wrinkles out and creases in. Saves space, time, trouble, tempers and pressing charges. The contour "V-Shaped" slots do the trick; folds easily for travel. Good to get or give. Only $4.95. Shipped postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Needle-point Seat Covers
IMPORTED FROM BELGIUM
Replace those old, worn-out seat covers, today! Foam-backed seat covers in choice loomed needlepoint give the "quality" touch to any room in the house. A lovely new floral pattern on beige or black background. 19 1/2" square—can be cut to size.
ex. 2.99 set of four 11.48
SEAT COVERS 23" SQUARE 3.99 EACH
(Postcard Lab., Pla., W. of Minn. 69c; R. of Minn. 48c)
F. T. Store, Department 9, Alliance, Neb.
Here's How Co., Inc. 95-304, 99 Toy St. Street, Rockville, L. L. 18903

FREE! JEWELRY CATALOG
IN FULL COLOR INCLUDING PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION WITH REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT PLAN
NOW YOU CAN BUY BRAND NAME MERCHANDISE AT LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES WITH COMPLETE CHARGE ACCOUNT PRIVILEGES. FULL DETAILS IN CATALOG.
PARKER DISTRIBUTORS (HG-125)
49 INDUSTRIAL PLACE
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 10805

Two-faced watch
Double treat to please a fair lady. On one side classical portrait in gold filigree setting; the other gifted French dial watch. Jeweled movement watch comes with chain to wear as pendant. With gold bow pin to wear on suit or coat. One year guarantee. $17.50 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

At ease, men
Richly textured fine wale corduroy jump suit for lounging, weekend informal entertaining. One piece, full length zipper, expandable waistband, stitched-in leg creases. Long or short sleeves. Men's S, M, L in red, gold, blue, bone or antelope. $18.95 as shown; $16.95, short sleeve. Ppd. Joel McKay, HG12, 707 S. Raymond, Pasadena, Cal. 91105.

Tête à tête dining
Victorian elegance for tea, supper or brunch. The solid mahogany table is topped by a 42" circle of Italian marble. 30" h. Chairs are richly carved with choice of 20 colors in velvet upholstery. Table, $220.95. Chairs, $54.95 ea. FOB Ala. factory. Catalogue of Victorian furniture with fabric cuttings, 50c Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 Andover, Atlanta, Ga, 30027.

Golden card tree
Show off this year's Christmas cards on a sturdy brass finished metal card tree. 16" high, lightweight, the tree holds as many as 100 cards. It may be used as a table decoration or, suspended by the top ring, as a delightful, meaningful mobile. Use it year after year. $1 ppd. Order from Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Musical miniature
Little church white as snow for this Christmas and Christmases to come. Music is played by Swiss Thorens units which stop after each hymn, but will play several times on one winding. Choose The Doxology, Holy God We Praise Thy Name or Silent Night. Cast zinc, 5" l., 6 1/2" h., 4 1/2" w. $11.95 ppd. Monarch Mailorder, HG12, Box 548, Brainerd, Minn. 56401.

Old World Elegance
"PETRO DORIO" graceful, delicately sculptured, decorative accessories complement Valier Contemporary or Traditional surroundings. 26 1/2" Cast Aluminum, LYRE MAGAZINE RACK—$12.00 postage paid. Available in Antique (White and Gold), Black, or Pompeian Green. Specify Color. Send check or money order. Write for Free Gift Catalog. WORLD'S FAIR, Merchandise Mart Bldg., 2201 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 64108.

FlexPort PET DOOR

FlexPort PET DOOR

HOUSE & GARDES
Sunburst plaques
Handcrafted in sunny Mexico. Bas-relief in bright red, yellow, orange, turquoise, black. Papier-mâché plaques measure 9" diam. Mount the blazing sun alone; decorate in twos or threes. Bright idea for your kitchen, nursery or entrance hall. Specify color. $5.95 ea., ppd. Candles of the Month Club, HG12, P. O. Box 6552, Houston, Tex. 77005.

Roaring 20's valet
To keep things from rolling off a man's dresser, stow them in an authentic replica of a Stutz Bearcat. The reproduction is made of walnut finished wood and has wheels that really roll. 111/2" h by 4" h. Space for change, wallet, keys, and jewelry in the sporty model. Makes an interesting planter, too. $39.95 plus 35¢ post. Foster House, Dept. 112, Ponia, Ill. 61601.

Knock knock

Slippers au go-go
And go, go you will with these marvelous Tote-em folding slippers. They don't stretch either; they fit. Butter soft leather in black, bone or gold kid with ribbed rubber soles, sizes 7 to 12. (Perfect present for yourself if you've holiday traveling in mind.) $6.95 plus 50¢ post. Free catalogue. Mooney & Gilbert, Inc., HG12, 17 W. 57 St., New York, N.Y. 10019.

Magic carpet
This magic carpet doesn't fly but it makes dust and dirt fly to it with its electromagnetic action! A true product of space-age research, this rug captures dirt that "walks by" other mats. Thin enough to fit under your door as it opens or closes, rug has a neutral tone perforated cover and is 17" by 24". $2.79 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

World's Smallest
This super micro, miniature, 8-Transistor Radio has power packed, long distance reception. No bigger than a book of matches, actual size 1/2" x 1 3/8", it is truly an electronic marvel. Complete with batteries, earphones, jeweler's gift box. Specially priced $28.95 postpaid—Send check or money order. Write for Free Gift Catalog. World's Fair, Merchandise Mart Bldg., 2201 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 64106.

Extraordinary gift ideas!
They're authentic
Hoffritz
...indulge yourself!

AUTHENTIC Swiss army officer's knife
Proven in action! Most complete knife ever! This knife contains every accessory you'll ever need: 2 stainless steel blades, scissors, can opener, screw driver, awl, wood saw, cap lifter, metal saw, fish scaler & hook disgorger, tweezers, fish skewer & rod holder, screw driver. Red chrome case with silver crest. $19.95

FAMOUS WEST GERMAN razor has patented angle
Gives master barber shavel! Patented angle gets closer to skin—slices whiskers, never chops, scrapes or nicks like ordinary square razors that have no angle. Glide effortlessly. The Hoffritz razor, with patented angle, and bright white nickel plated Stress finish comes in velvet lined lifetime metal case with 2 stainless steel blades. $6.95

Matching, hand-decorated, authentic regimental Bavarian beer steins
These are collector-item steins, traditionally crafted in West Germany and beautifully hand-decorated circa 1896 to 1913. Made of finest cold-retaining earthenware to hold full half liter—and capped with heavy hinged statuette-adorned-pewter lids. Blazing reds and blues dominate romantic regimental settings. Matching bands of blue, white and wine in choice of: Cavalry, Artillery, Infantry and Engineers. Each Rhine stein price for 24.95 each.

FAMOUS HOFFRITZ SWISS stainless steel pocket knives

-#170/3" large cutting blade & pen knife..............$4.75
-#155/3" large cutting blade & pen knife..............$8.50

ITALIAN clam opener PRIES OPEN CLAMS INSTANTLY
Chromographed Italian import lets you pry clams open instantly, effortlessly, without cuts or bruises. Merely insert clam; press gently; stainless steel blade leaves muscle intact and to swivel to pry clam from shell. Comes apart for easy cleaning, including 3 prize recipes. $4.95

IMPORTED Italian 6-9 cup espresso
Now—Espresso that is simply perfect... perfectly simple! Double miniature profiling gives delicious, sediment-free demi-latte. Sturdily constructed of lifetime metal with gleaming rust-resistant, easy-clean polished aluminnum inside and out. Rubberized handle assures cool pouring. 6-cup, $4.50; 9-cup, $5.50

MAIL TO HOFFRITZ TODAY

54 EAST 34 ST., DEPT. C-1, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

How Many Name of item Price

Total____________________________

Mail this order with check or money order. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Please add 25¢ with your order for postage and handling.

Name____________________________
Address__________________________
City_________________________Zip________

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
GRANDMOTHER'S PIN of Sterling Silver

A beautiful pin of luxurious sterling silver that every Grandmother will be proud to wear. The large 1" circle is gracefully engraved with her monogram, while from it hang of Sterling discs, each engraved with a grandchild's name and birthdate. Not just for Grandmothers though—ideal, too, for Mothers and Aunts. Prompt delivery in time for Christmas. All orders shipped postpaid.

$4.00 for engraved pin, plus $1.00 for each disc.

Preprinted initial of last name for monogram. Print child's first names and birthdates. Please write Airmail or Special Delivery shipment.

THE FERRY HOUSE, INC.
Dept. G-125, 131 Main St., Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.

GRANDFATHER’S KNIFE OF STERLING SILVER

...engraved with names and birthdates of grandchildren. Delight grampa or proud papa with this sure-to-be cherished gift! Handsome and handy Sterling Silver knife takes 12 names, birthdates on 2 3/4 rhodium-plated case. Two keen-edge, stainless-steel blades. Most useful, treasured gift. Please print clearly with a neat zip. A unique safety device.

From Frame comes this magnificent decanter. It has four separate sections, each with its own pouring spout and stopper. For colorful splendor fill sections with Creme de Menthe, Cherry Heering, Grand Marnier and Drambuie. A lovely conversation piece. 12" tall decanter.

SET OF EIGHT FINE HANDBLOWN RAINBOW GLASS DECANTERS, $4.95 Plus 50c Postage

THE ADDITIONAL TOUCH 12-H Water St., Bryn Mowr, Penna.

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR THE GOLFER BAG COVER FITS ANY BAG ONE LOCK SECURES EVERYTHING Protect your clubs and bag while transporting by plane, train, or auto. Choice of red, green, blue, or black in soft-cotton canvas. Extra heavy-duty non-snag zipper. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED ON DAY RECEIVED.

$10.95 PPD. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED promptly cash

Crombie's Athletic Equipment Co., P.O. BOX 55, DEPT. 8-12 UTICA, MICHIGAN

HARriet Carter
Dept. HG126, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

SHOPPING AROUND TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY U.S. TYPE SET

INDIAN CENT - V NICKEL BOWLING PIN, QUARTER & HALF

SIXES, 50c each

Crombie's Athletic Equipment Co., P.O. BOX 55, DEPT. 8-12 UTICA, MICHIGAN

ZIP, ENVELOPE OPENER A distinctive and practical gift of contemporary design. This opener will open almost any conceivable envelope with a neat zip. A unique safety design renders the opener virtually harmless. Made of walnut wood and hand rubbed with oil to a rich, satin smooth finish. $1.95 each Post Paid, Dept. 871, Chelmsford Products Co., Box 136, Chelmsford, Mass. 01824.

Post haste
People come running to pick up mail or messages precariously stacked above colorful geraniums. Letter rack is solid cherry and comes in Light Buckwheat or Dark Forslund finish. Two geranium pots. Order flowers in pink, red or white, 9 ½" w. by 24 ½" h. by 5" d. $14.95 ppd. Carl Forslund, HG12, 122 E. Fulton St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

Clownarama
That's just about the only word to describe this versatile, 42" colorful Latex clown. Pull the sound transcription string—he talks! Toss him in the air—he'll land on his feet, leaning, swaying and wobbling all the time! Great gift for that one last stocking stuffer. Easily inflatable. $1 plus 25¢ post. Mother Hubbard, Dept. T-38, 183 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 02111.

Dickens for pipes

Measure of pleasure
Ingenious gift for a handy man's stocking. It's a standard automatic lead pencil except for the wizard idea of a yardstick in its roller top. Rolls and measures around corners, over humps—anywhere a flat rule can't go. A metered window shows 36" scale to the fraction of an inch. 1 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Sweater savers
Convenient, space saving, neat: what more could you want if it comes to sweater storage? Precious sweaters may now be hung in this swivel hanger with vinyl pockets which keep them in full view and easy accessibility. 31" long by 22" wide holds 8 sweaters, $5.50; 60" long by 22" wide holds 16, $8.50. Ppd. Add 25¢ ea. west. "To-Do" House, 231 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213.

The LIFETIME CHRISTMAS GIFT
"The Record of My Ancestry"
BAILIY'S PHOTO RECORD WITH THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS
The expert's way of preserving your family records. Embroidered by genealogists everywhere. Your family history is seen through the windows of THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY. For beginners or experts—complete, compact, easy to use. Full instructions with each book. In use over FIFTY YEARS—now in its SIXTH EDITION, enlarged and improved. Write for FREE illustrated brochure.

CARL F. BAILIY, Publisher
Dept. C1A, Box 13, Chestnut Hill, 67, Mass.
(A Division of "2170" House)

Dec. 1965

13.95

$1.95

$1.95

FREE SHIPPING IN 48 HOURS

TOTAL

Remittance enclosed; ship postpaid in U.S.

Ship C.O.D.-I will pay C.O.D. fees and postage

NAME FOR GIFT CARD.

ADDRESS...

CITY-STATE-ZIP

THE LIFETIME CHRISTMAS GIFT

"The Record of My Ancestry"

BAILIY’S PHOTO RECORD WITH THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS

The expert's way of preserving your family records. Embroidered by genealogists everywhere. Your family history is seen through the windows of THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY. For beginners or experts—complete, compact, easy to use. Full instructions with each book. In use over FIFTY YEARS—now in its SIXTH EDITION, enlarged and improved. Write for FREE illustrated brochure.

CARL F. BAILIY, Publisher
Dept. C1A, Box 13, Chestnut Hill, 67, Mass.
(A Division of "2170" House)
**CRUSADER CROSS PENDANT**

from JERUSALEM

Solid sterling silver cross inspired by priceless treasures of the 13th century, has wonderfully detailed relief work. The pendant on an 18" hand-wrought chain measures 1 3/4" x 1 1/8". Set with brilliant Alexandrite stones which look violet in daylight, change to red under 50 volt diat. Set with brilliant priceless treasures of the century.

$21.50

reissue.


**SHIPPING INTERNATIONAL, INC.**

Sept, 932, 25 No. Van St., White River, Vermont 05001

**NEW! MUSTANG HORN**

FOR ALL CARS

WHINNIES LIKE A WILD STALLION

Wild-horse whinny lets them know you're coming! Novel new horn that works off battery, not manifold, attaches easily under hood to all cars, makes any car sound like real live rip-snorting Mustang stallions. Precision-made by quality horn manufacturer. Complete with horn button control, elite, mounting hardware, 5 1/2" x 6", handsome black enamel finish. Available in both 6-volt and 12-volt (specify.) When you blow your horn be distinctive.

$14.95 each, p.p.

**MAGNADOR**

U.S. Pat. No. 3,184,803

The Best Bet For Your Pet... Built Better — Priced Lower!

Ideal for dogs or cats... big enough for the big ones, easy enough for the small ones. Opens in or out, closes securely by magnetic force. Locks from the inside, weather tight. Handsome appearance... easily installed. MAINTENANCE FREE...

$14.95 each, p.p.

Order Direct From

PLAZA ENTERPRISES

Box 6152, Salina, Kan.

**NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS**

FROM EVERYWHERE TO YOU!... \Every Christmas We Come Through!...

Send $1.00 plus 25c Handling Charges for each Santa, 90 Cent each, ppd.

HUBBARD HOUSE, DEPT. SG-4

183 ESSEX ST., BOSTON, MASS. 02111

I.M.C.C. Box 479, Salina, Kan.

**Candles not included.**

**HUBBARD HOUSE, DEPT. SC-4**

183 ESSEX ST., BOSTON, MASS. 02111

**Shopping Around**

Room for reading

There's plenty of space for magazines and papers in this handsome wrought iron rack. Its Spanish design finished in matte black lends extra charm to your leisure corner. Reading material lays flat, stays neat. 15" high by 13" wide by 17 1/2" long. $5 plus 75c post. Heritage House, HG12, 237 Rogers Lane, Wallingford, Pa. 19086.

**Eye time**

Genuine eye chart forms the design of a clock that's a natural for a bar or study. The face and chart are silk-screened in brilliant orange with black letters on white and protected by a coating of varnish. Handsomely framed by ebony finished wood, 9" by 18". Electric, $12.98. Transistor cordless, $19.98. Ppd. A Man's World, HG'12, Flushing, N. Y. 11382.

**Sit a bit**

Choice bit of Early Americana is perfect for perching on to pop corn for the Christmas tree or for resting feet weary from busy days of shopping. Stool is pine and the seat is woven of sturdy fiber. It's a foot high; the seat is 15" wide, 9 1/2" deep. $6.50 ppd. Americana catalogue, HG'12, Guilford Forge, HG12, Guilford, Conn.

**Show your cards!**

Let those Christmas cards be seen and admired by hanging them on this sturdy green kraft paper tree. You'll add a festive touch to your house decorations and be able to display over 100 cards. Easy to hang and it comes with instructions and it's packable for next year's festivities. 82 ppd. Paragon Mailings, HG12, Box 3333G, Grand Central Sta., New York 10017.

**Driving delight**

Take the chill out of winter driving with this automatically heated seat pad. Plug into dashboard cigarette lighter and in seconds it radiates warmth long before car heater goes into action. 16" square, with 8" cord and plug for 12v systems. Pad is covered with smooth leathoplast. $4.98 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213.

**OLD WORLD ARTISTRY**

is reflected in this hand forged wrought iron candle holder by Heinrich. Available in right or left hand curve & finished in black. Perfect for table or mantle in pairs. 16" long, 6 1/4" high. $8-25 ea. plus 50c shipping.
**Lure of the islands**
This is called an Island Flower leisure robe but you'll call it a love. Glorious way for you to look on a winter weary morning. Brilliantly beautiful shades of pink, blue turquoise and persimmon with green leaves on glowing polished cotton. XS-S-M-L. $12.95 plus 45c shipping. Nicholson Imports, HG12, Box 4335, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

**Giants for the birds**
Colonial lantern holds 5 pounds of bird feed which is dispensed automatically as it is gobbled up by feathered friends. Feeding trough and bird perch run all the way round the lantern. 10 1/4" square feeder is filled through the top. Black and clear polystyrene, metal stake is $5.95 plus 35c post. Foster House, Dept. 112, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

**Healthy rubdown**
Flexible thermal massage combines heat and a good massage and can be used lying down or sitting in a favorite chair. Heat and massage can be regulated independently at the flick of a switch on the 8-way finger tip control. Inner sponge cushion and simulated saddle leather cover. 22" by 13" by 20". $39.95 ppd. Kapco, inc., HG12, Box 34, Bronx, N. Y. 10462.

**Safe climber**
Step stool rolls around on non-marking rubber casters that lock firmly the instant you apply your weight. A rubber base ring grabs the floor. Climb up, even with a load in your arms, Kik-Ste-p stays put. Quick way to be 14" taller. Beige, blue, green, yellow, copper, gray or black. $14.95 ppd. Nel-King Prod., Dept. HNC-125F, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

**Your house saver**
Here's the slot machine that goes to work for you and makes you the house, banker and saver. Insert a coin, pull the handle and click, click the wheels stop. Lets you save 40% of every dime you and your friends put in. Reserve drop slot becomes your secret savings bank. $34.95 ppd. Holly House, HG12, 5110 Harold Way, Los Angeles, Cal. 90027.

**Christmas Decor Chests**
Banishes after-Holiday blues when Christmas babble just don't seem to fit back where they came from. Heavy duty card-board chest provides partitioned space for 92 ornaments (5 sizes), 8 sets of lights, under-tree items. 27" x 12" x 18", Compact chest, designed for apartment dwellers and small tree users, holds 48 ornaments, 4 sets of lights, under-tree items. 16 1/2" x 12" x 15".

**Basket Canisters**
A frolicsome foursome that livens up your kitchen with an entirely new look! Handwoven, natural wicker baskets from the beautiful Isle of Madeira are set with liners POSTPAID 9 to 15 lbs. average weight, $1.98 per lb., postpaid in U.S. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**Jordans'S Old Virginia Smokehouse**
1510 West Overbrook Road • RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

**Lure of the islands**
This is called an Island Flower leisure robe but you'll call it a love. Glorious way for you to look on a winter weary morning. Brilliantly beautiful shades of pink, blue turquoise and persimmon with green leaves on glowing polished cotton. XS-S-M-L. $12.95 plus 45c shipping. Nicholson Imports, HG12, Box 4335, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

**Giants for the birds**
Colonial lantern holds 5 pounds of bird feed which is dispensed automatically as it is gobbled up by feathered friends. Feeding trough and bird perch run all the way round the lantern. 10 1/4" square feeder is filled through the top. Black and clear polystyrene, metal stake is $5.95 plus 35c post. Foster House, Dept. 112, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

**Healthy rubdown**
Flexible thermal massage combines heat and a good massage and can be used lying down or sitting in a favorite chair. Heat and massage can be regulated independently at the flick of a switch on the 8-way finger tip control. Inner sponge cushion and simulated saddle leather cover. 22" by 13" by 20". $39.95 ppd. Kapco, inc., HG12, Box 34, Bronx, N. Y. 10462.

**Safe climber**
Step stool rolls around on non-marking rubber casters that lock firmly the instant you apply your weight. A rubber base ring grabs the floor. Climb up, even with a load in your arms, Kik-Ste-p stays put. Quick way to be 14" taller. Beige, blue, green, yellow, copper, gray or black. $14.95 ppd. Nel-King Prod., Dept. HNC-125F, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

**Your house saver**
Here's the slot machine that goes to work for you and makes you the house, banker and saver. Insert a coin, pull the handle and click, click the wheels stop. Lets you save 40% of every dime you and your friends put in. Reserve drop slot becomes your secret savings bank. $34.95 ppd. Holly House, HG12, 5110 Harold Way, Los Angeles, Cal. 90027.

**Christmas Decor Chests**
Banishes after-Holiday blues when Christmas babble just don't seem to fit back where they came from. Heavy duty card-board chest provides partitioned space for 92 ornaments (5 sizes), 8 sets of lights, under-tree items. 27" x 12" x 18", Compact chest, designed for apartment dwellers and small tree users, holds 48 ornaments, 4 sets of lights, under-tree items. 16 1/2" x 12" x 15".

**Basket Canisters**
A frolicsome foursome that livens up your kitchen with an entirely new look! Handwoven, natural wicker baskets from the beautiful Isle of Madeira are set with liners POSTPAID 9 to 15 lbs. average weight, $1.98 per lb., postpaid in U.S. Satisfaction guaranteed.
MAGAZINE BOOK CONSOLE

STOICES
75 MAGAZINES, BOOKS AND PAPERBACKS

Magazine owners are achieving more space than ever in this superb new design. Make over 20 right, unaltered, left, in full view for quick selection. Large clear, two-shelf sections for hard-core book, and paperbacks, too. Get our mail order book with any style glass in hours. Fully detailed, skillfully crafted of solid knotty pine, hand-rubbed to a mellow glow in honey tone or maple finish. 22" W. 95" H. 38" D. $32.95

COMPLETE KIT of about half price. Priced, sorted, ready for easy assembly and finish. Simple instructions. $19.95

Express Charges Collect
BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—70 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Price FIELDS HOUSE
Dept. G-12
No. Conway, N.H. 03840

SCHOOL DAYS RECORD BOOK
IMPROVED MODEL—PERSONALIZED

File all keepers from kindergarten thru high school in one sturdy covered spiral book. Thirteen file envelopes hold report cards, health records, photos, vital information. Sturdily bound for long wear. Only $1 ppd, 2 for $19.95, personalized $1.15, 2 for $2.20 ppd.

CRESCENT HOUSE
130 Central Pl. R.R., G12, Plainview, I. 1, N. Y. 11802

Genuine PORCELAIN HORSES

Set of 8 $2.95 pppd.
A cohort of beauties! Each life-like horse is in a different pose and magnificently executed in pure white porcelain. They make unique decorations, horse fanciers. About 3" tall. Set in

PORTRAITS, INC.
PORTRAIT CENTER OF AMERICA

Your choice of today’s foremost portrait painters and sculptors

ORDER BY MAIL

widths from

sizes 6 to 12

DESIREE—an exquisite "at-home" shoe in soft Black nylon velvet or sparkling Gold crushed kid. Widths to fit AAAAA to C.

136 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK

CARS START INSTANTLY IN COLDEST WINTER WITH "Thermotor"

MOTOR & BATTERY WARMER

Only $4.95

With sensational new "Thermotor" disagreement due to cars not starting during the Freeze days are a thing of the past. Simply slide "Thermotor" into your outlet (AC-DC) and spread it over the car's engine. When it warms, a hand control turns on and off the 120-volt, 600-watt, variable speed Thermotor. A new Engine Block Warms as needed ... all night, long rainfall of weather. Then, in the morning when you need a ready car ... it's ready to go. Costs pennies per month to operate. Even snow and sleet off the hood! Waterproof and old resistant. Keeps your car automatically 7 degrees above 32 degrees. 9"W. x 5' H. @ 12" d.

Grills Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

On dashboard!

On, Pancreet! The night before Christmas or any time during the Yule season, deck the car with miniature boughs of holiday cheer, 6" green tree plugs into the cigarette lighter and 7 tiny electric multi-colors signal greetings to passing motorists. Self-adhesive base. $1.49 pppd. Greenland Studios, HG12, Miami, Fla. 33147.

Connoisseur's choice

If he’s particular about his wines here's a dramatic walnut finish wood rack. Holds 12 bottles at proper angle to keep corks moist and air out. May be placed or stashed in liquor cabinet. And he can add racks as he acquires an extra fine Port, a beautiful Brut, 17" h. by 13½" w. by 10" d. $7.95 pppd. Free catalogues. Same Dan Simiiriit

Doorway to the stars

Your own door will be just that when you decorate for the holidays. This lovely panel of waterproof paper (36" by 72") features three heir—and angels lighting the Star of Bethlehem in a midnight blue sky. The panel may be trimmed to fit and tacked or taped to your door. In own storage tube. S3.98 pppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54902.

Man the pump, etc.

Modern Fletcher Christians never mutiny with this aboard: a many faceted lifter pump with 5' hose, spring clamp, 5 suction tubes. Attaches to any electric drill, pumps 6 gal. a minute. Converts to oil changer, water system drainers, etc. $4.95 pppd. Chrome plate. E. F. H. W. Bliss, The Queen Ship Store, HG12, Queen Anne Marina, Stevensville, Md. 21666.

House & Garden
Heavenly pair
Reproductions of antique Italian wood carvings are cast in a warm wood tone composition and finished by hand to give the appearance of the original. A light glaze catches every feather and hair. Charming to add to a cèrèche, picture groupings, 4½" by 5½" by 2½" d. $6.95 pr. plus 40c post. Giovanni M-Francesco, HG12, Box 4, Prince St. Sta., N.Y. 10012.

Gentlemen's club
A distinctive gift for those men of distinction—cigar smokers. Fifty fine cigars which are usually $7.50 per box are only 99c! All those cigars plus a six-months' trial membership in the exclusive John Surrey Cigar Club. Extra dividends free each 3 months. Free brochure. John Surrey Cigar Club, HG12, W. Hempstead, N.Y. 11552.

Make it personal
Not an ordinary Christmas tie this! Handsomely undamaged save for a first name or monogram, this makes a truly personal gift. Tie is of luxurious Arnel acrylic fiber that stays unwrinkled, washes beautifully and needs no ironing. Navy, maroon, black, brown or olive. $1.98 each or $5.50 for 3. Ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Sunbather's timer
Bright idea from the Riviera tells time to within minutes anywhere in the world. Set the bracelet for month and latitude indicated in gold letters and aim watch at the sun. The pinpoint of light tells the time. Made of ivory molded plastic with gold hand and markings it's ½" wide. $2.98 ppd. Hobi, HG12, Flushing, N.Y. 11352.

Fragrant liners
Dress up drawers with scents of sandalwood, magnolia, potpourri. Mats 12" by 14" adjust to any size. Line linen or sweater shelves, suitcases, storage containers. One box of 10 sheets, $2.25; five boxes for $11. Ppd. Remember this for a linen shower gift and orders from Carolina Soap & Candle Makers, HG12, Southern Pines, N.C. 28387.

“You for me”
As you lift this tea pot's little lady head the tune “Tea for Two” plays cheerily. Midday's gallant forms for that special lady! In steel, gold or silver. $4.98 each 35c post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 112, Peoria, Ill. 61601.
ANCIENT OIL LAMPS over 1364 Years Old...
Now available for display in your home or office! Actually excavated in Ancient Palestine, they date from 4th-7th Cent. A.D. You can rekindle lamp's ancient glow with wick and vegetable oil. Lamp symbols knowledge! Will stimulate thought-provoking conversation. A superb all-occasion gift to be admired for centuries! A.D. You can rekindle lamp's ancient glow with wick and vegetable oil. Lamp symbols knowledge! Will stimulate thought-provoking conversation. A superb all-occasion gift to be admired for centuries! A.D.

Money Back Guarantee

FREE Gift Catalog!

GIFTS Dept. D, 8 Valley Street, South Orange, New Jersey 07079

CONTINENTAL FLIGHT BAG

You can carry a whole week's wardrobe (including extra suit) in this dashing imported bag! Made of tough, durable water buffalo hide and sheepskin, fully lined... light weight yet unbelievably rugged... simple leather conforms to contents! Two outside, strapped utility pockets for extras. Solid English brass zipper and buckle, securely wrap-around strap. In rich natural tan hide. 21", long x 8" wide x 12 1/2" high, weighs about 4 lbs. A distinguished gift for any traveler with a flair for the unusual. $24.95

Write for free color catalog of amazing gifts for men. Prompt shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order.

A MAN'S WORLD

Dept. G125, Flushing, New York 11352

RECORD BROWSER

only $3.95

plus 50c postage

A Real

Space Saver

Holds 100 LP's.

This handsome new hardwood Record Rack is one of the handiest ways to file your record collection. Your albums are always at your fingertips. Any of the 100 LP's it holds, can be whisked out in seconds. Of mellow walnut finish, this hardwood rack has grooved wooden base rods that keep records from slipping. 17" long, 15" wide, 8" high it fits neatly into any space and blends in with any decor. Real good looking, too. Makes a wonderful gift. Bargain priced.... Only $3.95 plus 50c postage.

Immediate delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed. Promised shipment. Send check or money order.

J. W. HOLST

Dept. G12

2470 Britannia Road, Sarasota, Florida 33581

SEAT TREAT! Perfect for campers, fisherman, hunters, boaters, specta- tors, etc. Ideal for extra home seating! RESTOOL'S unique leveling braces at bottom of legs prevent bogging down even in sand. assures rigid sturdiness always! Locks open with safety catch—folds flat to only 14" x 22". . . assure rigid sturdiness always! Prevents bogging down even in sand. 14" high, weighs about 4 lbs. Lynn with fine English hone china handles enhance any table setting.

Fast shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order.

Ken Mar House of Gifts Dept. G, Box 147, Greenville, Miss.

EXECUTIVE CHARMS

For the girl of many jobs, a pair of charms to let her know she's doing splendidly. She may be a car pool organizer, the PTA president or a VIP. The gavel, $21.95 in 14k gold; $5 in sterling, 1 1/2". Princess phone, $29.95, 14k gold; $5.50, sterling, 1". Ppd. 10c for catalogue of over 1,000 charms. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 6th Ave., New York 10036.

SET TO SEAT

Put guests in their places prettily with fine English bone china hold- ers. Famous and lovely Coalport china hand-painted in softest pastels enhance any table setting. Nicely boxed, the set of eight single floral makers are $10.50. The double size comes eight to the box at $14.50. Ppd. Free catalogue. Reischelt's, HG12, 537 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

VINO VERITAS

Here are two kits to make you a vinner plus a booklet of recipes for making all-season wines from cider, frozen fruit juices, dried raisins as well as grapes. Kit has water-seal valves, saccharometer, reusable tanks. Standard Kit, for 10 bottles at a time, $6.98. Masters' kit to make 35, $9.98. Ppd. Vino Corp., HG12, Box 7498, Rochester, N. Y. 14615.

NATIVITY MASTERPIECE

Glory in the loveliness of this masterful reproduction of "Adoration of the Magi." Mounted on elegant hand-carved wood plaque finished in gold leaf, it is 12" by 15". 17th century original by Gentile Da Fabriano hangs in Uffizi Gallery in Florence. $12.50 ppd. Shopping Around, Italy, Dept. 950, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt. 05001.

WORKS TO REDUCE AS IT CONTROLS!

AMAZING NEW ALL RUBBER GIRLIE! ACTS LIKE YOUR OWN STEAM BATH!

NOW ONLY

$9.99

BEFORE

$19.99

Get those hips, waist, thigh and tummy into shape by losing 6 to 12 lbs. in just one week. Non-elastic, non-stick, non-slip, 100% rubber garment. Works in steam baths, holds on with fantastic control and is invisible under clothes. Waist length. Femineally pink, medium, large, X large $9.95.

Jeff Elliot Craftsman

DEPT. G12, STATEVILLE, NO. CAROLINA 28177

GOLDEN CANE

23 Kt. Gold plated flatware, to be collected and treasured with your finest possessions. Flawless finish, perfect balance and beautiful and golden color make it absolutely elegant with traditional or modern settings! Add the bonus of practicality... it never, never requires polishing. A five piece place setting as pictured, plus an extra teaspoon is only... $12.90.

Add 81c for mailing, please.

Harriet Eisenberg

SHOPPING AROUND

Vino Veritas Shopper's gift, $2.65 plus 85c mailing charge. Doubles as TV table. Sea- leveling braces at bottom of legs are strong enough for biggest man to stand on. Doubles as TV table. Prevents bogging down even in sand. 14" high, weighs about 4 lbs. Lynn with fine English hone china handles enhance any table setting.

Fast shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order.

Ken Mar House of Gifts Dept. G, Box 147, Greenville, Miss.

EXECUTIVE CHARMS

For the girl of many jobs, a pair of charms to let her know she's doing splendidly. She may be a car pool organizer, the PTA president or a VIP. The gavel, $21.95 in 14k gold; $5 in sterling, 1 1/2". Princess phone, $29.95, 14k gold; $5.50, sterling, 1". Ppd. 10c for catalogue of over 1,000 charms. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 6th Ave., New York 10036.

SET TO SEAT

Put guests in their places prettily with fine English bone china hold- ers. Famous and lovely Coalport china hand-painted in softest pastels enhance any table setting. Nicely boxed, the set of eight single floral makers are $10.50. The double size comes eight to the box at $14.50. Ppd. Free catalogue. Reischelt's, HG12, 537 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

VINO VERITAS

Here are two kits to make you a vinner plus a booklet of recipes for making all-season wines from cider, frozen fruit juices, dried raisins as well as grapes. Kit has water-seal valves, saccharometer, reusable tanks. Standard Kit, for 10 bottles at a time, $6.98. Masters' kit to make 35, $9.98. Ppd. Vino Corp., HG12, Box 7498, Rochester, N. Y. 14615.

NATIVITY MASTERPIECE

Glory in the loveliness of this masterful reproduction of "Adoration of the Magi." Mounted on elegant hand-carved wood plaque finished in gold leaf, it is 12" by 15". 17th century original by Gentile Da Fabriano hangs in Uffizi Gallery in Florence. $12.50 ppd. Shopping Around, Italy, Dept. 950, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt. 05001.

WORKS TO REDUCE AS IT CONTROLS!

AMAZING NEW ALL RUBBER GIRLIE! ACTS LIKE YOUR OWN STEAM BATH!

NOW ONLY

$9.99

BEFORE

$19.99

Get those hips, waist, thigh and tummy into shape by losing 6 to 12 lbs. in just one week. Non-elastic, non-stick, non-slip, 100% rubber garment. Works in steam baths, holds on with fantastic control and is invisible under clothes. Waist length. Femineally pink, medium, large, X large $9.95.

Jeff Elliot Craftsman

DEPT. G12, STATEVILLE, NO. CAROLINA 28177

GOLDEN CANE

23 Kt. Gold plated flatware, to be collected and treasured with your finest possessions. Flawless finish, perfect balance and beautiful and golden color make it absolutely elegant with traditional or modern settings! Add the bonus of practicality... it never, never requires polishing. A five piece place setting as pictured, plus an extra teaspoon is only... $12.90.

Add 81c for mailing, please.

Harriet Eisenberg
Shopping Around

Gilded treasure
For that utterly feminine female on your list—be she six or sixty—this gift. A Venetian jewel box of gilded wood in the shape of a treasure chest 5" by 3" by 3". A lush full color art masterpiece decorates the front and its price is a remarkable $1.98 plus 20c post. Harriet Carter Gifts, Dept. HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

To light a painting
To illuminate an object of art, a prized piece of sculpture, a beam light especially designed for the purpose. Compact fixture stands or attaches to wall or ceiling: projects round, rectangular or oblong beam. 5" by 3½" by 2½" with silver bulb, 8-ft. cord. $17.50 ppd. Art Guild, HG12, Box 6662, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423.

Grand revival
In grandmother's house every member of the family had a napkin ring. Each one rolled up his napkin, slipped on the ring and set it on the side-board to be picked up at the next meal. Silver plated rings are engraved with a delicate pattern and initials or first name. 75c ea.: 2, $1.50. S12.95 postpaid. Gina & Selma. HG12, 1048 Lexington Ave., New York 10021.

Bavarian créche
From Oberammergau, famous for its carving and Passion Play, comes flawlessly executed, tiny triptych with Nativity delicately painted in pastels or ivory. Angels are on the wings, star crowns the altar. Dark wood wings close to keep créche safe. 4½" high. S12.95 ppd. Gloria Dee, HG12, Box 2000, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551.

FREE
FRAMED 5 x 7
ENLARGEMENT
IN OILS
25 WALLET PHOTOS
1 plus 25c handling & postage

FREE ENLARGEMENTS
Order what you photograph today. Made from selected studio negatives.

TRIVET TOWEL HOLDERS
IN BLACK WROUGHT IRON
Now for the first time kitchen towel holders that are decorative as well as useful. Black wrought iron trivets have trivet ends. In either a round Hex or Rosette design. Either design captures a charming antique look, perfect for contemporary or traditional kitchens. Trivet ends are 3½" in diameter, hold standard or jumbo rolls of towels. Scraps included for fastening. Please specify design. No C.O.D.'s. $3.75 postpaid

Send for free gift catalog

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC PEPPER MILL
A REAL CONVERSATION PIECE!
At a touch of a button you have your own instantly ground pepper...your guests will talk and want one. Why not give them one as a gift. They'll love you for it! Your guests' delight for all foods.
- Hexagon operated with powerful electric motor • Finished in smart walnut with metal helm at base. Designed to enhance the most elegant table • Full money-back guarantee • Measures 4 inches in height • Uses 3 "D" batteries • Batteries not included.


CRAGSTAN'S "PAT"
HE'S BIG AND LIFELIKE TOO!
- "Pat" Barks!
- "Pat" Squawks!
- "Pat" Walks!
- "Pat" Talks!
- "Pat" Swings!
- "Pat" Chirps!
- "Pat" Blinks!

PAT THE DOG IS something special. Pat him every way you can—his eyes follow your hands as he turns his head. He's the ultimate in lifelike realism. He's a beautiful gift. "Pat" has soft White and Brown for real. REAL GLOMEX WIRELESS MOTION Operation on his 6-"D" cell batteries—not included.

PAT the dog...$7.95 plus 75c pp. & hdlg.

"DYNAMIST" HUMIDIFIER
by KAZ
Herbicides! Superfine "Mist" Cool Moisture humidifiers at prices that make sense. The Dynamic Humidifier produces a superfine mist that is non-irritating.atomizes liquid at normal room temperature, dispersed through the air. Use for orchids, rare plants, for plants in dormancy. No matter what the season...you'll find WILDERNESS SPRAY Humidifiers a wonderful contribution to indoor beauty and comfort. No. HMO All Aluminum—Blacked Enamel Finish
No. K40 Stainless Steel Up to 36" High.

All Transistorized Electric "Plug-In" Wireless 2-Station Intercom
2 for $2.75 plus 75c pp. & hdlg. Additional units $19.50 ea. plus 55c pp. & hdlg. Add $5.95 for each pair. Add $10.95 for each pair in pairs.

WICKER WALL LAMP
8.99

Hand-woven 8" shade of natural wicker over frosted-glass, non-glare diffuser is suspended from 34" sculptured solid walnut arm. Height is adjustable, arm swivels left to right. #8000-P.

*ADD 1.00 EACH FOR MAILING, HANDLING.

LAMPLAND

FREE WIPES OFF DIRT, DUST, SNOW, MUD AND SOIL FROM SHOES ON CONTACT ALL NEW FOR THE HOME AND APARTMENT!

QUIKLEEN MAT $7.95 plus 75c pp. (16 oz. can Mist Inc.) 2 for $15.00 plus $1.25 pp. (2 cans Mist Inc.) Extra Mat Mist: 2 for $23.75 plus 75c pp.

Keneddy brothers
305 Morris Avenue, Dept. HG12, Elizabeth, N.J.

FREE 30 DAY TRIAL AT OUR RISK!

QUIKLEEN MAT $7.95 plus 75c pp. (16 oz. can Mist Inc.) 2 for $15.00 plus $1.25 pp. (2 cans Mist Inc.) Extra Mat Mist: 2 for $23.75 plus 75c pp.

Quikleen Mat $7.95 plus 75c pp. (16 oz. can Mist Inc.) 2 for $15.00 plus $1.25 pp. (2 cans Mist Inc.) Extra Mat Mist: 2 for $23.75 plus 75c pp.

Keneddy Brothers, Inc.
305 Morris Ave., Dept. WIC-01, Elizabeth, N.J.

Guaranteed Christmas delivery. Send check or money order—No C.O.D. I
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FLORAL SARONG
She will love this snug fitting, high fashioned terry sarong with gayly colored flowers and white piping. Blue, Pink, S. M. L. $4.95
Please add $3.25 postage. You may charge to Diners' Club. SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG.

WOODMORE MILLS
Dept. HG12, Manchester, Conn. 06044

TASTY TOASTIES
Nutbrown sandwich toaster transforms snacks and leftovers into dreams in a matter of minutes. Coated with teflon for no-stick cooking, toaster has 14½” handle, opens up to hold bread and fillings to toast over gas, electric or fireplace heat for ½ minute on either side. Voila! $2.98 ppd. incl. recipes. Gifts & Gadgets of Dallas, 6327-G Gaston, Dallas, Tex 75214.

20 CARAT TOPAZ
Have a heart for your charmer's bracelet and make it this big and beautiful one of smoky topaz quartz. Perfect pendant, too, with barest necks or classic sweaters. Beautifully faceted hand-cut and hand-polished. Set in 14k gold, it's a truly important gift at an easy price. $10 ppd. From International Gem Corp., HG12, 15 Maiden Lane, New York 10038.

ALL IS CALM
And then this little church with its snow-covered roof starts playing the beloved Christmas Carol, "Silent Night" and your room is filled with music and memories of Christmas. Carved Swiss music box from Switzerland is colorfully painted, 3½” by 3½”, $6.75 ppd. Gina & Selma, Inc., HG12, 1048 Lexington, New York 10021.

TIME TESTED
This eagle clock runs a year on one "D" flashlight battery. No ugly cords. No bothersome winding. Just beauty to behold as your treasures frame the tile face which forms center of this striking wall unit. 20” h. by 16” w. by 4” d. Knotty pine in honey tone or maple finish. $25.95 ppd. Add 65c W. of Miss. Yield House, HG12, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

OH, OH 007
Can you solve the mystery of putting together this puzzle? Pit your wits and powers of deduction against 1000 interlocking pieces, with no 2 cuts exactly alike! Your reward? A scene depicting Secret Agent 007 in a typically tense situation from "Goldfinger." Gift packaged, $3 plus 50c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

MUSICAL CLOWN SKIP ROPE
These jolly clowns have heads full of music that pours out when a delighted little Miss turns the handles. She'll skip in rhythm to the merry tune and be the talk of her neighborhood Jump Rope set. Rope is bright red rubber. Tuck a few away to draw on when Suzie unexpectedly needs a birthday party present. Order No. 4474. $1.25 each; 2 for $2.35, ptepaid.

Downs & Co. Dept. 1412-H
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60204
A toast of the town
Everyone likes to savor the aroma and taste of fine wine. Now you can partake of the visual delight of the lovely bottles it comes in. Richly grated wine rack is made to hang on wall for all to enjoy your favorite stock. $4.75

Walkie talkie pups
A gift certain to delight wide-eyed little ones on Christmas morn. Red and white doggie faced slippers with moving eyes, cozy sock tops and the ability to become puppets all in one package. $2.49 ppd.

Charm of travel
What's more exciting than her very own passport to a gal with travel on her mind? Here she is with her own charm to convince all douriers the world over. It opens with place for her photo and closes neatly. $9.95 in sterling. $4.95 in 14k gold. Ppd. 10c for catalogue of over 1,000 charms. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 6th Ave., New York 10036.

Call of the wild
A bright touch of the jungle to give that faraway look to dorm rooms, a gal's study-bedroom or on an extra-long family room sofa. Made of real bunny fur stenciled to look like tiger or leopard skins. Each pillow is a fool square. Order a jungle full at $4.98 each postpaid from Hobi, HG12, Flushing, N. Y. 11352.

On a small scale
Moppets like these miniatures, tiny, colorfully illustrated books in plastic case, 1¾” by 2” ea., 59c set. Diminutive doll, delightfully dressed, rubber, in carrying case, 2” by 2¾”, 98c. Zany Zooscope, with its changing patterns. Watch the Monkey appear and disappear. $1. Stocking stuffers special are ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond, Oshkosh, Wisc. 54902.

YOUR ADDRESS LABELS. 1000-$1
me to up to 4 lines neatly typed in black on white, gilt-edged typed paper, 1½ in. long. Packed with 2½ in. plastic box, not possibly the best label value you will find. (Note we tell you our sizes.) 500 for $1 ppd. Any 5 or more, 50c each. Aser 10, 75c; any 25 more, 60c each. Via air, add 24¢ per 50. Write for fund raising folder, Guaranteed. Prompt delivery. Bruce Int’l., 212E Belind Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80301. Thank you kindl!
Color-blaze cones
Throw another pine cone on the fire. Treated to blaze these cones produce a bright range of colors. Come in imported bamboo basket 9" h. Attractive set by fireside; useful later as waste basket. Novel on nights by the hearth. $3.95 ea. Add 45c post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

Save-a-ski
Prevent your skis from becoming dented, warped or scratched. Store them properly in a rack that makes a marvelous display as well. For recreation room, study, family room, hall or boys' room, it renews enjoyment of the sport. 24" h. for horizontal display; 20", vertical. $6.95 plus $1.00 post. Add 50c W. of Miss. Yield House, HG12, N. Conway, N. H. 03860.

Skai high?
Well only when it jets with your traveling man. Executive stash bag imported from Europe is well-priced and well-made of rugged, lightweight Skai material that's soft and supple yet won't scuff. 16" long, 10" high, 10" wide, it stows under plane seat, has a surprising clothes capacity. $18.95 plus $1.00 post. John Boston Est., HG12, 31 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

Nice and ice-y!
Clear glass icers with clear glass liners to hold seafood cocktails, fruit salads, ice cream, all manner of elegant desserts that taste so much better nice and frosty. Many hostesses add colored water in the icers to compliment or contrast with their table settings. 4, $4.95; 8, $7.95. Ppd. Free catalogue. Reizenstein's, HG12, 537 Wood, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Hummel nativity set

Shopping Around

New Forslund Catalog...50'
Our first new big catalog in four years! Our lirst new big catalog in four years! With Forslund—many made in our own little Grand Rapids manufactory. Give her a LUSTIGEM solitaire—always set in platinum—not sold as diamonds, but treasured for their own beauty and permanent brilliance. Three to Fifty carats (closest carat weight sent with price adjustment) Fifty dollars per carat includes mounting and side tapers. Special prices for under three carats upon request.

Florice Lustig
Palm Beach • Miami Beach
Fort Lauderdale • Say Harbor
New York • Southhampton

R O S T Q I N G A M S

Perfect Lighting for Fine Paintings...
• No Glare • No Shadow
Display the full beauty of your finest art treasures. Gold-finished adjustable shade has inside reflector surface. 10" cord with built-in switch and light bulb included. 7" Lamp $5.95 ppd. 15" Lamp $8.95 ppd. 25" Lamp $13.95 ppd.

Send for your\nNew Forslund Catalog...50c
New, big and colorful! 124 pages filled with Quaint American Furniture and all the nice things that go with it—so many exclusive things with Forslund—many made in our own little Grand Rapids manufactory.

Our first new big catalog in four years!

Carl Forslund
(Owner and Three Sons)
Dept. HG-12, 3122 E. Fulton St. Grand Rapids, Michigan

Imported White DOVES

Dainty birds are sweet copies of the gentle dove. White cotton bodies have a "feathery" look and feet bend to attach among plants, flowers and trees. Nice for table decorations and package "toppers" too. 2 1/2" bodies with 5 1/2" wings. Orders No. 2091.

Set of Six—$1.00; 2 Sets—$1.78 ppd.
Send for FREE catalog of unusual gift items Please include your zip code.

Downs & Co. Dept. 1412-C
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60204

O R I E N T A L

ROSEWOOD TEA TABLES
Hand-crafted with unslaking detail, these novel subcontract tables add distinction to any dining room. Use them for serving tea or meats, or to hold a treasured art object, place one on top of another for an unusual effect. All in rich ebony black finish.

Visit our
New Oriental Shop
at Garden State Plaza Shopping Center
Paramus, New Jersey

ORIENTAL
Dept. G-12, Box 1809, G.P.O., New York, N.Y. 10001

- Enclosed deposit (minimum $5.00)
- Enclosed total amount (minimum $5.00)
- Enclosed deposit plus C.O.D. postage
- Enclosed total amount plus C.O.D. postage

Name:
Address:
City:
Zone:
State:

ORIENTAL
Dept. HG12. Box 1809, G.P.O., New York, N.Y. 10001

O R I E N T A L
Gourmet Electric Plate Cozy
Warms 10 dinner plates quickly, safely, conveniently. Protects your precious chinaware from overheating. You enjoy restaurant luxury in your own home. Colors blue or pink.

Gorham Ad Clipper
The perfect desk accessory is the Gorham Ad Clipper with a sterling silver pistol grip handle. Ideal for a personal gift.

Both above items...$9.95 POSTPAID

Elegant sipping is portrayed in these unique Crystal Clear Romanian glasses. Delicate handles balance the design of these footed works of art. A definite plus when entertaining or for home decor.

5 oz. Expresso Coffee
13 oz. Highballs
4 for $4.00
4 for $6.00
8 for $7.95
8 for $11.95

Add 50c sales tax for Penna. deliveries.

Department HG-12
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

MINIATURE BOOKCASE
Serves music with your cigarettes!
Complete with simulated miniature books, makes a novel cigarette box that plays a merry tune each time it’s opened. Imported music box movement is concealed in beautiful wood-grained replicas of fine furniture, 7" long. Musical Cigarette Box.

Suitability Guaranteed.
Order No. 514-3
$4.95

WHITE’S QUIANT SHOP
White Bldg.
Westfield, Mass. 01085

ask for your FREE Christmas Catalog

Conversational Treasure!

Antique Mechanical
Dental Coin Bank
Practical, Novel Gift for the Family, Child, Dentist, or the Cavity Conscious Patient who has everything! "Coin in Dentist’s pocket flips into bellows bag when tooth is yanked!” This colorful, Cast Iron Reproduction will complement your home or office.

$9.00 Postpaid

Send Check or Money Order Today!

CRESCENT DENTAL
Mfg. Co. Dept. HG
1839 So. Pulaski
Chicago 23, Ill.

MINIATURE BOOKCASE

MINIATURE BOOKCASE
Serves music with your cigarettes!
Complete with simulated miniature books, makes a novel cigarette box that plays a merry tune each time it’s opened. Imported music box movement is concealed in beautiful wood-grained replicas of fine furniture, 7" long. Musical Cigarette Box.

Suitability Guaranteed.
Order No. 514-3
$4.95

WHITE’S QUIANT SHOP
White Bldg.
Westfield, Mass. 01085

ask for your FREE Christmas Catalog

Romantic Victorian
solid Mahogany, hand-curved furniture (also, rare Early American and French)

New way to save on finest quality furniture. Shipped direct from factory to your home (you pay small freight). All tables have marble tops from Italy. Large choice of sales, chair, & bedroom. Superior workmanship at modest prices. Amara’s largest selection is in our catalog.

MAGNOLIA HALL, 720 Antioch/Atlanta, Ga. 30327

Both big colorful Catalog, G-12, and my choice of costly fabric coverings. I enclose $5. (Check, coin or stamps are all fine.)

Name
Address
City & State

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Canine cover-up

Kind to kindling
Next way to tend to piles of fire-wood is to stack it in this black wrought iron rack. Fire logs go on top, small kindling wood sit trimmedly in the canvas underslung. Save your time for enjoying the blaze rather than using it for sorting and toting. 20" l, 22½" h by 14½ w.

$17.50 ppd. Add $1 W. of M..

Queenly toys
Long live the Queen and these sturdy matching toy chests. Please notice the royal Buckingham Palace design. Chests are sturdy white beech wood, pressed wood tops and take all sorts of bumps and bruises. 24" by 16" by 14". Jumbo, $4.95; under bed size, $3.95; $7.95 for both. $1 post. for any and all. Whitehouse Products, HG12, White House, Tex. 75791.

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.
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Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.
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Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Baroque beauties
Cloak tissue and spray cans in chic covers with a handsome baroque design. Pretty fleur-de-lis tops gold filigree patterned covers. Fits regular or giant rolls; all size sprays. Elegant camouflage in any bath and as pretty and practical a gift as you’ll find. Just $1.98 ea. ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.
Plantation bell
Big, brass bell to blast a clarion call to children at meal times, guests to cocktails. Peals loud and clear like a locomotive bell. Perfect for ringing in '66! Reproduced from an old plantation bell, it's solid brass, measures 6½" in diameter and 11" high. $10.95 plus 75¢ postage. John Boston, Esq., HG12, 3 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

Stick pin boutique
Marvelous gift for the antique lover. Here are eight different antique stick pin reproductions affixed to a classic intaglio carving with a gold filigree setting. Gems in pins include replica pearls, turquoise, garnet, and emerald cameo. Broach is 2¼" by 2¼", $4.98 ppd. John Holmes, HG12, 31 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

Poi or peanuts
If you luau in December as you do in May this is a must for your table: a lovely shallow three-section leaf dish, straight from Hawaii. It is 9½" d. by 11" w. by 3½" h. Of satiny monkey pod wood. A perfect serving dish for any kind of party fun. $8.11 ppd. Free catalogue. Woods of Hawaii, HG12, 2155 Kalakaua Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii.

Princess in castle

Post a mark
Here is a marvelous help to the suburbanite ... a post marker of rustproof aluminum, with baked enamel background, and permanent raised white letters that reflect light. Order any wording. Up to 17 letters and numbers, with aluminum frames in copper, red, green or black. $4.95 ppd. Spear Engineering, 204-1 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

Most fascinating puzzle
since The Riddle of the Sphinx!
Macchiavelli would have loved it. Leif Ericson would have left home over it. Albert Einstein would have solved it. And all Scandinavia's gone wild over it! It's the unique Puzzle for Wise Men - created by famous Aalborg Akvavit, the unique Danish drink the whole world's wild about!
Send for your Puzzle for Wise Men now! Send check or money order for $2.95 to Munson G. Shaw Co., Rm. 338, 99 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

SIT-BY-THE-FIRE
Why stay from the hearth with a handsome Fireside Bench like this to sit on? It's perfect as a coffee table, too. Hand made of 2" pine, with a hand-rubbed antique pine finish, the top is 12" wide, 48" long. Low bench (13½" high), $134.95 ppd. High bench (17½" high), $164.95 ppd. Black bench (17½" high), satin black lacquer finish, $179.95 ppd. Add $2.00 postage west of Miss.

SOUVENIR
OF FT. KNOX
If this very convincing gold brick paperweight were real it would be worth $687.95. Twenty-two kt. gold plated, 4"x2". Even more official-looking than the real thing. A rare bargain at $4.50 ppd. (N.Y. State residents add 2% tax)

ENCHANTING "Flair" Music Boxes
Gift catalog showing 16 pages Music Boxes in color from $10 to $35, and many other lovely items. 25¢.

Gift catalog showing 16 pages Music Boxes in color from $10 to $35, and many other lovely items. 25¢.

Gift catalog showing 16 pages Music Boxes in color from $10 to $35, and many other lovely items. 25¢.

Shopping Around

DISCOVER THAT WONDERFUL WALKING-ON-AIR FEELING
Enjoy the comfort and satisfaction from these two casual styles that have won the hearts of millions of women—the shoes that made Portsmouth famous. Each style available in five colors: BLAIR, BLACK, RED, RIBE and WHITE, all cushioned beds.

PORTSMOUTH SHOE CO.
Mail Order Discount Portsmouth, Ohio

J. E. MILLER-917

CONFORT YOU CAN FEEL QUALITY AND FIT YOU CAN RELY ON

DECEMBER, 1965

93
DECORATIVE PAINTING COURSE
gives personal fulfillment & profit!

You can find no better gift for a loved one (or for yourself) than this—a gift bringing personal achievement and lasting pride of accomplishment.

Marg Pond's Home Study Course has opened a new world of interest and beauty to thousands of students with no previous art training, knowledge or experience. Following her proven methods, anyone who can hold a brush can learn to beautify familiar household articles with genuine oil paintings of flowers, fruits, cherubs or other charming decorations... and to create original objects d'art.

This unique "learn-at-home" course with its easy-to-follow lessons and personal guidance has enabled many ordinary people to achieve self-confidence, discover hidden creative ability and enlarge their incomes by selling decorated items to gift shops and friends. Many have opened their own shops or become teachers.

The course includes everything you need...color movie instruction films, paints, brushes, lessons, patterns. Its cost is low; pay as you learn if you prefer. It's fun; it's relaxing. Mail the coupon—today!

DECORATIVE ARTS INSTITUTE
DRAWER 7088B20 WICHITA, KANSAS 67201

Please rush complete information and free color brochure on the Marg Pond Home Study Course.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Send for Free Gift Catalog

Camalerif Buckley
Durst. HG-12
1140 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Solid walnut dresser valet or desk caddy transforms clutter into well organized neatness. When used on your dresser it holds everything you carry in your pockets and nothing is forgotten next morning. Handsome as well as efficient—this solid walnut is hand rubbed. Splendid gift idea for any man. 14" long x 8" wide. $4.95

3 for $14.50. Please add 45c postage.

Send box free return/entry, no COD's.

Satin Bedshades and Pillowcases

Because of the tremendous response, we are offering again, for a LIMITED TIME ONLY, our Satin Bedshade Sets at these exciting prices:

REGULAR SPECIAL
Twin Set (72"x108") $21.90 11.90
Dbl. Set (90"x108") 29.50 14.50
King Box Set (108"x122") 42.95 21.45

All sets are washable and may be commercially laundered. 100% Cotton. Sold in the Imperial and Bridal Suites of the Central Motel.

BOOKEND POSTS

Twirl-around
Adaptation of an old Salem stool has a swivel for added usefulness. The rush seat is hand-woven with corner blocks for durability and seating comfort. Seat, 16" by 13". Height, 24" or 30". Unfinished solid oak, $11.95. Natural finish, $12.95. Pine or maple finish, $14.95. Exp. coll. Jeff Elliot, HG12, Statesville, N. C. 28677.

A lovely thought
"The kiss of the sun for pardon, the song of the birds for mirth. One is nearer to God's heart in a garden than anywhere else on earth." What a perfect gift for a friend who loves her garden! Cast aluminum marker, 24" high, in black with gold or white letters. Plaque 9" by 14", $7.50 ppd. Moutrie Mfg., HG12, Moultrie, Ga. 31768.

Taste tote
Carry old-fashioned salt and pepper shakers from kitchen to dining room to outdoor meals. Shakers sit in caddy of warm antique pine that has a neatly turned handle. Our grandmother kept a pair just like these on the back of her black shiny range. $4.50 ppd. Country Craftsmen, HG12, 227 Main St., Antrim, N. H. 03440.

Sock it away
Spendthrift or saver, spoof her with a bright red leather-like sock that's a big 17" tall. Marked in 23k gold with any first name and "$1,000,000, My First Million." The large slot takes up to half-dollars. Gold-plated lock, key and black patent strap close top. $1.50 ppd. Specify name! Gloria Dee, HG12, P.O. Box 2000, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

Taste tote

Charming cookies do a brother and sister act for your little ones. Big Sis and her Little Brother capture your heart with their big blue eyes. Sis has pig tails and Brother a cute Dutch Boy hair cut. Country Craftsmen, HG12, P. O. Box 2000, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10551.
Christmas sampler
Cherished most is a gift made by hand. This sampler, with Peace On Earth as a theme, is an ideal way to give a little of you with your gift. Belgian linen, 11" by 13" with instructions and floss in eight beautiful shades. $1.25 plus 20c post. 10c for catalogue of over 60 samplers. Jane Sneed Samplers, HG12, P. O. Box 4999HG, Philadelphia, Pa. 19119.

Very, very "in"
You couldn't be more "in," than when you're wearing this up-to-the-Paris minute Mondrian onyx shell. Takes its cue from St. Laurent. Cranberry and royal, light blue and lime, hot pink and yellow on white background. One size fits all. $4.99 plus 95c post. Here's How Co., Inc., HG82, 59 Tec St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11019.

It's a puzzle!
Let the family gather 'round this round jigsaw puzzle that has more than 300 interlocking pieces. Adoration of the Magi, reproduced in full color. The finished picture measures 20" in diameter. Superb gift for youngsters or adults who enjoy the challenge of an unusual puzzle picture! $3.98, 2 for $7.75. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Putting on the dog
But then, why shouldn't pets be pampered at Christmas? Personalized place mat helps animals practice good manners; keeps feeding area clean. Just wipe mat with damp cloth. In white plastic with cat or dog design, it's a pretty kitchen addition. Foam back keeps bowl from slipping. $1 ppd. Wales, HG12, Box 247, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2
send check or money order.
230 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

BATH
MATCH

HOMESPUN HOUSE
261 So. Robertson, Beverly Hills 4, Calif.
1921 Waukegan Rd., Glenview, Ill.

QUALITY LIGHTING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

PRACTICAL FRENCH HOOD
60 WARM, SO FASHION-RIGHT
Double felt (never 100%) wool hooded slumber in a French Couturier trimmed tip & Columbus hood. Keeps you warm when you feel the winter winds most; so soft and full that it can be worn with broomstick hairdo—wears like a speech front, but your head is the warmest red-carpet red or red-airy one. You'll order all 3.99 postpaid ones or write 3.99.

HERE'S HOW CO., INC.
Box 20, Hicksville, N. Y. 11801
CURED, SMOKED & AGED A YEAR!
Cooked, Ready to Serve.

Select hams from our famous peanut lands are slowly dry cured the old time way for a month or more, then scrubbed, rubbed with black pepper, and hung in the smokehouse for weeks in the pentum, penetrating hick­ery smoke. Then to aging rooms to age like fine wine. Finally they are cooked by a centuries-old recipe, the way we Gwaltney of Smithfield, Virginia, have done it for four generations. Arrives ready to slice & serve. Doesn’t even need heating. So tasty you slice it paper thin! A world famous delicacy, a gift of recognized excellence and great usefulness during the busy holiday season—always ready, as is, for cocktail snacks, din­ner, luncheon, breakfast. A Christmas tradi­tion for 300 years. Order now for your holiday feasting and hospitality, and as gifts for others. Net cooked wt. 9 to 13 lbs.: $9.98 per lb., prepaid. We guarantee complete satisfaction. ALSO TRY our old fash­ioned Smithfield Bacon: dry cured for 14 days, then thoroughly smoked over hick­ery. 9 to 11-lb. slab shipped in old fashioned cloth bag, 85¢ per lb., prepaid.

GWALTNEY INC.,
DEPT. F, SMITHFIELD, VA. 23430
Virginia’s Oldest Smithfield Parker

For Tall or Big Men Only!
We specialize in large sizes only!
Sleeves to 38” . . . Bodies 4” longer.
Large selection of McGregor Jackets, Sweaters, Sport and Dress Shirts, Slacks, Robes, etc., proportioned perfectly for tall and big men only.
PLUS 70 SHOE STYLES 10-16. AAA-EEE. Sold by mail only. Full 100% guarantee. Send for your FREE Color Catalog, King-Size, Inc., 3721 Forest Street, Dept. GR — Chicago 8, Ill. 60654

Solay BAYES
45 Winter Street (Dept. GR), Boston 6, Mass.

Step in.
Steam 20 luxurious minutes.
Step out relaxed, fresh — feeling like new!

YOU’LL REVEL IN NUSAUNA* STEAM BATHS at home! Heat relaxes you, soothes nerves, stimulates circulation and elimina­tion. A joy to own. Superb quality. All smooth, durable fiber-glass. Easy to move. Plugs in wall outlet—no plumbing! Try it 10 days—our risk. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

Write for FREE Folder!

Be good to your feet!
Enjoy buying choice quality shoes by mail. Our world-famous catalog shows vast array of smart styles from $20.95 and huge size range insures perfect fit or your money refunded!

SOLBY BAYES
45 Winter Street (Dept. GR), Boston 6, Mass.

Shop of tools
Kit’s in ship shape—splendid ar­rangement of chrome steel tools up front. Top swings out to reveal nine of the most called for hardware items, placed in convenient tilt-trays. 12” bege case, comes with transparent dust cover $14.95 plus $1 post. Calhoun’s, HG12, 300 White Bear Avenue North, St. Paul, Minn. 55106

See the works!
Now little tellers know what makes the clock tick without tak­ing it apart. Happy Time clock has a see-through face so you watch the fascinating motion of wheels and springs. With alarm, large hands, 5½” h. over all. Red, light blue, or ivory. $9.95 plus $1 post. John Boston, Esq., HG12, 31 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

Lighter a go go

Holiday dazzlers
Bright tree pin in a burnished golden Florentine finish is trim­med with over forty make-believe rubies, emeralds and diamonds topped by a shining star. Only 2” high, it may be worn during the holidays year after year. $1. Holly earrings, $1. Pfd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal. 90213.

Corral Christmas Cheer For the Gal Who Loves Horses!
Here’s a handsome stable-full of ster­ling silver and brass western jewelry that will make any horse lover adore! A graceful horseshoe graces the link of the beautiful bracelet—$10.00. In a matching design, the charming horse and pin will enhance any outfit $9.95. Lucky horsehead drop earr­ings are just $2.50. The set is only $10.00, so make the grand gesture and present it all to her. A matching neck­lace (not shown) is $5.00 extra. We’ll wrap it and send airmail if desired. No COD’s please.

Selden cooper
P. O. Box 412 • Hialeah, Florida 33010

Shop Around

Record go round
Revolving record rack takes just one foot of floor space! Two-tier shelf holds up to 100 LP albums. Each rack adjusts to any height on 45” pole, locks securely into posi­tion. Highly polished brass and handsome; sturdy, heavy base. $9.98 plus $1.50 post.: for three­tier rack to hold 150 albums, add $2.95. Lang’s, HG12, 21 Stage St., Stamford, Conn. 06901.


Shopping Around

Candle plant
It's not really a candle plant but it is a candle and plant holder all in one. Tall, slender and graceful, the stand has a satiny walnut finish and is 34" high with a 10" diameter base. It is stunning accessory to any style of home decoration. Perfect answer for a difficult to decorate corner. $24.95 ppd. Order from Bell, HG12. Paola, Kansas 66071.

Ring a welcome
Your holiday guests will feel warmly greeted before setting foot inside when this hangs on your front door. Rich red velour bell, trimmed with holly and ribbon, holds a Swiss music box which plays "Jingle Bells." when the string is pulled. 9½" high. $4.95 ppd. Alexander Sales, HG12, 125 Maribledale Rd., Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707.

She's a cutup
Little girls will find the story of Marguerite enchanting. She's an adorable paper doll who comes to life. "Marguerite" arrives in a colorfully illustrated book. A bright malling carton along with the cutout doll, a magic box to carry her wardrobe of pinafores, $3.95 plus 20¢ post. Sayre Ross Co., HG12, 52 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

Danish conundrum
Was this the cause of Hamlet's " . . . something rotten in Denmark" bit? Might well be because it's the most fascinating puzzle since the riddle of the Sphinx. Machiavelli would have loved it. All of Scandinavia's gone wild about it and it's fun. Created by Aalborg Aksenit, 12.95 ppd. Munson G. Shaw Co., HG12, Room 338, 99 Park Ave., N.Y. 10017.

Signal success
Kit for all signs contains 1,800 letters, numbers in red and black to place on paper, wood, cardboard, glass, metal. Once stuck, they stay—slick looking, professional in size. Use for trac­houn's, HG12, 800 White Bear Ave. N., St. Paul, Minn. 55106,


There may be a fortune hiding in your attic or cellar!

I may be disguised as an old lamp, a rusty bedframe, a glass pottery dish, or some worn-out furniture you'd pay to get rid of. Yet this "junk" may be worth hundreds . . . even thousands of dollars! A FORTUNE IN THE JUNKPILE, the amazing new book by Dorothy Jenkins, the syndicated expert on antiques, will help you se­nse muster out the fortune that might be gathering dust in your own home.

"FLIGHT INTO EGYPT" by HUMMELWERK

"FLIGHT INTO EGYPT" by HUMMELWERK

1. What is an antique
2. Furniture and its background
3. Antiques and their history
4. Victorian Furniture
5. Mirrors and Frames
6. Clocks and Watches
7. Lamps and Lighting Fixtures
8. All Kinds of Glass
9. Pressed Glass—Collector's Values
10. Glass Treasures and Novelties
11. Pottery and Porcelain
12. Everyday China
13. Silver and Silverplate
14. Inexpensive Metals

ORDER TODAY! — MONEYBACK GUARANTEE!

MADISON HOUSE, Dept. HG-12, 122 East 42nd St., N.Y. 17

PROVINCIAL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BOY!

LOG CART

Holds 100 lbs. of Firewood!
Pleaie Include your Zip Code
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Onion String Order No. 7012 $1.98

rope, each is about 18" long.

sized and life-colored. Strung on woven
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Plus 3.5c shipping charge for each order.

Pepi)er String Order No. 7014 $1.79
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Yours! Four crystal-clear snifters

means the most in cognac brandy.

fullest with Hennessy, the name that

shipped to you direct from Cognac,

France for only $2! Enjoy them lo the

stained with steel cutters and slicers. 61/2" by 91/2", $3.98 ppd. Spencer Gifts.,


by 91/2", $.8.3.98 ppd. Spencer Gifl".

11" by 14". A family fun project. 

an interestin}! <rifl. %^ ppd. Trea—

11" by 14", $2.324 Liberty Su

Redd, .5000 .^priii^-

the stitchery

Dept. HG212 Babson Park 57, Mass.

(A div. of Discovery Publis)

Helen Gallagher Write for FREE Gift Sale Catalog

Dept. 113, Pooijn, I1. 67061

Please Include your Zip Code

Vegetable Strings

bring the tangy flavor of an Italian restaur­

ant kitchen into your own! Realistically

formed of detailed polyethylene . . . life­

lined and life-colored. String on woven

rope, each is about 18" long.

Onion String Order No. 7012 . . . . $1.98

Garlic String Order No. 7013 . . . . $1.39

Pepper String Order No. 7014 . . . . $1.79

Plus 35c shipping charge for each order.

There is everything you need to make one of the

most striking and colorful table bags we've ever

seen! 3-Dimensional red geranium blooms with
green leaves and yellow flower set on black web

felt. Flax-like hooking interlocking cut and

stitch ed into felt for a professional finish.

Nestled, trimmed and extra-fine

100% wool. Only $3.50 plus 35c post.

"666"

COPPER CASSEROLE

A French style casserole of gleaming solid

copper. Solid bronze handles blend beau­
tifully with the copper to make an outstand­

ing gift. For buffet suppers and every day

meals. Cook and serve right in it.

No. FC1 1'/2 qts $19.95

No. PC2 2 qts $22.95

No. PC3 3'/2 qts $25.95

Prepaid anywhere in the U. S. A.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

Write for our complete folder

on offer. "666" specialties.

Bazar Français

EST 1857

666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

between 20th & 21st Sts.

ORDER A SET OF 4 HENNESSY BRANDY SNIFTERS

DIRECT FROM FRANCE

Yours! Four crystal-clear snifters

shipped to you direct from Cognac, France for only $2! Enjoy them to the

fullest with Hennessy, the name that

means the most in cognac brandy.

Hennessy, Dept. 4-6

P.O. Box 60-P, Ml Vernon, New York

I have enclosed $ for a Hennessy Brandy Snifters de­

scribed in this offer.

Name

Address

City__ State__

NOTE: From the offer is limited to one per person. Offer

good in U.S.A. only.

$4 & 80 Profit = Schieffelin & Co., N.Y.
**Automatic match**

Just squeeze the trigger of the Match-O-Matic lighter to get a sure jet flame where and when you want it: to light fireplace, barbecues, candles. Burns butane gas electrically. Good looking walnut grip with chrome barrel and trim. With two batteries, extra filament and fuel adapter. $9.95. 50c post. Alexander Sales, HG12, 125 Marbledale, Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707.

**Bean buoy**

Send just $1 to Ship's Wheel and receive this non-tipping beanbag ashtray plus a free catalogue of marine accessories for your boat and home. Beanbag ashtray has a blue vinyl base with white ring buoy; catalogue has lots of fascinating items from fashions to fine wareheads. $1 ppd. Pat Baird Ship's Wheel, HG125, 714 Hillgrove, Western Springs, Ill. 60558.

**Devotion**

Serene and lovely, with a touching kind of tranquility this work of art by Brower. A cast stone sculpture with a handsome antique wood finish is 13" high. We think it would make a lovely wedding gift for a couple whose taste runs to contemporary. And it's unbreakable. $5.95 plus 85c postage and handling. Lang's, HG12, 21 Stage St., Stamford, Conn. 06901.

**Christmas caroling**

Twelve inch LP's for HiFi and stereo. Not yet on the retail market, record presents fifteen Christmas tunes caroled by celebrities Kate Smith, Dennis Day, Lesse Crawford, Don Janse. Mum's not the word for this pre-publication bargain at $2.50 plus 25c post. Calhoun's, HG12, 800 White Bear Ave. N., St. Paul, Minn. 55106.

**Gentle light**

A lovely blossom makes a soft glow in a bedroom at night, illuminates a dark area of a room or in a hallway as a decorative accent. Light is handmade of baked liquid plastic. The leaves are green, the flower comes in pastel blue, yellow or pink. Plugs in any outlet. $4.25 ea. ppd. Doric Macseene, HG12, 14 Belle Pl., Matawan, N. J. 07747.

**PEWTER WINE SET**

There is something about pewter that makes people love it for it's inner glow. Like a beautiful woman who has no need for added shine. French wine jug 7½" $15.50, Wine goblet 5" $2.25 each, 3" size for Cordial 2 for $5.30. Tray 11" $12.50, postpaid. Pewter catalog of over 150 pieces 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Hildegarde's
HG9, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut 06105.

**Shopping Around**

**TENAS RED GRAPEFRUIT!**

**The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley**

**Carton of 12 G.F. $4.95** 1/2-bu. G.F. & Oranges $9.70

**Full bushel G.F. $9.50** Mex. bamboo basket $7.75

**Carton of 6 G.F. $2.95** Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in 1/2-bu. G.F. & oranges $6.60 Mex. bamboo basket $10.75

All are delivered prices — Write for free illustrated folder.

Other citrus packs and also pecans, rare honeys, fruit cakes and cheese.

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January.

Established 1926 — This Is Our 40th Year
PITTMAN & DAVIS, INC. 128 E St., HARRLINGEN, TEXAS

---

**TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN INC.**

Dept. 839 Templeton, Mass.

Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet H

See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes priced as low as $6.95.

**NO RISK TO YOU!** Money-back guarantee if returned unworn within 10 days.

**SAVE MORE MONEY!** No Extra Charge for Sizes 8 to 13; AAAAA to C

**CUDDLES $3.95** WHAT A BUY! The furry slipper you've wanted—so feminine, definitely more fun those long winter evenings. Solves gift problems, too, and at such low cost. Have it in black, pink or light blue capeskin.

**KEEP TIES IMPECCABLY PERFECT!**... WITH THIS UNIQUE, IMPORTED CONTINENTAL TIE PRESS

Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send check or money order.

A MAN'S WORLD Dept. 6125, Flushing, New York 11352
PROUD OF YOUR DOOR? Let us beautify and identify your abode or garage with this impressive solid brass nameplate. Your name smartly engraved in script. Solid brass nameplate make lovely and useful gifts. Authentic Georgian design blends with all silver patterns. 

Order these fine products by mail direct from ELGIN ENGRAVING CO.
Dept. HG-12
641 SOUTH ST. DUNDEE, ILLINOIS 60110

- Engraving Specialists
- Money back if not delighted
- We dooya yeea, ship in 48 hours
- Prices include engraving

GOLD SAFETY PINS, perfect for decorative any blouse or sweater. We beautifully etch any letter monogram. Two inches long. $1.50 per pin.

GOLD BOOKMARKS. So elegant to clip to the page where you stopped reading. Any 2 or 3 letter monogram expertly engraved. Two inches long. $1.25 each.

Lucky is the Golfer who has a four leaf clover (instead of a coin) to mark his place on the green. Brings a lucky putt! With any 2 or 3 letter monogram. Silver mark-$1.95. Gold Plate-$2.00.

18th Century English serving pieces reproduced in heavy silverplate make lovely and useful gifts. Authentic Georgian design blends with all silver patterns.

Dressing spoon (13" long) $6.00
Serving set of dressing spoon and 11 3/4" fork for salads, etc. $12.00
Punch or soup ladle with safety guard. $12.00
Please add 45c postage.

Send for free catalog—shiny, so COPA.

Camilleri & Buckley
Dept. HG-12
1141 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

THE "LAPIN". A strikingly lovely sophisticated chair with its Mediterranean flair is this new Charmer by Hunt. Button-tufted for beauty, framed for comfort; select hardwood frame; its Mediterranean flair is this new Charmer, $115.00 pr. Your fabric, 2 1/2 yds. 54". $65.00. Ship. to 25 lbs. No C.O.D.

HUNTINGton and SONS
Dept. HG-125
Highland Park, Illinois

THE TYROLEAN

AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Beautiful soft imported suede.
Hand-crafted into this unique Tyrolean Hat, (not sold in stores).
Colors: Otter Tan, Charcoal Grey, Olive Green Sizes: 6½ to 7½

$10.00 ppp.

Available exclusively from—

THE SWISS CHEESE SHOP
Box 4292
Monroe, Wisconsin

(INS Brochure sent on request)

Hanging elegance
Ornamental towel rings made of cast aluminum are finished in a choice of matte black, matte white or antique gold. Towels hang ready for guests from 4½" rings. Rose, leaf, quatrefoil or scroll design. Lovely touch for bath, $2.50 ea. On sale at 2 for $4.95. S1.95 ea. in gold. Catalogue, 10c. Pdp. Metal Molders, Inc., HG12, Box 456, Haines City, Fla. 33844.

Singing nuns
Charming statue of three nuns has an imported music box that plays—naturally—"Dominique." They could be used delightfully as a Christmas centerpiece, a man­tel decoration or as a gift for a child, teen, or adult. The music box has a key winding mechanism. 5½" by 4½", $5.95 ppd. Alexander Sales, HG12, 125 Marbledale Road, Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707.

World's Fair favorite
This great event has closed, but it is possible to obtain a valuable memento of the occasion. The whimsy and humor of the musical theme of the Porpoise Show is captured on the 45 RPM, "The Purpose of the Porpoise." A record treat for all those who would like a keepsake. $1 plus 5c post. Ross W. Tompkins, HG12, Rt. 2, Box 31, St. Augustine, Fla. 32084.

Champion chess
Winner of the Craftsmen Award when displayed in Moscow, this handsome ivory and black chess set was designed by renowned sculp­tor Peter Canine. Chess buffs will regard it as the perfect gift. King size set (3½" tall), $4.49 plus 72c post. Deluxe set $7.95 plus $1 post. Complete with instructions, Tempo Arts, HG12, P.O. Box 27052, Los Angeles, Calif. 90027.

Spanish style
Delicate wrought iron wall sconces of gold blossoms and white ivy leaves are elegant imports. Finely done details enrich the leaves and blossoms and create a lovely continental effect in any room or with any décor. Candles not included. 16" tall by 10" wide. $5.95 a pair.

The Craftsmen in Charm

ROCKINGHAM WARE

Handcrafted stoneware mugs with acid-bright glazes, each a unique creation. Glaze colors include bright red, green, blue and brown, or white w/gold trim. $1.75 each. Great for gifts. Rockingham Ware is used at the Plaza for its finger grip to comfortably hold a hot beverage. 16 oz. mugs, $3.00. Half gallon jars, $11.50. Small round trivet, $2.25.

Please add 45c postage for orders under $2.00 and 50c postage for orders over $2.00 and $5.00 postage.

Shopping Around

THE PADDUM

GAL-loon BONE

100

HOURS

1000

gdbvl
Christmas is many things.

A sudden swirl of laughing colors. A field, moonlit and quiet under a heavy snow. A dusty den with silver tinsel and well-used lights. A note the North Pole written with a dull pointed crayon. It is a time of giving; a time of expressing gratitude and love. It is a time to talk and a time to think. It is a time to anticipate and a time to remember. Christmas is many things.

But most of all Christmas is the home.

What better way to express your good wishes than by giving the magazine written for the home? The magazine embodying all of the hope and ideals and beauty of the home; of your home... HOUSE & GARDEN.

Splendidly photographed, with practical, stimulating articles, HOUSE & GARDEN is a remarkable gift for your discerning friends who take extra pride and interest in their home.

Easily ordered, modestly priced, this exceptional gift is further complemented by a handsome announcement card signed with your name.

This Christmas consider HOUSE & GARDEN... a gift to inspire the pleasant thoughts of you and of Christmas throughout the year.
EXCLUSIVE!
THE MAILBOX
WITH A SECRET

Treat your home to lifetime beauty — your choice of these handsome, heavy gauge, extruded aluminum mailboxes in Satin Silver or Satin Gold finish. And these mailboxes have a secret only you and the postman know — a hidden postage due payer that can save you time and trouble. Only SAVE-O-MATIC has exclusive, patented boxes.

A. MAIL CHUTE (with interior hood) ....... $7.98
B. VERTICAL (magazines fit behind box) . $8.98
C. HORIZONTAL (magazines fit in box) ....... $9.98

All prices post paid. Specify style and color (Silver or Gold).
Send check or money order to:
SAVE-O-MATIC Dept. 2-A, Box 7347, Bellevue, Florida

NOW! MAGNETIZED PERSONALIZED

INSTANT PHOTO-ALBUM

This marvelous new Album has “magnetized” pages that hold pictures exactly where wanted — no shifting, no drop-outs. Yet, pictures may easily be moved for re-positioning. This magic-wonder seven-time-does away with unsightly corner tabs, moosy glue, 9" x 12", smoo-white pages, each covered with clear, dust-proof acetate. Handsome black bookbinder cover. Get in on this great photo-finish (and unique gift idea) for just $5.98 — including 3-initial 24K gold monogram.

Prompt shipment; satisfaction guaranteed.
Ask for free color catalogue of wondrous gifts.

HOBLI DEPT. 5100 EUGENE, NEW YORK 11320

#275 Traditional English pattern, full color range, 17x17 — $47.90

Choose from the foremost selection of creative needlework patterns in the country for chairs, pillows, slippers, samplers, rugs and more. Conventional and modern designs or your own design made to order. Specify background color. Wools, needles and instructions included.

Mounting and finishing service available. Catalogue $1.00

Robert Mazalov & Son, Inc.
758 Madison Avenue, New York 10021

Selected Oregon English
HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

FOR CHRISTMAS


“MERRY CHRISTMAS” BOX
Over a bushel of choice red berried Holly sprays $5.95

All orders sent SPECIAL HANDLING Postpaid 40 States

“DECORATOR’S” BOX
Holly wreath (15cm dia.) and over a bushel of assorted length sprays $9.95

Send 25c for catalog. Dept. 317, Box 264, Concord, N. C. 28025

Ephraim Marsh

Shopping Around

Silver sombreros
Eight miniature sombreros, each an exact tiny replica of the real thing even to the braided rim and the crease in the crown. They’re linked together to form this fascinating bracelet that’s 9½ wide. Delicately crafted by Spanish silver artisans, it’s a happy solution for all the ladies on your list. $8.95 ppd. Robert Gerard, HG12, 33 E. 50th St., New York 10022.

Treasure story
Twenty books in pirate’s chest. Heavy board chest 4½" by 2½" filled with fairy tales 1½" by 2" each. Each tiny treasure has place for child’s name. “Puss ‘n Boots,” “Snow White,” “Cinderella,” and other favorites nicely illustrated. $1.29 ppd. complete. Free catalogue. Walter Drake & Sons, HG38 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

Guile for the Guide
TV Guide cover transforms this popular weekly magazine into a well-dressed volume while it continues to be an instant reference to TV programming. Made of luxurious leather, it is beautifully-crafted in Italy with suave lining. Cover is 5½" by 8". $3.95 ppd. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

Monogrammed mail
Magnificent hollow stemmed, monogrammed beer goblets not only make beer look better—they even seem to improve the taste! Each goblet holds a full 15 oz. bottle old English handcut monograms or your name in hand-engraved script! 4, $2.95 plus 50c post. Two sets for $5.75 plus $1 post. Alexander Sales, HG12, 125 Marbledale Rd., Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707.

RELAX IN COMFORT

Ingeniously improved Folding Back Rest gives you the joy of firm slumping support when you read, eat, watch TV. Made of beautifully finished mahogany plywood with gold trim. 5 adjustable heights especially selected for your comfort. 1 electric strip holds your eye pillow. Anchored by a non-skid base. Conveniently light, folds wafer thin—$5.98. Or choose smart linen finish Airlock Board model with adjustable positions and one elastic strap only $3.98. We pay postage, mail gifts direct and ship in 6 hours.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Fishermen in your life deserve

LAND-O-MATIC Landing Nets

- Press the release for easy carrying
- Great space-saver for crowded family cars
- Corrosion-free—even salt water
- Stretch shoulder coil for easy carrying

$9.95

FISHING PRODUCTS, INC.
1505 Hadley, Houston, Texas 77002

Restaurant menus take on a new identity

- Sophistication
- Personalization
- Flexibility
- Consistency
-新鲜的菜单

 pressed and personalized
every day
Globe for show

Beauty is its own excuse and this globe proves the point. It's a handsome globe complete with black wrought iron wall bracket and brass plated fitting. A warm translucent ruby red, emerald green or sapphire blue eliminates filling with colored water. The globe is 6" in diameter. $12. p.p. Richard A. Klein, Inc., Dept. HG12, Endicott, Norwood, Mass. 02062.

Pretty panels

No stretching, no-iron, no-starching—cotton panels of Quaker lace, give a lift to windows up to 126" high. White or shell. All panels 54" wide, 81" long, $6.50 each panel, 90", $7.50; 108", $8.50; 126", $9.95. Ppd. Swatches, 20c.; catalogue, 25c. Hildegarde's, HG12, 397 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

Rama bells

Turn your coiffeur into a creation with exciting hairpins adangle with tinkling bells. Tiny bells and balls hand-created by native craftmen in India jingle on a firm hair-pin to hold a wiglet or your own French twist. Silver-plated metal, 3" long, $1.98; set of three, $5.95. Postpaid: Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J. 08404.

Silver pearls

Superb sterling silver pearls hand-rolled and strung on a silver chain. Gleaming with the look of truly fine jewelry. Hand-made by Spanish silver craftsmen they're imported at a remarkably low price. Single 15" strand with fifty silver pearls is $4.95; double strand, shown, $7.95. Spanish Imports, HG12, 122 E. 42nd St., New York 10017.

SHOPPING AROUND

Conversely Instantly!

Your typewriter and writing material concealed in 15" x 20" x 20" high console. Spring operated. French Provincial shown, also Early American, Oriental, Italian Provincial or Contemporary. $19.95 and up for portables. Matching File. WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

Kitty-Cootie Chaser

Similar to the bed above, Kills the tickle while dogs. Protect your dogs! Silver-plated super soft sanitary foam mattress, annex cover, cool in summer, freedom from flea, soothing cedar fragrance assures restful sleep. Pp extra Flea-Kill Bed cover. $4.95.

Avoid Soiled Upholstery


HAPEROONE

Box 121, Southbury, Conn. 06485

Person of Interest

Flea-Kill Bed

Super-soft Foam Mattress

Healthful, Restful

Flea-Kill Costumes

For CHRISTMAS

Give A

Flea-Kill BED

Super-soft Foam Mattress

Healthful, Restful

Kentucky Christmas Tree

"For Christmas" $4.95
Super-soft Foam Mattress

Healthful, Restful


decorated for the holidays. Keep your Christmas items spotless and free of dust. A Flea-Kill Bed cover is a must for your gift for the holidays. It's the perfect gift. Give a Flea-Kill Bed for Christmas. Get your Flea-Kill Bed by December 15th to avoid rush.

A Typewriter Desk...

A Lamp Table

Cater Your Style or Room!

Personalized Switch Platters

Personalized Coasters

Personalized Switchplates with vintage motifs for kitchen, bathroom, child's room or nursery. Any name personified on the decorated porcelain switchplates for instant decor. Plates are personalized with any name�entor the background which is personalized with one bold initial. Please specify style when ordering. $1.00 each; $1.50 double switch (within only).

PERSONALIZED INITIAL

SEAL is a lovely old fashioned sealing wax. Send in air of cinnamon back to letter writer. Florentine gold plated handle has the capital letter on the upper part with 2 sticks of wax. $1.00 each set.

PERSONALIZED SWITCHPLATES with suitable motifs for kitchen, bathroom, child's room or nursery. Any name personified on the decorated porcelain switchplates for instant decor. Plates are personalized with any name�entor the background which is personalized with one bold initial. Please specify style when ordering. $1.00 each; $1.50 double switch (within only).

PERSONALIZED PLACE MATS of white vinyl lay meal into fun time. From bank, hangs it neatly in place... in the most fundamental spills. Hand painted with any first name. $1.00 each; 2 for $4.50.

ELECTRIC NECK AND THROAT COLLAR

Scientifically designed heating pad with heat concentration at nerve center in back of neck. Soothing therapeutic heat helps ease misery of arthritis, stiff neck, other minor aches and pains. Aids in relief of headaches caused by tension. Reverses when nothing dry heat is desired around throat. 3 good batt—dual thermoelectrics. 115 volt AC-DC. Washable cover. 18", Order No. 3025. Only $7.95 Ppd.

Send for FREE Catalog of Unusual Gifts

Please include your ZIP code.

PERSONALIZED COASTERS

with classic grape clusters and wreath border. Decorated with U.S. silver plate. Hand crafted and hand finished in golden brass. 3 for $1.92.

PERSONALIZED INITIAL SEAL

Send in air of cinnamon back to letter writer. Florentine gold plated handle has the capital letter on the upper part with 2 sticks of wax. $1.00 each set.

PERSONALIZED PLACE MATS

of white vinyl lay meal into fun time. From bank, hangs it neatly in place... in the most fundamental spills. Hand painted with any first name. $1.00 each; 2 for $4.50.

Amazing Device for Cracking Ice!

Now...crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the spring vibrator that does the trick. The ice doesn't scatter. No jibing. No pounding. No skill required. Money-back guarantee. Gift-boxed. Only $1.00 postpaid from TAP-JCER

BOX 156 L

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

 가운데

Wales, Dept. HG12, Box 247, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530

COOL & executor FREE Catalog of Unusual Gifts

Please include your ZIP code.

CITATION PRODUCTS COMPANY

Dept. HG12, 520 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10010

FINISH YOUR CUT WITH FOOD-SAFE DRY ICE

Dundee Swiss. Create a soft smooth finish with Food-Safe Dry Ice. The perfect finishing touch in the wet or dry process. Available in 25-lb. bags, $10.00. ORDER TODAY! $1.00 POSTAGE PAID.

AMAZING DEVICE

for Cracking Ice!

ELECTRIC NECK AND THROAT COLLAR

Scientifically designed heating pad with heat concentration at nerve center in back of neck. Soothing therapeutic heat helps ease misery of arthritis, stiff neck, other minor aches and pains. Aids in relief of headaches caused by tension. Reverses when nothing dry heat is desired around throat. 3 good batt—dual thermoelectrics. 115 volt AC-DC. Washable cover. 18", Order No. 3025. Only $7.95 Ppd.

Send for FREE Catalog of Unusual Gifts

Please include your ZIP code.

PERSONALIZED COASTERS

with classic grape clusters and wreath border. Decorated with U.S. silver plate. Hand crafted and hand finished in golden brass. 3 for $1.92.

PERSONALIZED INITIAL SEAL

Send in air of cinnamon back to letter writer. Florentine gold plated handle has the capital letter on the upper part with 2 sticks of wax. $1.00 each set.

PERSONALIZED PLACE MATS

of white vinyl lay meal into fun time. From bank, hangs it neatly in place... in the most fundamental spills. Hand painted with any first name. $1.00 each; 2 for $4.50.

Amazing Device for Cracking Ice!

Now...crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the spring vibrator that does the trick. The ice doesn't scatter. No jibing. No pounding. No skill required. Money-back guarantee. Gift-boxed. Only $1.00 postpaid from TAP-JCER

BOX 156 L

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

 가운데

Wales, Dept. HG12, Box 247, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530

COOL & executor FREE Catalog of Unusual Gifts

Please include your ZIP code.

CITATION PRODUCTS COMPANY

Dept. HG12, 520 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10010

FINISH YOUR CUT WITH FOOD-SAFE DRY ICE

Dundee Swiss. Create a soft smooth finish with Food-Safe Dry Ice. The perfect finishing touch in the wet or dry process. Available in 25-lb. bags, $10.00. ORDER TODAY! $1.00 POSTAGE PAID.
The silver coins we have always known will no longer be minted...the silver coins we have always known and uncirculated 1964 mint sets in lifetime sparkling plastic holders.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

BIG STATE COIN COMPANY Dept B4A- 1416 Commerce - DALLAS 1, TEXAS

NOSE KNOWS NO COLD With this Wool Nose Warmer!

A kooky but practical invention solves the Red Nose problem on wintry days! Campus co-eds go wild over these nose-sized "stocking caps" that add a lot of laughs (and warmth) to outdoor fun. Made of bright striped knitted wool, they are sized to fit any nose and they lie behind the head. Tipped with tassel that bobs up and down. Only $1 ppd. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

FREE! SEND NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR VALUE-PACKED GIFT CATALOG!

HANOVER HOUSE
Dept. 3589, Hanover, Penna.

HALF FRAME READING GLASSES

MAKES EVEN THE FINEST PRINT LEGIBLE

Read menus, stock quotations, etc., with ease. Half Frames are styled so you may see "over the top" without removing the glasses. Available in 14kt. gold and Rhinestone Decorated Amber or Black. Specify men's or ladies' sizes.

Free Case
4 pairs $15.95 ppd.
10 pairs $45.95 ppd.

HERMANA PRODUCTS
164 G12 Clymer St. Blythe, 11, N.Y.

Dreamy Xmas case

GIVE Foot Happiness The Year 'Round!

Dr. Scholl's ELECTRIC FOOT MASSAGER relieves feet that tire, ache, burn from standing or walking!

It's An Ideal Gift! Dr. Scholl's Electric Foot Massager helps relieve foot fatigue by toning muscles and stimulating local circulation as it rests, relaxes, refreshes the feet, Model for both feet $16.95. Single foot $8.95. At Drug, Shoe, Dept. Stores and Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort® Shops in principal cities. Mail orders filled. Write to:

DR. SCHOLL'S, Dept. 25MC, Chicago 10, Ill.
Golden touch
Bright addition to note paper and envelopes are the address labels with up to four lines of black printing on heavy gold paper, gummed backs. Great convenience with your zip code becoming a must. 500 labels are $2. Five orders of 500, $1.60 each; ten orders, $1.50; 25, $1.20 each. Ppd. Bruce Bolind, HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80301.

Take a long look
Getting down to brass tacks—three are included with this handy-some organizer. It measures a big 3 1/2" square, all has a cork bulletin board for reminders, a magnetic pencil that's also a 6" ruler. Date boxes measure 1/2" square so there's room to jot appointments. Bound in red, black or white leather. $17.50 ppd. Kent Luggage, HG12, 745 5th Ave., New York 10022.

Park your glasses
A neat nest for your specs while you snooze or switch from pair to pair. A good-looking holder of leather covered steel with a padded moire lining. Order one for your night table, another for your husband's desk. Red, white, light blue, tan, black, moss green. $2.99 ppd. Initials 25c ea. Here's How

Pearl whirl
There just isn’t another stone so completely compatible with a cashmere sweater, a black décolletage or a bare sweater, a black décolletage. A pearl whirl of slender pink tone are imports from France. $1.55 each. Ppd. "Let's Play Engineer" and teaches children how to "unwind" for a tranquil night's rest.

LADIES EXERCISE SUIT
Works on principle of steam bath,undetectable under clothing. Ef- fective while working.

VERY PERSONAL
is the ring that displays your name or initials in the lasting beauty of solid sterling silver. The simple contemporary design will please the most masculine or feminine of tastes. Styles shown $11. each; with initials gold surfaced $15. Ppd. Please limit name or initials to five letters.

NEW! ALL FOR ONLY $2.95
CHILD GUIDANCE RECORDS
We all want our children to grow up healthy, happy, well adjusted human beings. Intelligent . . . Successful . . . Personable . . . Lovable . . . Fearless, able to realize their full potentials . . . What a world it would be!!

Well, we're not saying that these Child Guidance Records will guarantee this, but they'll help!

Take a look

Park your glasses
A neat nest for your specs while you snooze or switch from pair to pair. A good-looking holder of leather covered steel with a padded moire lining. Order one for your night table, another for your husband's desk. Red, white, light blue, tan, black, moss green. $2.99 ppd. Initials 25c ea. Here's How

NATIONALLY COMMENDED BY PARENTS AND EDUCATORS
This whole series of 7 special 7" Long Play 33 1/2 rpm records, in beautifully illustrated color albums, is yours for only . . . $2.95 complete . . . and mailed right to you. So if you would like to get mailed to you, or your Grandchild, or your Niece, or Nephew . . . act today!! All you do to send $2.95 and you'll have your records in no time at all.

Guaranteed to please

LIVE SEAHORSES 'I EACH'
WITH FREE SEA SHELLS!
Fascinating hobby for children and adults; unique Sea­ horses in ornamental bowl or jar. Unusual, intriguing, hours of fun. In this species, FATHER Seahorse gives birth to live babies! ALL orders receive food, instruc­ tions, FREE beautiful, imported shells from all-over the world and with FREE beautiful, imported shells from all­ over the world to decorate bowl. One Seahorse only $1; pair for $2; two mated pairs only $2.98 (In­ clude 23c postage orders). Live delivery guaranteed.

ANIMAL FARM, Dept. G-14, Box 1042, Miami Beach 39, Florida.

DARLING PET MONKEY $18.95
Your family will love this playful Squirrel Monkey. About 6 months old, simple to care for and train. Each comes fed, plus given 12 inches of free rope and vines. Free to purchase now. Rubber monkey is your pet, and will go where ever you go. He sleeps in your bed. He is $18.95 complete with FREE adorable import­ ed shells from all-over the world to decorate bowl. FREE chair, leather covered steel with padded moire lining. Order yours today. FREE chair, leather covered steel with padded moire lining. Order yours today.

ANIMAL FARM, Dept. G-14, Box 1042, Miami Beach 39, Florida.

THE 1890 ROCKER
Here's a truly great bargain offering
Known throughout the world, the famous Bentwood rocker now can be yours at a low, low price. It's a Spanish adaptation of a 19th century masterpiece cited by the Mu­ seum of Modern Art as an all-time furniture classic. Ornamental frame is gilded, solid-finished bent beechwood, with superb hand­ carved seat and back, 42" high with 18" x 18 1/2" seat. Easily set up with screwdriver from sim­ ple, ingenious instructions. An important accent piece which will become the focal point wherever you put it. Built to last for years and years—and priced at an unbelievably low $49.95 Express charges collect. Satisfaction guaranteed.

HOB! Inc., Dept. 0125, Flashing, N.Y. 11362

GYPSY ROCKER

ALPHABET

Graham enterprises
P. O. Box 7219, Dept. H-12
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
CIGAR BAND RINGS

Nostalgic, romantic cigar bands of yesteryear inspired today's most exciting ring. Elegantly sculptured in antique gold, with handmade shank for extra wearing comfort.

Available in solid 14 Karat antique gold at Fifty Dollars or in 14 Karat antique heavy gold plate at Six Dollars.

Send ring size

Lions Dept. 90
260 Fifth Avenue, New York 10001
Established 1848

Shopping Around

Happy little banker
Jolly roly poly elephant takes to coins as real jumbos take to peanuts. Give him a coin and he tosses it over his head and into a slot in his saddle. Guests love to see him in action. You’re the winner. 7 1/4" tall, made of polystyrene and very colorful. Comes with lock and key. $3.50 ppd. Greenlawn Studios, HG12, Miami, Fla. 33147.

How do you do?
Perfect friendship charm may give her the hint you’d like to be more than friends! For a special gal to put on her charm bracelet. In 18 karat gold, $19.95; sterling silver, $2.95. Ppd. Free color catalogue of over 1,000 charms. Enclose 10c for handling. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 Ave. of the Americas, New York 10036.

Shedding light
Here's the work light that Swedish architects developed for hours at the drafting board. Finger tip touch control with counter-balanced spring, extends to 45°, clamps to any surface. Steel and aluminum in black or white. $16.95. Exp. coll. Bright idea for Christmas! Catalogue, 50c. Door Store, HG12, 3140 M St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 20007.

Michelangelo replica
Hand cast and finished replica of a male torso, one of the great master sculptures by Michelangelo, is in Durastone with a weathered green touched bronze finish. The sculpture is 151/2" high mounted on a square wooden base. Admireable addition to an art collection. $20 plus $1.75 post. Catalogue, $1. Rome Gallery, HG12, 157 N. Michigan, Chicago, Ill. 60601.

Paper Xmas trees
Just great, these 11" Danish cut-out paper trees whose branches balance angels, birds, other snowy things; pixies, geese survey the festive scene. Hail from Denmark to make Christmas whiter, prettier. Great white way for the table. 2, $1.25; 4, $2.25; 6, $3. Ppd. Gifts from the Heart, HG12, P.O. Box 1197, Scotia, N. Y. 12302.
Frosty beauty
Marvelous way to chill wines or cocktails to perfection without diluting the beverage itself is to use this Spanish bottle with an enclosed compartment for ice. Bottle is made of handblown glass, 1½ qt., $3.95 plus 30¢ post. 2½ qt., $4.95 plus 50¢ post. Edward Ziff, HG12, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill. 60654.

Royal dice box
You don't have to go to Monte Carlo or Las Vegas to try your hand at exciting dice games. Order this handsome polished antique wood dice box with velvet lining. It comes with five dice and a folder of games. Modeled after an original unearthed in the Qasr Tombs of Egypt, it prevents cheating, so beware! $25.50 ppd. Edith Chapman, Rt. 303, Blauvelt, N. Y. 10913.

Take cover
Bridge tables take to beautiful covering in this soft and supple vinyl-suede cloth. Gold, bordered with matching cotton ball fringe, is a winner in converting card tables to handsome and comfortable playing surfaces. Washable, drips dry, no ironing. 44" by 44". With matching suede storage case, $19.95 ppd. Downs & Co., HG12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Charming cover-ups
Home accessories become hide-a-ways under "IsIon," fabric covering of all Chemstrand nylon. Protects in resisting scuffs, abrasions, stains; beautifies in adding color with 18 lush shades from which to choose. Specify gold or silver leaf trim. Basket, $14.50; spray can, $10.50;exp. box, $21.95. Exp. coll. Graham Enterprises, HG12, 4463 N. Baldwin, El Monte, Cal. 91731.

Victorian bird cage
You needn't covet a canary, purr a parakeet to want this beauty. Fill it with fruit or flowers for fascinating effects. Handcrafted in Mexico from little strips of natural bamboo. Spray it with paint coordinated with your color scheme. 14" by 9" by 7½", $7.95 and 24" by 15" by 12", $9.95. Ppd. ADP Co., HG12, 390 Lexington Ave., New York 10017.

Gracious Silver Servers for Informal Parties
Our distinguished footed "supper" platter can serve up a small roast or bird in its well-hand-tree compartment and vegetables in two separate sections. In the midst of it all, a stunningly simple removable gravy boat. Of silver-plated copper, it measures 18½" x 13". (Order one for yourself, try it, you'll be giving them for gifts because they're so very practical for today's living.) $22.95 net.

HERE'S HOW CO., INC., HG-531, 59 TEC ST., HICKSVILLE, N. Y. 11801

Unique Gift
Every Monthly An Unusual Plant or Bulb Sent Postpaid Membership starts with Imporled Lily of the Valley Lovely Fragrance Bloom Quickly
A wonderful gift idea. Thousands look forward to the beauty and pleasure this membership brings. Unique, exotic plants and bulbs, selected by experts. Many imported. Complete instructions and fascinating history of flowers. Gift card sent in your name. SURPRISE BONUS for early orders. Full Year Members Special Bonus—32 page book, "How to Grow & Bloom House Plants." Six Months Membership $7.50 Full Years with Bonus Book $13.00 PLANT OF THE MONTH CLUB Dept. 402, 540 31st St., Des Moines, Iowa 50312

Man & Wife Matches
Tempt fate, and show who is the Boss. Take cover

Man & Wife Matches

Matches 36 books $1

HAPPY GIFTS
ROOM 336, JAPANESE BLDG.
SILVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

COMICE PEARS
For Christmas Giving

From Rogue River Valley

DELIVERY PREPAID

Medford, Ore.

Luscious Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected —and wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift boxes to any point in 48 states. Write for Alaskan and Hawaiian prices. Packages are guaranteed. Gift card enclosed. Send list, we do the rest.

No. 1—Deluxe Box 18 to 14 peans, pictured above) $4.85
No. 2 Deluxe Box (16 to 20 peans) 6.15

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Pinnacle orchards
423 Fir St., Medford, Oregon

Miles Kimball
423 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Baked Potato Baskets
The year's smartest addition to really well-set dinner tables and as useful as they are handsome! Potato Baskets take a foil-wrapped baked potato right to the table. Potato is eaten from the shell and basket—leaving the dinner plate free for other foods! Silky, natural rattan baskets measure 2½ by 4½ x 5½" to take even a big Idaho. Set of Four, 6391-6. Baskets, set, $1.25 ppd. Write for New Gift Catalog! Miles Kimball 423 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

FREE BOOK tells you HOW TO LEARN DECORATING skills of the pros!


NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

FREE CATALOG

NEW!

Know anyone who’s been hitched?

EMBROIDERER

"WEDDING CERTIFICATE" SAMPLER

in Hillbilly style

A wedding or anniversary gift sure to be cherished! Cute Hillbilly and his “filly,” unifying in holy matrimony—happy mountain style. Colorfully stamped on pure linen, Impressions 12” x 21” “big painting” size ready for easy embroidery. Under “HITCHED TODAY” are places to embroider names and wedding date. Complete with bright, cheerful embroidery threads (all you need); simple directions; wood dowel with tassel hang-up cord. A cheery addition to any home—existent and fun to embroidery!...for just $1.50 ppd!

Order several! Send check or money order, Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded!

SPENCER GIFTS

AV-13 Spencer Building

Atlantic City, N.J. 08404

---

The MAN'S Cologne that tells HIS Story in HIS way...

LA BOTTEGA

Sold in leading stores in major cities. Our special 8 oz. Christmas Gift size is now available in imported, woven cotton covered flask and comes in its EXCLUSIVE DISPLAY box. Different scents for you to choose from:

- Lerou, Vetiver
- Sandlewood, Lemon, Vetiver
- Sandal, Sandlewood, Lemon
- Sandle, Lemon, vetiver
- Vetiver, Lemon, Sandle
- Earth, Patatesola, Peppar

To be sure of pleasing the MAN that pleases your heart, or Money Back Guarantee—No Questions Asked.

Send Check or Money Order for $11 to:

LA BOTTEGA DISTRIBUTORS

Box 697. Palo Alto, California

---

Party Glass Labels

No more mix-up on who is drinking what. Write names, and kind of drink on label and stick on glass. Examples: “Call me Tom—I’m drinking Scotch & Water.” No memory work needed—just glance at label! Labels stick to glass, plastic, etc.—no shrinking required. Helps guests remember names. Order now—you’ll need them soon. Take a set the next time you are invited to a party. Save On That! Regular price $1.50. Party Labels (50) 98c, 3 sets (50 each) $2.48.

HANDY GIFTS

Room TIP, Jasperson Bldg.,

Culver City 1, Calif.

---

Roman coin links

Handsome heavy bronze Emperor coins struck in the imperial mint in Alexandria between 206AD and 300AD. Designed to be collector’s treasures, this find was uncovered in the region flooded by the Aswan Dam. Certificate of authenticity included. Mounted in sterling silver, $29. in 14k gold, $55. Ppd. Free catalogue. Merrin, HG12, 530 Madison Ave., N. Y. 10022.

Home-baked bread?

Why not, with marvelous aids like this? Pop the mixings into this 10-quart breadmaker and turn out perfect dough in 12 minutes. No need to knead by hand. For rolls, pizza, coffee cake, too. Heavily tin plated, 9¾” high, it comes with easy instructions and recipes. $11.95 plus 95c postage. Lang’s, HG12, 21 Stage St., Stamford, Conn. 06901.

Toot toot

Here’s a mystery ride if we ever saw one. The four-car train circles around inside and whistles as she goes, but how? The clear plastic dome stays absolutely still. Great for sick-a-beds, rainy days, amusing Dad, too. 11” high, 9” in diameter. $2.98 postpaid. Kline’s, HG12, 333 East 50th St., New York, N. Y. 10022.

Colonial sconces

This lovely wood sconce lets you display your cherished plates and at the same time makes a beautiful wall decoration. Finished in antique pine, it is adjustable for different size plates. It also has a brass ring at the top for hanging. Sconces are 13¼” high. $3.25 each or $5.95 for two. Ppd. Clyde’s of Bucks County, HG12, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

Wonder in wax

Statuette of Madonna and Child is fastidiously carved and recessed in this hand-decorated ivory candle. Lovely shades of muted reds and blues touched with gold match gold braided background, trimming behind figures. Display all year for expressing beauty in its most reverent form. 10” tall 2¼” x 2¼” statue. 2¼” base. $5. Downs & Co., HG12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

---

Charming New Prints... Just Published

Portfolio of 4 full-color prints by Barbara Hecklethorn. Authentically depict Early American youth-crafts of weaving, spinning, quilting and embroidery. Frame and group them to add charm and color to your family room, study, or daughter’s bedroom. Blend beautifully with any decorating scheme. $3.00 set. Postpaid.

THE PALETTE GROUP

Box 792 Dyersburg, Tennessee
More charm than money

For ladies who take their skiing seriously—and they are legion—here's indubitable charm. Adorable boot and runner dangle replete with all sporting accessories in sterling silver, $4.50; in 14k gold, $15.95. Postpaid. Free catalogue of over 1,000 charms. Enclose 10c for handling. Order from Charm & Treasure, 1201 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y. 10036.

Prayer plaque

This is a beautiful and inspirational gift for Christmas. Adapted from the original painting by Albrecht Durer, Vicarito Boscotta sculpted this sensitive piece "Hands In Prayer." You may have it finished in mahogany, oak or antique white with gold letters. 7" by 10½". $3 plus 50c postage. Giftowne, H.G.12, 3938 W. 55 St., Chicago, Ill. 60632.

Welcome patriots

Rugged reproduction of the United States seal is surrounded by the stars of the 50 states. Vibrant red and blue with crisp white in a walk-on-me blend of cotton and rayon yarns. Washes like a dream. Four feet in diameter. $19.95 plus 75c post. Order from Helen Gallagher, Dept. 112, 413 Fulton St., Peoria, Ill. 61601.

Right for rigging

If you love a sailor, give him these tough buckskin gloves reinforced with brown suede for sure grip. Strongly stitched, they have an adjustable buckle at the wrist. Cutaway fingers to allow the feel of the ropes. No more rope burns! S. M, L, XL, $7.95 ppd. Marine catalogue 25c. Pat Baird Ship's Wheel, H.G.12, 714 Hillgrove Ave., Western Springs, Ill. 60558.

Jet age watch


Electric plate warmer

For your guests piping hot food on plates that are warm like a log fire to gant dining. Using the warmer is thermostatically controlled will protect your precious dinner plates. Insert breaking and cracking from excessive heat and keeps food warmer throughout the meal. 15 to 12 plates may be heated at one time in about minutes.

$9.95 12" x 12" $12.50

Plus 50c Postage Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 3020 Crane Drive, Dept. G12, Falls Church, Va. 22042
Florida's Finest

ORANGES & GRAPEFRUIT

½ Bushel $6.95

Delivery Charges Included!

The quality you get only at fancy restaurants, hotels, steamships, clubs—now available for your own home or for gifts to business acquaintances, friends, relatives. Gilgore has been famous for finest citrus fruit since 1921. Every piece washed, scrubbed, sorted, polished. No artificial coloring added! Send us your gift list—we are sure to include yourself. ½ Bu., $4.95. Full Bu., $10.95. Delivery charges included anywhere in Continental U. S. Perfect arrival and complete satisfaction guaranteed. Order NOW and send remittance or we will bill you later, or charge to your American Express or Diners' Club Card. Give acct. number.

Note: We will be pleased to enclose gift card bearing your name, as instructed on your list.

It's the Nuts...

that are larger than life that make eye-catching hors d'oeuvre servers. Highly glazed ceramic replicas of a WALNUT, PEANUT or ALMOND are so life-like they'd fool a squirrel. Approx. 5½" to 7½" long, each will hold lots of peanuts or cocktail nibbles. Gift boxed. Please specify type. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. Send check or money order to:

DAVID BILGORE MOVES
716 Franklin Street, Clearwater, Florida

$4.50 ppd. Free catalogue listing over 100 prime meat items.

Prime filet mignon and prime strip steaks. Now combined in Pfaelzer's famous Duet Assortment to give you both favorites in one package. Both kinds are aged for flavor. Fork-tender. And shipped quick frozen, packed in dry ice. Gift-boxed with personalized card. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Write for free catalogue listing over 100 prime meat items.

Duet Assortment ($3100D) . . . . . $34

(Please print)


Baker's dozens

A thousand miniature baking cups come in four sizes (250 of each) from tiny petits fours to giant cupcakes with both straight and scalloped edges. Colors are white, pink, yellow and green. Enough to start you baking up a storm. Give them to your baking friends. 1,000 cups just $1.50 ppd! Baker's Boutique, HG12, 29 Haviland St., South Norwalk, Conn. 06854.

Gingerbread house

Little house that looks good enough to eat— is! Gingerbread house out of Hansel and Gretel is frosted with white icing, trimmed with hard candies. House is 9½" by 10" and completely edible, a real holiday treat for youngsters. $6.45 ppd. Free catalogue. Old Georgetown Coffee House, HG12, 1330 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20007.

Smithfield ham

Aged in Smithfield style. Smoked with apple, hickory, oak wood. Hams baked, wine baited, browned, garnished. 7 to 12 lbs. $1.95 per lb. $1.50 post per ham; ($2.25 W. of Miss.) Slab bacon, 6 to 8 lbs. $1.10 per lb., p.p.; ($1 per slab W. of Miss.). Vacuum sealed; boxed. Smithfield Ham and Products Co., Inc., Dept. 119, Smithfield, Va. 23430.

Steady date

For a date you can rely on, try these fabulous ones grown only in the Coachella Valley close to Palm Springs. Big and plump, they make the best eating. Great for the children's health too, and they'll ask for more because the taste is superb. 2 lb., $2.99; 3 lb., $4.48; 5 lb., $6.95. Ppd. Mission Pak, HG12, 163 E. 33 St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90011.

Baker's dozens

A thousand miniature baking cups come in four sizes (250 of each) from tiny petits fours to giant cupcakes with both straight and scalloped edges. Colors are white, pink, yellow and green. Enough to start you baking up a storm. Give them to your baking friends. 1,000 cups just $1.50 ppd! Baker's Boutique, HG12, 29 Haviland St., South Norwalk, Conn. 06854.

Gingerbread house

Little house that looks good enough to eat— is! Gingerbread house out of Hansel and Gretel is frosted with white icing, trimmed with hard candies. House is 9½" by 10" and completely edible, a real holiday treat for youngsters. $6.45 ppd. Free catalogue. Old Georgetown Coffee House, HG12, 1330 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20007.
Toffee 'n nuts

Selectable gift for gourmets—Pistachio nuts in 9 oz. reusable refrigerator jar; Assorted English Imported Toffee in a 7 oz. square apothecary jar and Smoked Almonds, in a 9 oz. jar. Three tasty treats are in an attractive gift box packed in corrugated carton for mailing. $5.95 ppd. The Amishman, HG12, Mount Holly Springs, Pa. 17065.

Spoon 'em

Comice pears from the Oregon orchards have no equal in size or taste. Big enough to spoon, juicy and luscious, they're on the best­fressed gift-list at Christmas. Each pear is carefully wrapped in rustily tissue paper. Order gift box #1. 8-16 pears, $4.85 ppd. Free color catalogue. Pinnacle Orchard, HG12, 411 Fir St., Medford, Ore.

Chocolate liqueurs

From Holland where they know what they're about when making chocolate and liqueurs, tiny treats for gourmets. Cherry and apricot brandy, maraschino and rum flavor little bottle-shaped chocolates. Ten bottles each measuring 2½" high wrapped in festive foil and gift boxed. $1 the set prepaid. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J. 08404.

Grande grapefruit

Real Texas-size, Texas-grown red grapefruit from the lush Rio Grande Valley. If you'd like, wonderfully sweet oranges may be included. All fruit is individually selected, wrapped and guaranteed. Send your gift list now and pay invoice in January! Half bushel, $6.50. Full bushel, $9.50. Ppd. Pittman & Davis, Inc., HG12, 104 Eye St., Harlingen, Tex.

Colonial HERB CHART

Beautifully colored and illustrated Colonial Herb Chart has 300 listings of herbs and their uses. Combine with your choice of matching gourmet cookery charts listed below—Big pair for your home. Give them as gifts. Each chart 14" x 18".

COLONIAL HERB CHART (Shown) WINE CHART CHEESE CHART CURRYING CHART CALORIE GUIDE

EACH FRAMED IN PINE $4.95 EACH UNFRAMED $2.50

Mail Order Guarantee • Sorry No C.O.D.'s

Please Add 75¢ Sales Tax

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

The Blue Barn

Box 4444, Villanova, Penna. 19085

Better than making friends with the butcher...

is ordering from Pfaelzer. Because Prime Pfaelzer filet mignons aren't sold in any market. They're the steaks served in America's finest clubs and restaurants. Each one is aged for flavor and fork-tender. Now, you can have them at home or send them as a gift...shipped quick frozen, packed in dry ice, gift­boxed, and with a personalized card.

Perfect arrival guaranteed.

box of 16. 6 oz.each. 1¼" thick $34

Write for free catalog listing more than 100 gift items.

pfaelzer BROTHERS

(pronounced Felzer)

Distr. LP-42 Chicago 36, Ill. - Y-Anns 7-1090 © P. B. 1964

AMBER BRAND GENUINE SMITHFIELD HAM

Favored for 300 years ... by those who appreciate fine foods! Here's the prestige gift for friends, business associates and relatives—the perfect choice for your own festive board.

Genuine Amber Brand hams are cut from choice peanut-fed hogs—smoked with apple, hickory and oak woods, aged from 1 to 2 years, then slowly baked to tender perfection, basted with wine and garnished in the old plantation manner! Hams beautifully gift wrapped, vacuum sealed in plastic film ... ready to carve, serve and savor! Needs no refrigeration. Wts. 7-12 lbs. $1.95 per lb. Add $1.50 per ham to cover shipping, $2.25 west of the Miss. River. State weight desired.

We'll refund or bill you for difference.

OLD FASHIONED AMBER BRAND HICKORY SMOKED SMITHFIELD BACON

Aged and cured as in Colonial days—a breakfast treat surpassed by none! Attractively gift wrapped, vacuum sealed with plastic film. Needs no refrigeration. Wts. slabs only, 6-8 lbs. $1.10 per lb., prepaid east of the Miss. River. Add $1.00 per slab west of the Miss.

Send check or M.O., no C.O.D.'s, please. Or charge to your Diners Club, Carte Blanche or American Express Card.

Order from

THE SMITHFIELD HAM AND PRODUCTS CO., INC.

SMITHFIELD 6, VIRGINIA

SCANDINAVIAN MIXING BOWLS

Kitchen tested mixing bowls by Gustavsborg of Sweden. Features easy pouring spout will withstand boiling water. Made of high impact plastic. Comes in attractive blue or white, 9½ qt. bowl for $2.25. 2 qt. bowl for $2.25. Add 50c for postage & handling.

SEABON

54 East 54 Street. New York, New York 10022

for gracious living ... discriminating giving!

BAKED IN WINE

READY TO SERVE

KAKAWATEEZ LTD.

130 Olivo Street/Dept. H/Findlay, Ohio 45830

AMERICAN MONARCH NUTS (Peanuts).

SACHA PEANUTS and SCANDINAVIAN MIXING BOWLS.
Somethings Sizzling for the Season

$4


Nashville Seasons
3880 Green Hills Village Drive
Dept. G
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

Published by the Junior League of Nashville, Inc.

Casserole? Coffee? KEEP IT HOT!

Small individual warmer is a big idea. By giving each of your hot dishes its own Hotray, you save space and gain flexibility. This high quality Salton Servette gives 36 sq. in. of even 200° heat. 8½” x 6½” with solid walnut handles. $5.95 each.

KENWAY COMPANY
DEP. G-12 WILTON, CONN. 06897

New "GOLDEN APPLES" FLAVORFUL LOW CALORIE Candies

COFFEE • CREME DE MENTHE • SCOTCH MINT • SCOTCH ‘N RUM

Golden nuggets of hard candies in four excitingly delicious flavors. Order your low calorie candy today (not dietetic) ... and discover the difference. We put the flavor in that others leave out. No coloring or preservatives added. Only superb quality from the finest ingredients. Available in a-b-c sizes, or in a-b-c-d-e-f-sizes. All great for gift giving. Each contains 7½ oz. of your favorite flavor.$5.95 only 50c each.

ARTHUR’S of SOUTHPORT, INC
Dept. G-12, Southport, Conn. 06490

Something Sizzling for the Season

$4


Nashville Seasons
3880 Green Hills Village Drive
Dept. G
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

Published by the Junior League of Nashville, Inc.

Casserole? Coffee? KEEP IT HOT!

Small individual warmer is a big idea. By giving each of your hot dishes its own Hotray, you save space and gain flexibility. This high quality Salton Servette gives 36 sq. in. of even 200° heat. 8½” x 6½” with solid walnut handles. $5.95 each.

KENWAY COMPANY
DEP. G-12 WILTON, CONN. 06897

New “GOLDEN APPLES”® FLAVORFUL LOW CALORIE Candies

COFFEE • CREME DE MENTHE • SCOTCH MINT • SCOTCH ‘N RUM

Golden nuggets of hard candies in four excitingly delicious flavors. Order your low calorie candy today (not dietetic) ... and discover the difference. We put the flavor in that others leave out. No coloring or preservatives added. Only superb quality from the finest ingredients. Available in a-b-c sizes, or in a-b-c-d-e-f-sizes. All great for gift giving. Each contains 7½ oz. of your favorite flavor.$5.95 only 50c each.

ARTHUR’S of SOUTHPORT, INC
Dept. G-12, Southport, Conn. 06490

Greekl and graceful

Not swords, these handsome instruments, but skewers for mouth-watering kebob dishes. Each skewer is 22½” long, is hand cut, formed and brass welded to 5” handle. Cup catches drippings. They’re handsome wall décor, too. Three with recipes, $12.95 ppd. Grecian Gift House, HG12, P. O. Box 226, Swampscott, Mass. 01907.

Silver-capped zest

Individually hand-cut leaded crystal salt shaker and pepper mill for the bride who wants to set an elegant table. The silver plate caps are tarnish proof. Pepper mill has adjustable grind. They stand 4½” high. Designed to complement modern or traditional settings and a lovely Christmas gift. $15.95 ppd. Jenifer House, HG12, Gt. Barrington, Mass. 02130.

Bottled candelabra

Don’t discard those beautiful wine or liquor bottles, Seth and Jed’s on the scene with a five branch candle holder that adjusts to fit almost any one of the bottle-necks. Liquor-Life’s black, comes with instructions for the simple conversion. 7½” wide. $4.50 each. $7.95 pair. Ppd. Seth and Jed, HG12, New Marlborough, Mass. 01246.

Vermont cheddar

The older it gets, the tastier this Vermont cheese becomes. Made in 3 lb. wheel, from Grade A whole milk; sealed in wax to retain moisture. Store in refrigerator; wrap with foil to keep after cutting. Mellow sharp flavor stands alone. $4.95 ppd. Palisades Country Store, HG12, Oak Tree Rd., Palisades, N. Y. 10964.

WORLD’S MOST ELEGANT CANDY

These are Bissinger’s Nut Balls! Absolutely unique! For Christmas! Finely ground almonds blended with special syrup, encased generously in whole, plump walnuts and pecans. Then hand-dipped in creamy fondant; finally with the very finest dark vanilla chocolate. 1 pound $4.50, 2 pounds $8.90. Postpaid. Insured. Only from BISSINGER’S, Dept. H12, 205 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.
Flavorable service
Walnut serving tray, with a handle to tote it by, comes with reusable dishes. One contains rare wild mountain blackberry preserves, the other mouth watering strawberry. When the contents of the jars is consumed the jars and tray may be used for serving hors d'oeuvres, tea or breakfast tidbits. $4.65 ppd. Harry and David, Box E-250, Medford, Ore. 97501.

Cheery cherry
Handsome cutting board to make cutting chores a pleasure is made of satin smooth cherry with an inlay of black walnut. Excellent size, 12" by 12" by 1 1/4" for bar, buffet or kitchen slicing and cutting. Little rubber feet keep the board from slipping or marring surfaces. $5.50 ppd. Add 75c w. of Miss. Cherry Craft, HG12, 339 Delta Ave., Manistique, Mich.

Basil to Beaujolais
Decorative illustrated herb chart gives suggestions and directions for the use of herbs. Lists more than 300 uses for herbs and spices. Wine chart tells what wine to serve with beef dishes, dessert cheeses, lists 300. And all in color! Each 14" by 18" and framed in pine $4.95; unframed, $3.50 ppd. The Blue Barn, HG12, Box 4444, Villanova, Pa. 19085.

Sizzle, sizzle
Broil the bluesh right on this aluminum platter, set it on the redwood tray and hear it steaming to the table. Use it on stove top, in oven or broiler—no unpleasant clean-up job. 10" by 15" cast aluminum platter is great for sportsmen, perfect for patio cooking. Platter and tray, $5.95. Add 75c postage. Lang's, HG12, 21 Stage St., Stamford, Conn. 06901.

Pheasant perfect

the Coffee Couple
Since 1755, the problems: a cup of coffee, savory and without sediment, bold but not bitter. Finally, by a marriage of modern methods and old-fashioned flavor, the Coffee Couple. The Flav-R-Plo brewer features pre-formed and sew disposable filters, a cone ribbed for free flowing, and a durable home-proof carafe. The Red-Wagon Blend contains five hand-sorted coffees from Arabia, Java, Central and South America for a cup of coffee.

FOR HOLIDAY EATING—HOLIDAY GIVING
FORST
Catskill Mountain Fabulous Delicacies

You'll get cheers when you SERVE or GIVE FORST's golden-brown Smoked Turkey, aromaticalily spiced, applewood smoked—smell-wracking superb-ana-hams—both completely cooked, ready to serve. All rushed to you in Stay-Fresh wrappings.

Order today!

FORST CATHERINE
Smoked Turkey
Whole or quarter,
price, $1.25 lb.
12 to 16-lb. range,
price, $1.10 lb.
28 lb. range,
price, $1.00 lb.

FORST CATHERINE
Smoked Ham
Bonneted or unbonneted,
price, $1.25 lb.
11 lb. range,
price, $1.00 lb.

FORST MINKER
Smoked Ham Roll
1/2 lb. roll, 15 lb. range,
price, $1.00 lb.

Order today or write for FREE brochure on FORST delicacies
104 FORST-7, Route 675, Kingston, N. Y.

A GOURMET'S THREESOME

1. Mink Smoked Turkey—rich, flavorful, make with organic apples, and sage. 11 lb. range, $1.00 lb.
2. Smoked Ham—rich, flavorful, made with organic apples and sage. 11 lb. range, $1.00 lb.
3. Smoked Ham Roll—rich, flavorful, made with organic apples and sage. 1/2 lb. roll, $1.00 lb.

The most wanted nut Royal Hawaiian Macadamias, Friends will be fascinated by their flavor—mad for their mellowness, Three 6-oz. tins in an attractive gift package. Send mailing instructions and your check or money order for $3.98 to RN JAMES & CO., Box 426, Box 426, Illinois-Dept. HG12. Ermond, Illinois 61704.

Patti Reick's Country Kitchen
Lower Marlboro, Maryland 20821

Rich with the finest fruits and nuts, farm-fresh eggs and cured with brandy, rum and bourbon. Less than 5 pounds of cake per 100 pounds of cake. Gold & White gift boxes with ribbon and greeting card. 1 pound size only............$2.75 ppd.

Send check or money-order.
Cake available all year round.

NEW GIFT ITEM & BAR ACCESSORY

SHAD ROE

Choice morsels from the Chesapeake Bay. 1/2 oz. $1.60 ppd.*

CHESAPEAKE BAY

SHAD ROE

Ask for circular

LAZY SUSAN

Made from Vermont walnut. Beautiful grain. 14" diameter $10.50 ppd. *

Send Check or M.O.
Box 503
Easton, Md. 21601

*Prices in Eastern Standard Time zone. Slightly higher in the West.

BACON LOVERS, ATTENTION!

Catering to the appetite of bacon lovers with a prize-winner selection of bacon. Each bacon is carefully selected, individually wrapped.

BACKFINS, LUMP CRAB

Catered to the refined taste of the Chesapeake Bay. 1/2 oz. $1.60 ppd.*

CHESAPEAKE BAY

SHAD ROE

One set of selected roe ready to fry or broil...........$2.50 ppd.*

GENUINE HOME-MADE FRUIT CAKE

For the use of herbs. Lists more than 300 uses for herbs and spices. Wine chart tells what wine to serve with beef dishes, dessert cheeses, lists 300. And all in color! Each 14" by 18" and framed in pine $4.95 ppd., or $2.50 ppd.*
NEW! SAFE AUTOMATIC HAIR REMOVER

SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER

PERMA TWEEX! Easy-to-use, automatic action* safely and permanently removes all unwanted hairs from face, arms, legs and body. This revolutionary "one step" home electrolysis unit is the only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys hair root without punishing skin. "Tweex-like" action with safe and permanent results. Send check or M.O. 14 day money back guarantee.

*Patents in U.S., Brit., France & others pending. 

PROFESSIONALLY ENDORSED

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-15
7705 Shannon Blvd., Hollywood, California 90046

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

AHR, OF PROFESSIONAL & HOME ELECTROLYSIS EQUIPMENT

SHOPPING AROUND

Steps to success

Hands and face washing, teeth brushing and hair combing will all come naturally if your toddler has this sturdy, solid pine step up stool. When you flip the top it's a TV chair. Any first name hand painted in red or white. $9.95 p.d. Gotham Gifts, HG12, 67-85 Exeter St., Dept. G115, Forest Hills 75, N.Y.

Who called?

Easy to keep track of phone messages. Quick way to see if laundry's ready and check grocery supply. Corking good memo board of real cork on sturdy leatherette. Equipped with thumbtacks, pencil, two refill pads. 11" by 14" in red or ivory. Compact message center at $2.95 p.d. Order from Kenway Co., HG12, Box 77, Wilton, Conn. 06897.

Mexican yule tree

Candle tree of life comes complete with five colored candles. Hand hammered metal tree stands 16" tall and has a 14" branch spread. Tree is gold with jeweled accents in magenta, blue and green. Why not try a pair on your mantel or holiday table? The primitive Mexican art is pure enchantment. $5.50 each p.d. Old Mexico Shop, HG-12, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

Baby dominoes

Well, actually, miniatures! Hours of painstaking hand-crafting produced these perfectly proportioned little dominoes that you can really play with. Decorated bone case has sliding top, measures 3½" x 1½". Holds 24 dominoes. Case and pieces washable! Carved from bone in Mexico! $2.95 p.d. AFD Co., HG12, 380 Lexington Ave., New York 10017.

Whiz for winding

Slip any size skein of yarn on this compact yarn holder and you'll find yarn comes off as fast as your fingers can roll it into a neat ball. Wonder winder is made of smoothest wood, collapses when not in use. $3.50 plus 35c post. Free needlework catalogue. Write to Discoveries Unlimited, HG12, Babson Park, Mass. 02157.

New! Silver, Gold or White Press On. Die-Cut Address Labels

You can put these beauties on your pens, cameras, lighter, sports equipment, tools, maps, etc. ... as well as on your correspondence. Just peel off and press on any smooth surface. Black ink on your choice of Silver, Gold, or White pressure-sensitive, die-cut labels 1 1/2", x 1 3/16" Any message up to 26 letters per line and up to 4 lines. Packed in plastic slide dispenser pack to fit purse or pocket. 223 for $1.25 (500, same name. $1.95). Guaranteed. Prompt delivery. Via air, add 16c. Preston Labels, 212 Bolind Blvd., Boulder, Colorado 80301. Thank you kindly!
Stole-in-charm
If you can't afford to give her the real mink stole, here's the next best—a four-skin miniature in gold or silver. The stole charm is delightfully detailed and an amusing addition to her charm bracelet. In 14k gold, $15.95; in sterling silver, $2.95. Ppd. Colorful 1,000 charm catalogue free; enclose 10c post. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 6th Ave., New York 10036.

Tiddledy revisited
A true present day counterpart of an old time general store is one we visited recently in Harvard, Mass. Among sundry items from broadcloth to baby bottles, Stillsons to scissors, this bit of nostalgia is a sturdy wooden tiddledy winks to delight even TV-jaded modern customers. Old-fashioned bargain. The General Store, HG12, Harvard, Mass.

Alive and kicking

Name that case
If you travel on commuter trains or airplanes; if your children ride a bus to school, order these ready identifiers. Gold-lettered name plates with adhesive backing available for leather or vinyl cases, bags, notebooks. Great for metal tool boxes! Ten labels with one-line name, 79c, Ppd. Handy Labels, HG12, P. O. Box 509, Culver City, Calif. 90230.

Parade of luck
Fourteen hand-carved ivory elephants form an endless chain of good fortune to wear about your wrist. Each hangle is carved from a single piece of white ivory tusk and all are attached trunk to tail in an imposing parade of good luck. $4.95 postpaid. Order from Park Galleries, HG12, 103 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.

JAPANESE "HAPPY COAT"
In Japan, the "Happy Coat" is worn as a symbol of a man's profession. By the design of his "Happy Coat" you can tell whether a man is a doctor or a lawyer. We've imported some because they're so feathery and comfortable for lounging. Large Katakana character on back means "Good Fortune". Designed for men and women. No size problem — one size fits all. Red, white, turquoise or black rayon (34" length). Please specify color. Only $3.95, postpaid.

Fairy Tale Library
by Hans Christian Andersen
It's a delightfully little boy or girl who opens its doors to find some of the most popular of the world famous fairy tales in unabridged translations from the Danish language. There's Thumbelina, The Real Princess, The Flying Trout, etc. Colorfully illustrated, 2 x 3", are printed in Denmark. Set of 12. No. AI663 $1.77 Ppd. Write for FREE illustrated of unusual gifts.

THE WORLD'S MOST INEXPENSIVE CIGARETTE FIRE INSURANCE
"HOKEY POKEY" JUST PLACE IN ASH TRAY COMPLETELY EXTINGUISHES CIGARETTES IN SECONDS* FOOLPROOF—EASY TO USE

MADISON TELEPHONE SUPPLY, Dept. HG-12, 125 East 41st St., N. Y. 17

ROCK POLISHER
Great fun for everyone. A wonderful gift for someone.

AMSTERDAM GIFTS
Box (G512), Amsterdam, N. Y. 12101

WINDSHIELD DEFROSTER GUN
Tests! Melt away windshield-shattering ice, snow and slush in 30 seconds with top quality gun by Draper that works on 110-volt household current. Electric warmers melt off ice and fog. Heats hands and foot areas. Strongly built of corrosion proof aluminum alloy, with easy to use on and off switch. Essentials for every car owner. $13.95. Before December 31, 1965, receive a SPOTLIGHT LUMINAIRE, multipurpose carrying case, $3.95 value, free. Write for free color catalog of unique gifts for men. Prompt shipment: Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order.

ECMNER, 1965
A MAN'S WORLD
Dept. G125, FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11352
from SMITHFIELD, VIRGINIA

The Best of the Good Old Days:

- Cured, smoked and aged longer to taste better
- Available cooked to perfection
Also Joyner's "deep-smoked" Virginia Slab Bacon

If these delicacies from the days of gracious dining are not available in food stores near you, write us direct.

Joyner's Smithfield Ham, Dept. IIC, Smithfield, Va. 23430
Enclosed is $......... Ship to arrive about (Date)

FOCAL LENGTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOCUSING</th>
<th>MAGNIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-50</td>
<td>50-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JOYNER'S Genuine And Smithfield HAM

Only $24.75

ONLY $24.75 COMPLETE

Joyner's "deep-smoked" Virginia Slab Bacon

The "BICKY" is a new 10-power Prismatic telescope. Do not confuse it with mass-produced tubular (refraction) instruments. Complete with beautiful fabric top, tripod, which makes it an adornment for every home. Also, pistol grip (as shown), focusing head, car window adapter, soft case and handstrap. Superb 10x30 K alist- net optics, 220 feet at 1000 yds. 6 1/2 lbs.—weight less than 7 oz. Foam lined gift box. A wonderful gift to yourself or someone special—to see everything two times bigger and closer. BICKY Monocular System. Complete money-back guarantee.

Mail to: Haworthills Dept. HG-12 465 California St., San Francisco, Calif. 94104
Send check or M.O. for $24.75—$1 for inst., post.
California residents add 4% sales tax.

ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS

From the world's most extensive and distinguished collections of fountains, statuary and garden ornaments in lead, bronze and stone displayed at Florentine Craftsmen Showrooms.

ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS

29" H. $52.00

Hand-cast Aluminum birdbath 27" square $65.00

Send 25c in mint or postage

for complete catalogue 6-14-

THE MARGARET CRAFTSMEN

472-485 FIRST AVE. (26th St.) NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

Contact LExington 2-3926

THE WHOLE WIDE

All materials for ONLY

and all at LOWEST IN

THE WHOLE WIDE

FABRIC SERVICE IN

THE WHOLE WIDE

WORLD!

3072, Merchandise Mart Plaza,
Chicago, Ill. 60654.

Who's really boss?

A real conversation opener at parties are these match books with the husband's name in tiny letters and WIFE in great big print. Couples who enjoy a good laugh will be tickled to receive a set of these. The stamping is in gold on folders of assorted bright colors. 36 books, $1 ppd. Handy Gifts, HG12, Box 509, Culver City, Cal. 90230.

Three timer

With this three-in-one timer you can keep tabs on the roast, the time to pick up the children and the time to take the pie out of the oven. There are three separate minute indicators, three separate rings in one instrument in a white plastic case. $3.95 plus 35c post. J. W. Holst, Dept. 1265, 2470 Britannia Rd., Sarasota, Fla. 33581.

Spanish grace

In the elegant and delicate Spanish manner is this wrought iron planter. A magnificent example of the iron craftsman's art, strong and graceful. It is finished in black, 14" by 14 1/4" by 5 1/4". Removeable plant box. $9.95 each. Order Edward Ziff, HG12, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60654.

ANTIQUE WORLD GLOBE KIT

A kit, fun and easy to assemble into a choice collectors item that will enhance any room. The accurate six inch diameter globe stands 11" high in its cradle and has an antique leather appearance. Complimented by authentic Zodiac and Nautical rings. The cradle parts are solid hardwood sanded and ready to assemble. All components and materials included in the kit to complete your globe as a prized possession.

WORLD ART KITS

Postage Paid

VEGA Co.

PURE WHITE BRILLIANCE at $22 per carat

Luminous simulated DIAMONDS make ideal jewelry. Use these crystals to add sparkling beauty to rings and other jewelry, in vacant settings in your own jewelry. These stones are 100% guaranteed permanent, and have a brilliant white brilliance that is unequalled for the price. Send for FREE BROOKLYT with many new and exciting ideas. Send for FREE BROOKLYT with many new and exciting ideas.

Send for FREE BROOKLYT with many new and exciting ideas.
Temperamental Tessie

Turn her around and she puts another face on things. This wild-eyed doll with her stiff hair has four different faces: happy, sad, bored, and furious. Doll stands 8" high and has great appeal for agers and girls out of their teens. Moody yet merry! $1.50; 3 for $3.95. Pdp. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12, Northport, N.Y. 11768.

Ring in the charm

Charm & Treasure people never seem to run out of those engaging young charms. Now it's a bell that really rings. What's more appropriate at this time of year? In sterling silver, $2.95; 14k gold, $17.95 pdd. Free catalogue of over 1,000 charms. Enclose 10c for handling. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 Ave. of the Americas, New York 10036.

Post master

Superior way to arrange bills, papers, other mail is in your own wooden pine post office. Keep things finger-tip handy in 7 roomy compartments that hang on wall or stand on shelf, desk or work counter. 18" by 5 1/4". Antigue honey toned finish on aged pine. $9.95 pdd. Crescent House, HG12, 135 Central Park Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

Stack the rattan


Sterling service

Exquisitely carved Heirloom flatware in exquisite down-proof satin, taffeta. Wood comforters recovered, too. OLD FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feathersoft, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesman will call! ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HG Box 6070 • Dallas, Texas

Trend Pacific Imports

1617 So. Grand Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 90015

Mini-Chair

Durable, decorative cardboard chairs for children, that come in four bright color combinations: orange on magenta or magenta on orange. Crescents are in blue on olive or olive on blue. Just $2.50 each, postpaid. Order today from:

TREND PACIFIC IMPORTS

1617 So. Grand Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 90015

Available also at local stores.
December Special!  "ANYTHING" LAMP

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

Create your own lamp in a minute. Be dramatic, whimsical. Change your lamp every day with our wonderful "magic lamp" base. We picture 2 variations. Use "anything" - a bowl of flowers, twisted plant vine, figurine, pitcher, driftwood, bottle, brass, a trophy, toy, jug, clock - "anything." For any room, any style! Actual brass post to any height. Thick oval base 3½" x 7½" (as illustrated); in polished honey pine, maple, or black finishes. Use your own shade. Only $5.50. Larger Base 6" x 8" $6.95. Extra large base 9½" x 11" $6.50. Postpaid. Add 50¢ for west of Miss.


PERSONALIZED SCHOOL DAYS RECORD BOOK

With name: $1.25/Two for $2.45 ppd. Without name: $1.00/Two for $1.89 ppd.

HG.12, Point Pleasant, Penna. 18950

DAYS RECORD BOOK

CLEMERY'S OF BUCKS COUNTY

PROTECT CARPETS from Damaging DOG STAINS

"Puppy trains while Master sleeps" with TRAIN-O-MAT®

Chemically adhered, sanitary mat attracts dog at "comfort" time, instinct tells "This is the spot." TRAIN-O-MAT housebreaks pet easily, surely and without effort on your part. Mat fits in a 12" attractive, washable holder, KENNEL TESTED. Perfect, too, for housebroken dogs. MONEY BACK GUARANTEED.

Holder with 2 months supply of mats $3.95 ppd. Holder with 6 months supply of mats $5.95 ppd.

Edward H. Ziff

EDWARD H. ZIFF IMPARTER

EDWARD H. ZIFF

BRASS CHERUB TABLE has a Carrara marble top, 15" square, with a square fluted base. All in French gold antique brass finish. 19" high $22.50. (Also Dolphin Table, clear glass top, 15" diam., 17" high, same French gold finish. $22.50. (Express charges collect).


8 PIECE CHERUB CENTERPIECE

A beautiful reproduction of an Italian centerpiece to grace your dining table. Of Rocaille white porcelain. Set consists of four 7" tall cherubs and four trivets for fruit, flowers, etc. Complete set measures 18½" long, 13" wide.

Also Available: 20 PIECE CHERUB CENTERPIECE- four 7" tall cherubs, four 7" tall candleholders, four candle holder covers, when candles not in use, and eight trivets.

In honey pine, maple or black finishes. $59.95. Postpaid.

Edward H. Ziff

EDWARD H. ZIFF IMPARTER

We're proud to offer you these beautiful labels printed with your own name to personally identify your pantry, medicine, and other special items.

PANTRY LABELS for medicine, spices, flour, sugar, etc., $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for canned goods, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for jars, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for bottles, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine bottles, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for chicken coops, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for cows, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for dogs, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for furniture, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for ornamented vases, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for toilet articles, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for windows, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine bottles, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for wine glasses, $1.00 per 100.

PANTRY LABELS for window panes, $1.00 per 100.
Post card perfect
Why didn't someone think of this before? A perforated pad of 50 postcards in a practical and handsome gold toled leather case with a special pocket for stamps. Black, red or turft. Gift boxed. $5.99 plus 90¢ for 3 gold initials. Refill pad, $1.79. Add 29¢ post. Here's How Co., Inc., HG72, 59 Tec St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11801.

Zodiac demitasse
English bone china in white decorated in rich coin gold makes striking efter dinner coffee companions with the signs of the Zodiac. Amusing to give your guests their signs. $3.75 per set of cup and saucer; $10.50 for 3 sets. All 12 Zodiac signs available. Ppd. Order from Ann Isabel, HG12, 7840 Rugby St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150.

Chess the thing
Aspire to champion fame? Start with self-taught chess set. Folding board labeled in blue and white. 15¾" by 15¾". Chessmen weighted, felted; charcoal and white. King 3¾" high; others in proportion. Illustrated booklet; simple instructions included. Gift box. $6.98 plus 50c postage. Order from Greenland Studios, HG12, Miami, Fla. 33147.

Cover up
Exhaust fans are superb when you need them, but when not in use they gather dust and wind whirls through them. Snap-on, snap-off fan cap is white plastic, attaches to four super-strong magnets. Wipes clean. Measure diameter of grillwork on fan. 10¼" cover, $1.98; 12¼", $2.40. Ppd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer St., Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10507.

Test the cake
Try the taste of the cake testers. Be a professional Betty Crocker and time angel food, chocolate layer and marble cakes with this elegant kitchen tool. Shaped in stainless steel, engraved with the guesswork out of gardening. Tells what soil needs to have lawns, house plants, flowers, vegetables do best. Tells what plant foods and how much to use in each plot. Also if lime is needed and how much, Compact, crystal-clear "jewel-box" case, can be used anywhere. Fun to give—rewarding to get. You'll be thanked by your garden, your guests! $3.75. Suits every owner! Postpaid, only $18.95.

Shopping Around

CLOSET CAROUSEL
...a pretty gadget to hang in a closet and give you much needed storage room. With bars, hooks, rope necklaces, etc. Gold velvet with gold broc and gold tassel. Five strong hooks. Overall length is just 31". $3.50 includes postage.

MARGLO
MARBLE STAIN REMOVER and POLISHING KIT
GIVE ALL YOUR MARBLE A LIKE-NEW LOOK
Stains, rings, even discolorations on ANY marble surface can now be easily cleaned and repolished like new with MARGLO—the only complete marble care kit! Contains a generous supply of marble stain remover, marble polishing powder, attrac applicator and 2-year supply of MARGLO MARBLE SEALER WAX that gives protection and shining beauty to your marble. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Complete MARGLO Marble Care Kit (postpaid)
Stain remover, marble polishing powder, attrac applicator $6.75. Add $1.00 for Large New 300 Page Full Color Catalog of Sculpture & Accessories For The Home.

MARGLO CO.
Dept. 1412-0
P.O. Box 114, Dept. HG125, Niles, Ill. 60646

HIDE UGLY VEINS
UGLY LEG VEINS • BROWN AGE SPOTS • DARK CIRCLES and LINES • BIRTH MARKS and SCARS • BURNS and BLEMISHES
Use amazing Kover-All. It magically and instantly hides these ugly things on any part of the body, legs or face. YOU CAN EVEN SWIM WITH WATER-PROOF KOVER-ALL. You will look younger and better because Kover-All blends with your skin and looks natural. Protected by money back guarantee. Avoid cheap imitations. Select your shade: Light, Medium or Dark. Regular 5 ¢, jar now only $2.98 plus c.d. or save c.d. by sending $2.98 with order. Mail orders to HOUSE OF CHARLES MAIL ORDER DEPT., HGK-12, BOX 98, CEDARHURST, NEW YORK
Floral forecaster
Fresh as life rose is a weather forecaster. Put rose in a vase near a window for best predictions.
When the weather is normal, the rose is lavender; rain on the way, it turns pink. Blue means clear and dry, pale blue-gray means snow. 2 roses, $1.49; 4 pair, $4.95. Add 20c post. Lang's, HG12, 21 Stage St., Stamford, Conn. 06901.

Teflon 'n cheese
Wisconsin makes a merry match of homemade cheese in Mirror Wear coated with teflon. Easy-cook, easy-clean teflon. 8" w. sauté pan; filled with tasty assortment of Wisconsin cheese. Send your list and let Swiss Cheese Shop do your work! $5.95 ppd. The Swiss Cheese Shop, HG12, Box 4929-E, Monroe, Wis. 53566.

Showcase
For sports or military medals this handsome showcase for displaying them. Glass front, movable space bars, walnut or maple frame is lined in black or color. 8" sq. for 1 to 3 medals; $8.95; 10" by 12" for 3-20, $12.50; 20" by 17", for 10-50, $18. Ppd. Engraving, 5c a letter. Award Maker, HG12, Box 6674, Surfside, Fla. 33154.

Weighty friend
Hand-blown glass bird with myriads colors aswirl to create a brilliant shimmering rainbow. Use it as a paperweight, in a flower arrangement or as a lovely ornament on a shelf. No two alike. 3" long 2" high. $1 ea. for $2.89. Ppd. Perfect last minute gift! Fresh House, Dept. 111, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

Angler's pal
Combining 15 tools in one neat package, this wizard does everything but catch the fish. There's a disgorger, hook splitter, can opener, knife, filet knife,rafter, can opener, screwdriver in sleek leather case. Stamped in gold. Loop to hang on belt. Send initials. $7.95 plus 50c postage. Order from What's New Shop, HG12, 12H Water St., Bryan Mawr, Pa. 19010.
New twist at parties
Now that the twist "dance" is out, why not try this version to pep things up? Little pretzel factory comes with mixing cups, container, spoons, full instructions and 4 packages of pretzel mix to turn out old fashioned delicious pretzels. Operates on regular house current, using 100 watt bulb. $9.98 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG12, 226 W. Wayne Waaya, P. 19087.

Pencil prisoner
Has the pencil wandered from its place on the telephone table or by the family bulletin board? Pencils attached to a ball and chain are bound to stay where they belong. Heavy Florentine gold hall doubles as a paper weight. The chain is plaited in Tor gold. Tuck one in a Xmas stocking. $1 pdd. Lillian Vernon, HG12, 560 S. 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

Papa's panatelas
Or any of his favorite cigars will receive handsome housing in this genuine pigskin case. Order lots of 5 cigars. $2.25 ppd. Gloria Dee, P.O. Box 2000, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 5 cigars attached to a ball and chain to hold 5 cigars. $2.25 ppd. Gloria Dee, HG12, Stockbridge, Mass.

Who? Foo
A dog by any other name wouldn't be half so decorative as these oriental canines. Shown are Foo dog statues, 11½" h. Made of fine composition in gold, jade, Chinese red. $12.95 pr. Ppd. Catalogue of composition in gold, jade, Chinese red felt lining. 16" x 6". $5.95 Postpaid. Attractive black vinyl, red felt-lined "Dog" tie-hanger. 7" x 3". $5.95 Postpaid. Includes clothes brush combo-case. Includes clothes brush, comb, shaver, cream, toothpaste, paste comb and nail file in compartment top. $7. $5.95 Postpaid. Beautiful red felt lining. 16" x 6". $5.95 Postpaid. Please include your tip rate. Send your order.

IDEAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
Handsome black vinyl, red felt-lined clothes brush combo-case. Includes Gillette razor, blade, shaving cream, toothbrush, paste, comb and nail file in compartment top. $7. $5.95 Postpaid. Attractive black vinyl flip-hanger case keep one to a dozen fins wrinkler-free and tie bars in place. Beautiful red felt lining. 16" x 6". $5.95 Postpaid. Set only $11.50 Postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed. Gillette, Yardley, Paris.

House of Joy
P.O. Box 1106, Le Rouge Park, Ill. 60328

DECOR-LITE
FOR $70.
WE MAKE
IDEAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS

BARD'S
Evanton, Ill. 60024

SUPERIOR COIN CO.
(Dept. HG-9)
34 E. 12th St., New York 3, N. Y. GR-7-5780

GOVERNMENT RECIPR FILE
Brightly bound in man washable vinyl, with white lettering. . . . this personalized accordion-type book featuring your favorite gourmet recipes in 10 individually addressed compartments. 7¼" x 9¾". $4.50.

GOURMET RECIPE FILE

A REAL LOUIS TIFFANY COSTS $2000. WE MAKE IT HIS WAY FOR $70.

DECOR-LITE 408 W. 15 St. NEW YORK

First "Complete" Silver Set Minted!
with the John F. Kennedy Half Dollar, in attractive sparkling Lucite display holder. This year make it a Christmas gift that's different and valuable, idea, too, for graduation, birthday, confirmation, anniversary, etc.

$2.95 Ppd.
10 Sets—$27.50
25 Sets—$45.00
50 Sets—$122.50
100 Sets—$235.00

Brass Mobile Ornaments
Each is a delicate treasure for your tree! Hand cut from satin polished solid jeweler's brass, straight from a tiny German workshop. MEDICAL ANGELS swing inside a starry circle, each with musical instrument. SWINGING STARS (and shown) are like exquisite snowflakes. Embossed about 2½" dia. Made in no assortments vary. Order early! Order No. 2525 Set of 6 Angels; No. 5034 Set of 8 Stars.

$5.95 set; 2 sets for $11.75 Ppd.
Write for FREE sample of covered gift.

Last "Complete" Silver Set Minted!

WHEN IT'S PERSONALIZED
AND GAYLY HAND PAINTED IN OILS!

IT'S SPICY PRIZED WHEN IT'S PERSONALIZED

MY OWN CRADLE BUCKET
(Or his favorite hobby — you name it, we paint it!) Native pine with mingled in indigenous finish, handpainted in color with child's name. Holds full set of crayons. 5" x 5" $3.50

DOWN'S & CO., Dept. 141-P
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60204

ZOO ANIMALS from West Germany
Jewel, toyful roo-full of appealing wild animals. . . . and a proud circus horse too. Carefully hand made with excellent detail and fuzzy-well body covering. You'll love the Lion's real fur mane and tailstrip, the Horse's red mane, the Fox's handwritten brush. Adorable gifts for a child. . . . charming for a collector's shelf. . . . you'll want them all. From 2 to 5" high.

No. 4982 Bear No. 4984 Giraffe
No. 4983 Lion No. 4985 Lynx
No. 4986 Fox
No. 4987 Zebra
No. 4988 Croons Horse
$1.00 ea. Complete Set . . . $6.50 Ppd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual gifts. Please include your zip code.

SUPERIOR COIN CO.
(Dept. HG-9)
34 E. 12th St., New York 3, N. Y. GR-7-5780

IDEAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
Handsome black vinyl, red felt-lined clothes brush combo-case. Includes Gillette razor, blade, shaving cream, toothbrush, paste, comb and nail file in compartment top. $7. $5.95 Postpaid. Attractive black vinyl flip-hanger case keep one to a dozen fins wrinkler-free and tie bars in place. Beautiful red felt lining. 16" x 6". $5.95 Postpaid. Please include your tip rate. Send your order.

HOUSE OF JOY
P.O. Box 1106, Le Rouge Park, Ill. 60328

IDEAL TRAVEL COMPANIONS
Handsome black vinyl, red felt-lined clothes brush combo-case. Includes Gillette razor, blade, shaving cream, toothbrush, paste, comb and nail file in compartment top. $7. $5.95 Postpaid. Attractive black vinyl flip-hanger case keep one to a dozen fins wrinkler-free and tie bars in place. Beautiful red felt lining. 16" x 6". $5.95 Postpaid. Please include your tip rate. Send your order.
NEW! Combination Tissue Dispenser and Litter Basket for your car!

Dual Container won't tip, slide, or rattle! Rides the hump of your floorboard like a saddle! Dispenses Kleenex tissues Juniors from one compartment and holds used tissues, gum wrappers and travel debris in the other. Requires no installation. Made of heavy molded plastic to match the interior of your car, it comes in seven automotive finishes: black, green, red, blue, beige, silver and gold. $2.50 (includes box of Kleenex tissues Juniors). To order, send check or money order for $2.50 to Kleenex Dept. HG-12, Box 700, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

Comfort a-foot
Holly berry red suede slippers lined with imported natural lamb's wool make a luxurious gift. In men's and women's sizes, they are wonderfully warm and very handsomely made, treated to resist soil. Soles are leather. Men's: 7 to 13, $9.95; women's: 4 to 10, $8.95. Pdp. Johnny Appleseed's, HG12, Box 700, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

Title her books
You can tell a book by its cover! And you can tell who the owner is, if it's protected with a printed jacket. Heavy kraft paper covers come with student's name and school name (specify clearly) in big, black letters. With instructions for folding to fit any size texts. 10, $1 pdp. Order from Handy Gifts, HG12, Box 509, Calver City, Cal. 90230.

1939 roller coaster
The old steepplechase in exact replica, miniature, of course. Wind the strong clock movement and the cars are carried up the incline. Then down they whiz to the bottom as the carnival bells ring. Made from the original pre-war molds of 1939. 10" by 20" by 10". Fascinating fun! $7.95 ppd. Gerhard, HG12, 333 E. 50 St., New York, N. Y. 10022.

Light on the subject
Real teamwork went into the design of this lamp and brass rack to keep things visible and in order on a desk. Lamp in walnut and brass has opalescent globe; it is 17" h. Brass rack with non-skid feet is 13" w. with spaces for file folders, ledgers, phonograph record albums. $8.95 plus 95c post. Lang's, HG12, 21 Stage St., Stamford, Conn. 06901.

Español welcome
The Spanish welcome guests in a warm hospitable way. "Esta es su casa,"—"This is your house." Say si, and put this plaque in entrance foyer, guest room. Antique white wood frame brushed with gold with a caladon green border in a soft white shadowbox bevel, 6" by 10". $3.50 ppd. Casual Living, HG12, 108 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont, N. Y. 10538.

With this ring
A wedding ring of Thailand designed in the most intricate and delicate manner. It is exquisitely hand-made of pure silver and plated in 14k gold, with genuine like beauty to grace the feminine finger. Send ring sizes. Beautifully gift wrapped and air mailed in time for Christmas. $6 ppd. Lions, Dept. 641, 260 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10001.

Batiste beauty
Ensemble of crisp white eyelet embroidered drape dry fine cotton batiste with deep ruffles. In white only: coverlet, $25.95; full, $27.95; twin canopy, $29.95; full, $32.95; pillow sham, $6.95. Postpaid. 40-page catalogue, 25c. Swatches, 25c. From Hildegard’s, HG12, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06105.

The Michelle chair

Christmas cone trees
Airy willow trees make marvelous bases on which to build imaginative Christmas displays. Decorate one with tiny tinsel, tinsel or green rapping, another with popcorn or gumdrop ropes. Set of 3—two 71/2", one 14" is $3. Two small ones, $1.25; one large, $2. Ppd. Chymy’s of Bucks County, HG12, Point Pleasant, Pa. 19050.

Treasure mementos
Proud parents save your favorite photo of the children. Keep graduation diplomas or merit certificates. Inscribed on anodized gold or silver aluminum; mounted on walnut plaque. 51/2" by 7", $8.95; 8" by 10", $14.95; 10" by 13", $22.95. Ppd. Original documents returned. World’s Fair, HG12, Merchandise Mart Bldg., 2201 Grand, Kansas City, Mo. 64108.

Shopping Around

Golfers WHAM-O

NEW! GROOVE YOUR WING AT HOME!

They fly when you hit them and return to position after club swing, imperfection in your swing in action of WHAM-O. Practice just 5 minutes a day with our instructions and play 100% better on Sunday! Falls to 8" for golf bag. Use to warm up or start tee. Tough pliable plastic, broad end stock, 3" end spikes. Withstands weather. Only 5.00 complete. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ideal for Father. Send to WHAM-O MFG. CO., Box 16-A, Son Gabriele, Calif. 91778.
GROW YOUR OWN
FRESH MUSHROOMS
ANYWHERE IN YOUR HOME

Add the Gourmet Touch to Many Dishes
Just add water to this "kit"—you'll harvest 5" to 3-foot
of delicious mushroomrooms. They grow at room temperature—anytime of the year. Dirtproof not needed. It's fun, it's novel, it's a conversation piece. Makes a practical gift for adults. Children love it, too.

Complete Instructions Included.
GUARANTEED TO GROW
Shop in person—
538 Madison Ave., N.Y.
Or phone 212 825-5620
and say "Charge it."

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY. Please address:
Max Sehling Seedsmen, Inc., Dept. 1-3
199 Hamilton Ave., New Jersey, Conn. 08632

DREAM LITE LULLABY
It's the time—to dress up the kitchen. Real copper molds, miniatures to hang from a solid brass bar (10" long), do the decorative trick. Traditional seashapes—hobster, 5" fish, snail—are tin lined; rack's equipped with brass screws. 3-piece set, $2.95 ppd. Imported from Portugal, Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 N. Haskel Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

Walk-around phone
You see this beautifully styled award-winning Swedish phone all over the world and for good reason. It's made in one piece (diat is at bottom). It weighs less than the receiver on an ordinary phone. Complete with jack ready to plug in and use. Specify color. Fabulous Christmas gift! $59.95 ppd. Telephone Supply, HG12, 125 E. 41st St., New York 10017.

Pussy purse
Pretty kitty for a young lady's allowance, hankie, comb, mirror, all the necessaries for an afternoon on the town. Bunny fur trim, bright blue eyes, pink bow. A brass-finish frame on red or black velveteen. 7" by 5", $2.29 ea.; 6 for $12. Ppd. Order from Here's How Inc., HG22, 59 Tec St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11801.

Perfect parfaits
As a finishing touch for a special dinner, serve tempting parfaits in hand-blown crystal goblets. 8" high including graceful stems, their classic design will complement any table setting. Wonderful for whiskey sours, too, $3.95 for four. Add 35c postage per set of four. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

A musical portrait
What a lovely way to lull your child to peaceful sleep! After he's said his prayers, pull the cord and the Swiss music box plays Schubert's Ave Maria. And his last waking sight will be the serene picture of Mary and the Child Jesus. Ornate golden baroque oval plastic frame is 6½" high. $6.95 ppd. Downs & Co., HG12, Evans- ton, Ill. 60204.

Golden bud
The Viennese have developed the art of gold plating real roses and preserving them. Naturally no two buds are exactly alike. Buds and leaves are first dipped in a hardening bath and then plated with 24k gold. Pins are attached to the back to make the buds elegant accessories. 2½" long, $4.95 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG12, 226 W. Wayne Ave., Wayne, Pa. 19087.
**Shopping Around**

**Teeny, tiny tools**
Madame chauffeur may never be able to change a tire with this miniature tool chest, but we’ll bet she’d love to dangle it from her key ring. Miniature chest is gold- en tone, a sturdy safety key chain. Inside are six little gold tools, many movable. $1.00 postpaid. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J. 08404.

**Jeweled guardians**
Guard rings set with a dazzle of simulated stones in a setting finished in antique gold. Choose pearls, jet, coral, turquoise, garnet, emeralds or diamonds. Mix or match them. Send ring size. $2.50 ea.; 2, $4.50. Ppd. Beautifully gift wrapped, air mailed for on-time Xmas delivery. Lions, Dept. 66E, 260 5th Ave., New York 10001.

**Color me washable**
Let the kids go wild in the tub with a set of coloring crayons made of pure soap. Decorations and adornments made with these magic crayons can be absolutely mad turning the wearers into Indians, exotic Egyptian sirens or witch doctors with complete safety and clean as a whistle in the end. Set of 12. $1.00 ppd. Greenwood Studios, HG12, Miami, Fla. 33147.

**Spot check**
Stain remover kit banishes rings from marble tops on tables or dressers. It renews and polishes and it’s easy to apply. Use it too on marble-faced fireplaces, marble basins and counter tops. Kit with instructions, $5.00 ppd. Add 50c W. of Miss. International Marble Cleaning Co., HG12, 9 Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11237.

**Switch in sculpture**
Three dimensional cherubs add up to switch plate grandeur; they’re antiqued white or gold rococo—both finishes washable, fade-proof. Double outlet vertical, horizontal $3.50; single switch $2.95; double switch, $3.50. Ppd. New decorative 200 page full color catalogue, $1. You may order from Sculptura, HG12, Box 114, Niles, Ill. 60648.

**Perfect greetings**
Nothing brings such pleasure to faraway friends and relatives, especially at holiday times, as a family picture that shows how everyone has grown. Send any snapshot, polaroid or photo. Original will be returned. 28 wallet size with free frame, $1.25; 4 5" by 7" enlargements, $1.25 ppd. Tracy Studio, HG12, Box 220, Cooper Station, New York 10003.

**Desert Delicacies**
Pure nectar from the wild orange, pomegranate, prickly pear and date made into tangy jellies and syrups. Marked by their distinct and pleasant aroma that reminds you of Grandma’s kitchen. Heavy gauge steel, colorfully decorated with heavily chrome-plated yoke and handle. Complete with easy, 1-2-3 step instructions and recipe. 9½" high. Order No. 5017DS $13.95 Ppd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual gifts. Please include your zip code.

**WIGWAM**
Post Office Box 847
Scottsdale, Arizona

**The Imperial Ring**
Jade, the exotic gem of the Orient, extremely treasured for the beauty and enchantment of its lush green color. Imported from Hong Kong, mounted in 14Karat antique gold hand crafted to make an unusual lasting heirloom gift.
Sizes 4-9 $50.
Available in: Garnet, Turquoise, Coral, Black Onyx, $42.50.
Mail Orders filled. Beautifully gift wrapped.
Eleanor Nemetz jeweler
1196 Ave. of the Americas, New York 10036
Dept. 8612

**NEwspaper Tie-By**
Now — store and tie up newspapers, magazines neatly, efficiently, automatically.

**Ships by SKAALEGARD**
Enhance your home or office decor with magnificent 11x14 pen & ink reproductions in 16x20 custom cut double mats. State choice of outer mats in grey or white, and inner mats of red or black. Comes to you ready to frame. Start your collection now with "The Winterhude", the ship illustrated. Postpaid price $9.95 each. Prompt delivery from Skaalegard Square Rigger Enterprises, Dept. 12, P.O. Box 6611, Carmel, California 93921.

**Decorated Home Breadmaker**
Makes bread, rolls and coffee cake like Mom’s with the greatest of ease ... no knead­ some braiding. Just pour in ingredients and turn the crank; in minutes dough is perfect­ly blended, ready for shaping and baking (up to 4 loaves at once). Then ... the won­ derful aroma that reminds you of Grand­ma’s kitchen. Heavy gauge steel, colorfully decorated with heavily chrome-plated yoke and handle. Complete with easy, 1-2-3 step instructions and recipe. 9½" high. Order No. 5017DS $13.95 Ppd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual gifts. Please include your zip code.

**SPOtCH**
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60204

**Individualy Hand Carved**
CUTTING BOARDS
5.95
plus 50c postage

A gift for year ‘round use! Hang them as wall decorations . . . burn them over to cut bread or meat. Exceptionally beautiful, moderately priced. Choice of 14" wild maple pineaple or 15" fish. Money back guarantee. Christmas delivery assured.

**Potted ORI**
461 Storer Office Bldg., Boston, Mass.
PROTECT YOUR HOME
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
AVOID COSTLY MISTAKES

THE LEGAL ADVISER
ON HOME OWNERSHIP
by Jerome G. Rose

Written by a lawyer in simple, clear and non-technical language.
Information in this book can save you hundreds of dollars and pre­
vent needless worry and grief.
Order your copy today to protect
your biggest and most valuable
investment.
Send $5.95 in check or money
order. Money back guarantee.

INSTITUTE OF LEGAL KNOWLEDGE, INC.
1123 PARK AVE. PERU, INDIANA 46970

DECORATIVE
KEY PLAQUE

Add the unusual beauty to your inner door.
Spanish Colonial, Early American, Medi­
terranean or any wall hanging with this hand­
painted key plaque. The exclusive design
includes a heavy carved and painted back,
which makes attractive wall piece.
8x6-.75". Check or money order.
$5.95 includes immediate delivery.
107 Waverly Ave., Brooklyn, New York 11205

BUNDT CAKE PAN
Of Sturdy Aluminum With
Lifetime Copperplated Finish

Makes the famous German pound cake
(recipe included) that is festive, deco­
rative and delicious; stays fresh for
days. Perfect for angel food, coffee
cakes, gelatin desserts. Capacity, 2½
qt. Holds 6-3 package of jello. 11" diameter x 4" deep. Hanging clip on
edge; makes attractive wall piece.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Write for Free Catalog

Gits & Gadgets of Dallas
6327-B GASTON AVE. DALLAS, TEXAS 75214

SHOPPING AROUND

Polka dot spread
Flounces and ruffles perk up a
young lady's boudoir. Bright red,
yellow or blue polka dots with
matching trim on fine white cotton.
Petticoat spread: twin $16.95; full
$17.95. 36" tier curtains $6.95 pr.;
valance $2.95. Pillow shams $3.95
cr. Canopy: twin $11.95; full
$12.95. P.0. Box 99, Abbe­
town, Pa. 17301

Corn-fed delectables
Straight from Omaha, the world's
largest livestock market, come
choice beef steaks packed in a
handsome and ready-to-use again
inexpensive. This assortment in­
cludes 14 oz. boneless strip sir­
loins 1½" thick and 4 oz. filet
mignons 1½" thick $2.47 ppd.
Free catalogue. Omaha Steaks
International, Dept. A-21, 1209
Howard, Omaha, Neb. 68102

Do be a square
Show card playing friends you are in
the know with these square
poker chips. Stop floor search­ing for
those round ones that got away.
Square chips can't roll off table.
125 for $2.98. 250 in cling plastic
rack, slots for 2 decks playing
cards, $7.95. Gift boxed. Postpaid.
Crescent House, HG12, 135 Cen­
tral Pk. Rd., Plainview, N. Y.
11803

Music in the air
Under London street lamps the
tune is "I Could Have Danced All
Night"; under the topiary tree in
Paris park the song is "Giggle," as
the box sings its tune, figures turn
gaily. Hand-carved and painted,
Swiss alphabets movements, 9½ x
$14.95 ea. ppd. Specify tune.
Hildegarde Studios, Dept. HG12,
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford,
Conn. 06105

Get organized!
Be an efficiency expert at your
home desk or in the office. neat
solution to tidy up all the odds
and ends that clutter drawers and
table tops is this ten compartment
box set, complete with 45 pressure
sensitive labels (30 printed, 15
blank). Labels incl., stamps,
butter-eyes, keys, hand pads, $1.3
for $2.79. Ppd. Handy Gifts, HG12,
Box 509, Culver City, Cal. 90230.

Hallowed Head
Illuminated portrait of Christ is
reproduced in full color from a
painting by Salmman. Light fruit­
wood finished frame is mounted on
a metal base with light switch. 10"
by 12" by 3½ deep. With musi­
cal movement of The Lord's Pray­
er. $9.95. Without music, $6.95.
Ppd. Harwood House, HG12, Box
3344, Merchandise Mart Pl., Chi­
cago, Ill. 60654

COMIC PEARS

FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

AS LOW AS
$4.85
DELIVERY PREPAID
FROM ROGUE RIVER VALLEY
MEDFORD, ORE.

Lucious Comic Pears, creamy in texture,
rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and ap­
preciated gifts for family, friends and business
associates. These world-famous pears are
grown in our own orchards, carefully selected
—individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID
in colorful gift boxes to any point in 48 states.
Write for Alaska and Hawaiian prices. Pak­
tages are guaranteed. Gift card enclosed. Send
list, we do the rest.
No. of Quart Boxes
1 (8 to 16 pears, pictured above) .......... $4.85
2 (Dozen Box) (16 to 20 pears) .......... 6.15

NATIONAL CATALOG

PINEAPPLE ORCHARDS
413 FISK ST., MEDFORD, OREGON

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ Zone _____

126
Christmas bonnet
Put on the dog a bright red chapeau with a bell on top! Ties under the chin so it stays secure no matter how blustery the holiday season. For milder days the tam top may be worn separately. Imagine a pampered poodle in his own beret! Washable soft orange plush pile dries soft and fluffy. $2.98 ppd. Greenland Studios, HG12, Miami, Fla. 33147.

Skillet bookends
Standing invitations for your cookbook collection—black-finished cast iron bookends. Favorite recipes are protected and easy to reach. 8" tall, 5" across, mounted on square base. Felted bottom extends under books to hold them firmly in place. $6.95 pair. Ppd. Great kitchen-shower choice! Tennessee Chromium, HG12, 208 Louise, Nashville, Tenn. 37203.

Safari souvenir?
Wrap yourself in this glamorous leopard throw and your friends will pause wondering whether you really did go on safari. Actually this 51" by 67" robe is fake cotton fur from West Germany, but it is all fun and cuddly for car, beach, poolside, napper. Thoughtful gift for a convalescent. $2.98 ppd. Greenland Studios, HG12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Feline favorite
Cat fanciers fancy this ceramic cat box painted with blue floral sprays. Perched on the feline's back a tiny yellow bird that serves as a handle. Sits 5" h., 8" l. Fill with candy or flowers; use as sugar box; to hold guest soaps. $2.95 plus 35c postage. The Added Touch, 122H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

Jungle friends
All set to hang on the wall of a child's room to delight any boy or girl are these whimsical colored jungle friends. Each 8" by 10" print is varnished and framed ready for hanging. The set of 4 includes lollipop-licking bear, quizzical elephant, jaunty tiger and grinning lion. $2.95 pair. Alexander Sales Corp., HG12, 125 Marbledale Rd., Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707.

Message for Mother
And Dad, too, this charm of love for your parents. A bracelet marked with Mother or Dad and any initial. On the back is "In all the years I've known, you've planned and strived for me. Through sacrifice of everything, that a pleasure be." Bracelet, watch or key chain. Sterling; $6.14k gold, $27.50. Ppd. Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 50 Delancey St., N. Y. 10002.
GIFTS FOR MEN

LOG CRIB
Wood ages best when it is stored outside and off the ground. Our sturdy steel crib with waterproof black finish holds 1/2 cord of wood. 5 ft. high, 45" diameter, $19.95. Shipping charges collect. Small, 20" high FIRESIDE CRIB for use indoors holds 15 to 20 logs. $10.95 Ppd.

EMERGENCY AUTO KIT
Packaged in a handsome luggage styled case and perfect for gift giving, this handy emergency kit contains a magnetic police type flasher, 22-Karat gold plated fire extinguisher, fire inflator and sealant, 2-way flashlight, rite glo warning flag, sterilized first aid kit and first aid instruction card—everything a driver needs to meet unexpected emergencies on the road. Only $9.95. 2 for $18.95. Add $1 Ppd. each.

LIQUID CANDLES: a remarkable new idea in decorative light. The crystal-clear buoy with its wisp-o-wick floats on a layer of the world’s safest fuel—soy oil light up, and the buoy seems to disappear, leaving a shimmering flame dancing on a sea of liquid gold.

128-page folder of decorator hints, $1.00 ppd.

WINE RACK
His valuable stock of wine and champagne will be stored the approved way in our self stacking “connoisseur” rack. In rustic wood with walnut finish. Holds bottle at just the right angle to keep cork moist, flavor in. Stack 'em or hang on wall. 18/"x11"x14" high. $7.95 Ppd. Four for $29.95 Ppd.

BOUSTON HOUSE
Dept. HG112 30 Grove Street Wellesley, Mass. 02181 Free Catalog of Gifts

SHOPPING AROUND

See-shoe shelves
Free wheeling contrivance hangs from a clothes rod so that you can see through to twelve pair of shoes. (Six pair for men.) Rotating shelves have side apertures for accessibility and circulation of air. 34" long, in heavy-gauge vinyl. $19.80 ppd. Order from Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213.

Dove of Light
Lovely light in this scuptured dove of peace. Bird of white translucent bisque porcelain comes equipped with light and cord. 4½" by 3½"; slights gracefully on night table or child’s dresser. Decorative, too, in day-light. Sent boxed with cord and plug. $2.69 ppd. Here’s How Co., Inc., HG52, 59 Tec St., HICKsville, N. Y. 11801.

Cartwheel Wallet
This cartwheel is a silver dollar last minted in 1935. Slim wallet holds bills under a spring clip and card area has “loose leaf” feature with size adjustment. Silver dollar is permanently attached to the cover. Of English Morocco leather, it is suitable for men or women. $5.95 ppd. Peachtree Coin Shop, Inc., HG12, 112½ Forsythe St., Atlanta, Ga. 30303.

Classic Crosses
Old interpretations of the Christian symbol reproduced by hand in sterling silver to capture all the delicate detail of the originals. A, Florentine; B, English; C, French; D, Cellini. With sterling chain, $4.95 ea. for $18.14k gold, $30 ea. Ppd. tax incl. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 50 Delaney St., New York 10002.

LIQUID CANDLES: a remarkable new idea in decorative light. The crystal-clear buoy with its wisp-o-wick floats on a layer of the world’s safest fuel—soy oil light up, and the buoy seems to disappear, leaving a shimmering flame dancing on a sea of liquid gold.

WELCOME TO VILLAGE SQUARE SHOPPE

PECAN HALVES
For yourself or your dearest friends. Carefully selected king-size shelled pecans. Delicious to eat, plait or roasted... wonder- ful for salads, candies, hards d’oeuvres, etc. Shipped world-wide. Gift packaged with recipe suggestions.

2 lbs. $4.95 3 lbs. $7.40
5 lbs. $12.20 10 lbs. $22.50
Send us your gift list
Check or money order... No C.O.D.’s. Shipped prepaid in Continental U.S.A.

STERNEBERG PECAN COMPANY
Dept. G, Box 193, Jackson, Miss. 32725
In our 23rd year.

DELECTABLE TO GIVE OR TO GET!

Delightful Holiday Treat for Family, Friends and Customers

Pecan Halves

MUSICAL CHRISTMAS BELL
Make this holiday season (and those to come) more musical with the delightful Musical Bell. This beautiful red plastic bell with its music box has a pin that turns into an ideal door or wall piece at Christmas time. Decorated with white polka-dots and green ribbons mounted on felt back. Overall size is 1½". An Ideal Gift. One 79c ppd.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Delicate Willi all musicals united in perfect Union. This carl wheel is a silver dollar last minted in 1935. Slim wallet holds bills under a spring clip and card area has “loose leaf” feature with size adjustment. Silver dollar is permanently attached to the cover. Of English Morocco leather, it is suitable for men or women. $5.95 ppd. Peachtree Coin Shop, Inc., HG12, 112½ Forsythe St., Atlanta, Ga. 30303.

CLASSIC CROSSES
Old interpretations of the Christian symbol reproduced by hand in sterling silver to capture all the delicate detail of the originals. A, Florentine; B, English; C, French; D, Cellini. With sterling chain, $4.95 ea. for $18.14k gold, $30 ea. Ppd. tax incl. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 50 Delaney St., New York 10002.

PROTECT YOUR CHINA
with Dustproof PLATE MATE Cases
Always keep your china clean, ready to use without the time consuming task of dusting, dusting, dusting. Lean the plates, dishes, chinaware on the sturdy plastic Plate Mate Case and let it do the work for you! It’s automatic, worry-free, dustless. Perfect for every room, in every size. Plate Mate Cases come in 4 sizes and in a wide variety of colors. With Pick, Turquoise, White, Gold.

FREE! MATCHING 6-CUP CASE Complete set, including 6-cup case, only.

$4.95

Write for our FREE CATALOG

RMS Designs
315 N. Desplaines
Chicago, II. 60666

HOUSE & GARDEN
**Gifts**

Satisfaction guaranteed.

**Shopping Around**

**Timeless trees**

Little table top Christmas trees that may be used year after year as part of your Christmas decorations. The trees are natural pine green with glitter and colored balls and mounted in a golden urn. Choose gold and red or blue and green color scheme. 15", $5.95; 18", $7.95. Add 55¢ post. A & A Creations, HG12, Box 11, Prince Street Sta., N. Y. 10012.

**Ring of flowers**

Hand-made beauty from exotic Thailand has colorful porcelain enamel flowers against a white background. A lovely adornment for picnic or ring finger, formal or informal occasions. Send ring size. Sterling, $5 ea., or golden bronze, $5.50. Pdp. and gift wrapped, air mailed in time for Xmas. Lions, Dept. 65E, 260 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10001.

**Double duty cache**

Fine grained walnut with hand-rubbed finish for a box to hold cleansing tissues at the ready on dresser or bedside table. Takes standard tissue box. A secret drawer in the base pulls out, stashes cash or jewelry safely. Fine for travel or office, too. $6.95 ppd. Downs & Co., HG12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

**Prosperous pussy**

The Aztec cat of prosperity, looking healthy, wealthy and wise, is handmade in Mexico by Indian potters. Fashioned from clay in the primitive method used for centuries and shaped with a wooden paddle, this canny cat is hand-painted in muted tones. 6" long and 4" high. $3.95 postpaid. Imported by Gerard, HG12, 333 E. 50th St., New York 10022.

**A HAPPY CHRISTMAS CHOICE**

The TOUR-MATE is a quality ready hand bag in excellent taste—most adaptable any time. It is especially made and finished in "British Leather" and has been designed for comfort. It has two large pockets outside, a separate zippered inside compartment as well as the special "security" pocket for passports, visas, International Health Cards, etc., when you travel abroad. Made especially for Jon Roy and comparison-shopped for real values at $5.00 plus local shipping. BOSTON HOUSE, Dept. HG112, 30 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

**CHECK THAT DRESS!!**

An easy-wear, easy-care shift fashioned in washable Estron acetate—wear it with-or-without the self-belt! Black 'n' white or cranberry 'n' white checks trimmed with contrast edging around the Henley neckline and short sleeves. Sizes 10 to 20 and 14½ to 24½

*Hilcrest House*

Dept. HG-10, Box #151
Scranton, Pennsylvania

**FAMOUS OLD TRAIN PLAQUES**

Hand-painted in wine, rich color of 1½" thick antique wood. Great for railroad buffs, guest rooms, office, cab or game room. Hanger attached. (8" x 4 ½") plaques of TIGER TRAIN (top) and CAMDEN RAILROAD (bot.) only $6.95 each plus 50¢ s&h. Sold separately. 3 ½" tall. Important: See the GEN'L WASH, and JUSTER and OHNIY CLUSTER. Order 10th or antique drawer in red, white and blue. These are made especially for you. Send $5.95 each plus 75¢ s&h. SI.95 PP.

**OLD TIME MECHANICAL BANKS**

Put a penny in the dog's mouth and watch him jump through the hoop and drop the coin in the barrel. A faithful working copy of the original, the TRICK DOG BANK (above) Is gaily painted in muted tones. 6" long and 4" high, $3.95 postpaid. Importers of Schillaci's fine cast plaques of the GEN'L WASHINGTON (right) and the Hoop and ELEPHANT BANK (not shown) each crafted life when cash is placed in proper position. $9.95 plus $1 PP.

**COLORFUL BATH PILLOW**

Luxuriously designed for comfort and relaxation during milady's bath time . . . colorful soft sponge shaped into an elegant rose. A comfortable "kiss" in German. Fits in tub with extra strong suction cup. Available in pastel pink or blue. Highlights any bathroom decor. Ideal for party gifts. $1.98 ea. please add 35¢ for postage.

**FREE CATALOG OF GIFTS**

$1.50 PP.

**WATCH THE DOG JUMP**

Over 100 years old. We re finishing them in antique red or antique green with antique white. Very interesting and attractive sizes vary, but average about 40 in. x 40 in. Supply limited. $40. You pay transportation.

**GARDEN FAUCET**

Garden Faucet fits standard 3/4" in. water pipe and is cast polished brass. $12.95 postpaid.

**COLORFUL BATH PILLOW**

Luxuriously designed for comfort and relaxation during milady's bath time . . . colorful soft sponge shaped into an elegant rose. A comfortable "kiss" in German. Fits in tub with extra strong suction cup. Available in pastel pink or blue. Highlights any bathroom decor. Ideal for party gifts. $1.98 ea. please add 35¢ for postage.

**FREE CATALOG OF GIFTS**

$1.50 PP.

**WATCH THE DOG JUMP**

Over 100 years old. We re finishing them in antique red or antique green with antique white. Very interesting and attractive sizes vary, but average about 40 in. x 40 in. Supply limited. $40. You pay transportation.

**GARDEN FAUCET**

Garden Faucet fits standard 3/4" in. water pipe and is cast polished brass. $12.95 postpaid.

**FREE CATALOG OF GIFTS**

$1.50 PP.

**WATCH THE DOG JUMP**

Over 100 years old. We re finishing them in antique red or antique green with antique white. Very interesting and attractive sizes vary, but average about 40 in. x 40 in. Supply limited. $40. You pay transportation.

**GARDEN FAUCET**

Garden Faucet fits standard 3/4" in. water pipe and is cast polished brass. $12.95 postpaid.

**FREE CATALOG OF GIFTS**

$1.50 PP.
**Coat of Arms Research Report**

A unique service for those who wish to see the coat of arms recorded for their family name. The Research Report-service consists of the findings of the research department's investigation of the name submitted. This includes the heraldic description and the series of armorial bearings which make up the comprehensive drawing, which indicates the arms and illustrates the changes on the shield. The complementary material outlines the heraldic references of the name's heraldic history. For this service there is a fee of $3.00 which will be credited on any order of $25.00 or more. (No additional charge if you care not to order elsewhere.) Please allow the customary 6 week delivery time.

SANSON INSTITUTE
Dept. 2061
324 Sumner St., Boston, Mass.

**Merry and Melodies**

A Partridge in the Pear Tree sits in a golden cage to sing (via a concealed music box) "The Twelve Days of Christmas". Metal cage with colorful Christmas balls and velvet ribbons. You pull the glitttering ball at bottom to start the music. Will make a bright season even more festive. 12" long. $9.95 includes mailing.

Jeppy, Inc. (OH-3)

**Jeredit Manor**

P. O. Box 130
Nyack, New York

**Special Offer 100% Human Hair Wig 39.75**

Superbly crafted of select 100% Human Hair. You'll love its soft, silky texture and its ready adaptability to hold any hair style. Send a lack of your hair... or request your color preference. Send M.O. for 39.75 or 5.00 deposit and balance COD. In Ohio, add 3% tax of 1.79.

Wigs International of America
Wholesale Branch
Sherritt Columbus Hotel, 40 N. 3rd St.
Columbus, Ohio

**TUFFY FLUFFS**

Three spacious zippered compartments come in THREE stylish shades. A creative delight; possibilities unlimited. Handmade personal gift frivouls. Dress up their gala — from the kitchen of Kay Lindsey.

**FREE "NOTE-FINDER"**

Guides Fingers to Play Real Tunes First Day

NOW you can learn Piano, Guitar, Accordion -choice of 11 Instruments. You'll send for your famous PIANO "Note-Finder" FREE. Imagine the thrill when you play real music by note—even if you don't know a single note now. You'll also receive a FREE BOOK describing wonderful proven Course that has you playing actual tunes right from the first lesson. Fill in and mail coupon to:

U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Port Washington, L.I.

FREE "NOTE-FINDER"

Please send me free "Note-Finder" and 8-page Illustrated Book. No obligation. No salesman will call.

Name (Please print)

Address

City State Zip

In the U.S. only. INSTRUMENT I AM INTERESTED IN

**FREE "NOTE-FINDER"**

Guides Fingers to Play Real Tunes First Day

NOW you can learn Piano, Guitar, Accordion -choice of 11 Instruments. You'll send for your famous PIANO "Note-Finder" FREE. Imagine the thrill when you play real music by note—even if you don't know a single note now. You'll also receive a FREE BOOK describing wonderful proven Course that has you playing actual tunes right from the first lesson. Fill in and mail coupon to:

U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Port Washington, L.I.
New York 11050 (Est. 1902)

FREE "NOTE-FINDER"

Please send me free "Note-Finder" and 8-page Illustrated Book. No obligation. No salesman will call.

Name (Please print)

Address

City State Zip

In the U.S. only. INSTRUMENT I AM INTERESTED IN

**Make Your Own Decorator Candles**

A creative delicacy; possibilities unlimited. Here's the modern method of candlemaking. No heating. No melting. With the CANDLE KIT you can make 12 original, beautifully designed candles for table, mantle, parties, unique gifts. Kit includes emerald glass holder, wick, wickholders and enough Paraffin Flakes to make up to a dozen candles of your own design. Only $2.00. Check or money order, Prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**HARWICK SPECIALTIES CO.**
P.O. Box 316
Wickiffe, Ohio 44092

**Glove in hand**

Gloves made of deerskin—because they are flaxering, easy to care for, and so very soft. Washing never makes them stiff or hard. Finished with a slip stitch, the gloves come in white, black, beige or chocolate-carmen. Sizes: 6 to 8½ $2.99. Add 20c post.

Here's How Co., HG12, 59 Tce St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11801

Timed extension cord

Turn of garage light, bedroom lamps, electric blankets, automatically. Plug them into this triple outlet. Control one, two or three appliances or lights. Dial time period from one to four hours. Automatic switch turns electricity off when time's up. $6.95; two, $13.50. Add 50c post. ea. John Boston, Esq., HG12, 31 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181

**Salad!**

Queenly goblets, elegant and regal, the wonderful artistry of skilled Spanish silversmiths who hand-finished silver today much as their craftsmen forbears did centuries ago. For liqueurs or wine, these intricately patterned bases in the Ferdinand and Isabella pattern. The set of four, $14.95 ppd. Park Galleries, HG12, 103 Park Ave., New York 10017

**Label it**

If you put up your own fruit preserves, relishes or pickles for gift giving, dress up their glass containers. Handsome personalized labels printed with the cook's name and a charming design of an old-fashioned stove or mixing bowl. 500 black and white or 250 gold $2.99. Bruce Bolind, HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80301
All year beauty bath

Now feathered friends can bathe through all types of weather in an electrically warmed bath. Electric element fastens safely to underside of the green aluminum bowl. Wired for 120 V current. Turns on at 36 degrees, off at 58. Good to 20 below zero. 20½" by 24½" by 30" stand. Hose, stakes incl. 625 ppd. Downs & Co., HG 12, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Uprising shelf

A trio of feathers forms the base of this handsome shelf to hold a figurine or a pair. Use a pair for small bouquets or plants. 10½" w., 10" h., 6" d. Reinforced Hydrocal finished in French mahogany, antique white or pumice. $6.95 ea. ppd. Gold, $7.95. 200-color catalog of sculpture and accessories, $1. Sculpture Co., HG 12, Box 114, Niles, Ill. 60648.

The right number

Never out of order, miniature Frenchified telephone gives your cigarette the light every time; receiver hides a lighter, base stores the smokes. Bone white finish, brass fittings. This charmer’s truly a conversation piece. $5.95 plus 50c post. Calhoun’s, HG 12, 800 White Bear Avenue North, St. Paul, Minn. 55106.

Thai treasures


Carved from Solid Elephant-Tusk Ivory

Splitting an ivory tusk is somewhat similar to breaking a diamond—it must be done just right or the tusk will powder. The skilled carver that tools these elephant imported elephants first splits the tusk, then carves these amazingly detailed miniatures and polishes them, by hand, until they take on a nice patina. A discerning gift in limited quantity whose value and appearance are enhanced as time goes by. These are really little gems. Cufflinks and tie bar set, in suede pouch, are a fine value for $5.95 ppd.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**A HANDSOME GIFT FOR A LIMITED FEW**

Heavy Ivory Cufflink Set

Meet the Harlequins! Smart Wall Plaques

95c a pr.

7" x 27" panels in rich wood finish

Also Chinese Man/Woman (heads), 9.95 pair Polynesian Dancers, 9.95 pair Chessmen (SET OF 3), 9.95 set Native Heads, 4.10 pair Send 10c for catalog showing over forty other decorator wall plaques, ideal for decorating and gift-giving. Postage prepaid. No COD’s please.

GAVERLY WALL PLAQUE CO. Dept. HG-512
222 Richmond St., El Segundo, Calif.

**RALLY THE Bogle's Round**

Blowin' Rebel Music Box Lighter

Join the TROOPS to the wildest sides of Dixie each time you light up..Send 10c for catalog showing over forty other decorator wall plaques, ideal for decorating and gift-giving. Postage prepaid. No COD’s please.

THE HOUSE OF BEAUREGARD
P. O. Box 4271 Dept. H
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

**Spanish Calling Bell**

$6.98

What a charming way for your guests to announce their arrival! Lovely hanging outside front door... on a rustic brick patio wall... near a garden... or maybe for a Spanish flavor! Hand wrought in black iron with scrollwork detail, and topped with a charming silhouette. Intricately twisted metal pull chain rings the solid brass bell with a melody of old world sound. 20½" long. Completely weatherproof! Elephant? $5.98. 10c shipping charge. Write for FREE Gift Catalog. Please include your Zip Code

**NO-SLIP ICE CARPET**

Prevents Costly Accidents

No more painful injuries and costly medical bills from falls on steps covered with ice and snow. Just roll out this amazing Ice Carpet that gives sure footing; stays in place as ice melts. Will last for several seasons. Ends shoveling—eliminates sand, salt and chemicals. 12 ft. long, 2 ft. wide. Stitch several together if longer carpet is desired.

Order No. 4703 $7.95; 2 for $17.75 Ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual gift items. Please include your zip code.

**NO-SLIP ICE CARPET**

Prevents Costly Accidents

No more painful injuries and costly medical bills from falls on steps covered with ice and snow. Just roll out this amazing Ice Carpet that gives sure footing; stays in place as ice melts. Will last for several seasons. Ends shoveling—eliminates sand, salt and chemicals. 12 ft. long, 2 ft. wide. Stitch several together if longer carpet is desired.

Order No. 4703 $7.95; 2 for $17.75 Ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual gift items. Please include your zip code.

**DO YOU WORK WITH COLD FEET?**

Now at last a new modern, low-priced electric foot warmer that will keep you healthy, happy and comfortable.

HELP PREVENT COLDS WITH... ELECTRO-MAT

No more cold feet... Keeps your feet and ankles comfortably warm. The Electro Mat is made of leaded teakwood covered with rich gold leaf. The Buddhas range between 7" and 10". $25. Inscribed with prayers, $35. Ppd. Free catalogue. Aladdin House Ltd., HG-12, 520 Fifth Ave., New York 10036.

**CARVED FROM SOLID ELEPHANT-TUSK IVORY**

Spilling an ivory tusk is somewhat similar to breaking a diamond—it must be done just right or the tusk will powder. The skilled carver that tools these imported elephants first splits the tusk, then carves these amazingly detailed miniatures and polishes them, by hand, until they take on a nice patina. A discerning gift in limited quantity whose value and appearance are enhanced as time goes by. These are really little gems. Cufflinks and tie bar set, in suede pouch, are a fine value for $5.95 ppd.

**MADISON GALLERIES**, Dept. H, G-12, 122 East 42nd Street, N.Y. 17
MAKE THEM YOURSELF WITH STAINED CASTOGLAS

Have hours of creative fun making these colorful fish, mermaid and butterfly designs... or design your own originals. We supply all needed materials and complete illustrated instructions. Kit includes fish and mermaid designs in 6 colors and butterfly design in 4. Also in 2 sizes: 4" x 8" and 6" x 12". Each kit is individually self-contained and is appropriate for any of the finished items and is ready for immediate shipment. (Our finished designs and Extra Stenciling above add $2.50.) This kit also makes a wonderful gift giveaway for children or adults. Our newest kit (a) is a sure winner. $4.95 each and $4.85 a case. Send for our new Stained Glass Kit booklet today—just $1.95 ppd.

THE CASTOLITE COMPANY
Woodstock, Illinois 60098

decal EAGLES

Lithographed in rich accented gold, easy-to-apply decals have many decorating uses! True Federal period design. Sets in 4 sizes: (A) 16 decals in 5 asstd. sizes 2" to 2 1/2" across; (B) 6 of 5 1/2" size only; (C) 4 large 8 1/2" size; (D) 2 giant 12". Any set $1.75 ppd. (US, Can.; no CODs).

SEND 25c for illus. catalog.

THE CASTOLITE COMPANY

FAMOUS CARS IN MINIATURE!

Knobs made replica... The best car knobs designed to please a man. Collector's Gold Wonderland finished cast base 9" high, 11 1/2" diam. $14.95 plus 50c post. The Emporium, Dept. 1, 495 Odell Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10703.

Haf-A-Jama

Knee length flannelette's perfect for lounging and catnaps. Sanforized, color fast in it, blue or canta-loupe with contrasting piping. Ivy style, two patch pockets, rolled collar. Men, A(small) to E (large); women order by blouse size. $3.95 ea.; 2 for $7.95; 3 for $11.50. Plus 25c post. H. M. Allisco Co., Dept. CCS1, 175 Rawson Rd., Brookline, Mass. 02146

Right for recipes

When friends flatter your culinary prowess with requests for your recipes, type or write them on these file cards. Printed with "My Favorite Recipe for" and your name. Good gift for a good cook! 50 with the same name, $1; 5 different orders, $4.69. Ppd. Specify name to be printed. Handy Gifts, Dept. HG12, Box 509, Culver City, Calif. 90230

Thank you Santa

Remember last year, and the year before and the year between and all those "thank you" notes never sent? No more Christmas faux pas necessary with this charming black and white sketch with red and green trim on note paper. 30 notes and envelopes per box. $1.29 ppd. 6. $5.99. Add 29c post. Here's How Co., Inc., HG62, 59 Tec St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11801

Crystal compote

Here is the perfect accessory to the perfect ending to the perfect meal! A clear crystal fluted bowl imported from Holland with a 22k gold design fused into the crystal, could be the gift for any hostess. Bowl is mounted on satin gold-finished cast base, 9" high, 11 1/2" diam. $14.95 plus 50c post. The Emporium, Dept. 1, 495 Odell Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10703

Mone Back Guarantee

BETTER SLEEP

ANTI-WRINKLE Beauty Pillow

New marvelously comfortable "T" shaped Ferris Beauty Pillow supports head and temple... cushions eyes, hair, and collar bone... provides a feeling of luxury and comfort while promoting costly clairvoyant beauty. Good for posture, too—larger pillows encourage rounded shoulders and double chins. Adjusts for height and all sleeping positions. Men love it too. Complete with soft foam casing and 2 pink percale zipper covers, $4.99. We post postage, mail direct & ship in 4 hours.

 Crystal compote

Shopping Around

Here is the perfect accessory to the perfect ending to the perfect meal! A clear crystal fluted bowl imported from Holland with a 22k gold design fused into the crystal, could be the gift for any hostess. Bowl is mounted on satin gold-finished cast base, 9" high, 11 1/2" diam. $14.95 plus 50c post. The Emporium, Dept. 1, 495 Odell Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10703.

Haf-A-Jama

Knee length flannelette's perfect for lounging and catnaps. Sanforized, color fast in it, blue or can-ta-loupe with contrasting piping. Ivy style, two patch pockets, rolled collar. Men, A(small) to E (large); women order by blouse size. $3.95 ea.; 2 for $7.95; 3 for $11.50. Plus 25c post. H. M. Allisco Co., Dept. CCS1, 175 Rawson Rd., Brookline, Mass. 02146

Right for recipes

When friends flatter your culinary prowess with requests for your recipes, type or write them on these file cards. Printed with "My Favorite Recipe for" and your name. Good gift for a good cook! 50 with the same name, $1; 5 different orders, $4.69. Ppd. Specify name to be printed. Handy Gifts, Dept. HG12, Box 509, Culver City, Calif. 90230

Thank you Santa

Remember last year, and the year before and the year between and all those "thank you" notes never sent? No more Christmas faux pas necessary with this charming black and white sketch with red and green trim on note paper. 30 notes and envelopes per box. $1.29 ppd. 6. $5.99. Add 29c post. Here's How Co., Inc., HG62, 59 Tec St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11801

Crystal compote

Here is the perfect accessory to the perfect ending to the perfect meal! A clear crystal fluted bowl imported from Holland with a 22k gold design fused into the crystal, could be the gift for any hostess. Bowl is mounted on satin gold-finished cast base, 9" high, 11 1/2" diam. $14.95 plus 50c post. The Emporium, Dept. 1, 495 Odell Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10703.
How to make good, old-fashioned eggnog the first time you try
(Use gold Puerto Rico rum and follow one of the recipes below)

If you really want to delight your friends with a Christmas eggnog, make it with rum. There's plenty of precedent. After all, this Early American merry cup started with rum. Today, the grand tradition continues—but with a notable improvement: gold or amber Puerto Rican rums. They refuse to be subdued in an eggnog. The reason: all Puerto Rican rums are distilled at high proof and aged in oak. This is the law in Puerto Rico.

Here are two great recipes for a traditional eggnog. Use the one that suits your own tempo and taste.


Quick recipe. Add 12 oz. gold or amber Puerto Rican rum to 1 qt. eggnog mix from your dairy. Fold in 1 cup whipped cream. Chill. Dust with nutmeg. Serves 12.

FREE BOOKLET! 31 rum drink recipes. Write: Puerto Rico Rum Recipe Booklet, 566 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019.
You'd be surprised what a tuxedo can do for a roast beef.

What happens is this: make a dinner party formal and the women get all dressed up and look gorgeous and the men don their tuxedos which brings out all the gallantry that's been lying dormant all these years and the cocktails and the candles and conversation all start to take on more meaning and all the little criticisms you never remembered until it was too late are on the tip of your tongue and you start really tasting the wine and the flirtations become a little more dangerous and the roast beef melts in your mouth.
Traditions are like musical phrases in an intricate symphony: they come in modestly, swell to importance, fade into oblivion, and later return, often livelier than they were before.

Some of our treasured Christmas traditions are older than Christianity. Lights, certainly, and Christmas greenery. (The Church was not at all pleased when early Christians first decked their houses for Christmas with the laurel of the Romans' Saturnalia.)

Some of our mellowest traditions are in reality young. The internationally beloved Stille Nacht was first sung less than 150 years ago. But the "first American carol," had been written all of 170 years earlier, in the language of the Huron Indians. ("Listen to the angels in the skies...Mary has borne the Great Spirit, as they foretell.")

Some traditions, fading in one land, take root and flourish in another. Today we think of the Twelfth Night "King's Cake" (see page 158) as Mexican. But it was baked in France and England, too. At times the baked-in prize was a coin instead of a babe. Or there were two prizes, a bean and a pea, as Robert Herrick explained in his seventeenth-century account of an English Twelfth Night: "Now, now the mirth comes/With the cake full of plums/Where Bean's the King of the sport here,/Beside we must know,/The Pea also/Must revell, as Queen, in the Court here."

Some of the oldest and merriest Christmas traditions, having become a bit too merry, were abolished centuries ago. Dancing in the church, usually by altar boys, although it continued long after the Middle Ages, had been banned as early as the sixth century. The endearing Feast of the Ass commemorating the Flight into Egypt eventually degenerated from a solemn church ceremony into a theatrical so hilarious that it, too, was proscribed. But we can retaste its original spirit today in the revived Play of Herod (see page 184.)

Christmas itself was banned by the Puritans of Oliver Cromwell's England (mince pie they considered one of its worst abominations), and even in New England its keeping was frowned upon until well into the last century. But as wave after wave of newcomers from Germany, Ireland, Scandinavia, French Canada, and Spanish Mexico brought their own traditions over the sea or the border, the American celebration of Christmas became more widespread, more luxuriant, more varied than that of any other country in the world.

The most treasured traditions of all, perhaps, are the ones we initiate ourselves—the hour we set for opening family presents; the special spot where we always hang the mistletoe; the privilege accorded the family's youngest of putting the first ornament on the tree. The traditions that have come down to us through the centuries, revered as they may be, are enriched and refreshed by the simple rituals with which each family embellishes what a fifteenth-century monk described as "the great myrth and melody" of Christmas.
An interview with the DUCHESS OF BEDFORD

The rich and enduring traditions of Christmas are joyously observed at Woburn Abbey on Christmas Eve when the dining room glows with all the remembered delights of candles and tinsel, holly and red ribbon, presents, Christmas trees, and a crèche. The home of the Dukes of Bedford, Woburn Abbey is one of England’s finest houses, and contains a magnificent art collection, including the biggest and best assemblage of Canaletto paintings in the world. House and grounds are open to the public all year. Their size and splendor are hard to exaggerate — so are the vitality and charm of the Duke and Duchess.

"First of all," the Duchess told House & Garden, "people don't really understand a place like this. It is so hard for them to remember that this is a private house. It is our home. Christmas is a madhouse here. It takes tremendous organization. I have seven children, my husband, and two daughters-in-law. (Continued)
They each have a big present, something they want or need. Then they have—oh, twenty or more little presents for fun. I go to idiotic lengths with presents. You simply can’t shop at Christmas, so I buy my presents all year-round. I have a great big cupboard which slowly fills up. Whenever I see anything I adore, I buy it for Christmas. Sometimes it is difficult to give things away.

“Four or five days before Christmas I start wrapping. My maid helps. She is marvelous with ribbons and bows. And the children help, too, wrapping each other’s presents. They try and bribe each other to tell what they are going to get. Besides the children we always have other members of the family and a few strangers—people who have to spend Christmas away from their own countries. All these people have to have presents. Then there are the staff. They have their own Christmas tree, and I try to get each of them something personal.

“The decorations have to be started about three days before. It is easier for us in some ways than it is for most people; we have a full-time carpenter and electrician. Still I have to design and supervise everything. The crib we did last year I sketched out on paper, measurements and everything, but when it was done, it was far too neat and boxlike. So I fetched twigs and bark. We plaited twigs to cover the roof and nailed bark to the sides until none of the plywood was showing. Then I cut the piece of red glass that you see at the back into the shape of a star. For windows on each side I took kitchen foil and covered it with thin tracing paper, and put them in frames of plaited twigs. The rocks in the front are quartz and amethyst. I found them in a jeweler’s store in Hatton Garden [London’s main gem market] where they looked at me as though I were a nut—well, I guess I am.

The figures, of course, are the best part. You would never believe they are made of bread. They come from Ecuador. A friend there got them for me. The colors are beautiful, and the decoration is exquisite. The year before we had Mexican figures. I try to do a different thing every year. Afterwards I give them to the vicar for the church.

“I made the cross on top with things from Woolworth’s. I got their tiny colored lights, and the little birds they sell, and put them all together, sticking them at the back with Scotch tape. On each side of the crib is a Christmas tree. Under and around the crib we put most of the presents. Others have to go on the sideboards which we decorate quite simply with holly, tied with red bows, in the silver ice buckets. The center of the table is a bed of holly, tied with red and gold ribbons. I bury crackers [snappers in the United States] in it, and cut the ends that stick out in the shape of flowers. The only light is candles: fifty-six of them.

“The program for Christmas really starts at about six o’clock on Christmas Eve. The children from the village come in and ring hand-bells, playing carols. We give them refreshments. Then the choir comes and we have carols in the West Hall, with big log fires, and more refreshments. At eight o’clock the party in the house goes upstairs to change, and about nine-thirty we meet in the drawing room for champagne before dinner.”

For the Duchess’ dinner menu see the Holiday Party Cook Book, page 192.
H&G's special collection of candy ornaments include some you can buy and some you can make yourself.

Candy has a wealth of happy connotations for us: holiday, party, treat, reward, luxury. Who does not remember from childhood the very special excitement stirred by candy canes, ribbon candy, the rock candy mountain? To decorate your house this Christmas, H&G has created a marvelous collection of ornaments inspired by the old-fashioned candies everybody loves. And to top them off, we have designed whimsical objets d'art of real candy which you can put together yourself. Two types of baubles make up the ornament collection. One is a sheet of flexible vinyl striped with ribbon candy motifs which you can use as is to cover a table, cut into smaller pieces for runners or place mats, or slice into candy-width strips to use as festoons or streamers. The other type is of rigid vinyl—separate shapes resembling, in giant scale, the mosaic candies in which the colored pattern runs clear through. Some of these rounds and polygons are large enough to use for place mats; some are small enough for coasters or, with a hole punched through and a string attached, to hang on a tree, in a window, or a chandelier. Both types are screen printed on a clear background in two color palettes—one predominantly pink and orange with touches of green, the other predominantly blue and green with touches of pink and yellow. Gay three-dimensional companions for these vinyl ornaments are the fruit, fauna, trees, and other decorative conceits we made variously with hard and soft, wrapped and unwrapped candies. On the next three pages you will see how happily the fake and the real go together—and on our cover you see how much zest a handful of old-fashioned sweets can add to the traditional Christmas wreath of fresh greenery.

Strips of H&G's ribbon candy decorations ripple down the chimney breast above a Victorian marble fireplace. On the mantelshelf twin urns hold topiary trees of perfectly edible hard candies in fruit shapes fixed by means of a heavy boiled icing to cones of Styrofoam. The glistening fish on the coffee table has a body of chocolate wrapped in foil, rests on a bed of rock candy. Our candy-patterned rounds of vinyl add Christmas color to the serving trays. Interior design by Rex Frey of Lord & Taylor.
SWEET CONCEITS

1 Candy obelisks star for the holidays in a tabletop composition. Styrofoam forms are covered with boiled icing, then paved with real candy easily removable by the sweet-toothed—candy stones in one case, maple sugar leaves in the other.

2 A rock-candy fountain sparkles in the center of a New Year's Eve supper table laid with place mats cut from ribbon-candy vinyl sheets. Fountain consists of a large Styrofoam cone pierced with rock candy swizzle sticks and filled out with rock candy ropes and nuggets. Under the crystal compote, a mirror edged with more nuggets doubles the fountain's shimmer.

3 Real ribbon candy piled in three stacked compotes at one end of a party buffet glistens in the light of candles protected by hurricane chimneys around which are taped pieces of ribbon-candy vinyl. A festive chandelier welcomes holiday guests in Mr. and Mrs. Moses Alexander Rubin's entrance hall. Individual candy-motif ornaments and ribbon-candy strips are attached with fine wire to the bowl-shaped ceiling fixture. Interior design by Galen Brand.

4 Fat little owls of paper-wrapped candies perch on a table in the Rubins' living room. The base of each bird is a large Styrofoam ball topped by a smaller one; U-shaped florist's fern pins hooked around the wrappers' twisted stems fix candies to base. In the windows, candy-motif ornaments.

5 Topiary trees of paper-wrapped candies grow on peppermint stalks in raffia flowerpots filled with candy pebbles. Styrofoam balls make the foliage bases; fern pins through wrappers anchor candies.

6 Candy basket woven of peppermint sticks and red licorice holds a mound of red, white, and pink candies to reward good children. At the window, candy-motif ornaments acquire translucency from the twinkling Italian tree lights.

7 Glass jars precisely lined, antipasto fashion, with rows and rows of candy stand on a large glass-topped coffee table laid with a runner of ribbon-candy-patterned vinyl. The capacious interiors of the large laboratory storage jars are stuffed with tissue paper.

8 A candy Christmas tree stands on a party buffet table and the dark wood gives an entirely different look to the ribbon-candy vinyl sheet that covers it. Coconut fruits and fondants make the tree; gumdrops make the taller tree on the table under the mirror. In both cases, the candies, most of them unwrapped, are speared to Styrofoam bases with toothpicks. Interior design by Rex Frey of Lord & Taylor.

For shopping information, see page 200.
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Another special H&G collection to bring your house into bloom for Christmas FANTASIES

A specialized and imaginative talent diverted to a new channel produced one of H&G's own collections of original Christmas decorations for 1965. We commissioned Mexican jewelry designer Humberto Arellano Garza to create for us from a traditional Mexican material—tin—a unique and captivating assembly of ornaments that would combine the exuberant gaiety of Latin-American folk art with the antique quality of tole. Eschewing the usual bright primary colors, this gifted designer used muted tones and a flat finish which, while still in keeping with Christmas, make these decorations for all seasons—and immensely adaptable: you can group them or use them individually, link many of them by means of the little decorative chains that come with them, or combine them with other ornaments or with greenery.

H&G's Mexican tole decorations fill a dining room with holiday exuberance. On the table, pineapple candleholders, large enough to hold their own with a sizable centerpiece, are supplemented by fruit decorations. Lily-studded lanterns stand on the console, and a third lantern, without a base, dangles from a pendant hooked to the curtain rod over the window. The swag ornament plus pendants and fruit decorations attached by chains embellish the garland of greens. You will find H&G's Mexican decorations at B. Altman & Co., New York; Joseph Magnin, California; Neiman-Marcus, Dallas.
You can use our gay tole doves and fruits, mirrors and pendants in dozens of different ways—to swing from light fixtures, crown doors, stand in for paintings or book ends, or give fiesta gaiety to a holiday party (see pages 158 and 159). All the hanging decorations are lightweight enough (a virtue of tin) to be supported by removable Jiffy hangers applied to the wall, and the fruits, pendants, doves, swags, and mirrors can be hitched together in multiple combinations limited only by your ingenuity.

1. A crisply contemporary light fixture transformed into a romantic chandelier by a shower of fruits and pendants hooked to the inside ring that holds the bulb socket.

2. Lighting one end of a buffet table, a lantern with tole lilies casually tucked into slots in its frame.

3. Decking a long, narrow pair of shutters, the scrolled medallion topped with a pair of doves and extended at the base with hook-on pendants, doves, and fruit.

4. Crowning a mirror, the swag supplemented by a hanging pendant and three blue-green lilies.

5. On a glass-topped coffee table, a festive cluster of dove candlesticks and a dove-and-candle centerpiece. Behind it, the three-panel screen hides an empty fireplace.


7. Brightening the setting for after-dinner coffee, a still life composed of fruit candlesticks and fruit decorations.

8. Sparkling centerpiece for a holiday supper table, three groups of fruit candlesticks and two bowls of Christmas balls on a bed of arborvitae laid on a scarlet runner.

9. Christmas replacement for a mirror over a sofa, the three-panel screen hung as if it were a painting. Fruit candlesticks liven the champagne tray; pendants and fruit are suspended from the molding of the wide doorway.

10. An overdoor (charming enough to be permanent) composed of the hanging plaque flanked by a pair of doves perched on the door frame. (For close-ups of shutters and tabletop, see 3 and 6, opposite page.)

11. On a fireplace shelf: one pineapple candlestick at each place set for a sit-on-the-floor supper; a pair of devoted doves nesting on the hearth itself; a sectional tree candelabrum hung with more doves and mirror ornaments.

12. Burst of color for Christmas Eve: on the chimney breast, a scrolled medallion hung with three long pendants and topped with a pair of doves and vivid feather-duster plumes; on the tree, more doves, more feathers (twisted into circlets) and the gifts themselves in bright wrappers. On the railing at the end of the sofa, tole fruits growing on a garland of arborvitae. Interior design of all rooms by B. Allman & Co.
Decking the house with evergreens at the time of the winter solstice is an ancient tradition—a reassuring reminder that life continues to flourish even when the soil is hard and fruitless and trees are bare. Decking the victor's head with a wreath, the laurel wreath in particular, goes back to the Romans. But the latter-day blend of these two symbols—the evergreen wreath hung on the door of the house for Christmas—appears to be a native American tradition that has now spread to all parts of the western world.

As much as we treasure tradition, however, we also delight in imaginative variation, so this year, H&G brings to the Christmas wreath a host of new ideas, some pertaining to the way it is made, some to the way it is used. Here and on the next three pages is a collection of wreaths, all created for H&G by specialists in floral design. All are wreaths you can make yourself, or have your florist make for you. Or you can adapt our designs to your own ideas. For a wreath to be made of fresh evergreens, you can shape a foundation of chicken wire, or buy a wire wreath frame from the florist, fill it with dampened moss and wrap it with polyethylene wrap. Push the stems of the evergreens through the wrap into the damp moss and they will remain green for weeks. For the base of a wreath to be made of non-perishable materials you can use the Styrofoam circles which are readily found in small and medium sizes in most parts of the country. Larger Styrofoam bases, 24 inches in diameter, are also available in kits for making wreaths of more heroic proportions.

A LUSCIOUS DELLA ROBBIA WREATH, left, makes a spectacular one-night garland for the holiday punch bowl. Flexible branches of newly cut hemlock and the stems of fresh cherries and grapes are fastened to the moss-filled wire base. The other fresh fruits are then set in place, wired wherever necessary to stabilize them. For a more permanent Della Robbia wreath, you could use artificial fruits, and to be authentically fifteenth century, you might make the wreath of laurel, either real or artificial. Designed by MacDonald Forbes.

NUTS, GRAPES, FROZEN HENS AND CHICKS, opposite page, stud the arborvitae wreath that girdles a handsome candle in Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Hammer's New York living room. Starting with the greens, everything is skewered with corsage pins to a Styrofoam base wrapped first with green velvet ribbon. Miniature wreaths circling the candleholders are made on little velvet-covered Styrofoam forms, and somewhat smaller fruits and trimmings are used to achieve the miniature effect. You could make this kind of wreath with fresh materials or artificial, or combination, depending upon which is more readily available. Designed by the Guy Butler Flower Gallery. Interior designer, Renny B. Saltzman.
1 PINE-CONE CHANDELIER reminiscent of the Scandinavian Santa Lucia wreaths sheds a holiday glow of candlelight on a library table. All the makings—Styrofoam base, pine cones, and ribbons—should first be dipped or sprayed with flameproofing liquid you can get at hardware or paint stores. Use florist’s fern pins to attach the pine cones, between them tuck candle holders from the Five and Ten. If you cannot screw a stout hook into your ceiling to hold the chandelier, you could suspend it from a planted basket hanger or from the molding of a high wide doorway. Designed by Ralph Allen. Desk and decorative accessories from Doris Dessauer.

2 LIVING SUCCULENTS in a subtle range of greens and green-blues make the noble wreath that hangs in a niche in the New York living room of architects Judith and Richard Newman. The succulents will live through the holidays, can then be separated and potted. U-shaped fern pins are used to attach each of the tiny-rooted plants to well-moistened moss in a wire frame, left uncovered. Designed by Ellen Sheridan.

3 TISSUE-PAPER WREATHS in a rainbow of hues hang in Christmas-tree formation over Mr. and Mrs. Newman’s Victorian marble fireplace. The paper is cut and folded into multi-layered wedges, then threaded onto a wire and ruffled open. (For complete directions, see page 209.) The finished wreaths are so light they hang securely on straight pins driven into the brick mortar. Tissue paper by Norcross.

4 FRAGRANT WREATHS of DRIED HERBS combined with other dried materials make a festive addition to the planning corner of a kitchen. The Styrofoam base is covered with beige velvet ribbon and backed with a ruching to match. Wheat, pine cones, and seed pods help to give shape and additional dimension to the potpourri of herbs—dill, thyme, mustard, sage, bay leaves, and such. (If you can’t grow and dry your own, you can buy them in bunches from Italian or Syrian grocers.) Designed by Stephen Barany.

5 A TRIO OF EVGREEN WREATHS on the inside of a front door conveys good cheer to departing guests. The varying sizes of the circles and strong vertical of the ribbons accent the vari-sized door panels much more effectively than a single wreath, and the mixture of greens provides interesting shadings, texture, and fragrance. Designed and made by Stephen Barany.

6 NOSEGAYS OF TISSUE PAPER in glowing Mexican fiesta colors ring an entrance hall mirror, brighten the paneled wall behind. A single hoop of wire is all the base needed for these (for complete directions, see page 209), and the wreath may be hung by two nylon lines from the picture molding. Tissue paper by Norcross.

7 LOLLIPOPS, DOLLS, AND LITTLE TOYS turn glittery fake wreaths into supplements for the children’s Christmas stockings. You can make the wreaths from a kit (see page 209); the removable gift-ornaments you provide yourself. Bows by Tie-Tie. Stove and furniture from Doris Dessauer.

For shopping information, please turn to page 200.
Cookie baking in many homes is a joyous and fragrant pre-Christmas tradition. It can also be an art—a status officially recognized this year by the annual Christmas show at New York’s Museum of Contemporary Crafts. For over two years the museum’s staff has been tracking down the leads that enabled them to assemble well over a hundred decorative cookies, astonishing in their charm and variety. Some were baked to be eaten; others, often shaped in intricately carved antique wood molds, are inedible compositions designed solely to decorate or amuse. In Europe and South America, where some of the exhibits originated, cookies are part of a rich folklore, and cookie baking is an ancient folk art. The majority of the museum’s prizes, however, are the happy experiments of Americans who baked them just for fun, modeling their creations from gingerbread or sugar-cookie dough as if it were sculptor’s clay. But edible or inedible, all the cookies in the show contain a leavening of imagination which may inspire you with an irresistible urge to roll out the dough and try your own hand at this engaging art. If your results look too good to eat, you can save them for holidays to come by packing them in popcorn or paper and moth balls. Or, if they are made from non-fat dough, you can lacquer them to use as year-round ornaments.

1 “Stained glass” 12-inch cookie with hanger, made of twisted dough that forms the “leading” and sour balls or other bright-colored hard candies that fill the spaces and melt as the cookie bakes. By Ilse Johnson.
2 Big ferocious lion, 13 inches long, cut with knife from ginger dough and outlined with yellow icing. Eyes, nose, toes are chocolate. By Ford Ruthling.
3 Gingerbread cookie face, 7 inches from cap’s pompon to bottom of beard, modeled from dough by Daniel Rhodes.
4 Gothic baby in swaddling clothes, 11 inches tall, made by pressing firm dough into a wood mold at right, dusted first with cornstarch for easy removal. By Mary Walton.
5 St. Francis surrounded by tiny animals and birds under flowering trees, modeled of dough and mounted on 23½-by-20-inch board covered with paper and chicken wire. By Ruth Lanier.
6 Flower-encrusted llama, 9 by 11 inches, from Ecuador. Lacquered figures like this are cut from salt bread dough, sculptured (even petals and straps are colored dough laid on with a needle), and baked in beehive ovens for All Soul’s Day. A Vivian Burns import.
7 Sugar cookie sun face, 9 inches, with blanched and unblanched almonds, silver shot candies. By Ilse Johnson.
8 Sunflower face with petals of light dough stuck with milk on 3-inch ginger square. By Corinne Colquhoun.
9 Blue and white angel, 10½ inches tall, cut from ginger dough, decorated with confectioners’ sugar and vegetable coloring. By Ilse Johnson.
10 Angel with tulips made in 10-inch German mold and adorned with non-edible pastel water colors and narrow paper edging. By Mary Walton.
11 Crowned 18-inch Christmas cookie from antique Bavarian mold. By Herman Müller of Munich.

12 Miniature tabletop, 4 by 3 inches, its checked cloth set with dainty fork, plate, corn on the cob, roll, peas. By Corinne Colquhoun.

13 Beaming 10½-inch sun face of gingerbread dough with sugar cookie features, white sprinkle candies and silver shot. By Corinne Colquhoun.

14 Handsome highwayman from mold, 8 by 8 inches, enhanced with gay non-edible water colors. By Mary Walton.

15 Street scene with houses, people, car, button-wheeled baby carriage; 18 by 14 inches. By Ruth Lanier.

A catalogue with cookie folklore and recipes is available for $1.25 from the Museum of Contemporary Crafts, 29 West 53rd St., New York, N.Y., 10019.
SHINING SHORT CUTS
for wrapping your gifts

Even if pleating paper and tying bows is not the thing you do best, you can turn out enticingly packaged gifts with this year's array of festive containers to which you add your own personal touches of elegance or whimsey.

1 Bright and festive boxes printed with multicolored kaleidoscope motifs will accommodate a variety of hard or soft and foldable objects. To the largest box we added multicolored foil ribbon, weaving it through strategic slits in the box top. We gave a flowerlike quality to the design on the orange box by adding paper petals inserted through slits in the box top and taped to the underside. To the smallest box we glued a generous handful of faceted "jewels" from the Five and Ten. Collapsible boxes come in a set of four.

2 "Snap-wraps" shape up in seconds, welcome odd-shaped gifts, lend themselves to all kinds of bedecking. A set of four comes with tissue paper, ribbons, and tags.

3 Marbleized paper-covered boxes, sturdy enough to save for storage, take on a holiday glow when treated to paste-on gift paper ornaments. We chose golden paper sunbursts for the rectangular box, Father Christmas and a gilt snowflake for the oval, a Victorian dancing lady and gilt butterflies for the round. Boxes come in nests of the same shape—round, oval, or rectangular.

4 Long, shallow boxes, great for gloves and ties, present bright surfaces for scattered appliqués of diamonds, snowflakes, holly leaves. For extra pizzazz you might spray the motifs as we did, with silver, gold, or snow. Kit of four boxes in four colors includes gummed appliqués, tissue paper. Another kit contains three cans of fast-drying spray-on glitter.

5 A shopping bag stuffed with packages wrapped to match is an engaging and practical way to present a Christmas dinner guest (grandmother, cousin Edna, or the student nurse from Brazil) with gifts from everyone in the family. We added a binding of red tissue paper to the bag in mattress-ticking stripes, wrapped one of the gifts in red tissue, finished another with a spray of tinsel, threw in a hint of red and white tissue for good measure.

6 A cane-patterned bag bearing gifts wrapped in cane-patterned paper might be placed under the tree for a man guest. Extra touches: one package wrapped in silver foil; a home-lettered label trimmed with gold paper braid; a gold paper quill.

7 A tower of little boxes, each covered with a different Japanese paper, might enclose a series of small gifts destined for one lucky person, in which case you could bind them together with foil ribbon and top with a pre-tied bow. They come in a nest of ten.

8 Gaudy colored tins printed with fleur-de-lis paper, toys. Lined with bubble wrap paper, it comes collapsed.

9 Saucy Saratoga trunk of corrugated cardboard is sturdy enough, large enough (10 by 12 inches by 15 inches deep) for small appliances, toys. Lined with fleur-de-lis paper, it comes collapsed.

10 Gaudy colored tins printed with lacy black frame for your own handwritten labels make stout containers for candies, cookies, anything perishable. We added a pair of shiny tassels plus a tiny Christmas ball to the orange tin. We glued to the lid of the mauve tin a paper honeycomb ball (and carefully cushioned the jar of honey with protective Bubble Wrap paper), and topped the azalea tin with a Japanese paper nest of Christmas balls. On the green tin, we ringed the label space with glued-on Christmas balls, completely covered the lid with matching balls, and crowned it with a fountain—an upturned tassel, spread open, topped with a ball.
Four holiday parties to
give tradition a
new sparkle

The traditions of Christmas are uncountable, and almost any of them could spark a party. But it is the imaginative little changes and flourishes made with each repetition that keeps a tradition alive. A party based on a tried-and-true theme is the warmer, the merrier, for the addition of an unfamiliar twist, while the rituals of other times, other lands offer the prospect of parties that are both truly traditional and refreshingly new. Whether you are planning a late-evening gala for adults or an early-hour feast for three generations, you can assure its liveliness by taking a fresh tack. You might begin with a very special kind of decoration—or motif or color—and let it ordain either the menu itself or the way you present the food. You might start with one spectacular dish and proceed from there. Or you might plan your party around an activity—dancing, or music-making, or a traditional Christmas game—and let the nature of the frolic be your guide. Starting here are complete plans for four Christmas parties, each inspired by a different idea. H&G’s Christmas ornaments set the scene for two of them, and in our Holiday Party Cook Book, see page 187, you will find the menus for all four—plus ideas for their presentation.

Christmas dinner:
a candy fantasy

Candy, the delight of all ages, is the sweet-tooth theme for a family dinner party at Mr. and Mrs. Renny B. Saltzman’s. Star of the show is a spectacular centerpiece built of nothing more esoteric than a peck of candy canes, some lollipops, and an armature. The armature, in this case, is a gilt and crystal epergne, its center bowl heaped with a beautiful coxcomb of canes anchored in Styrofoam, its little flower holders filled with lollipops. More candy canes are hung like orderly coat hangers around the collar that supports the vases. Since epergnes differ, you may have to devise different ways to hang and plant your sweets, but you will have no difficulty with the little strawberry bouquets tucked into the napkins. Each consists of an egg-size piece of Styrofoam covered with paper-wrapped strawberry candies anchored by florist’s fern pins (piercing their wrappers) and sprigged with artificial leaves. Looking almost as edible, the place mats are the largest of H&G’s candy inspired collection of ornaments (see page 140), and the window plaques are a cross-section of smaller sizes. Made of infinitely sounder stuff than candy are the Richard-Ginori china, Wallace sterling, and Belgian linen by Matouk. For shopping information, turn to page 200.
Twelfth night party, north of the Rio Grande

In commemoration of the frankincense, gold, and myrrh-bearing Magi, Twelfth night in Mexico is called Día de los Reyes—the Day of the Kings. It is a gift-giving day (not much gold, but lots of toys), a party-giving day, and an inspired time (January 6) to entertain traditionally, yet differently. For a north-of-the-border party, H&G has devised a fête around the delightful decorations designed for us by Humberto Arellano Garza (see page 144), plus an extraordinary menu, and the Mexican dessert known as Rosca de Reyes—king’s cake. In this luscious concoction a tiny china figure of the Holy Infant is hidden away as a prize, and tradition has it that the finder must give a party on February 2—poetic justice in the Mexican manner. On the firelit table, above, the king’s cake is watched over by Liautaud’s sculpture in iron (La Sirene, a voodoo sea goddess) supplemented for the occasion by H&G’s pagoda-like Mexican lanterns decked with tin flowers. Lacking Sirene, you could hang the lanterns just as elegantly around a mirror or a large painting.
In the window, like a pear tree with a partridge, H&G's Mexican three-section candelabrum, hung with our Mexican dove and mirrors, sits in a bower of ferns, ivy, and cachepots planted with African-violets (a gentle change from the lordly poinsettia). On the table, our four-dove candlestick centerpiece has grown a little garden of flowers borrowed from our Mexican lanterns, opposite page. Oval pottery plates on oval stainless steel service plates make a pleasant elliptical change in tableware shapes, as do square tiles used for butter plates. Dansk stainless flatware, Fraser's service plates. For shopping information, turn to page 200.

Twelfth nighters help themselves, buffet-fashion, to Pollo Mestizo—chicken and sausages mulled in pineapple juice and white wine; guacamole, the velvety avocado dip garnished with the pits to keep the color limpidly lime, and an acre of tortillas waiting to be wrapped around two saucy stuffings, one sweet, one hot as Popocatepetl. For complete menu and recipes, see page 194.
Come Yule in Santa Barbara, Calif., friends of artist Jack Baker and his wife lie awake nights wondering which of the Bakers' handful of Christmas parties they will be bid to. Last year, a lucky sixteen came to supper after a dance and stayed until cockcrow. The lure, besides music and food, was color—swacks of it which began in the hall, left, picked up speed in the living room, above right, and ended in the dining room with four tables, each set in a different way. ("They have to be," says Mrs. Baker. "We haven't got sixteen of anything.") The great hall wreath, hung like a mobile, was made of twigs curved into a hoop and set blooming with papier-mâché flowers made by the Bakers and their children. Glorious as Solomon, the tree was hung with folding paper ornaments from India and Africa and was guarded by two trumpeting angels (one on each window valance) which were once part of the trappings of an Indian marionette theatre. The table centerpieces were local products—bowls of flowers modeled in terra cotta by Mr. Baker, then painted. Table mats, too, were Baker-made: cardboard copies of Indian fans of the kind, the Bakers say, that houris in Paradise use to swat hummingbirds. What did the dancers have for supper? See page 191.
Op art, gayest of the seven current lively arts, can make a great motif for a party, particularly one to celebrate the American Alpengschaft known as New Year's Eve. Since no New Year's Eve would be worth its salt without balloons, here they are, hung upside-down like a wonderful cluster of black and white grapes—a trick possible only because the balloons are weighed down by slipcovers. (With the help of a kit and instructions, you do the upholstery yourself, and if you prefer orange and pink or green and blue to black and white, you may have them.) Suspended on lengths of rickrack braid, the balloons make an airborne centerpiece for a black and white buffet: op art tablecloth, white china, white milk-glass goblets wearing eyelet napkins like breastpocket handkerchiefs, and food that is as close to black and white as James Beard, H&G's gastronomic mentor, could devise (see page 189 for the menu). The cubist study, top, left, is made of bread. Below it is a pot of rillettes of goose inlaid with black olives, and, left, a platter of Italian sausage called cotechino and a bowl of tapenade, an aromatic dunk of olives and anchovies for raw vegetables. For shopping information, see page 200.
“We’ve got to have a tree,” my sister told me seriously. “She said so.” “She” was the teacher at the little British-run school in the town in north-central India where we lived when my sister was about nine, and I was nearly six. “She” had been teaching us about Christmas, but I was a most inattentive student, ill-at-ease and dreamy, waiting only for the closing bell to ring and signal my release from the uncomfortably alien atmosphere of school. The stories about shepherds and mangers were altogether too remote to register very clearly in the way “she” told them, but in my sister’s version Christmas seemed a most exotic festival with all kinds of magic involved in the preparations. Normally, December was simply a bright, sunny month, very dusty (the monsoon rains wouldn’t break until mid-June), distinguished only by the fact that under the English system all schoolchildren had Christmas holidays. That year my sister and I decided to celebrate Christmas ourselves and find out why it was such a special occasion.

“She said it ought to be a fur tree,” my sister continued thoughtfully, as though she were reciting a ritual of great precision.

“A fur tree,” I repeated, very pleased with the mental image this produced. It seemed reasonable enough. After all, in a country where they had snow (which I had never seen, although I knew it was cold and white and fell from the clouds), they might well have fur trees to survive such a barbaric climate.

“And then we have to put lights and things on it.”

“What things?”

“Oh, all different things. Decorations.”

Weell—trees, in general, were no particular problem. We had quite a large garden with plenty of shade trees near the house, a small grove of eucalyptus with beautiful, silvery leaves and a sharp, clean smell, which grew along a narrow brook, totally dry at that time of year. There were mangoes, guavas, and bananas in the orchard, and we examined them all diligently, but none of them, my sister assured me, looked at all like the Christmas trees she had seen in the pictures her class had been shown. Accordingly, we went in search of the gardener and presented our problem to him. He was a cantankerous old man, an excellent gardener in the tradition of his family, and like them, had never traveled beyond the Indian plains. He looked at us as if we were lost our wits. “You want a what?” he asked.

My sister described a Christmas tree as best she could. It should have short needles, not leaves. It should be sort of cone-shaped. It shouldn’t have any flowers. He shook his head unbelievingly. He didn’t know of any such tree. However, we could look around the part of the garden where he nurtured the more delicate shrubs and flowers and where he usually didn’t let us run about or play ball. If we did find anything approaching my sister’s description, he would like to see it. Just watch out for snakes, that’s all.

As an afterthought, he asked, “What do you want the tree for?”

“We want to cut it down and take it inside.”

“Inside the house? A tree inside the house?”


Clearly he didn’t understand, but he made no attempt to probe this baffling foreign eccentricity. All he did was give us a lecture about whatever kind of tree we found we shouldn’t think we had his permission to cut it down, after all the trouble he took to keep the garden green and shady, we came along wanting to cut down his trees and ruin his work, and did we know how long it took to grow a tree and on and on. We knew he meant what he said, but went ahead enthusiastically with our tree-hunt, anyway.

Late that morning, our determination to have a Christmas tree undiminished, but having exhausted all other possibilities, we compromised on something between a tree and a bush that we thought would have to do. It must, I think, have been some kind of a tam-arisk; anyway, it had clusters of exceedingly narrow, feathery leaves on slender, grayish branches. It was rather too round in shape and a bit bedraggled, but we felt that it had the advantage of a good location. It was on the edge of our garden, next to the road, and while this made it rather dustier than some of the other trees, still, since we weren’t allowed to cut it down, at least we could share it with passers-by, and that was how a festival should be.

Our next complication was one of decorations, and that, in turn, called for some ingenuity. Of course, Christmas ornaments weren’t sold in the shops of the town, and we didn’t know anyone who might have some of his own. In India, on festive occasions, you illuminate your house with rows of tiny oil lamps—just cotton wicks in earthenware bowls of oil—set along window sills and outlining the edge of the roof. These were obviously impractical for our tree. On the floors of the rooms and on the threshold of the house, on religious holidays, you make intricate, formal designs with colored powders to welcome visitors and bless the house. A Christmas tree, however, presented a different sort of decorative challenge.

Indians use tinsel a great deal—woven into the garlands that a bride and groom exchange during a wedding service, or mixed in with the flowers of a devotional offering in a shrine—but to us it didn’t seem entirely appropriate for our tree. We connected it too strongly with the glittering silver and gold ribbons my grandmother used to hang, like necklaces, around the pictures of Hindu deities.
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in her house. Equally, flowers, which she placed along with fruit, coconut, and rice, in front of the image in her prayer room, seemed to belong too definitively to Hindu ceremonies. I associated the golden marigolds, which grew all year-round, with the faint, smoky smell of incense and the light sound of her voice singing the morning hymns. It didn’t seem quite right to mix up religious customs and use Hindu decorations on a Christmas tree. So, tinsel and flowers were, in our figuring, out.

Ultimately, we settled on balloons for our ornaments. Usually we had balloons only at birthday parties, and that seemed to us most correct both in style and feeling. Christmas is, indeed, a birthday, and balloons, we knew, would be easy to find. There was always a man selling them on the outskirts of the bazaar. This involved us in a brief excursion to the center of town. The toy shop was an open-fronted, tin-roofed shack, surrounded by dozens of similar stalls selling cotton saris, sandals, fruit, vegetables, glass bangles—every necessary for ordinary day-to-day living. On other visits to the bazaar we were always captivated by the brightly painted wooden elephants, tigers, and buffaloes, the piles of basketwork rattles, miniature carts, hobbyhorses, the kites, windmills, and the tiny birds that pecked when you pulled a string. That day we concentrated on the man crouched on the road in the shade of the toy shack, holding great bouquets of his dancing bubbles.

For the first and only time in my life, we bought one entire, marvelous bunch of balloons and with hysterical exhilaration, we managed to push our unruly purchase into the family car. Almost helpless with laughter and anxiety, we wriggled about keeping the balloons from floating out of the windows into the growing heat of the day. Our harrassed chauffeur drove as if there were some kind of animal of uncertain temper in the seat behind him. Ducking frequently to avoid the balloons bumping gently against the back of his head (to the intense amusement and interest of the bazaar crowd) he steered the car carefully away, and took us home at not much more than a walking pace.

By lunch time we thought we had done a pretty creditable job of tying the many-colored balloons on our tree, with an amber one shining and almost golden at the very top. The little tamarisk was bouncing with them, and in the brilliant Indian sunlight looked, anyway, different and cheerful if not precisely Christmas-y. We rushed into the house to call our mother out to see our splendid achievement. Triumphant, we summoned all the servants. Even the gardeners and his wife and children gathered at the tree, caught in curiosity about this unprecedented departure from the usual household routine. By then they all knew that our activity had something to do with school, but weren’t. I suppose, quite sure whether it was some mysterious sort of homework, and therefore worthy of respect, or just a childish prank—a silly waste of time, effort, and balloons.

People walking by on the street outside stopped to stare—barefoot villagers coming back from market, office-workers in loose white shirts, carrying huge black umbrellas, on their way home to lunch, the usual groups of ragged, half-naked children. A couple of women in pink and purple saris halted their horse-drawn carriage to look at our tree. I dare say it made quite a remarkable sight, that undistinguished bush suddenly alive with inexplicably jolly balloons in the blazing midday of an ordinary Indian town.

Everyone gazed in astonished silence for a while, unable to decide whether it was a moment for congratulations or alarm. My sister and I had expected a more enthusiastic response. I had hoped that when we had completed the prescribed ritual for decorating a Christmas tree, something splendid and thrilling would happen. I was beginning to feel a bit disappointed with so tame an ending to our energetic morning’s work.

Then it happened—with a noise that made us all gasp with surprise. In the burning intensity of the sun, one by one, our balloons burst. The first one, my favorite amber, popped with a startling report like a pistol shot. Then another. And another. I waited breathlessly, giddily guessing in my head which would go next. Bang followed bang at quick, irregular intervals until, a few minutes later, only dozens of pathetically limp fragments of dead rubber were left on the tree.

I think my mother was somewhat concerned that we might be bitterly disheartened by the fiasco our brave experiment turned out to be, but I, at least, was delighted by the way our Christmas tree had lived up to its promise of excitement. I can still remember the entranced faces of the servants’ children and the kids on the road as balloon after balloon exploded with such a satisfactory and wildly festive noise, and the equally festive and satisfied squeals that accompanied each explosion. I still think that, for totally unforeseen reasons, it captured much of the wonder and gaiety of Christmas—and, with perfect timing, the kind of magic I had hoped for.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Journalist, novelist, and playwright Santha Rama Rau was born in India, is a Wellesley graduate, and now lives in a New York City brownstone. The wife of H&G’s music consultant, Feabion Bowers, and mother of a thirteen-year-old son, she is as familiar with the customs and the pageants of the West as with those of the East where she spent much of her childhood. Recalled from those enchanted years is this Christmas anecdote which so vividly translates an occidental tradition into an Indian idiom.
H&G plans two fern windows
Fernery has all the happy connotations of the word greenery and a few more besides. Fernery is itself an almost onomatopoetic term, calling to mind, if not remembered sounds, at least visual intimations of greenness, coolness, delicacy, and the utmost grace. Ferns are good garden plants, as enthusiasts who make a specialty of rock, bog, and wild plantings know. They are also, in simply enormous variety, fine plants for growing indoors. The plants and the arrangements for two bay windows on these two pages and the following were planned by H&G with the collaboration of James Fanning. Alfred Byrd Graf of Julius Roehrs Company advised on the selection of varieties. In each of our imaginary windows, the pots are set in a shallow tray of waterproof plywood partially filled with vermiculite and river-washed pebbles in order to maintain the humidity that is a vital need of almost all ferns.
Ferns are among the world's oldest plants and, with the mosses, once dominated the open land spaces. Many ferns continue to play a great variety of parts in gardens and indoor plant arrangements as well as in their native mountains, fields, and bogs. They are as conspicuously beautiful, dainty, or spectacular today as they were all those millennia ago. Not all the modern counterparts are easily come by in the florist shops, but a commercial greenhouse of any pretensions will carry most of the commonest or most durable varieties, opposite page. Many of the rarer and more notably exotic types can also be found, if you are willing to seek them out. Some of both are combined in our window tray, above. These might be called, for want of a more precise term, the "ferny" ferns, since all but one or two (such as the great shield of the staghorn fern at far left) display the most feathery foliage of the whole realm of spore plants. Some have roots as unusual, if not as beautiful, as the fronds. At least one, the tree fern, _cibotium menziesii_, could become a great tree. For more about ferns, see Gardener's Month, page 212.
Nephrolepis exaltata 'Bostoniensis'

Asparagus plumosus

Asparagus sprengeri

Pteris cretica 'Wimsettii'

Cyrtomium falcatum 'Rochfordianum'

Asplenium nidus

Pellaea rotundifolia

Recirculating fountain from Lotus-Clary-Stern Co.
Where spring lives all year

A refreshing example of the rare house that can brook the four seasons yet always be “on” is Mr. and Mrs. George L. Coleman’s in Palm Beach, Fla. Two factors account for its year-round ebullience: the way it is furnished and decorated and the way it is lived in. A very good example of the English Regency style in architecture, the house was purchased by the Colemans about seven years ago along with a certain amount of furniture—far from enough, some of it interesting, none of it antique. The question that the Colemans passed along to their interior designers, McMillen, Inc., was how to use the “found” furniture, what to add, and how to wrap up the mixture in an ambiance that would spell permanent springtime.

Except for glassing in a huge porch (and turning it into the most used room in the house), no major architectural changes were made. But with infinite patience and searching, one fine antique after another was hunted down until the house was completely furnished with English, French, Chinese, and contemporary pieces, all in enormous rapport against a Regency background. The mood of a twelve-month spring was maneuvered with great sweeps of white, lots of green and yellow, and, in some rooms, with quasi flower beds of bright floral prints.

Yet in no sense does the house look tropical. It would seem as natural in Maine or Michigan as it is in Florida. And the Colemans live in it the year-round, leaving only when the summer’s heat drives them north in their boat or winter snows lure them north to ski (both are as ardent as Olympians). They love music and have piped their hi-fi through the whole house. Mrs. Coleman is a gifted gardener and keeps every room loaded with greenery and, when she can manage it, her favorite flowers—orchids and lilies. She is also a gifted hostess, and makes a point of never serving meals to her house guests in the same spot twice in a day. Six to eight people can lunch or dine in the loggia (the old porch), and twenty can sit down to dinner in the dining room. A really big party begins with drinks on the seaside terrace, then flows through the dining room into the loggia, out onto an upper terrace, and down to a third beside the swimming pool. As an old friend and perennially delighted guest remarked, it is a house that, for obvious reasons, should be called “Infinite Variety.”

The loggia is verdant with foliage, man’s and nature’s

In the loggia, left and opposite page, the use of black and white plus green and a bit of yellow does much to make odd bedfellows seem not odd at all. Antiques and contemporary pieces sit side by side without a sign of disparity. Unifying, calming white walls, floor, upholstery, and fern-patterned curtains are the catalysts, cool companions for the vivid rat-a-tat of zebra rugs, black lacquer, and two marvelous sofa cushions—pancy beds captured in chintz. The louvered doors at the end of the room screen a bar. Beyond the paneled door lies the kitchen.
The living room, although more formal than the loggia, is no less vernal. All of the upholstered furniture came with the house, and all of it was promptly re-covered in a lament Fortuny print—a sophisticated background for Siamese silk pillows the color of a tiny new fern. The antiques, mostly tables, are set in strategic spots—none more serviceably than two black lacquer Chinese tabolets used to serve a pair of facing sofas, in lieu of the usual cocktail table. Painting over the mantel is a Cavaille, the one over the console, a Bardone.

In the dining room, the golds of the living room are echoed by the Italian cotton curtains, deepened in the suede-covered chairs, and augmented with bits of brown in a new rug woven in Spain. In this room, too, diverse styles of furniture are paired with aplomb. The chairs and lacquered table with its beautiful brass pedestals are French and contemporary. French, too, but centuries older are the Régence console and mirror, gilded to a fare-thee-well. Oldest of all, and cool as a piece of ivory amid all this dazzling sunniness, is the dragon-bordered screen of ancient lacquer.

Living and dining rooms are lit with jonquil yellows.
In the guest bedroom, tulips nod, butterflies dance

In the guest bedroom, two enchanting fabrics put a clutch of “found” furniture (perfectly good, not very exciting) right on cloud nine. Windows and beds prove that no flower is as fresh as a tulip—especially a bouquet printed in a primavera gamut of pink, yellow, and deep rose on a white background. On an armchair and the chaise longue, rows of pale yellow butterflies are outlined in stitching. Everything is here to delight and comfort a guest: a deep-piled Spanish rug woven as a blessing to bare feet—even a hair dryer and a closet shelf full of amusing straw sun hats to wear to the pool.
To win at chess is not easy for a rank amateur, but to make this winning chess set is surprisingly simple, even for a child. All you need is a collection of empty spools of different shapes and sizes; a variety of unpainted wood drawer pulls such as you can buy at lumber or hardware stores (wood buttons might be substituted); and four wood spoons rescued from coffee containers to serve as shields for the knights. You stack the spools and the drawer pulls—turning some up, some down, to create a distinctive shape for each type of piece—and glue them together with Liquitex gel medium glue which you can get at an art supply store. Then you paint each team—king, queen, two bishops, two rooks, two knights, eight pawns—with Liquitex artists' colors in a distinctive pattern. To make a board with a storage compartment for the men you will need two sheets of ½-inch plywood, 24 inches square, and two deep-scoop picture frames to fit them. (Or you can make your own frames: for each one, join four mitered lengths of picture molding, 24 inches on the inside, with tiny picture nails.) Mark off one board into 3-inch squares. Paint alternate squares black; color the others with red Crayola crayon and buff hard for permanence. Rub the frames and bottom board with red Crayola crayon, and buff. Glue chessboard, right side out, to the back of one frame; plain plywood to the back of the other. Join the frames with a hinge on one side and a clasp on the opposite side. Line the box with felt. You can make a family project of collecting spools from relatives and friends, but if you despair of saving enough fast enough (we used 74 spools, 62 pulls), you can order H&G's spool assortment from Austen Display, Inc. For shopping information, turn to page 200.

THIS PAGE: The six distinctive figures from the black and white army, each paired with its spool and drawer-pull components. Above the king and queen, chessboard-box made from picture frames and plywood.

OPPOSITE PAGE: The dramatically large scale of H&G's chessmen (kings are 8½ inches tall) makes the game more exciting for children, and provides grown-ups with a decorative splash for a tabletop. As created by the Studio of Binney and Smith, one king and his company are uniformed in black and white checks, the others in red and black stripes.
4. Part of Miss O'Keeffe's stone collection spread out on stone table outside studio.
5. Dining table of natural fir plywood highly waxed, accompanied by a prized pair of old armchairs.
6. More rocks on adobe ledge at one end of living room; hearth fire laid vertically. New Mexico style.
7. Georgia O'Keeffe—straightforward, friendly, very feminine.
8. Living room with floor of "mud" (hard natural adobe, periodically renewed and hand-smoothed by Indian women); adobe hassocks flanking coffee table; adobe shelf—part table, part sofa and chair base—along one wall. Window was recently enlarged for better view of favorite cottonwood tree. On left wall, a large O'Keeffe: cloud formations seen from the air. 9. Small door cut into larger double door leading to covered passage and courtyard.
10. Casual arrangement of driftwood and rocks on living room coffee table. Sofa cushions covered with bandannas from Five and Ten.
1. Like a tree house, the new living room wing is perched in the air, its deck completely surrounding the trunk of a noble willow. Open space below is partly paved with tile; smaller masonry pier, actually a chimney, contains a fireplace where the Shahns cook supper in summer.

2. Ben Shahn relaxes at luncheon table comfortably placed by a sunny window.

3. Dining room is a genial blend of eating room, library, art gallery. Nakashima made the chairs and the spindle-backed slice-of-a-tree-trunk bench-table. Mr. Shahn himself made the dining table near which stands unusually fine Siamese Buddha.

4. Against a few square feet of dining room wall is displayed a typically wide-ranging group of prints and sculpture including a Leonard Baskin print, a Daumier, a Roman head, a Portuguese sanfo, a Rembrandt etching, and a small Kears sculpture.

For over twenty-five years, painter Ben Shahn and his artist-writer wife, Bernarda Bryson, have lived in a modest one-story stucco house in Roosevelt, a general-store town in rural New Jersey. Here they have worked at their separate professions (Mrs. Shahn's special interest is art history), brought up five children, three of whom are now artists themselves, and assembled an extraordinary collection of antique sculpture as well as drawings, prints, paintings. The house is part of a village built during the Thirties for a group of garment workers. Mr. Shahn had designed the mural for the community's schoolhouse, was taken with the place, and a few years later, when outsiders were admitted, decided to move there. Since then, the little house has been ex-
The living room is a warm study in natural woods and natural textures against backdrops of treetop greenery. Lined up on the ledge that runs the length of the room is a mixed company of antique sculpture and reproductions, some pieces mounted on polished blocks of wood, some set on thick straw mats. In another corner, drawings, oils, water colors, masks, artifacts of all shapes and sizes have been deftly integrated into a single composition.

In the studio, a whole wall of varied storage surrounds a wide window, goes straight across its lower half. Living room fireplace and chimney breast is a masterpiece of craftsmanship—each stone specially selected and laid according to a pre-designed pattern, the metal hood gently slanted back to the masonry.

On glass shelves spanning a studio window, jars of pure pigment glow in the light.

The deep interest in “the state of man” that illumines Shahn’s work glows, too, in his personal background. Casual, comfortable, much-lived-in, the house clearly reflects the tastes of art-loving, book-loving people. The Shahns insist, however, that the furnishings and arrangement of their rooms were wholly fortuitous. But, intentionally or not, the house also reflects a facet of Mr. Shahn’s talent that is especially marked in his drawings and illustrations: his sense of the ornamental. The wealth of beautifully grained wood, the play of natural textures, the choice of furniture (including many superbly handcrafted pieces by Nakashima), and above all the beautifully composed arrangements of pictures, sculpture and even working materials—all reveal the artist’s special sensitivity to the details of his immediate environment.
Across one corner of the purple-walled living room stands a screenlike Nevelson sculpture. On the floor below the window, a collection of unstrung violin bows in an American Indian basket. Sitting at her glass dining table, Mrs. Nevelson chats with a guest. Sculpture behind her is sprayed gold, smaller ones on table with matte black. Against a wall of exposed brick are African carvings and artifacts, and a shelf of American Indian pottery.

Hall between the living room and dining room is lined with another sculpture.

An unforgettable vital and serious woman, Louise Nevelson lives in a Kafka-like fortress dedicated to her work. Visitors to the old-fashioned five-story house near New York's Chinatown are admitted through a grilled door, and their ascent up the stairs is a dramatic preparation for the impact of the rooms above. On the landings are enormous pieces of the artist's sculpture: compositions of found objects of wood (chair legs, finials, moldings, "a few pieces of De Kooning's house"), mounted in boxlike frames, usually stacked to form walls.

On the third floor where the artist receives callers, the furniture consists of a dining table and chairs, a Chinese cabinet, a wooden armchair, three big floor cushions, for through the years Mrs. Nevelson has eliminated everything that seemed to her unnecessary or extraneous. But everywhere, against the walls and on the floors, stand her sculpture and cases of her prints. Louise Nevelson's personal background is her art.
1. Over the fireplace, from a blue-painted cord, hangs a single picture, a Morandi pencil sketch. As precisely placed against the tall chimney breast as any element in a Stamos painting, it leads the eye inevitably to the group of small-to-tiny sculpture at the end of the otherwise bare mantel. 2. Mr. Stamos sits with his back to a short wall covered with his favorite prints and drawings. Built-in window shutters are painted vivid yellow. 3. Two Stamos paintings dominate a corner furnished with treasures of wildly diverse provenance: a Majorelle Art Nouveau lamp, a signed Majorelle table, Belter chairs, an early Mies van der Rohe table, Bokhara saddlebags stuffed to make floor cushions.

No Greek can avoid blue, yellow, and white, explains Stamos. The tricolor palette predominant in the work of this painter, who was born in New York of Greek parents, is predominant also in his personal environment. You first come across the blue on the front door of his gray-painted brick Victorian house on a quiet side street west of New York’s Central Park. You meet it again in his white-walled living room, accompanied by accents of yellow. And here you recognize other qualities that distinguish the painter’s work—his economy of means, the elimination of everything not truly important. Nothing has been allowed to obscure the room’s handsome architectural details: generously scaled moldings, a beautiful parquet floor with a marquetry ribbon border. The furnishings are sparse, but each of them is a collector’s piece, and the deftness with which they are arranged produces a unified look.
1. Alfonso Ossorio sits among a profusion of wicker furniture, birds in cages, plants, and hanging baskets in the small tropical sitting room he calls the birdboom. Over his head, one of his panels that resemble three-dimensional mosaics is carefully hung to catch the light. 2. His white-walled, white-curtained bedroom is austere: furnished, its only color the Oriental rugs and the bright Early American throw on the bed. On the bookshelf headboard is a group of New Mexican santos, and under the glass bell, a Philippine ivory figure of the Virgin with real hair and a cloak of richly embroidered satin. 3. Through iron railing of a second-floor balcony at the back of the house, you can look down on the railed terrace on top of the boathouse. 4. The guest room windows are hung with silk curtains gathered, in eighteenth-century French style, into balloon-like tiers, tied with cord and tassel, stuffed with paper.

The large tile-roofed, mullion-windowed villa where Alfonso Ossorio lives on the edge of Georgica Pond in East Hampton, Long Island is called “The Creeks.” Built at the turn-of-the-century for muralist Albert Herter, it astonishes arriving visitors with such Edwardian flourishes as an entrance pergola thick with climbing roses and polychromed in the Greek style, a fountain set in a concrete-basin embellished with painted motifs. But these give only a hint of the opulence within. Ossorio’s art is assemblage—panels dancing with colors, textures, translucent, opaque, the components themselves fascinatingly complex, the total effect one of extraordinary richness. His house expresses a passion for accumulation, an exuberance of detail. An expert would spend months cataloguing the contents: an exceptionally fine collection of paintings by Dubuffet, another collection of Jackson Pollocks, and, in addition, Oriental rugs, a Pleyel piano and other antique musical instruments, Spanish ironwork, Victorian furniture, antique portières, old crystal, Hindu bronzes, New Mexican santos, Rose Medallion china, Philippine craftwork. The arrangements change constantly, for this is no static museum. But each object, large or small, is so carefully placed that the nervous clutter such a diversity of treasures might be expected to produce is nowhere to be found.
1. On another wall of the Bird room, an early Ossorio. 2. On studio wall, the artist's "palette," an orderly array of artifacts to be used in his panels. 3. More palettes: a bowl of stock-pot bones, bundles of glass dolls' eyes. 4. Over the gray carpet in almost every room, a steady parade of Oriental rugs. Screening light fixture in hall, a wire sculpture by Claire Falkenstein. 5. As you come in front door: flowers piled on ledge below an Ossorio. 6. In dining room, a Regency walnut credenza with mirrored doors; on table, an old American glass compote, an eighteenth-century Portuguese vermeil rooster. 7. Against dining room wall, two nineteenth-century teakwood chairs from the Philippines. 8. In music room, a diversified mélange: American Empire sofa, peel chairs, tatami-topped table, handsome Waterford crystal compotes.
Music and Christmas. Christmas and music. The connection is inextricable. The ear of the heart listens at this time of year, much as the mind’s eye turns toward snow, fir, Magi, and manger. To hear Christmas hymns out of season is jarring, yet the first carol of this month instantly puts a catch in your breath. Perhaps our childhood—adult life they say, only repeats memories—determines this tenacious association of music and Christmastide. Almost any of us can whistle something from *The Messiah*, and people who are musically soundless for the rest of the year will join at some point these days in “Joy to the World” or its equivalent. Yes, Christmas and music go together like a reindeer and sleigh.

No music in Christendom today more aptly celebrates or more splendidly evokes the spirit of Christ and his season than those two medieval jewels—*The Play of Daniel* and *The Play of Herod*. These are masterpieces of ancient beauty—in story, in action, in the music of song, chorus, and instruments. They are operas of sorts, crude, primitive, even inchoate, for they are the very beginning of our Western music as we know it. Yet their original profundity of soul and manner resounds and endures in today’s performances by the singers, actors, and instrumentalists of New York Pro Musica, that distinguished organization of a dozen artists directed by Dr. Noah Greenberg.

The Middle Ages, usually reckoned from the end of the old empire of Rome in the fifth century to the discovery of the New World in the fifteenth, were a dark period in history. For all that, three forms of drama with integrated and abundant music inched into light—the mystery, the miracle, and the morality plays. Oldest of these are the mysteries, and they are still extant in fragmentary texts and vague but reconstructible music. At a later date, these drama forms employed the spoken language of the people and dealt with heroes and villains of thoroughly mortal flesh. But during the Middle Ages the mysteries were acted and sung in Latin, a language incomprehensible to all but the learned. The stories were all Biblical, and the venue was the Church itself.

The word “mystery” meant a religious service, and not something “unknowable” as it means now. The Church’s central concern then as now was to keep faith aflame in the hearts of the people. The means of propagating Christianity or, as one medieval document gracelessly puts it, “fortifying the faith of the unlettered vulgar,” was to imprint the Bible’s inspiration indelibly on the minds of men and at the same time to delight them. Church music-dramas were the happy solution, and one of their most favored stories, rendering clear the highest holy message, was the birth of Christ Himself. Few events have been recited, retold, and re-enacted throughout history with more vigorous emotional and esthetic acclamation.

Monks, priests, clerics, nuns worked within their monasteries and convents composing these artistic texts and accompanying music. For them, this was an act of piety, and so were the performances. Even personages of bishop rank participated. The Gothic cathedrals all over Europe opened their portals at festival times, notably Christmas, to costumed singers and musicians who trooped down the naves and across the transepts acting out the Sacred Word. Performing Members of New York Pro Musica in the adoration scene from *The Play of Herod* presented in the Spanish Fuensaldaña Chapel at The Cloisters.

COURTESY OF METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART
the church was a stage evoke for us today the universal spirit of Christmas

BY FAUBION BOWERS

Sir Ass, oh heigh!

ances started at "matins," the night office of the most leisurely hours: midnight to dawn. The office ended with a Te Deum, a celebration choral praise which connectively concluded the night and began the religious day.

While most Christmas texts dealt with the Birth of Christ, the repertory included and emphasized any incident applicable to the spirit of Christmas. There was, of course, the coming of the Magi, the dramatic interrogation of the shepherds by the midwives at the manger. "Whom seek ye in the crib, shepherds speak?" they demand in the famous Quem quaeritis scene of Herod. Eventually a host of plays arose around the prophets who antedated Christ, but had pre-dicted his coming. Daniel, Isaiah, Moses, Habakkuk, and their like had all made statements pertinent to Christmas. According to the ancient Jewish Law, which spilled over into the Christian Church, only two witnesses were required to "establish truth." As deponents, the prophets' testimonies were essential. The profusion of prophet plays at Christmastime rose from the demand of medieval audiences for more fare, both religious and theatrical.

The version of The Play of Herod used by Pro Musica was written in the eleventh century. Their Play of Daniel is slightly more recent; it dates from 1150 A.D., while the actual manuscript Dr. Greenberg and his scholarly associates labored from is still more modern—1230 A.D. Both plays are French, although this fact is due largely to the accident of textual preservation. Their provenance is on the banks of the Loire River—the network of cathedrals, rectories, and religious domiciles of Fleury, now known as St. Benoît, and Beauvais, whose castle and cathedral still stand.

The Play of Daniel tells the story of the handwriting on the wall forecasting the downfall of Belsazar's kingdom and the triumph of Darius the Persian. Daniel is punished, as everyone has heard, in the lions' den, but he is invincible and becomes, as reward, favorite of the king. The play belongs to Christmas specifically because Daniel's last lines are the prophecy of Christ: "Behold, the holy one comes," the contrarnewho plays the role of Daniel sings; "the most holy of the holy... The end of the kingdom of the Jew and its suppression is at hand." An angel appears in the choir loft and vouchers for Daniel's prescience, again in song, "Christ is born... just as the prophet foretold."

The Play of Herod is contemporaneous in action with Christ's birth and based on the New Testament. The opening grand procession praises the beast of burden who brings the gifts of the Three Wise Men—red gold from Arabia, frankincense and myrrh from Sheba—and alludes to Mary and Joseph who arrived in Bethlehem riding him:

Out from the lands of the Orient was the ass divinely sent; Strong and fair was he, bearing burdens gallantly, Heigh, Sir Ass, oh heigh!

The guiding star is a candelabrum pulled by ropes as it travels across the church ceiling finally to settle and hover over the altar. The scene then shifts to the center of the drama, Herod's court. The king is furious to hear of the birth of one greater than he. He throws down to earth the Book of Prophecies. Stylized and static as so archaic a drama form is bound to be, the play is full of high theatrics: Herod's evil is described in sinister drumbeats; his voice is a distressingly low bass. At last he spitefully commands the Slaying of the Innocents. In order to be certain of destroying the Child, all male children in the land are to die. The mother Rachel sings her lament—a solo symbolic of the grief of all bereft mothers. She is comforted by the Consoling Women (played by the same countertenors who first appeared as the Shepherds). Then the children are slain. But lo! They ascend to Heaven. "Suffer little children unto me..." Herod dies in a paroxysm of guilt. The Holy Family returns safely to Bethlehem.

Daniel, as the text shows, is basically a happy play. He skillfully triumphs over adversity. Herod is tragedy. The children are killed and Herod is a villain without mitigation. Such is the diversity within the music and religion of the Middle Ages as expressed in their Christmas theatre. Both mystery plays are marvelously recorded on Decca Records (Daniel: DL 9402, Stereo DL 79402; and Herod; DXA 137, Stereo DXSA 13157), and this year, for the first time, The Play of Daniel will be televised on Christmas Eve over all the stations of the National Educational Television network. When you hear the music, your faith may not be fortified as much as your esthetic vision will be. Almost certainly you will be moved to the mystic awe which must have touched the people who created this music and those who made up its early audiences.

The Pro Musica first performed The Play of Daniel in 1953. Its revival came about as the result of a chance remark made by Margaret Freeman, then curator of The Cloisters, that charming reconstruction of a French monastery on the banks of the Hudson which is an integral part of New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art. "Let's do something beautifully, here," she said to Dr. Greenberg. After a few hesitant tryouts in concerts and the expenditure of thousands of dollars (the costumes are lavish and the present polished and spec-tacular version of Daniel was given on the echoing stones of The Cloisters—the entrances and exits hailed by Romanesque arches, the footsteps and backgrounds softened by the green of vines and grass. Four years later, in 1962, the more pageantlike and extensive Herod was offered there, too. This year at Saint George's Episcopal Church in New York City Herod will be performed on December 28, 29, and 30. Daniel will be presented at the same place on January 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. Next year, however, during (Continued on page 220)

ANCIENT INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE PLAY OF DANIEL INCLUDE: SAXOS, PORTATIVE ORGAN, HAND CARILLON, AND VIOL, ANCESTOR OF THE CELLO; LEFT, VIOLLE AND REBEK, A TINY PRECURSOR OF THE VIOLIN.
Borden's Liederkranz.*
When it ripens, all the good things happen. The surface turns a russet color. The pale yellow interior softens to a creamy consistency. And a distinctly robust, "baritone" flavor develops. This is the cheese that epicures have enjoyed since 1892. What's an epicure? That's you after you try Liederkranz with beer and crackers. Liederkranz with French bread and wine. Or Liederkranz on canapes.

The mileages in eating and drinking run up by the average American from the middle of December to Twelfth Night would reach from here to the far side of dyspepsia. In the midst of all the hospitality, there is little chance to be cautious, much less to keep any sort of regimen. No matter how we promise ourselves to be sensible this year, chances are that after the round of parties, we'll end up in the same frail post-holiday condition. If Lent came right after Christmas, how easy it would be to observe!

The problem is how to break the tradition of a surfeit of food and drink without feeling you have been either lacking in hospitality or a party killjoy. I, for one, would like to propose a change to less potent potables for the Christmas season—the kind that make you feel satisfied, but not sated or stupefied. This may take a conscious effort on the part of host and hostess to break new ground, but it is well worth it. In addition to the standard liquors, it is an easy matter to keep on hand the makings of several lighter drinks, with fruit juice and ouzo for the total abstainers. But do set them out where they can be seen. Many a guest would be grateful for a temperate tipple, but hesitates to say so for fear of embarrassing the hostess. The queen of lighter drinks is, of course, champagne, but there are other less expensive concoctions that are just as refreshing and have a gently stimulating effect.

A kir, or vin blanc cassisselicious at any season. The wine should be very dry and well chilled, the créme de cassis of the finest quality, and the proportions subtle—the wine tinted, not deeply colored, and the taste of cassis strong enough to pique, but not dominate, the drink. You can also make a kir with champagne—not your best Dom Pérignon, of course, but any modest, dry champagne, imported or American. Chill it well and add just a touch of cassis. For a large party, you might make a cassis punch and float strawberries, previously soaked in crème de cassis, on the top of the pale pink brew. For this you need 1/2 cup of crème de cassis (or to taste) to 3 bottles of dry white wine. (You can add a bottle or two of champagne if you like a punch with sparkle.) For guests who don't care for liquor but don't want to make a show of it, a cassis drink without the alcohol is a perfect compromise. Simply pour a little non-alcoholic cassis syrup over ice, add Perrier water, and garnish with lemon or lime.

Wine parties
Providing your guests share your tastes, a holiday wine party can be different and fun. You might copy the congenial British tradition of the sherry party, one of the easiest ways to entertain a large group. Have a good selection of dry sherries, manzanillas, and perhaps a montilla and present them, well chilled, in a large silver or crystal bowl of crushed ice as the centerpiece on a round, skirted table. Circle the bowl with your thinnest glass sherries. Spanish-style tapas (appetizers) are all you need with sherry—salted almonds, sharp cheese, cubes of Smithfield ham, tiny green Spanish olives, and possibly a bowl of chilled lobster, shrimp, and crab meat...

A wine tasting is an increasingly popular form of party that

Fruitful promise of pleasures in store
As the pineapple is the symbol of hospitality, what could be more fitting than to fashion a centerpiece-dessert along its round lines? Cut top from Styrofoam cone and mark off diameter at top with two round toothpicks, at bottom with two more. Make diagonal guideline of toothpicks from top right-hand mark to bottom left-hand mark. Stick line of fruits (we used grapes and berries, but any small, firm fruit will do) on guide, then alternate fruits around cone. Top with real pineapple leaves.
Sprite alone is tart. Naturally tart for adult tastes. But introduce Sprite to a favored whiskey; the result is smashing! A fun couple! Alive! Exuberant! Yet subtle. Sprite complements, but never tries to dominate. Come make your whiskey happy.

Were Sprite and whiskey made for each other? Or is this exuberance just one of those things?
HOUSE & GARDEN'S

Holiday Party Cook Book

From Thanksgiving on, parties proliferate, for at no other season of the year are people so in the mood for enjoying themselves. Yet in the annual rush of entertaining and being entertained, we often tend to forget that a party does not come with a built-in guarantee of success. It is only as good as the idea behind it, the food that is served, and the thoughtfulness that spells true hospitality. Thoughtfulness is the underlying reason why many of the parties we report on in this cook book were so enjoyable. One hostess took foreign visitors into her family circle at Thanksgiving, so they could see this uniquely American tradition at work. Our food and beverage consultant, James A. Beard, held a New Year's Eve party at an unusually early hour out of consideration for friends who found staying up until midnight a wearying way to end the year.

Customs do stale, and you should never be afraid to discard them when you feel they have become outworn. Cold turkey and ham are not the only foods substantial enough to feed a crowd. Roast beef and pâtés, smoked fish and coulibiac serve just as well. Nor does holiday fare have to be elaborate. A good soup or homemade coffee cake can taste wonderful to guests surfeited with rich food and drink. Often it is not so much the menu as the originality of the meal and the way it was served that stay in the memory. At one black-tie dinner, for instance, there were only two courses—moules marinière with French bread and a green salad with Brie cheese. But the moules were served in individual white vegetable dishes while the table centerpiece was an heirloom silver tureen that, when the top was removed, became the cache for discarded shells.

JAMES A. BEARD'S NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY

James Beard, H&G's food and beverage consultant, is noted for his imaginative hostmanship. Last year he broke with tradition by giving his New Year's Eve party unusually early—from six to eight-thirty. This innovation was hailed by his guests, who then had the choice of going on to later parties well fortified by substantial food and champagne or sending the rest of the evening quietly at home without feeling deprived of the customary end-of-the-year celebration. As frequently happens at Mr. Beard's parties the kitchen was the most popular place to be. Here drinks and a help-yourself collation (a menu we borrowed for our op art New Year's party shown on page 161) were set out on red Formica buffet tops designed to fit over the cooking surface of the U-shaped work island when food is served from the kitchen.

Chicken Liver Pâté

3 tablespoons butter
1 pound chicken livers
3 eggs
1/4 cup heavy cream
1/4 cup cognac
1/2 pound pork, freshly ground with
1/2 pound pork fat
1/2 cup flour
Salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon thyme
Salt pork or mild bacon, thinly sliced
1 chicken breast, boned, skinned, well-trimmed, and cut into 2 fillets

Heat the butter in a skillet, add the chicken livers and tumble them in the butter just long enough to firm them. Blend half of the livers with the eggs in a blender, pour into a bowl; then blend the remaining livers with the heavy cream and cognac. Combine the liver mixtures with the pork ground with the pork fat, and flour. Add 3/4 teaspoons salt, the pepper, and thyme. Line a loaf pan with the sliced salt pork or bacon. Add half the pâté mixture and arrange the chicken filets over it, filling them into the space carefully. Sprinkle lightly with salt. Add re-

Rillettes d'Oie

1 goose, about 8-9 pounds, roasted and cooled
Salt
2-2 1/2 pounds pork kidney fat or leaf lard
1 clove garlic
Freshly ground pepper
Dried herbs to taste (optional)

Remove the skin from the goose and cut the meat away from the bones. Reserve some of the goose fat from the roasting pan. Rub meat with salt and let stand for several hours. Combine with the pork fat, 1/2 cup water, garlic, pepper, and dried herbs, if desired, in a heavy casserole or braising pan. Add some of the reserved goose fat and cook in a 300° oven for about 4 hours, or until the meat has cooked down thoroughly. Pour contents of casserole into a colander over a large pan and let the meat drain. When it is cool and drained, shred it very finely with two forks. Place in a crock and pack in fairly well. Ladle fat over the goose to cover. With this sealing layer of fat, the rillettes will keep for several weeks under refrigeration. Serve on bread or crackers like a pâté.
MRS. JULE RABO'S
THANKSGIVING DINNER

Although Thanksgiving dinner is generally looked on as a family feast, Mrs. Jule Rabo, an American married to a Hungarian scientist, sees it as a unique opportunity to introduce foreign visitors or students to an enduring American tradition and "let them find out what it is all about." Last year, she planned a larger-than-usual menu with many native dishes and invited the temporary foreign personnel from her husband's laboratory to come and bring their families. With the kitchen the center of activity and attention for hours, the party quickly became relaxed and fun for everyone, including the busy hostess. As a prelude to dinner, there were cocktails of applejack and cranberry juice for the adults, pink lemonade made with cranberry juice for the children, and big bowls of nuts for everyone to crack and shell.

Tomato Soup and Consommé, Mixed, Heated with Thin Slices of Lemon Stuck with CLOVES
Scalloped Oysters
Roast Turkey with Chestnut Dressing
Stuffed Broiled Mushroom Caps
Brussels Sprouts with Water Chestnuts
Candied Baked Sweet Potatoes
Sliced and Layered
Peanut Corn Bread
Cranberry Sherbet
Pumpkin Pie
Indian Pudding
Dried Fruits

Scalloped Oysters
Batter
1½ cup rolled saltine crumbs (not cracker meal)
2 pints oysters, with ½ cup of their liquor
Salt, pepper
½ teaspoon nutmeg
½ cup heavy cream
1 cup coarsely rolled saltine crumbs, buttered
Dash of Tabasco

Batter a 2-quart baking dish. Cover the bottom of the dish with a layer of ½ of the plain cracker crumbs. Add a layer of half the oysters and season with salt, pepper, and ½ teaspoon nutmeg. Add ¼ cup of the oyster liquor and ¼ cup of the cream. Add another third of the cracker crumbs and dot with butter. Then add the remaining oysters, the seasonings, and finally the remaining unbuttered cracker crumbs and the buttered crumbs. Add the remaining ¼ cup oyster liquor and cream and sprinkle with salt, pepper, and Tabasco. Bake in a 375° oven for about 20-25 minutes, or until brown on top. Serves 8.

Peanut Corn Bread
Prepare 1 package corn bread mix according to package directions. Add ½ cup roughly chopped salted peanuts to the batter and blend well. Follow directions for baking.

Cranberry Sherbet
1 tablespoon unflavored gelatin
1 pound fresh cranberries
2 cups sugar
Few grains salt
Rind of 2 oranges, shredded
Juice of 3 oranges
Juice of ½ lemon

Soak the gelatin in ½ cup cold water about 5 minutes. Cook the cranberries in 3 cups boiling water until soft. Purée the mixture by forcing it through a strainer or by whirling it in a blender. Combine with the sugar, salt, orange rind and juice, and lemon juice in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Add the soaked gelatin and stir until dissolved. Cool. Place the mixture in two ice trays in the freezing compartment. Freeze until almost firm. Remove to a mixing bowl and beat until light. Return to ice trays and freeze until firm. Serve as a palate cleanser between the main course and dessert. Serves 8.

PHILIP S. BROWN'S
CHRISTMAS BREAKFAST

A sit-down breakfast party has become a Christmas Day institution in the Pasadena home of Philip Brown, whose witty articles on food and drink appear regularly in Harpers. The same group of friends turns up each year—their memories jogged a week or two ahead by telephone—with an occasional new face replacing a drop-out. The party begins at eleven, gets going at noon when food is served, and continues, with present exchanging and talk, until the last guest leaves around four in the afternoon. The perennial centerpiece is a Mexican tin tree, gay with candles and ornaments heaped around the base. The color scheme is cheerful red and green—red and green felt napkin rings, red and green ribbons on the handle of the knife that cuts the stollen, and a dashing costume of red trousers and shoes, green shirt and socks for the host.

Milk Punch® or Screwdrivers

Scrambled Eggs with Finest Herbs
Stollen®
Toasted English Muffins
Cream Cheese
Strawberry Preserves
Peach Preserves
Coffee

Milk Punch
For each serving pour 1 ounce Jamaica rum and 1 ounce cognac into a 30-ounce glass, add ice cubes, and fill with cold milk. Sprinkle with nutmeg, if you like.

Finnan Haddie with Cream Sauce
3-pound piece finnan haddie
1 quart milk
¼ cup minced green onion
¼ cup diced green pepper
2 tablespoons butter
¼ cup diced pimientos
¼ cup butter
¼ cup flour
2 cups light cream
Salt, pepper to taste
1 cup crumbs, buttered

Finnan Haddie with Cream Sauce

Serves 8.

Cover the finnan haddie with the milk and poach gently until the fish separates easily. Drain, reserving the liquid. Separate the fish into flakes and remove any bones. Arrange in a large shallow baking dish. Sauté the onion and pepper in the butter for 3 minutes. Add the pimientos. Make a roux with the butter and flour and add the light cream and 2 cups of the milk used for poaching. Cook, stirring, until thickened and smooth. Add the green onion-pepper mixture, season with salt and pepper, if needed, and pour over the fish. Sprinkle the top with the buttered crumbs. Serves 8.

Note: This may be prepared the day before and reheated Christmas morning.

SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR TABLES

Christmas calls for festive table settings. 1. At a place setting, a long-stemmed crystal "egg" encloses holly and a rose (glass cover preserves flowers without water). The card is displayed on a tiny tree holder made of brass beads trembling on wires. 2. A crystal chandelier embellished with Christmas balls in one color and graduated sizes sparkles over interior designer André Fieber's dinner table; red ribbons extend from center to gifts at each place. 3. Christmas Eve buffet table is "gift-wrapped" by interior designer David Barrett. Felt and ribbons cover L-shaped arrangement of bridge tables, outside tag says "Joyeux Noël." Wrapped, stacked boxes hold food, plates. For shopping information, please turn to page 200.
Swedish Potato Sausage

1 pound lean ground beef
1/2 pound fresh ground pork
7 cups grated potatoes
1 onion, finely chopped
1 tablespoon salt
2 teaspoons ground ginger
1/2 cup butter

Mix well all the ingredients, except the butter, and stuff the mixture loosely into sausage casings. Cover the sausages with salted water and refrigerate.

To cook these delicious sausages, remove from the brine and poach in salted water for 1/2 hour. Drain. Melt the butter in a large skillet and brown the sausages on all sides. Serves 8.

Stollen

1/2 cup butter
1/2 cup sugar
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 cups milk, scalded
2 yeast cakes
2 eggs, beaten
5 or more cups flour
1/2 cup each of sliced citron, quartered candied cherries, halved blanched raisins
1 tablespoon finely chopped candied orange peel
Melted butter
Confectioners' sugar or thin sugar icing

Add the butter, sugar, and salt to the scalded milk. When the mixture is lukewarm, crumble in the yeast and stir until dissolved. Add the eggs, 3 cups of the flour, the citron, cherries, raisins, and orange peel. Beat well, then add enough additional flour, about 2 cups or more, to make a soft dough, and knead until smooth. Cover and let rise until double in bulk, then knead again and divide into 3 portions. Roll each into a round shape, brush the top with melted butter, and fold over 1/2 of the dough of each round to form oval shapes with one side higher than the other. Do not press edges together. Place on a buttered baking sheet, let rise until double in size, and bake in a 350°F oven for 30 minutes, or until done.

Serve sprinkled with confectioners' sugar, or covered with a thin sugar icing. Serves 8-10.

MR. & MRS. JACK BAKER'S
MIDNIGHT SUPPER

To entertain all their friends, the Jack Bakers of Santa Barbara, California, give not one but three annual Christmas parties, decorating the whole house in a different colorful way every year. For a late supper after a holiday dance, the menu is light and simple, centering on one little dish that can be made and filled to order whenever guests are ready to sit down and eat.

Come midnight, the dancers find steaming consommé served in covered lacquer bowls on tables set for four (see party details on page 160), then make their way to the cooking counter to choose their omelettes. Dessert—pineapples shaped of Styrofoam covered with rows of fresh fruit and finished off with a real pineapple top—stands in as part of the decoration until the moment when the toothpick-pierced fruits are removed and eaten.

DOUBLE CHICKEN CONSIIMMÉ
OMELETTES WITH SOUR CREAM AND CAVIAR,
ROQUEFORT BUTTER, CREAMED CODFISH, OR

Imagination is the ingredient that makes party food different. 1. For a cocktail buffet, Don White of the New York catering service, Telephone Chef, molds cottage cheese into a ball, tops it with a holly sprig, rings it with red caviar (to mix with the cheese) and parsley. 2. A shrimp “tree” of chicken wire banked with parsley sprigs and hung with shrimp is another of his ideas. This he surrounds with endive leaves decorated with a piping of cream cheese dotted with red caviar and tiny round onion sandwiches. 3. Mrs. Julie Balo’s specialty is the Hungarian kirénszt, a fat mushroom formed from goat cheese mixed with a little butter, the top sprinkled with paprika. Round it go capers, caraway seeds, and chopped onion to eat with the cheese.

Change the water once during the soaking. Place the fish in fresh water to cover and bring to a boil. Simmer for about 5-6 minutes, or until the fish flakes easily when tested with a fork. Shred and taste for salt.

Make a roux by melting the butter and blending in the flour, salt, pepper, and nutmeg. Remove pan from heat and add the milk slowly, stirring until blended. Cook, stirring constantly, until sauce thickens. Stir in the heavy cream blended with the egg yolk and heat until well blended. Add the shredded codfish and sliced hard-cooked eggs. Spoon codfish filling into or over the omelettes. Makes enough filling for 6-8 omelettes.

Curried Beef

1 medium onion, finely chopped
1 tablespoon butter
1 tablespoon oil
1 green onion, cored and grated (skin and all)
1/2 pound lean ground chuck
2 tablespoons or more curry powder
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup brown sauce (canned may be used)
1/2 cup seedless raisins
1/2 cup chopped salted peanuts
2 tablespoons chutney

Saute the onion in the butter and oil and add the apple. Break up the beef and add, toasting well. Brown the meat and let it cook with the apple and onion for about 3 minutes. Add the curry powder and salt and blend. Add the brown sauce and simmer for 5 minutes. Add the raisins, nuts, and chutney and heat through. Correct seasoning. Spoon into or over omelettes. Makes enough for 6-8 omelettes.
Gay Ways to Give Cookies

1. Large onion, chopped
2. Hard-cooked eggs, chopped
3. Egg beaten with a teaspoon water

Sift 1/2 pound butter and mix with the cream cheese. Mix in the flour. Let this pastry double rest while preparing the filling.

Finely chop the cabbage, adding salt while chopping to draw out the water. Squeeze out all the water by taking handfuls of cabbage and pressing the water out by hand. Melt 1/2 pound butter and sauté the onion until transparent. Add the cabbage; cook uncovered, stirring frequently, adding butter if needed. Season well with pepper. When the mixture is cooked, add the chopped eggs. Add salt to taste.

Butter a 12" by 8" or a square ovenproof dish. Roll out the pastry to fit the dish allowing for sides and overlap. Place the pastry in the dish and fill with the cabbage mixture. Melt 1/2 cup butter and pour over cabbage. Seal pastry well, then invert onto a floured towel. Put the filled pastry back in the dish with the sauce underneath. Brush pastry with the egg wash and bake 20 minutes longer, or until golden. Cut in squares and serve in the dish. Serves 8.

Alicia's Christmas Salad

Christmas is the season for sowing cookies, a custom that Mrs. Donald L. Miller of Cincinnati makes the occasion for a party. She sends out invitations shaped like gingerbread men to about twenty neighbors, asking them to bring and exchange their specialties. Mrs. Cornelia Ross of Hartsdale, N. Y., presents her cookie gifts in the form of a tree. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends. In addition to a tree, Christmas decorations, and pine and holly houghs, Mrs. McKenna likes to decorate the living room with a bouquet of quince, one of the first spring blossoms. She covers the buffet table in the dining room with a white cloth, stripes it with scarlet ribbons, and makes a centerpiece of red garnet roses and silver Christmas balls. The party begins at nine and at ten-thirty platters of cold fish and meal, caviar, quince, one of the first spring blossoms. The speck of tablecloth shows. Mrs. McKenna's friends.

Rutabaga Cake

This is an unusual way of cooking turkey, but a pleasant change from the traditional Christmas roast turkey. For this recipe, you may use two young turkeys in preference to a large one.

1. Large onion, chopped
2. 1/2 cup fresh cooked rice
3. Salt, pepper to taste

Saute the onion in the butter. Add the rice and mix well. Add the stock and simmer slowly until all the stock is absorbed, but the rice is slightly undercooked. Add the ham, salt, and pepper. Stuff the turkey with this mixture, cover with a tent of foil and cook in a 325° oven for approxi-
mately 3 hours, or until the drumsticks move easily and the juices run clear when skin is punctured at the joint. Remove the foil for the last 30 minutes to allow the turkey to brown, and increase the heat if necessary.

Sweet and Sour Sauce
2 slices pineapple, chopped
1 teaspoon chopped preserved ginger (optional)
Oil for frying
6 tablespoons chopped onion
1 tablespoon vinegar
1 tablespoon tomato catsup
1 tablespoon soy sauce
1 teaspoon sherry
1 teaspoon cornstarch mixed with 1 1/2 cups water

Fry the pineapple and ginger (if desired) in oil for a few minutes. Add the onion and fry until tender. Add all the other ingredients and simmer slowly for 5-10 minutes. Serve with the roast turkey and accompany with cooked and skinned chestnuts.

Snowball Surprise
2 quarts vanilla or coffee ice cream
1 tablespoon butter
1 tablespoon brown sugar
6 tablespoons rum
4 bananas, chopped
4 egg whites
1 cup sugar
9"-10" round sponge cake layer

Press the ice cream into a bowl or deep mold, slightly smaller in diameter than the sponge layer, leaving a hollow in the center. Freeze until firm. Melt the butter and add the brown sugar and 2 tablespoons of the rum. Pour over the bananas and leave for 1 hour. Twenty minutes before serving, whip the egg whites until foamy, gradually add the sugar, and continue beating until stiff. Put the banana mixture into the hollow of the ice cream. Dip mold into hot water for a few seconds and loosen around edges with a sharp knife. Cover bottom of mold with sponge cake layer and place a flat cookie sheet over it. Invert to unmold ice cream onto the sponge round. Cover completely with the egg white, making sure all the ice cream is covered. Bake in a 425° oven for 5-8 minutes. With aid of two spatulas, slide onto serving dish. Heat remaining rum, ignite, and pour over top. Serve flaming.

MRS. JOHN HAUGH'S SOUP & SPIRITS BUFFET

Mrs. Haugh’s wintertime soup and spirits parties are flexible and simple enough to allow her to entertain a lot of people informally either in Phoenix, Arizona, where Mr. Haugh represents the traditional Mexican “morning-after” soup and an ideal pick-up after New Year’s Eve) ladled into soup cups from chafing dishes at either end of the dining room table.

MENUDO® WITH TOSTADOS
NEW ENGLAND OYSTER STEW
TINY HOT BISCUITS
FRUIT CAKE COFFEE

Elena Zelayeta’s Menudo
2 calves’ feet
5 pounds tripe
3 cups white hominy
3 onions, minced
4 cloves garlic, minced

2 teaspoons cilantro
1 tablespoon oregano
Salt, pepper
Minced green onions and minced mint leaves
or hot red chile sauce

Wash the calves’ feet and cook in 6 quarts water for 1 hour. Wash the tripe thoroughly and cut in 1” by 2” pieces. Add to the calves’ feet with the hominy, onion, garlic, the herbs, tied loosely in a cheesecloth bag, and salt and pepper to taste. Simmer 6-7 hours. Adjust seasoning. Serve with minced green onions and minced mint leaves to be sprinkled on top or a red chile sauce. Serves 12.

Note: This soup can be made ahead of time and frozen.

DOROTHEA WALKER’S CHRISTMAS EVE SUPPER

Mrs. Richard Walker, H&G’s contributing editor in San Francisco, spends the holidays in the family’s ski chalet in the Sierra Nevada mountains, so her Christmas supper is one that can be mainly prepared ahead in the city and carried in plastic hampers. As the Walkers like to ski all day, Mrs. Walker has ruled out the time-honored but time-consuming roast turkey, instead bases her menu on a Christmas ham prepared in the traditional Swedish style. Her guests find the fresh-cut pine boughs spread on the ground by the entrance, a delightful Austrian custom that prevents any slipping on ice and releases a Christmassy scent when the needles are crushed by snow boots.

HERRING IN SOUR CREAM
SMOKED SAUSAGE
COLD SMOKED TURKEY
SWEDISH CHRISTMAS HAM®
ROASTED SPARE RIBS WITH APPLE SAUCE
PICKLED PINEAPPLE
PICKLED BEETS
CHRISTMAS GLÜGG
GINGER COOKIES
MINCE PIE

HOLIDAY DECORATIONS FROM SIMPLE THINGS

In the creative hands of interior designers and florists, everyday objects become party props. 1. Irene Hayes hangs sprayed cookie cutters on pine branches over a kitchen door.
2. Stephen Barany constructs a candle tree from heavy wire coat hangers, bending them into a triangle with side loops for votive candles, then anchoring the tree in a wood and florists, everyday objects become party props.
3. Stephen Barany constructs a candle tree from heavy wire coat hangers, bending them into a triangle with side loops for votive candles, then anchoring the tree in a wood and florists, everyday objects become party props.
4. Guy Butler sprays a goblet red, inverts it and glues Oasis to the base as a holder for a taper, carnations, and holly; puts a small gift in a miniature hatbox topped with a carnation.
5. William Pahlmann makes a little holly tree by covering a Styrofoam ball with glossy sprigs, inserting a dowel trunk and “rooting” the tree in a clay pot filled with plastered Paris. 6. For New Year’s Eve, he clusters helium-filled balloons, each with a swaying ribbon tail, in corners of the room.

In the creative hands of interior designers and florists, everyday objects become party props. 1. Irene Hayes hangs sprayed cookie cutters on pine branches over a kitchen door.
2. Stephen Barany constructs a candle tree from heavy wire coat hangers, bending them into a triangle with side loops for votive candles, then anchoring the tree in a wood and florists, everyday objects become party props.
3. Stephen Barany constructs a candle tree from heavy wire coat hangers, bending them into a triangle with side loops for votive candles, then anchoring the tree in a wood and florists, everyday objects become party props.
4. Guy Butler sprays a goblet red, inverts it and glues Oasis to the base as a holder for a taper, carnations, and holly; puts a small gift in a miniature hatbox topped with a carnation.
5. William Pahlmann makes a little holly tree by covering a Styrofoam ball with glossy sprigs, inserting a dowel trunk and “rooting” the tree in a clay pot filled with plastered Paris. 6. For New Year’s Eve, he clusters helium-filled balloons, each with a swaying ribbon tail, in corners of the room.
COQUILLE OF LOBSTER, SHRIMP, AND SCALLOPS

2 tablespoons light cream
2 tablespoons butter, at room temperature
2 medium eggs, separated
1 envelope yeast
1% cup sugar
3 tablespoons crushed nuts
6

MRS. RENNY SALTZMAN’S CHRISTMAS DINNER

Although Christmas dinner at the Renny B. Saltzman’s is served in traditional family style (see page 157), the conventional turkey and plum pudding never appear on the menu. Instead, Ellin Saltzman serves succulent roast pheasant surrounded by fresh apricots that have been peeled, broiled and filled with red-current jelly and, for dessert, a vanilla souffle. During the evening, their housekeeper’s marvelous cheesecake, ice cream with mint sauce, bowls of fresh fruit compote, and champagne are on tap for friends and relatives who drop by to exchange Christmas greetings.

ROAST PHEASANT

1/4 cup milk
2 tablespoons flour
1/4 cup all-purpose flour, sifted
4 tablespoons cold butter
Maraschino cherries, cut in half

CINNAMON BUNS WITH HONEY-BEE TOPPING

Cinnamon sugar
1/4 cup honey
1/4 cup crushed nuts

The oil and butter in a skillet and sauté the chicken until golden. Remove the chicken to a covered casserole and add the wine, pineapple juice, bay leaf, salt, and pepper, leaving fat in skillet for later use. Simmer chicken until barely tender, about 45 minutes. Cook the potatoes in salted boiling water, drain, and reserve. Put the tomatoes, garlic, onion, and pimientos in a blender and blend until smooth, adding a little stock from the chicken if necessary. Skin and chop the chorizos and sauté in the oil and butter remaining in the skillet. Drain and add to the casserole. Put the blender mixture in the skillet and cook in the remaining fat for 5 minutes, stirring constantly. Add to the casserole with the potatoes and capers. Rinse the jalapeño chiles, remove seeds, if any, cut in strips and add to the casserole. Check seasoning, simmer for a few minutes and serve. Serves 6.

Rosa de Reyes
(King’s Day Ring)

1 envelope yeast
2 1/2 cups flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup sugar
2 eggs, well-beaten
4 egg yolks
4 tablespoons butter, at room temperature
Grated rind of 1 lemon
1 1/2 cups mixed, chopped candied fruits and peels
Tiny china doll
Melted butter
1 cup confectioners’ sugar, sifted
2 tablespoons light cream
Maraschino cherries, cut in half

FRESH TOASTED ALMONDS

SHERRY

Cinnamon Buns with Honey-Bee Topping

1/4 cup milk
2 tablespoons flour
1/4 cup all-purpose flour, sifted
Butter
1 cup sugar
2 large or 3 medium eggs
1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons grated lemon rind
Cinnamon and sugar
1/4 cup honey
1/4 cup crushed nuts

Heat 1 cup of the milk to lukewarm and dissolve the yeast in it. Stir in 1 cup of the flour. Cover and allow to rise in a warm place about 30 minutes. Beat 1 1/4 cups butter until it is soft and add 1/2 cup of the sugar gradually. Blend until the mixture is light and creamy. Beat in the eggs one at a time. Add the salt and lemon rind. Add the yeast sponge mixture and beat.

Gradually beat in the remaining 3 1/2 cups of flour and continue beating for 5 minutes (an old-fashioned bread mixer is good for this). Cover the bowl with a cloth and let rise in a warm place until the dough has doubled in bulk, about 2 hours. Turn out on a floured board and roll the dough to a thickness of 1/4”. Melt some butter and spread generously on the dough. Sprinkle with a mixture of cinnamon and sugar. Roll the dough jelly-roll fashion and cut in 1” slices. Grease muffin tins, a square or rectangular baking pan. Place each slice cut side down in the pan and let rise for 1/2 hour. (If you wish, you may freeze the buns at this point. Cover with freezer paper and place in the freezer. Remove 3 hours before cooking.) Preheat the toping by combining the remaining 1/2 cup sugar, 3/4 cup milk, 1/4 cup butter, and the honey. Spread on the buns and top with the crushed nuts. Bake in a 350° oven for 30 minutes. Makes about 24 buns.
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A new kind of
dishwashing performance
from Frigidaire

Frigidaire
Custom Imperial

SUPER-SURGE
Dishwasher

Dishes come clean as a whistle! Exclusive Super-Surge Washing Action cleans dishes with powerful, vigorous surges of washing power. Washes up and down through both racks. Reaches into every corner of the dishwasher. Sanitizes too!

Ends hand rinsing once and for all! Just shake off the large scraps, then load. A special high speed pump gets rid of remaining food particles. Separate “Rinse & Hold” Cycle lets you rinse now—wash later.

Special care for pots and pans! Push the “Pots & Pans” Cycle button. 43 minutes of Super-Surge Washing Action handles even the heaviest food soil. Redesigned racks hold pots, pans, odd-shaped items.

Amazingly quiet operation! Enjoy hi-fi or make a long distance call from the kitchen phone while this one’s running. Whisper-mounted pump, extra-thick insulation, quiet reversing motor drain, make the difference.

No installation is required with this Frigidaire dishwasher. Wide selection of models including under-counter plus a choice of 3 Frigidaire colors or white.

For best performance in your Frigidaire Dishwasher, use a special dishwasher detergent like Cascade. Cascade furnishes a free, full-size sample for each new Frigidaire Dishwasher and shares the cost of this advertisement by mutual agreement.

See it now at your Frigidaire Dealer!

FRIGIDAIRE DISHMOBILE

PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

MAN, OH MAN, WHAT A WHALE OF A GIFT!
Don’t believe in him?

Wait till you see how inexpensively West Virginia Crystal solves your gift problems.

This fine handcrafted crystal has a clarity and elegance that belie its cost ... which is little higher than ordinary machine-made glass. It’s the nicest thing to happen to holiday parties since mistletoe. Drop a goblet and you haven’t dropped a bundle! Choose from hundreds of shapes and sizes ... all beautiful, all thrifty. West Virginia Glass Specialty Co., Weston, West Virginia.

CHRISTMAS DRINKING continued from page 186

adapts admirably to holiday entertaining. Make it a tasting of red or whites, or limit the wines to those of one region, such as Bordeaux, the Rhône or Napa Valleys, and give your guests pads and pencils so they can jot down comments and reactions (as party take-homes, you might attach the pads to small clipboards painted in bright colors or decorated with Art Nouveau designs). With red wines serve good cheese, plus a terrine or pâté if you feel heartier food is required; with whites have oysters or clams and a tasty hot sausage or two. You will probably have to rent or borrow additional wineglasses, unless you are a collector of antique or reproduction wine rinsers, in which case by all means take them out of the cabinet and put them to the use they were intended for. Or, you can improvise wine rinsers by using attractive bowls filled with water. After the tasting, when everyone sits down to relax and compare notes, round out the evening with cognac or white alcohols, followed by coffee and sweet dessert biscuits, or sherbet served in little ramekins or Japanese teacups.

Fruit drinks

There are times when a glass of fruit juice is the most desirable refreshment in the world. At Christmas breakfast and luncheon parties, pitchers of fruit juice, with or without the addition of alcohol, have often proved to be the most patronized beverages at the bar. Even a really good lemonade, either straight or with the addition of claret, can taste marvelously refreshing. If you are observing Christmas in a warm climate, as many of us do, Sangria, the Spanish and Latin-American wine punch, is a natural choice. It is cool, colorful, and, with its garnish of fruit, inordinately pleasing to look at. Mix the Sangria in glass or pottery pitchers, using a split of soda to each bottle of dry red wine (a Chilean Burgundy or Spanish Rioja), and garnish with a sliced orange and long, curling zests of an orange and a lemon.

The drinking man’s soup

With the present vogue for low-calorie consommé, you have yet another light mixer to offer holiday guests. For those who like it cold, you might add tomato juice, and vodka or cognac, with lemon slices, freshly ground pepper, and Tabasco. Hot consommé takes to a dash of sherry or Madeira, a sprinkling of grated cheese. Or you can serve it straight, sans alcohol. Tomato bouillon and mushroom bouillon are also light enough for cocktail party or pre-dinner sipping, but whatever soup you serve, be sure the cups or glasses are not too large. Your guests won’t want to make a meal of it.

Pre-dinner drinks

Finally, there is the eternal question of how to get your guests to approach a carefully prepared holiday dinner in the proper state of anticipation rather than intoxication. One hostess I know, who loves to serve good wines, has recently taken a brave and successful stand on the business of drinks before dinner, admittedly not without initial protest. She serves only apéritifs or champagne until all her guests have arrived, and then has the first course in the living room accompanied by the first table wine of the evening, after which the rest of the meal is eaten in the dining room. No passing parade of hot and cold tidbits has taken the edge off appetites, and palates are not numbed by rounds of cocktails. Of course, she plans a first course that can be easily managed on the lap. After a small plate of sole in white wine sauce or coulibiac of salmon. This sensible arrangement provides a welcome change of procedure for Christmas or Christmas Eve dinner, or at New Year’s.

One of the most memorable New Year’s Eve parties I ever attended was handled on these lines. We drank white wines and champagne with hot and cold sausages, wonderful breads and crudité dishes until midnight. After the New Year had been suitably hailed and ushered in, everyone sat down to a superb beefsteak, kidney, oyster, and mushroom pie, celery salad with mustard dressing, and Beaujolais, with coffee and cognac to round out the celebration. It was an unorthodox but thoroughly satisfactory evening. In short, if you want to make yours the party of the year, go heavy on the planning, light on the drinking.

Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans.

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.
There is one last-minute gift you can count on not to be returned after Christmas or to spend the year languishing on a closet shelf — wine. Single people will welcome the luxury of a store of half bottles to sip with a solitary meal; married couples will bless you for providing them with a handy cellar to tap when guests turn up unexpectedly. One man-about-town we know cunningly ensures that he will never be forced to swallow a vinegar rose with a tête-à-tête dinner by sending his current girl friend a selection of his favorite wines as an extra Christmas remembrance (a more tactful form of insurance than toting it along in a brown paper bag).

Twelve bottles or half bottles can come well within your gift budget, provided you pick your wines judiciously, mingling the less expensive imported or American wines with a few of the great French and German classics. Such a wine sampler of mixed bottles is a better choice than a case of a single wine, as it gives the recipient the chance to taste and test some of the wines available locally. However, be warned that not every area of this country is well supplied with stores that select and stock really first-class wines. To help you, we have compiled a list of some of the stores that do handle only the finest in wines and spirits (some sell only wines), based on personal knowledge of their stocks and services.

As you know, it is well-nigh impossible to send wine or spirits across a state line, but you can order by mail or phone from a store in another state for shipment to a friend there and specify if you want your present gift-wrapped.

California
Jurgensen's Grocery Company
342 East California Boulevard
Pasadena, 91106

Jurgensen's has as close to a complete listing of wines as you will find on the West Coast, many available in half bottles. Their range of California wines is exceptional. They also sell spirits, food, and books. There are about fifteen Jurgensens in Southern California, and they will send catalogues on request at Christmas and throughout the year.

City of Paris
199 Geary Street
San Francisco, 94108

The basement of this store is given over to an extensive liquor and wine department with a wide-ranging selection of imported and California wines, many available in half bottles.

Goldberg Bonen
242 and 314 Sutter Street
San Francisco, 94108

The famous old San Francisco house offers a great variety of wines, including the finest made in America. It has many California wines in half bottles. Catalogue sent on request.

Colorado
Harry Hoffman, Inc.
513 14th Street
Denver, 80202

You can depend on Hoffman's to have a good selection of wines and spirits.

Illinois
Stop and Shop Food Store
16 West Washington Street
Chicago, 60602

A large specialty food store with a great reputation for fine foods and an extremely good listing of wines and spirits.

Massachusetts
Berenson's Liquor Mart
70 Summer Street
Boston, 02110

You can choose from a fine collection of wines at this store, many available in half bottles. Catalogue sent on request.

S. S. Pierce & Co.
133 Brookline Avenue
Boston, 02215

This famous old firm has supplied New Englanders with fine foods, wines, and liquors for generations. They have a good selection of wines in half bottles, and make a specialty of gift packaging. Their catalogue, called The Epicure, contains articles and recipes as well as food, wine, and spirits listings.

Michigan
J. L. Hudson Co.
1206 Woodward Street
Detroit, 48226

The remarkable department store group has recently opened a shop with interesting wines—including many in half bottles. They plan to extend these wine shops to their suburban stores. Wine lists upon request.

London Chop House
155 West Congress Street
Detroit, 48226

The restaurant is able to sell some of the superb bottles from its extensive wine list at 40 per cent off the restaurant's listed price, and delivers free to various points within the metropolitan Detroit area.

Minnesota
Haskell's in the Radisson Hotel
23 South 7th Street
Minneapolis, 55402

This shop is a real find for the Middle West, with a breathtaking collection of wines, spirits, and beers, also all sorts of gadgetry. Fritzie Haskell loves and knows wines and has assembled an excellent collection, including many in half bottles.

New York
Sherry Wine and Spirits Co., Inc.
679 Madison Avenue
New York, 10021

Sherry's boasts one of the finest collections of wines in America and a fabulous listing of brandies and other spirits as well as a wide selection of half bottles. Catalogue sent on request.

Texas
Neiman-Marcus
Main & Ervay
Dallas, 75201

Famed for its unique merchandising, Neiman's has four remarkable stores in Texas with extraordinarily good lists of wines and spirits. Write for catalogues and information on their outstandingly beautiful gift wrappings.
PAMPER YOUR MAN

...and the whole family too!

DREMEL ELECTRIC SHOE POLISHERS
Surprising how a simple thing like a Dremel shoe shine can give so much pleasure. Perhaps it’s because Dremel makes shoe shining so simple. And convenient. Just press the button, that’s it. In seconds, a gleaming bootmaker’s shine. No bending. No stooping. No soiled hands.

Give your man and the whole family, too, the luxury of a Dremel shoe shine every day of the year. Just stop in at the quality store near you; there’s a Dremel twin bonnet shoe polisher to match your budget and the occasion.

The Aristocrat
Dremel’s finest. Support handle provides extra convenience. $$39.95

The Diplomat
Practical, portable and push-button simple. Ideal for home or office. $29.95

The Executive
Deluxe shoe grooming kit. Complete with drawer and polish. $35.00

PORTABLE DRYERS
New devices for drying small lots of clothes can be used anywhere in the house and stored in a tiny space when they’re idle.

Now you can dry a few clothes at a time, whenever and wherever you wish. No more delays while your drip-drys drip, or irritations because you have too small a load for a standard-size dryer. The newcomers are compact and capable. Each has its special conveniences, but all work somewhat like hair dryers—by blowing hot air into a drying chamber. These portable clothes dryers can be used in any room at any season. Take one on summer vacations for drying bathing suits and shorts; use it in winter for snow-wet socks, mittens. Dry your nylons right in your bedroom or bath. One style is so small you can pack it in a suitcase; it will keep you dry wherever you go.

Raise or lower
A dryer that can sit on a countertop, above, can also stand on the floor and grow up to 30 inches high, left. A revolving drum with a gentle tumbling action speeds up drying time—under ten minutes for wet nylons, about an hour for an Orlon sweater. Holds 2 pounds of wet wash, is 10½ by 15 inches. 13½ pounds. Udico, $39.95. Laboratory and fittings by Paul Associates.
Hang and unfurl

A compact dryer smaller than a train case when closed, above, contains a 54-inch-long vinyl bag that unfurls into a dress-length drying chamber, right. Hot air blowing down from the top is sealed in by a zipper closing. Clothes dry on hangers suspended from a built-in rack and acquire few if any wrinkles. This dryer comes with a special bracket for hanging it on the back of a door. Sturdy, leather-grained steel case in off-white with plastic trimming. The total weight is 11 pounds. By Arvin. $39.95.

Travel light

Ideal for small drying chores at home or abroad, this Tidie Drier can be tucked in a suitcase with ease. Only 5½ inches high in its vinyl carrying case, right, it rises to 8½ inches for use, below. Holds 8 ounces of wet clothes; weighs 3½ pounds. By Drico. $19.95 for dryer, $4.95 extra for hair dryer bonnet attachment. The lavatory, by Paul Associates.
Bedtime Lipstick. What will Fabergé think of next?

Yes. Lipstick to sleep in—and why not? Especially when it’s a lipstick that’s so good for your lips... looks so pretty...can’t possibly come off!

**Bedtime Lipstick** is a fantastic new three-stage formula triumphantly perfected by Fabergé’s ingenious scientific laboratories. Looks like orange sherbet in the stick. Turns a luscious you-colour on your lips (Bedtime Lipstick merely intensifies your very own natural colouring).

Here’s how it works: First, apply Bedtime Lipstick glides on colourless. Then, wait three minutes, watching colour ‘bloom’. Then, wait once more, watching colour intensify. Third, wipe off every surface trace. That’s right—wipe it off! All that remains is dewy, delicious as your lips soak up the precious thing you know, the smart girls you ever had.

Better get with it now. First thing you know, the smart girls will be wearing Bedtime Lipstick in broad daylight. Fortunately, there’s no law against that. So hurry to your favorite store and treat your lips to this delicious new confection. Just 3.00 in a midnight-black case struck with gold for never-before Bedtime Lipstick by none other than Fabergé.

---

**H&M**’S **SWEET CONCERTS**

Pages 138-143

**Page 142, bottom:**
Glassware, “Dance” water and wine goblets, hand-blown crystal, $1 ea.; Rickes-Criso.

Salad plate, clear glass, $2.75; Bonniers, 605 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.

Compote, “State” full lead crystal, 10½” diam., $26.50; Val. St. Lambert.

Everything else privately owned.

**Page 143, left, top to bottom:**
Compote epagrace, “Suite” full lead crystal, $61; Val. St. Lambert. Orrefors heavy crystal, dome chandelier, 24” diam., Hansen Lamps.*

Gold ashtray, $30; cigarette cup with mouse, $50; paperweights, $.35 to $.25 ea.; hurricane lamp, black alabaster base, $65 pr., Quay Voltaire, 1048 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021.

Needlepoint sampler, Doris Desau.

Christmas ornaments are silk-screened on clear vinyl, each box available in two colourways, pink and orange with touches of green or blue, and green with some pink and yellow: box of eight round ornaments, $7; box of nine square and round ornaments, $7; Ribbons, seven rows printed on sheet of flexible clear vinyl, 22” x 26”, in either pink/orange or blue/green, $.60. All by Tiger Things and available at All by Tiger Things and available at

**CAROUSEL HOUSE**

1 Sherwood Square
Westport, Conn., 06880

**THE COUNTRY HOUSE**

310 Wallace Avenue
Louisville, Ky., 40207

**DECOR ON THE MALL**

26 Colonial Plaza Mall
Orlando, Fla., 32803

...etc.

1469 Ashford Avenue
Santurce, P. R., 00907

...etc., Inc.

304 East 22nd Street
Fremont, Neb., 68025

**FANTASTIC ARTS**

212 Nichols Road
Kansas City, Mo., 64112

**LANE GALLERIES INC.**

1027 Glendon Avenue
Westwood Village
Los Angeles, Calif., 90024

**MAGELLAN’S**

6216 Little River Turnpike
Alexandria, Va., 22312

**MAGELLAN’S of Fairfax Circle**

Fairfax, Va., 22030

**THE PAGODA**

3116 M Street N.W.
Washington, D. C., 20007

**PALSIDES COUNTRY STORE**

Rockland County
Palsides, N. Y., 10964

**DICK PALMER’S**

Shelly; N. Y., 10015

**THE PARTY SHOP**

4010 Concord Pike
Wilmington, Del., 19803

**THE PINEAPPLE SHOP**

5900 South Dixie Highway
South Miami, Fla., 33143

**SEA CHANTEY**

St. Armands Key
Sarasota, Fla., 33577

**SELECTIVE EYE**

48 East State Street
Westport, Conn., 06880

**SHEFFIELD’S GIFTS**

3956 Airport Boulevard
Mobile, Ala., 36607

**STEWART**

Howard & Lexington Streets
Baltimore, Md., 21201

**STIX, BAER & FULLER**

Washington Avenue & 6th Street
St. Louis, Mo., 63101

**H&M**’S **MEXICAN FANTASIES**

Pages 144-147


New York prices given, may vary in other cities.

Hanging ornaments in tin: Large, $3.50; small, $1; dome, $.35; sunburst with mirror, $.60; long sunburst with mirror, $.65; oval sunburst with mirror, $.75.

Fruit candlesticks in tin: pineapple, $.65; melon, $.60; mango, $.35; pomegranate, $.35; orange, $.35; orange (smaller), $.25.

Hanging fruit: mango, $.35; melon, $.5; orange, $.35; pomegranate, $.30. Doe candlesticks: single, $.65; 4 dove centerpiece, $.17.

Hanging plaques: curtain, 2 doves, $3.50; square, $.20; medallion, 2 doves and hanging ornaments, $.25; three-panel screen on plywood, $20.

Faroles (lanterns): hanging, $.20; with base, $.32.50.

Tree: three parts, six ornaments, $17.50.

**THE GLORIOUS WREATH**

Page 148

Waterford crystal punch bowl, $.120; tumbler, $.06 ea.; sterling silver spoon, $.75; B. Altman & Co., 5th & Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

**Page 149:**

Victorian candelabra, $.350 pr., James Robinson Inc., 12 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022

**Page 150, top:**

Accessories from Doris Desau.

**Page 151:**

Stained glass, colonal door of pondenser pine, at local lumber dealers.

**Right:**

Accessories from Doris Desau.

**Wreath kits available from Austen Display, Inc., 133 W. 19th St., New York, N. Y., 10011**

Kit #1—one wreath with Styrofoam backing frame, green garland, instructions and suggestions for wreath decoration, $7.

Kit #2—three Styrofoam backing frames, instructions and suggestions for wreath decoration—no green garlands, $7.

**READY-TO-USE GIFT WRAPS**

Page 156:

1. Collapsible boxes, four variousized boxes, four gift cards and stretch bands, $.40; Kroch’s & Brentano’s, 62 E. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill., 60601.

Multicolored ribbon, “Color Ribbons” 50¢ per 24-f. roll, East House.

2. “Snap-wraps,” set of four boxes with tissue paper, ribbon, and tags, $1.50; Papier Maché, 55 Greenwich Ave., New York, N. Y., 10011.

3. Nest of three round boxes, $.65; nest of 5 rectangular boxes, $.65; oval box from set of 5 multi-shaped boxes, $.45; Stuart Becker, 1036 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10021.

Gold snowflake and Father Christmas, $.35; Mexico, 2nd Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021.

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

Page 200
OP ART NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
Page 161:
Op art tablecloth, 54" x 90", $14; black laminated tray, 12" x 18", $5, Tiger Fabrics.
Flatware, "Laurel" stainless steel, 5-pc. place setting, $9.95; dinner plates, "Schenewald White", porcelain, 10" diam., $2.50 ea., Fraser's Inc.
Glassware, footed Provincial milk glass, $3.25 ea., Imperial. Everything else privately owned.
Balloon slipover kits available for Asten Design, Inc., 133 W. 19th St., New York, N.Y., 10011
Kit #1—contains 4 yards fabric for six balloon covers (two 9", two 12", two 16"), one inflatable pump, patterns and instructions, and sixteen balloons (six 9", six 12", four 16"), $12.50. Fabric by Tiger Fabrics available in three colorways: A Black and white, B Hot colors, pink and orange, C Cool colors, green and blue.
Kit #2—contains patterns, instructions for making balloon covers, $1.

CHESSMEN—Page 175:
Spools available from Asten Design, Inc., 133 W. 19th St., New York, N.Y., 10011
Package of 140 spools, 20 each of 7 different sizes, $10.

HOLIDAY PARTY COOK BOOK
Page 190:
Brass tree place-card holder, $3, Pampered Kitchens Inc., 21 E. 10th St., New York, N.Y., 10003
Crystal footed egg, $13.50, Georg Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y., 10022

Page 192:
Cookie imposter, natural cane strips laminated to imposter, $12.50. New York, 10011
Blue on white enameled bowl, $7, Seabon, 54 E. 54th St., New York, N.Y., 10022

ADDRESSES FOR STORES MENTIONED ON GIFT PAGES THROUGHOUT THIS ISSUE.
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH 45th & Madison Avenue New York, N.Y., 10036
RALPH ALLEN, INC. 242 East 71st Street New York, N.Y., 10021
STUART BECKER 1036 Third Avenue New York, N.Y., 10021
BERGDORF GOODMAN 59th & Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10019
BLOOMINGDALE'S 59th & Lexington Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
BLUM'S OF SAN FRANCISCO 700 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10019
BONNIERS 605 Madison Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
BONWIT TELLER 57th St & Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
BONWIT TELLER 17th & Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa., 19103

CREATIONS 'N THINGS 265 West 72nd Street New York, N.Y., 10023
DOUBLE DAY BOOK SHOP 436 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10018
FLORA MIR 616 Madison Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
GINORI FIFTH AVENUE 711 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
GREETINGS À LA CARD 666 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER 145 East 57th Street New York, N.Y., 10022
KROCH'S & BRENTANO'S 62 East Randolph Street Chicago, III., 60601
LORD & TAYLOR 38th & Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10016
MAC'S Herald Square New York, N.Y., 10001
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY Gift Shop 79th & Central Park West New York, N.Y., 10024
OLD BARN BOOK SHOP 57 Main Street East Hampton, N.Y., 11937
PIERCE WEISS IMPORTERS 1546 Second Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
PERUGINA 636 Lexington Ave. New York, N.Y., 10022
PIAZZA-DINSMORE ASSOC. 11-05 38th Avenue Long Island City, N.Y., 11101
PO FOUR EXCHANGE S 240 East 45th Street Pound Ridge, N.Y., 10576
QUAIL VOLTAIRE INC. 1048 Third Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
RIBBON DÉCOR P. O. Box 2 East Rutherford, N.J., 07073
SCULLY & SCULLY 506 Park Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
TAYLOR & COMPANY 57th & Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y., 10022
UNICEF General Assembly Building United Nations New York, N.Y., 10017
WILBURT INC. 194 Third Avenue New York, N.Y., 10003
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Honeymoons can become habits.

Bedtime Perfume
by Fabergé

It's the most beautiful time of your life... wouldn't you love to capture that rapture forever? We don't claim miracles, but Fabergé's new Bedtime Perfume has been known to keep wives so delicious, husbands so delightful, they don't feel a bit married.

Bedtime Perfume is a potent new potion — diluted by neither oil nor alcohol — scientifically compounded to "bloom" with body warmth. Under 98.6° it lies dormant, so if you can't generate a little electricity on your own, forget it.

This bewitching new perfume to dream by, waiting to be lit by the moon in the world in Aphrodite... Woodhue... Flamebue... or wild, wild Tigress. Sealed in an enchanting little frosted French beaker. Bedtime Perfume is gift boxed in fabulous Fabergé fashion — 5.00 and 8.50... the most exciting gift you can get — or give — and such a wonderful way to happily-ever-after!

You'll see... there's never been anything — ever — like Bedtime Perfume by Fabergé (unless it's new Bedtime Lipstick, new Bedtime FlutterLash). Leave it to Fabergé.
If you want good coffee, you need a clean pot. Ever see a cleaner 3-year-old pot?

The Corning Ware® Electromatic percolator is made of smooth non-porous Pyroceram® brand ceramic. Stale coffee oils simply can’t adhere to it. So there’s never anything in the pot to spoil the taste of the coffee. The percolator pictured above is owned by Mrs. R. B. Chamberlin of Horseheads, New York. It’s been making her coffee automatically, perfectly, for nearly three years. Keeps her coffee hot without re-perking, too. It’s a great gift. For yourself or someone else. 10-cup percolator, $27.95.

CORNING®WARE ELECTROMATICS

Wherever you see this sign it means you can buy the advertised merchandise in your area.


ROYAL DOULTON

HOLIDAY CANDIES, SWEETS, AND COMFITS

Snug in their Christmas-Eve beds, twentieth-century children with visions of sugarplums dancing through their heads will find their dreams plumy indeed. Packaged in a hundred different ingenious ways, Christmas candies are no longer simple childish pleasures but revelations of design and deliciousness. For pretty gifts—even prettier decorations—here are a likely few, all available at department stores, confectioners, or gourmet specialty food shops.

From France, bunches of grapes, oranges, and lemons (the latter in slices), all of hard candy. Grapes, 49 cents a bunch; oranges and lemons, 29 cents each. At Bloomingdale’s. Box of luscious candy coconut and cream strawberries, from Blum’s, $2.95.

Wrought-iron candleholder with foil-wrapped candies—some hard, some creamy—mounded around the tapers to make a toothsome centerpiece. Perugina, $17.95 ppd.

Christmas tree ornaments and trims of milk chocolate, some in conventional forms, some egg-shaped, all vividly wrapped and fitted with tie cords. Box of fifteen assorted ornaments, $2.98. From Papikas Weiss Importers.

DRAWINGS BY RENÉE; PHOTOGRAPHS BY WILLIAMS
The electric skillet you don’t have to hide in the kitchen.

For Junior, chocolate “medals” covered in foil, trimmed with silver cutouts and ribbons. Perugina, 55 cents each. For Sister, necklaces of cellophane-wrapped hard candies strung on gold cord. Macy’s, 59 cents.

Lollipop Tree bearing almost two hundred little “pops” spiked with everything from root beer to pineapple, lime to chocolate—all arranged and beribboned in a white ceramic compote. Flora Mir, $4.95.

Royal Flush, above, right: hard candies from France wrapped in playing-card-motif paper. Fruit-flavored (apricot, lemon, orange, and raspberry), gay in a red compote. All I. Magnin stores, $10.

For a door, a giddy Italian pinwheel measuring about a foot in diameter. Hard candies are fruit-flavored, some have creamy centers. 1 1/2 pounds. Perugina, $3.95 ppd.

From Honolulu, three exotic confections, thin and crunchy: Macadamia Brittle, Coconut Crisp, and Lemon Crisp. Brittle comes in 12-ounce tins, Crisps in 10-ounce tins. At Bloomingdale’s, each tin costs about $1.60.

Don’t put the Chartreuse too close to the milk (someone might pour it on the cornflakes!)

But then why not? Chilled Chartreuse goes with lots of things...grapefruit, ice cream, desserts...and, naturally, on the rocks or as a highball. The main point is: chill Chartreuse before you serve it. For that’s the new way to add finesse to Chartreuse’s 350-year-old flavor. A most venerable and versatile liqueur. For an idea-ful booklet on drinking and cooking with Chartreuse, write Schieffelin & Co., 30 Cooper Sq., New York, N.Y., Department M.
Last year, our ten-year-old asked his younger brother the question we'd all suppressed for several winter seasons: "How was John, there's a hole in the head of each reindeer—and no antlers?"

"They're supposed to have antlers," John said. "They're supposed to be made of pipe cleaners. They're supposed to go through the hole. But the day we made them, we had a substitute teacher, Miss Templeton. She handed out the number of pipe cleaners we needed, only she kept calling me 'Alvin.' Honestly, she called every single boy 'Alvin!' I didn't like that. So, I never went up to her desk to ask for the pipe cleaners. I couldn't stand the way she called us 'Alvin.' So, mine don't have antlers."

We've always been partial, too, to our little handmade fig pudding cake. Our oldest son brought it home gift-wrapped from nursery school eleven years ago. A hulking package—wasn't possible guess what it was in it! The wrapping paper was construction paper festively decorated with crayoned swirls of color. ("I made it myself," he said when he gave the package to us.) Beautiful, we said.

Inside was the cake. Blue. Squat. Lumpy. Curiously round at the bottom. A wick of string 2½ feet long.

"It's for putting in the middle of figgy pudding," he explained (his class had sung, with deafening off-key zest, a song about "figgy pudding" at their Christmas party). So we had pudding that Christmas, with the little blue candle alight in the center, its wick trimmed so it wouldn't flop over the side of the plate. Each Christmas dinner, we have fig pudding and each time the candle burned briefly during the trip from kitchen to dining table.

Two Christmas Eves ago, we discovered the whimsical past of that candle. We couldn't find it in the carton: frantically I fussed squirrel-like again and again through the bunched up tissue papers left in the carton. But no luck; no candle.

"I never knew why you liked that candle so much, anyway," was our oldest son's casual remark. I explained why.

"Sure, I remember giving it to you," Mark said. "I still remember that I cut all the string for the whole class. But the day they dipped the candles, I was absent. That girl who always made funny faces—Martha or Marsha... Martita? That was her, she made an extra one and gave it to me. I didn't make the candle, just the wrapping paper."

Late on Christmas Eve we found the candle. Somehow it had strayed inside a Christmas stocking. Martita's candle or not, it graced the pudding (we wouldn't have any other dessert).

For the past four or five holidays, we've set the pudding plate down on a hand-woven mat, our second son's Christmas present to us when he was in second grade. He'd chosen tan, gray, and purple construction paper, and the checkerboard pattern evolved from strips of paper in those colors stands out well, starkly, on a green cloth.

Last year as I took the woven mat from the carton, I noticed that the paper backing was beginning to curl away from one corner. Revealed on that inside corner, in childish printing, is the name of the craftsman: BILLY B. But our second son's name isn't Billy. It's David.

"See, I was right!" he said when he saw it. "I was sure I used more purple than Billy. He picked the same colors, and he took his home early. I told the teacher I thought Billy took mine, but we couldn't find out because he got the measles before Christmas. Anyway, mine had a mistake in it too."

He was referring to a place where the weaving went over two strands instead of one. "So it doesn't matter."

And he's right. Disown the tan, gray, black, and purple mat. Certainly not. It was given with good intentions by a craftsman we don't remember. It was given with other security holders, owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities of a corporation.

1. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and other security holders, owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities of a corporation whose stockholders of a corporation which itself is a stockholder of a corporation owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities of a corporation.

2. Other security holders, owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities of a corporation owned by a corporation included in paragraphs 1 and 2, or an individual who are stockholders of a corporation included in paragraphs 1 and 2, or an individual who is a stockholder of a corporation owned by a corporation included in paragraphs 1 and 2.

3. Known Bondholders, Mortgagees, and other security holders, owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities of a corporation.

4. Other security holders, owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities of a corporation owned by a corporation included in paragraphs 1 and 2.
Christmas Stories

The Twelfth Night Santons by Marion Gardner, illustrated by Winifred Lubell (Doubleday & Co., $3.25). An authentic Christmas story of Provence and the crippled shepherd boy, Pierre, and the santons he wishes to make. These are small statues of people and animals for the manger scene, creche figures for which Provence is noted.

The Journey of Bangwell Putt by Mariana (Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., Inc., $3.50). Bangwell Putt is a most unlikely name for a dog. Pre-school children who love Harry by the Sea will cherish the quiet tiger who loved to eat cake and the boy and girl who invited him to tea. A read-alone book for children from five to eight years old.

The King Who Saved Himself by Elizabeth Bowen, illustrated by Mimouca Nebel (Alfred A. Knopf, $3.25). This is Elizabeth Bowen's first book for children, and a charmer by that gifted writer. Youngsters will cherish the quiet tiger who liked to eat cake and the boy and girl who invited him to tea. A read-alone book for children from five to eight years old.

The Good Tiger by Elizabeth Bowen, illustrated by Mimouca Nebel (Alfred A. Knopf, $3.25). A fascinating, true-to-nature story of an Alaskan bull calf and his mother, spanning a year on their home range in Mt. McKinley Park. Many other animals, birds, insects, and plants are included in the story and the sixty-two true-to-life wash drawings.

The Good Tiger isElizabeth Bowen's first book for children, and a charmer by that gifted writer. Youngsters will cherish the quiet tiger who liked to eat cake and the boy and girl who invited him to tea. A read-alone book for children from five to eight years old.

Don't live in a Desert this Winter

This superb binocular gives you full peripheral vision even if you wear glasses... thanks to retractable eyecups and the 578 ft. field of its ingenious optical system. 20 other models, including two magnificent zoom binoculars, priced from $50.95 to $136.00, prove the lasting value of Swift quality. Gift boxed. In fact, you pay no premium for Swift's ever-growing reputation; you pay no premium for Swift's enduring quality and true value.

enduring quality and true value

Enjoy the comfort of properly controlled HUMIDIFIED AIR

Don't let dangerous dry winter air rob your family of more comfortable living this heating season. Properly controlled humidified air "Makes Indoor Air Outdoor Fresh." Save on fuel costs, too! Have your furnace dealer install a Skuttle Stainless Steel Humidifier. Write for FREE booklet today!

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. HG-12
BOSTON, MASS. 02125
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95106

ATTACH LABEL HERE

Please tell us 6 weeks before you change your address. Print your new address at right, making sure to attach your magazine address label.

MAIL TO: House of Garden
BOULDER, COLO. 80312

ATTENTION SUBSCRIBERS!

If you're missing an issue, or for any reason wish to write or about your subscription, you'll insure prompt service by removing the readers label posted on your magazine cover and attaching it here.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

BOOKWORM'S BOUTIQUE

Pages and pages of pleasure for everyone on your gift list.
BOOKWORM'S BOUTIQUE continued from preceding page

Heirloom... or reproduction?

Time was such Colonial Chairs could only be found in museums or antique shops, at a price. Now just ask for a Nichols & Stone! In popular finishes, at better furniture and department stores.

Nichols & Stone

The Home of Windsor Chairs

Look for this tag when you buy your guaranteed by the authenticity of design, structure, of the chairs, that have made Nichols & Stone chairs famous for more than 100 years. Send for illustrated brochure.

Nichols & Stone Co. • Box 812, Garden City, N.Y. Enrolled in 26th ann. issue for your 25c book-bound.

Economic Affairs. If he had not become a brilliant lawyer and public servant, he might well have had a distinguished career as a writer. His early childhood enthusiasm, the summer he spent working on the building of the Canadian National Railroad, his memories as a law clerk for Justice Brandeis, and his recollections of Justice Holmes make vivid reading. Mr. Acheson closes his reminiscences at the time he joined the State Department, because he felt too close to events from then on to report them objectively. The Years Between: 1929-1944 by Cecil Beaton (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., $5.95). Mr. Beaton's diaries of the war years may well be some of the most authentic descriptions of how the British fought and survived World War II. As a photographer for the Ministry of Information he recorded action in the African, East India, and China. Between trips he photographed everything from bomb damage in London to the Royal Family—and he has written a most amusing account of a sitting with Winston Churchill. There are the interludes, visits to friends, and parties—but war news and bombings are a constant second theme. Contains twenty-four pages of photographs including the author's famous one of Churchill. Letters to His Daughter by F. Scott Fitzgerald, with an introduction by Frances Fitzgerald Lanahan, edited by Andrew Turnbull (Charles Scribner's Sons, $3.95). The advice contained in these letters to "Scottie" will guide any college student today (if she would listen) in matters of manners, studying, people, literature. Mrs. Lanahan's introduction is a brilliant essay in love and understanding of her gifted father. All collectors of F. Scott Fitzgerald will prize this book.

Good Time Charlie by Vivian Cristol (Harper & Row, $3.95). Charlie is a ginger-colored cat who lives in Greenwich Village with the author. She recounts how Charlie found her and the ensuing joys and sorrows of living together for almost three years. The book is illustrated with some twenty photographs of Charlie taken by Miss Cristol.

Decorators' Delight

Decoration, U.S.A., by Jose Wilson and Arthur Leaman (Macmillan Co., $12.95). This handsome book documents and evaluates American decoration today. The best contemporary interior design is shown and discussed with regard to the changes that have taken place in America since World War II. A lucid running text is illustrated with thirty-two color plates. Also included are a very instructive and amusing "Furniture Family Tree" cartoon and a glossary at the end with pictures big enough to identify. The book is appreciatively dedicated to "Elsie de Wolfe, who put American decorating on the map."

Richer than Spices by Gertrude Z. Thomas (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., $7.95). "When in 1662, the Portuguese princess, Catherine of Braganza, became the bride of England's Charles II, Eastern shapes and smells and colors were carried to England by the terms of her dowry. The Eastern trade influenced everything from taste in furniture to taste in food; it introduced passing fads and permanent habits such as tea drinking. A carefully researched and extremely interesting account of the great contribution made to the world. Well illustrated. Also included are a fine bibliography and source list."

Majestic Pieces of American Furniture by Lester Nargon, A.I.D. (Architectural Book Publishing Co., $12.50). Arranging black and white photographs of fine furniture and room settings from thirteen American art museums. The pieces shown date from 1620 to 1840, and include examples of great American design—such as Phyllis, John Goddard, Samuel McIntyre—as well as Shaker and Pennsylvania German furniture. Some photographs are accompanied by Mr. Nargon's measured detail drawings. His writing is informed but personal. This is a designer's choice if museum masterpieces rather than a complex history of American furniture. The book has a good index.

Offbeat Travel

Between Niger and Nile by Arnold J. Toynbee (Oxford University Press, $3.75) illustrated. Most of the articles in this book were originally written for the Observer News Service. They cover Dr. Toynbee's impressions of visits to the United Arab Republic in 1961, Morocco in 1962, Nigeria, the Sudan, Ethiopia, the United Arab Republic, and Libya in 1964. A fascinating look at Africa through the eyes of the late Miss Carson and her pre-school nephew. A sensitive guide to ways in which parents can enrich the lives of their children by helping them to see rather than just look at the marvels on every side.

More Suggestions

House & Garden's Gardener's Day Book edited by Ralph Bailey (M. Evans and Co.—Lippincott, $7.50). Most of these 366 articles of observation, advice, and proceeds have appeared in the regular Gardeners' Notes in this magazine. Lloyd's Register of American Yachts, 1965 (Lloyd's Register of Shipping, 17 Battery Place, New York, N. Y., $21). A list of the sailing and power yachts, yacht clubs, and yacht owners of the United States and Canada together with all their flags in color. A sumptuous gift for any sailor.
how to be a
gourmet
cook
the easy way

Just follow the delectable recipes published monthly in House & Garden's gourmet Cook Book sections. Detachable, you can file them for quick reference in H&G's handsome new binder. Binders $2.00 each.

TO:
House & Garden Cook Books
Dept. 12-65, P. O. Box 1910
Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y. 10017
Please send the following:
- Binders @ $2.00...
- Cook Book Inserts (Checked Below) @ $ .25
- (Postage & Handling)...$ .25
- Total amount enclosed...$ ... Please make check or money order payable to HOUSE & GARDEN.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP CODE

Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

HOW TO MAKE WREATHS OF PAPER AND PLASTIC

Here are complete instructions for making the three types of artificial wreaths on page 151.

The tissue-paper wreath
1 Cut flameproof tissue paper into round pieces about 6 inches in diameter. 2 Fold each in half three times to make pie-shaped wedges. 3 Thread wedges onto strong, flexible wire, piercing the paper near the apex, but don't jam them together too tightly. When you have filled the wire and joined the ends, spread the wedges open to make petals.

Paper nosegays
1 From flameproof tissue paper, cut round pieces about 8 inches in diameter. Fold into eights and make a shallow V-shaped cutout in the arc of each wedge to scallop the edge. Twist the wedge at its apex, and ruffle open the scallops. 2 Gather four or five of these flowerets around the end of a wire or pipe cleaner and fasten together with green florist's tape. 3 Twist three of these clusters onto a branch or wreath wire with more florist's tape, then press them into a single full nosegay.

Glittery wreaths for lollipops
The artificial wreath kit contains all the makings for one wreath: a three-section Styrofoam base, 22 inches in outside diameter; pegs to join the sections; and a single long garland of shredded plastic greenery. You can assemble the whole thing in a few minutes, then take your time adding your own clusters of candy, toys, flowers, fruits. Kit by Muslen Display.

To hang a wreath on a surface that cannot take a nail (a smoothly paneled wall or the metal front door of an apartment, for instance), use the removable cloth-backed picture hooks called Jiffy hangers. But avert a holiday crisis by taking two precautions: make sure your hanger is the right size for the weight of your wreath, and let the cloth backing dry in place for several hours, overnight if possible, before you put it to test with your masterpiece.

DECEMBER, 1965

When at home, dine as the Romans do:

FLORIO MARASLA
(as a matter of course)

It makes every course sing from veal to Zabaione - because Florio's flavor cooks in (not out). Great to drink, too... imported from Italy... and most reasonably priced for all that.

Sole Distributor U.S.A.
Munson G. Shaw Co., N.Y.

For Comfort, Health Check Your Home's Humidity

Relative humidity affects your comfort and health as well as your heating costs and the life of your furniture. Know the condition of the air in your home with an Airguide hygrometer-thermometer. At leading stores or write for catalog H.

2120 Wabansia, Chicago 60647

Model $ 2.95

Diana

Cat Calendar

12 darling new kitty pictures liven Lowe's latest desk-top calendar. Yours for 25¢ in coin. Or, send only 10¢ and 2 K-L seals from bottom of bag of KITTY LITTER® famous sanitary cat box filler. Today?


EXOTIC CHUTNEY RELISH

Exciting blend of spiced fruits and black walnuts for curries, entrees, snacks, meats, etc. . . . delightful with cottage cheese.

Send for FREE recipes

by Raffetto

87 34th Street, Bklyn., N.Y.
SMALL CARIBBEAN HOTELS
continued from page 43

Sint Maarten—Mary's Fancy

On the Dutch side of this divided but frontierless island (it is possible to cross over to French St. Martin without being aware of it) lies a little valley appropriately named Cul-de-Sac and Mary's Fancy, an old sugar estate turned inn. Owners Kit Osborn and Peter Byram, a designer and interior decorator, pooled their talents and converted the plantation house and buildings into one of the prettiest small hotels—a mere nine rooms—in the islands. All the rooms are furnished as if they were in a private house, with antiques, Oriental rugs, Hong Kong wicker chairs, and paintings galore, all constantly switched around by Mr. Byram. Paint applied by a practiced hand (often Mr. Byram's) gives Mary's Fancy a lighthearted air that suits its name. "Instant" rugs are stenciled on the wood floors of the dining room and vine-shaded veranda; the shower stall doors in a bathroom are painted with field flowers. Guest rooms don't have numbers, and the dining room menu is added in lieu of tipping.

A tight airline schedule limited my stay at Mary's Fancy to one day, so Mrs. Osborn thoughtfully gave me a quick tour of the island, including the capital of Sint Maarten, Philipsburg, a tree-shaded city of pink houses on an isthmus cradled between two arms of blue water; the French capital, Marigot (both cities are free ports); and a new small hotel that had opened in December, the Caravanserai. This modern, informal little inn has been built around a swimming pool on a coral promontory overlooking the Caribbean and, from a brief appraisal, seemed as if it would be a delightful vacation place.

Jamaica—Miranda Hill

Jamaica's Montego Bay is probably the Caribbean's most celebrated and celebrity-rite playground, so it was only to be expected that Miranda Hill, once the home of Captain Edward Molyneux of haute couture fame, should be the most elegant, luxurious, and pampering small hotel of my trip.

The white villa and swimming pool, nucleus of the hotel, rise in landscaped gardens on a hillside overlooking the bay. Another feature of the hotel is a terrace next morning. After dinner (and the dining room menu has as many choices of French cuisine as a good restaurant), Jamaican musicians gather on the terrace and play the ska, the hypnotic dance that combines elements of the monkey, the swim, or whatever you feel like doing in an endless rhythmic chain that stops only when exhaustion sets in.

It would take years really to see and know all of these varied islands, for every year brings changes, new additions to the roster of small hotels, and a rising tide of vacationers. One of the lures of the Caribbean is that there are more discoveries to be made there today than there were in the days of Columbus.

Further information and rates for the hotels may be obtained by writing to them or the Caribbean Travel Association, 20 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y., 10017.

SUMMER RATES (mid-April or May through mid-December) are lower than winter rates. In most cases, a 10 per cent service charge is added in lieu of tipping.

Septic Tank—Cesspool Owners

Whether your home is new or old—

RID-X Can Save You Hundreds of Dollars!

Whether your home is new or old, you can have a costly, messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. But amazing RID-X acts to prevent this . . . works to keep your sewage system working smoothly.

Yes, RID-X works to keep septic tanks, cesspools trouble-free! Helps prevent messy back-ups and foul odors.

RID-X can save you Hundreds of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping!

TESTED AND PROVED! Impartial scientific laboratory tests show that RID-X helps break down and liquefy waste materials so they can't clog your unit and overflow.

EASY TO USE—just pour in toilet bowl and flush. That's all. RID-X can't harm porcelain, metal pipes, fittings.

NEw FOIL PACKAGE WITH HANDY POUR SPOUT

Write for new illustrated booklet! 16 Fact-Filled Pages on Care and Maintenance of Septic Tanks, Cesspools. Send 10¢ for postage and handling to:

RID-X, P.O. BOX 26, WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.

ANOTHER FAMOUS PRODUCT OF THE d-CON COMPANY, INC.
ARCHITECT

He plans patios ... designs dormers ... fixes faucets.
Among his tools: lathes and levels ... paint and plaster ...
ideas and imagination.
His pleasure: a sense of accomplishment ... his satisfaction: the pride of a job well done.
Within these pages he finds ideas and information that broaden his unusual talents ... products that better his natural skills.
He's a thinker ... planner ... doer ... 
... and he reads this magazine, just as you do.
Screen your **FIREPLACE** BEAUTIFULLY

...mesh curtain, folding or tempered glass screens for every style or size of fireplace.

Ferns, like most plants, turn in their best performance in a fairly humid atmosphere. Those at the bottom of these pages are no exceptions. The tried-and-true method of providing the needed moisture is to set the pots on a bed of porous material that will absorb large quantities of water and release it slowly into the surrounding air. The combination of vermiculite and pebbles used in the window schemes on pages 164 to 167 not only accomplishes this, but has the added advantage of being much more neat and generally attractive than the cinders, peat-moss, or what-have-you that might be utilized to serve the same purpose.

First of all, some kind of tray is necessary to hold the vermiculite-pebble combination. This might very well be made of sheet metal. We chose the simpler—and less expensive—way and made our tray of wood, opposite page. Our first step was to cut a panel of heavy-gauge plywood to fit the sill of our imaginary fern window. A trellis strip of 1/4-inch wood wide enough to project 1 inch above the plywood panel was then nailed around the edge (with 2-inch wire nails spaced about 6 inches apart). To help make the tray watertight, a thick coat of paint (white lead-and-oil) was applied to the edge of the plywood before nailing on the edging strip. The whole tray was then given a prime coat of white lead-and-oil (you can choose your... [Continued on page 213]

**Prettiest choices for a fern window**

*Adiantum tenerum.* The familiar maidenhair, one of the most graceful and generally satisfactory of all ferns. Relatively less, rather than more, light is its preference; more, rather than less, humidity. Sometimes bothered by scale insects on the wiry stems.

*Asplenium nidus.* The bird's-nest fern. The blade-shaped leaves bear little resemblance to the other ferns, so this is always a good conversation piece. It likes a fairly strong light and should be watched for infestations of scale insects, which seem to find midribs very appetizing. The name "bird's nest," incidentally, refers to the circular pattern of overlapping leaves in the center of the plant.

*Davallia fejeensis.* Known as the rabbit's-foot fern and chiefly interesting as a curiosity. The fronds are like those of the fern-hall fern, but the rhizomes, covered with brown fur, creep on top of the soil and over the edge of the pot, looking really like rabbit's feet.
HOW TO MAKE AND CARE FOR YOUR FERN WINDOW

by James Fanning,
Landscape Architect

Marine plywood, \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch thick, cut to the shape of the window sill or plant area and surrounded by wood trellis strips, will form a durable receptacle for moist vermiculite and will go far toward inducing the kind of atmosphere that the ferns need.

**V. nephrolepis exaltata.** The Boston fern. Of the dozens of varieties of this (and other) nephrolepis species available, *exaltata* is best known and most widely grown. The graceful epitome of ferniness, it is almost as easy to grow as the redoubtable aspidistra.

**P. rotundifolia.** A curiously attractive fern, with tangles of wiry, dark-colored stems strung with circular dark green leaves in pairs. It likes a rather dim light, certainly not direct sunlight, and plenty of humidity.

**P. alcicorne and P. stemaria.** The staghorns. You only have to see one to know why it has its name. Both these ferns should be started by an expert—someone who knows just how to get the plant rooted into the bark slab it will grow on—but once started, the rest is easy: frequent syringing, a sharp eye for scale and mealybug, and plenty of light.

For additional fern choices, turn to page 215.

---

Trim tree-care costs
...Davey’s off-season is on!

This is the money-saving time to take advantage of Davey’s midwinter off-season economies. Think what trained Davey experts with modern equipment can do for your property now—efficiently and with special economy:

**REMOVE DANGEROUS TREES** and unsightly stumps while the ground is frozen. No lawn damage. “Stumpeater” removes stumps below ground level.

**PRUNE** away damaged, split or dead branches. Trim off low-hanging limbs. Improve trees’ shapeliness. Even in dormant state a well-trimmed tree is a thing of beauty. Extend the pride in your landscape to the very edges of your property.

**BRACE AND CABLE** heavy limbs. Don’t let sudden ice storms split off branches, depriving you of next summer’s shade. CALL DAVEY EXPERTS!

Call

DAVEY TREE SERVICE
or write

The Davey Tree Expert Co.
Kent 2, Ohio

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST TREE SAVING SERVICE IN THE WORLD

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE FOR "WHERE YOU CAN BUY."
First weekend

One man's meat. Some people—even gardeners—are compulsive leaf burners. Others are compulsive composters. The facts are that retaining tree leaves on your own place, in whatever form except ashes, keeps the basic fertility that went into the leaves right where it came from; that the leaves holding on latest in the autumn season, such as oak and beech, are among the most valuable either for composting or for use as mulches beneath broadleaf evergreens; that leaf burning can be dangerous and, in some communities illegal—and in any case is poor conservation; finally that what may seem a great pile of perhaps unwanted leaves at the beginning of winter may become but a small heap of pleasant brown earthlike material by spring.

So we suggest at least the retention if not the composting of or other appropriate use of late fallen leaves. If you must dig a hole in which to bury them, we might even favor that. But there are easier ways—such as raking them into a chicken wire corral, or piling them under a big shade tree (not on the lawn), or spreading them out under the shrubbery as thinly and evenly as the nature of shrubbery warrants. In any case, avoid burning them. Even burned in metal leaf burners, they would still dirty and pollute your neighborhood air. On macadam surfaces, hot leaves may well melt small cracks that will admit moisture and cause deterioration of the paving. Burning leaves do have a wonderful fragrance, but a fresh cup of coffee smells even better.

Gift book. Ogden Nash and Hilday Knigbht have collaborated on The Animal Garden (Evans-Lippincott, $3.95). The lines have the traditional Nash twist, if not the best Nash snap. And Mr. Knight's drawings are pleasingly antic in representing flowers as animals whose names many of them bear. A book to remember a guest by.
trim paint according to the colors of the room where you plan to put the plants; be sure to let the paint run into the joints so that they will be well sealed against moisture.

Your tray should be set up—whether on the floor or a window sill—so high that air can circulate under it. Then pour in a ½-inch-deep layer of coarse-ground vermiculite, level it, and water it slowly. If the water compacts the vermiculite to below the mark, add more vermiculite, since this is the most important element in the moisturizing system.

Most beginners are surprised at the great amount of water a layer of vermiculite will absorb. Unless the water is poured on with the hand of a would-be fireman, a ½-inch of the material will hold enough moisture to humidify your plants without ever allowing it to penetrate the plywood below. Sprinkling and hand-testing—the feel should be damp, not soggy—will produce a properly moistened bed, whereon to place the ferns themselves. The pots directly on the vermiculite and press down just enough so they will stand up. Next come the pebbles, and here let your fancy be your guide: any kind of stones, in any color, any size, or any shape will fill the bill. We used Japanese river pebbles (average diameter 1 inch) simply because they are available in easy-to-handle sacks and give a pleasantly mottled effect when a few black ones are scattered among the prevailing whites.

From this point on, maintaining the proper degree of moisture will be very simple: a simpleinkle or syringe the pebbles—don’t flood—once a day so they are thoroughly wet. Water the pots about once a week so heavily that a little water will be very simple: sprinkle or water the pots about once a week so heavily that a little water will be very simple: sprinkle or

**Additional choices for a fern window**

Polypodium aureum. One of a very large group of ferns, and one of the handsomest. This species, despite its yellow-sounding name, is bluish in color, with gracefully arching stems and broad pinnae (feathers). All of the polypodies thrive in tempered light and high humidity, and should be guarded against scale.

Asparagus plumosus and A. sprengeri. Sometimes called asparagus ferns (really not ferns at all), they fit in well with ferns, and are easily obtainable. There are many new and perhaps more graceful shapes in the familiar clay that you may prefer. A recirculating fountain may also appreciably improve the atmospheric humidity.

In regard to soil for the pots, the prime requirement is for the familiar clay that you may make acceptable companions, particularly in that part of the window where light and heat are likely to reach a level too high for most of the real ferns.

Selaginella kraussiana brownii. A mosslike tiny creeping fern that will serve to "face down" the taller ferns, particularly on the side away from the light. Given plenty of atmospheric humidity (down near the gravel among the moist fern pots), it will crawl down the sides of its container and out over the pebbles in the fern tray.

Continued on page 218
The Spirit of Grand Marnier

...comes alive with each sip of the world's finest liqueur... as the lovers along the Seine take in the big scene of Paris and enjoy it all with a Grand Marnier. Let the romance and excitement of Paris into your life... delight in a Grand Marnier... in a snifter... a cocktail... or in a magnificent recipe... you'll love it, for it has spirit! For delightful cocktail and gourmet recipes, write for our free recipe booklet.

Enroll and send $1. Please send me the 38-page, full color "Famed Scholz Design Collection."

Now available... your own book of these famed designs!

This is a Scholz Home... The Designs are World Famed

Because:

They are distinctive. They are unusual.
Over 30,000 homes have been built in the nation's finest communities...
Featured in nearly every national magazine... Architectural awards beyond count. They are available through a Scholz Homes builder in your area.

If you plan to build, you cannot afford to miss seeing the "Famed Scholz Design Collection."

It will point the way to a new concept in luxury at savings which can be duplicated in no other way.

Buildings & Remodeling

1. DESIGNS OF 19 HOUSES—from French Provincial to California Contemporary—are shown in color in a comprehensive booklet by Scholz Homes. Includes floor plans and interior shots. Six additional booklets on other Scholz designs are included in package. $1.

2. THREE FOLDERS OF FACTS about electric wiring, plumbing and drainage, and making your home weather-tight are offered by the Copper Development Assn. Each folder is illustrated.

3. HOW TO WORK WONDERS with woodwork is the theme of a beautifully illustrated booklet by Western Wood Products Assn., covering windows, walls, doors, louvers. A companion booklet features new ideas in do-it-yourself moulding applications. 15c.

4. ADVANTAGES OF SIDING made of Western Red Cedar are pointed out in two full-color folders by Western Red Cedar Lumber Assn. One folder describes how this siding material goes in; the other folder discusses bevel siding.

5. DOORS OF ALL KINDS, as well as woodwork, stairways, china cabinets, mantels, and louver units, are pictured in a booklet by the Morgan Co., that also includes specifications. 10c.

6. YOUR DECORATING GUIDE to beautiful bedrooms is offered by Nettle Creek in a 63-page booklet that gives step-by-step tips on co-ordinating fabrics, color schemes, and furniture. Includes full-color room settings, color chart, graph paper, plus section on windows. $1.

7. BRIGHT IDEAS IN GLASS have been compiled by American-Saint Gobain in a booklet that features 11 original settings to illustrate how particular design problems can be solved. Each setting has detailed installation diagram.

8. HOME PLANNING IDEAS abound in a 33-page booklet from Ethan Allen that features Early American furniture in full-color room settings. Space-saving custom room plan units are shown; graph paper and cutouts are provided, along with 4 simple steps for room planning. 25c.

9. HOW TO DESIGN FLOORS of tile as the starting point for your decorating scheme is covered in a booklet from Azeck. It gives suggested color schemes for Early American, oriental, contemporary, Roman, and Spanish room settings. 25c.

10. THE ART OF DECORATING with pictures is thoroughly discussed in a full-color booklet by Encore Art Prints. Included are tips on choosing the right picture and frame for a particular decor, plus illustrations of picture arrangements. 50c.

11. BASIC KITCHEN TOOLS—the pots, pans, and appliances that make for efficient cooking—are outlined in a booklet by the Committee of Stainless Steel Producers. Also has tips on entertaining and making a good cup of coffee.

12. HINTS ON HOUSEKEEPING are given in a breezy 15-page primer

For "WHERE YOU CAN BUY" SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE.
by Bissell that covers advice on keeping clutter under cover, making a schedule with a two-way stretch, plus some how-to's in cleaning that will make housekeeping look easy.

### FOOD & ENTERTAINING

13. PASS THE BOURBON PÂTÉ

and reap compliments galore for this and other recipes you'll find in an intriguing booklet by the Bourbon Institute. There are 62 recipes in all—from main courses to party suggestions. 25c.

14. MORE THAN 100 RECIPES

for all sorts of sandwiches are given in a 48-page booklet by the Dow Chemical Co. Eight chapters offer sandwich suggestions for small fry and teens, dieters and hungry men, picnics and parties, plus sandwiches from around the world and meal-in-one sandwiches.

15. PARTIES SHOULD BE FUN

for the host and hostess, too: that's the premise of a helpful booklet by Brown-Forman Distillers Corp. It offers tips on planning parties, number of glasses needed, drinks to make, hors d'oeuvres to serve, and a chart on how many drinks to serve for 4 to 20 people.

16. STAY IN YOUR KITCHEN

yet be worldly advises a booklet by Contadina that has 24 full-color pages of recipes for Italian, Mexican, Creole, and American dishes built around that well-traveled ingredient—the tomato.

17. EASY-TO-PREPARE MEALS

that are inexpensive, too, are featured in a booklet of ingenious recipes by Carnation. It has 48 colorful pages of new ideas for making cakes and cookies, meats and sauces, soups and salads, plus "great for guests" recipes. 25c.

### MUSIC

18. MODERN PIANO LESSONS

make learning a joy for every child, as pointed out in a brochure by Story & Clark Piano Co. Subjects include a discussion of new teaching methods, selecting a teacher, and cost of lessons.

19. AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES

are described in technical and non-technical terms in a 32-page booklet by Garrard. Four highly advanced record players are discussed, including the Lab 80, the first automatic transcription turntable.

### MISCELLANEOUS

20. A THREE-VOLUME SET, A Christmas Carol, A Tale of Two Cities, and David Copperfield, has been made available by J&B Scotch. The three Dickens' classics are in handsome, hardcover library editions. $1 set.

21. A TEST KIT FOR WATER

hardness is offered by Servisoft. You need only a glass of water from your faucet and the special sensitized paper in the kit; a chart tells you degree of hardness of your home water supply.

22. IMPROVE YOUR BOWLING

score with tips found in a booklet by AMF. In addition to a complete explanation of the four-step approach, the booklet covers attire and equipment, bowling etiquette, scoring.

23. CHILDREN'S CARD GAMES,

50 in all, are outlined in a booklet by U.S. Playing Card. Games run the gamut from Donkey through 12 kinds of solitaire to an easy lesson in contract bridge. And there's a special section on card tricks. 50c.
**GARDENER’S MONTH continued from page 213**

*Pteris eneiiformis.* One species from a group that includes several particularly handsome variants. Small to medium in size, some pteris have pinnae that are crimped, curled, fringed, and variegated in various ways. One of the handsomest of all is *P. eneiiformis* "Victoriae," with dark green and creamy white fronds. All the species and varieties do their best in subdued light and high humidity.

*Davallia ballata.* A fern which the Japanese long ago discovered is ideal for growing in balls of moss—hence the fact that it is usually seen growing this way. Keep the ball moist, syringing the fronds regularly, and try to give it something less than all-day sunlight.

*Cibotium menziesii.* A Hawaiian tree fern that will ultimately get too big for your fern window. But if and while it fits, it is indeed fascinating to watch the great, long leaves uncurl out of the top of the dead-looking stem. Susceptible to attack by mealybug and scale.

*Cibotium schiedi.* A tree-fern relative that is much more manageable in size than the foregoing (it takes many years to exceed 12 feet). It prefers to be out of direct sunlight, but is otherwise undemanding.

*Cystodium falcatum.* The holly fern. The shape of the leaves (pinnae, to be technically exact) gives this fern its name. Probably the toughest of all ferns, this will turn in an acceptable performance even in the dimly lit corner of a city apartment. Watch it for scale and mealybug.

**DECEMBER GARDENERS continued from page 214**

Their enormously spectacular and therefore "exotic" looking blooms, the magnolias seem to have earned a reputation for being geographically choosy. In point of fact, one of them can be found growing well in gardens over a great part of the temperate or sub-tropical world. Even the best known evergreen species grows over a far greater range than its native habitat would suggest—e.g. a house-high espalier at Kew, in London, or a house-high espalier in Memphis, Tenn.—we have seen them both and they grow equally well in both places.

The most notable of the early flowering deciduous magnolias of the north temperate zones is probably *M. soulangeana*, with huge pink saucer blossoms opening before the leaves emerge. The varie-
table range of flower colors is enormous, running all the way from deep purple to near-white. *M. stellata* has pure white flowers (although there is a pink variant) with ribbonlike petals in earliest spring. In fact, it blooms so early that sometimes the flower buds are frozen—which is its only drawback. *M. virginiana* has fragrant June flowers, deep green leaves that are whitish beneath. It grows as a smallish shrub around Boston, Mass.; as a near-evergreen tree as much as 50 feet tall in the far south. *M. sieboldii* (parviflora) has early summer flowers that follow one another for as much as six weeks—big white discs with crimson stamens and filaments.

*M. grandiflora* is, of course, the great and much loved bull-bay of the American southeast. It has large, glossy evergreen leaves, huge fragrant white flowers, enormous clusters of red seeds in autumn pods. In this country it ranges from New York southward and may be found on the West Coast as well. Less well known, but harder and even more satisfactory as a home-grown tree is *M. sylvatica*. Its flowers are only slightly smaller than the preceding, and the plant blooms in April before the fine, dark leaves come. This one will even survive in the cold, dry winters of the Middle West.

There are other and bigger magnolias, with other and bigger flowers, and other and more dramatic weedpods. But for the most part they are for other and bigger areas than your yard. All the kinds recommended should be bought, in cans or with a root-ball, from a good nursery, and can be transplanted almost without hazard in spring. Their only real enemy is the magnolia scale, an ugly but seldom fatally troublesome pest.
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DECEMBER, 1965
November and December every large city from Boston to Chicago will see both plays.

Pro Musica, now in its thirteenth year, was originally created with the sole aim of performing antique music—medieval, Renaissance, and early Baroque. It stops, in other words, where most people begin, that is, with Bach. Certainly music is the organization's forte. Its members not only sing, but also play instruments, and each, including the director, is a scholar as well as an artist. Earnest Murphy, for example, is not only a leading countertenor with a high lyric range of two octaves from C to C, he is also a pianist and a harpsichordist, with a master's degree in musical literature.

Part of Pro Musica's musical charm is due to its baggage of instruments. Some are so ancient that makers no longer exist; the viola da gamba; tiny Highland bagpipes; miniature Arabian kettledrums; harps of the psaltery and minstrel types; a hand carved violin consisting of three or four rows of bells suspended from a crossbar which sets up a whirling ringing in the air. There is also a small light portable organ, worked by air compression, which has wooden pipes that give it an appealing and nasal resonance found in no other instrument of the world. The rebate and vielle, fiddles and tiny cellos, hang on cords around the necks of the players so that they can walk about as they perform. The Middle Ages, after all, was the era of wandering minstrels.

Some of the instruments were especially commissioned by Pro Musica in various parts of Europe. The large bells were cast in London, the organ was manufactured in Vienna. Some of the string instruments were fashioned in Germany, others at the Dolsmitc Workshop in England. The 4-foot-long straight trumpet with its clear, silvery tone was made in Italy in 1406 A.D. It heralds kings, angels, and announces interludes. The singers usually clash metallic cymbals for metrical punctuation, or wear tiny finger cymbals and delicately tap their finger tips together to produce sounds as ethereal as the Bible text itself. Medieval music, in general, was based on a definite symbology: stringed instruments and the portative organ accompanied holy figures such as prophets or the Virgin Mary. Trumpets and cornets signified kings. Recorders (some of Pro Musica's members are the finest virtuosi on the recorder in the country) and percussion denoted the pomp and circumstance of pagan courts. Raspings bowed instruments portrayed eunuch counselors plotting the downfall of a trusted prophet such as Daniel.

Music, being an oral and aurual tradition is the most elusive and easily forgotten of the arts, hardest to preserve. The notation of neumes and reemes used in the early days of mysteries suggested pitch vaguely and indicated rhythm approximately. It was from such crude manuscripts that Pro Musica's scholars and musicians had to work and reconstruct.

The music of Daniel and Herod is known as "plain song," voices in unison intoning psalms. It was not until many centuries later that harmony evolved, so, happily, the vocal figurations and melodic patterns of the music-drama are at once stark and complicated. The voices singing together rise and fall according to strict rule. Occasionally the line is expanded by chantlike singing in open intervals of fourths and thirds. But even to modern, harmony-directed ears, the music is detectable and its invention stunningly adept.

At Christmas time it would be pertinent to ask what was the music of Jesus' own day? He is said to have sung at the Last Supper, and according to one apocryphal Book of John, he danced a round-dance with his disciples. But scholars still debate the actual sounds he might have heard and made and moved to. They could very well have been close to the plain song of Daniel and Herod, for he prayed and taught in the Jewish synagogues and temples, from which this music, with its Hebraic intonations, meters, and cadences, originally derived. A blending of Oriental melodic improvisations with Latin order, rhyme, and discipline, this medieval music bridges the distance between Asiatic wisdom and Western learning. This in itself brings us nearer to Christ. By its music, its mysticism, and its canticles, the world is the music of Jesus' own day. He is said to have sung at the Last Supper, and according to one apocryphal Book of John, he danced a round-dance with his disciples. But scholars still debate the actual sounds he might have heard and made and moved to. They could very well have been close to the plain song of Daniel and Herod, for he prayed and taught in the Jewish synagogues and temples, from which this music, with its Hebraic intonations, meters, and cadences, originally derived. A blending of Oriental melodic improvisations with Latin order, rhyme, and discipline, this medieval music bridges the distance between Asiatic wisdom and Western learning. This in itself brings us nearer to Christ. By its music, its mysticism, and the texts, Pro Musica recreates for us Christ's Christmas—a rare achievement.

Coming next month:

WINTER CASSEROLE COOK BOOK

By Nika Standen Hazelton